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NOTICE OF RESCISSION OF LIMITED EXCLUSION ORDER AND
VACATUR OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE ORDER NO. 5
AGENCY U.S.International Trade Commission.
SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S.International Trade Commission has rescinded the
limited exclusion order issued on October 8, 2002, at the conclusion of the above-captioned
investigation, and vacated Administrative Law Judge ("AJJ") Order No. 5.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: David I. Wilson, Esq., Office of the General
Counsel, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20436,
telephone 202-708-2310. Copies of the CommissionOrder and all other nonconfidential documents
filed in connection with this investigation are or will be available for inspection during official business
hours (8:45 a.m. to 5: 15 p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary,U.S.International Trade Commission,500 E
Street, S.W., Washington,D.C. 20436, telephone 202-205-2000. General information concerning the
Commission may also be obtained by accessing its Internet server at http://www.usitc.gov. The public
record for this investigation may be viewed on the Commission's electronic docket (EDIS-ON-LINE)
at http://edis.usitc.gov. Hearing-impairedpersons are advised that information on the matter can be
obtained by contacting the Commission's TDD terminal on 202-205-1810.
SUPPLEMENTARYINFORMATION: On March 6,2001, the Commission voted to instituted this
investigation, which concerned allegations of unfair acts in violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of
1930, 19 U.S.C. 0 1337, in the importation and sale of certain integrated circuits, processes for
making same, and products containing same. 66 Fed. Reg. 13,567 (Mar. 6, 2001). On October 8,
2002, the Commission found a violation of section 337 in the unlawful importation and sale by
respondents Silicon Integrated Systems Corp. of Taiwan and Silicon Integrated Systems Corp. of the
United States (collectively "respondents") of certain integrated circuits, and certain products containing
same, made by a process covered by claim 13 of U.S.Patent No. 6,117,345, owned by complainants
United Microelectronics Corp., UMC Group (USA),and United Foundry Service, Inc. (collectively
"complainants").
On March 13, 2003, complainants and respondents filed a joint petition to rescind the limited
exclusion order under Commission rule"'210.76(a)(l), 19 C.F.R. §210.76(a)(l), on the basis of a
settlement agreement they had reached. Complainants and respondents asserted that their settlement
agreement constituted "changed conditions of fact or law" sufficient to justify rescission of the order

under Commission rule 210.76(a)(l). Complainants and respondents also sought in their joint petition
to have the Commission vacate Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) Order No. 5, which restricted the
patent prosecution activities of William H. Wright of Hogan & Hartson, counsel for complainants, and
other patent practioners at Hogan & Hartson, who had subscribed to the administrative protective
order. ALI Order No. 5 had been entered at the request of respondents.
This action is taken under the authority of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, 19 U.S.C. 0
1337, and section 210.76(a)(l) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, 19 C.F.R.5
210.76(a)( 1).
By order of the Commission.

Secretary to the Commission
Issued: April 23,

2003
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of
Inv. No. 337-TA-450
CERTAIN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS,
PROCESSES FOR MAKING SAME, AND
PRODUCTS CONTAINING SAME

ORDER
On October 8,2002, the Commission found a violation o f section 337 o f the Tariff Act of
1930 (19 U.S.C. §1337), as amended, in the unlawfbl importation and sale by respondents
Silicon Integrated Systems Corp. o f Taiwan and Silicon Integrated Systems Corp. of the United
States (collectively “respondents”) o f certain integrated circuits, and certain products containing
same, made by a process covered by claim 13 o f U. S. Patent No. 6,117,345, owned by
complainants United Microelectronics Corp., W C Group (USA), and United Foundry Service,
Inc. (collectively “complainants”).
On March 13,2003, complainants and respondents filed a joint petition to rescind the

limited exclusion order under Commission rule 210.76(a)(l), 19 C.F.R. 9 210.76(a)(l), on the
basis of their settlement agreement. Complainants and respondents asserted that the settlement
agreement constituted “changed conditions o f fact or law” sufficient to justify rescission o f the
limited exclusion order under Commission rule 2 10.76(a)( 1).
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Complainants and respondents also sought in theirjoint petition to have the Commission
vacate AdministrativeLaw Judge (“ALJ”)Order No. 5, which restricts the patent prosecution
activities o f William H. Wright of Hogan & Hartson, counsel for complainants, and other patent
practioners at Hogan & Hartson, who had subscribed to the administrativeprotective order. ALJ
Order No. 5 had been imposed at the request o f respondents.
Having reviewed the parties’ submissions,the Commission finds that the petition and
settlement agreement o f complainants and respondents satisfies the requirements for rescinding
the limited exclusion order under Commission rule 210.76(a)(l). The Commission also finds
that the restrictions ordered by ALJ Order No. 5 are no longer necessary in view o f the current
business relationship between complainants and respondents and because the restrictions were
imposed at respondents’ request. Accordingly, it is HEREBY ORDERED THAT:
1. The limited exclusion order issued on October 8,2002 in this investigation is
rescinded;

2. ALJ Order No. 5 is vacated; and

-.

3. The Secretary shall serve copies of this Commission Order upon each party of record
to this investigation and publish notice thereof in the Federal Register.
By Order of the Commission.

%-*
MarilynR.

ott

Secretary to the Commission
Issued: April 23,2003

CERTAIN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, PROCESSES FOR MAKING

337-TA-450

SAME, AND PRODUCTS CONTAINING S A M E
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Marilyn R. Abbott, hereby certify that theNotice Of Rescission of Limited Exclusion Order and Vacatur of
Administrative Law Judge Order. No. 5, was served upon the
where necessary, on April 23,2003.

500 E Street, SW - Room 112
Washington, DC 20436

ON BEHALF OF COMPLAINANT UNITED
MICROELECTRONICS CORPORATION. UMC
GROUP AND UNITED FOUNDRY SERVICE,
INCORPORATED:

Michael A. Molano, Esq.
Sonnenschein Nath and Rosenthal
685 Market Street, 6" Floor
San Francisco, CA 94 105

Steven J. Routh, Esq.
Hogan and Hartson
555 13* Street, NW
Washington, DC 20004

ON BEHALF OF THE COMMISSION:

William H.Wright, Esq.
Biltmore Tower
Hogan and Hartson
500 S. Grand Avenue
Suite 1900
Los Angeles, CA 90071

ON BEHALF OF SILICON INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS CORPORATION:

Tom M. Schaumberg, Esq.
Adduci, Mastriani and Schaumberg, LLP
1200 Seventeenth Street, NW
Fifth Floor
Washington, DC 20036
Kirk R. Ruthenberg, Esq.
Sonnenschein Nath and Rosenthal
1301 K Street, NW
Suite 600, East Tower
Washington, DC 20005
Edward H. Rice, Esq.
Sonnenschein Nath and Rosenthal
8000 Sears Tower
Chicago, IL 60606

Shwal P. Virmani, Esq.
Commission Investigative Attorney
Office of Unfair Import Investigation
500 E Street, SW - Room 401-J
Washington, DC 20436
James B.Coughlan, Esq.
Commission Investigative Attorney
Office of Unfair Import Investigations
500 E Street, SW - Room 401-L
Washington, DC 20436
Timothy Monaghan, Esq.
Advisory Attorney
Office of General Counsel
500 E Street, SW - Room 707-U
Washington, DC 20436
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
C

1

ORDER
The Commission instituted this investigation by notice published in the Federal Register
on March 6,2001. The complainants are United Microelectronics Corporation, Hsinchu City,Taiwan; UMC Group (USA), Sunnyvale, CA; and United Foundry Service, Inc., Hopewell
Junction, NY. The Commission named two respondents, Silicon integrated Systems Cop.,
Hsinchu City, Taiwan, and Silicon Integrated Systems Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA (collectively,
“SiS”). The complaint, as supplemented, alleged violations of section 337 in the importation, the
sale for importation, and the sale within the United States after importation of certain integrated
-circuitsand products containing same by reason of infringement of certain claims of U.S. Patent
No. 5,559,352 and claims 1,3-16, and 19-21 of U.S.Patent No. 6,117,345 (“the ‘345 patent”).

Following an evidentiary hearing, the presiding administrative law judge (ALJ) issued his
finalID on May 6,2002, concluding that there was no violation of section 337 of the TariffAct

of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 6 1337). The ALJ found, inferalia, that each of the ‘345 patent claims listed
in the notice of investigation, including claim 13, is invalid as anticipated by and made obvious
by certain prior art. On June 2 1,2002, the Commission d e t e d n e d to review the II)in part. On
October 7,2002, the Commission determined that there is a violation of section 337 as to claim
13 of the ‘345 patent, but no violation of the statute as to the remaining claims in issue of the
‘345 patent and no violation as to the claims in issue of the ‘352 patent. On the same day, the
Commission issued its opinion supporting its final determination and also issued a limited

. .
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exclusion order.
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PUBLIC Y&RSION
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

DELETED
On October 25,2002, respondents filed a petition for reconsideration’ pursuant to
Commission rule 210.47, requesting that the Commission reconsider its October 7,2002, find
determination, Respondents’petition characterizesthe Commission’sfinal determination as
rejecting their argument that U.S.Patent No. 5,580,701 (“the ‘701 patent) “providedalternative
evidence for supporting the U s determinationthat one skilled in the art would know to use
1 1 to form the cap layer o f claim
[[
13.” Petition at 1 (citing Commission opinion at 32,54-5_5), 5. Respondents assert that the
Commission’s final determination raises the new question-of whether the Commission can refuse
to consider ”record evidence that provides altemative support for an ALJ’s determination.”
Petition at 3. Complainants and the Commission investigative attorney (“IA’’)opposed the
petition.

In the ”Background”section o f their petition, respondentsstate that they argued in their

opposition to the petitions for review of the ALJ’s ID filed by complainants and the IA that the
‘701 patent provided additional evidentiary q p o r t for their argument that a person o f ordinary
skill in the art would know to use [
3 J to form the cap layer of claim 13.
Petition at 2 (citing Respondents’Opposition to Cornpanants‘ and OuITs Petitions for Review at
25-26). Respondents further state that in their initial and response briefs to the Commission on
review, they cited the ‘701patent as additional record evidence supportingtheir arguments that
claim 13 is obvious. Petition at 3 (citing respondents’brief at 28-34 and respondents’reply brief
at 55-56).
Complainants’response put respondents on notice that the Commission might reject
arguments that had not been presented to the ALJ. Complainants’brief at 93 n.44 (arguing that
?701patent argument raised in Respondents’Oppositionto Complainants’and OUIrs Petitions
for Review was “misplaced”because, inter alia, “this argument was not raised before or
considered by the ALJ”). Respondents therefore could have presented their cumnt arguments
concerning what they have identified in their petition for reconsideration as a “newquestion” in
their earlier reply briec2 before the Commission ever made its final determination.
Consequently, respondents’petition for reconsideration is not directed toward “new questions”
upon which respondents “had no opportunity to submit arguments” as required by Commission
rule 2 10.47, and the petition must therefore be denied.
Therefore, having examined the record in this investigation, including respondents’
petition pursuant to rule 2 10.47 for reconsideration o f the Commission’sOctober 7,2002, final

’ Respondents’ Motion for Reconsideration (filed October 25,2002).
Respondents in fact made some o f those arguments, and the Commission rejected them. Commission opinion
at 32.

2

PUBLIC VER;SION.-

determination,and the responses thereto, it is hereby ORDERED THAT:

1.

2.

Respondents' petition for reconsideration is denied.
The Secretary shall serve copies of this Order on all parties of record.

By order of the Commission.

MarilynRMtt
Secretary to the Commission
Issued: January 7,2003
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PUBLIC VERSION
CERTAIN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, PROCESSES FOR MAKING
SAME, AND PRODUCTS CONTAWING SAME

337-TA-450

CONFIDENTIAL CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Marilyn R Abbott, hereby certify that the attached CONFlDENTXAL ORDER,was served upon the following
partits via fmt class mail and air mail where necessary, on

-

500 E S~E&,SW Room 112
Washington, DC 20436
ON BEHALF OF COMPLAINANT UNITED

MICROELECXRONICSCORPORATION,
UMC GROUP AND UNITED FOUNDRY
SERVICE. INCORPORATED:
Steven J. Routh, Esq.
Mark S. McConneJl, Esq.
David A. Kikel, Esq.
Sten A. Jensen, Esq.
Hogan and Hartson
555 13"'Street,N W
Washington, DC 20004
William H. Wright, Esq.
Biltmore Tower
Hogan and Hartson
500 S. Grand Avenue
Suite 1900
Los Angels, CA 90071

ON B E H A L ~OF SILICON INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS CORPORATION:
Tom M.Schaumberg, Esq.
Adduci, Mastriani and Schaumberg, LLP
1200 Seventeenth Street, NW
Fifi Floor
Washington, DC 20036
Kirk R. Ruthenberg, Esq.
Sonnenschein Nath and Rosenthal
1301K Street, NW
Suite 600, East Tower
Washington, DC 20005
Edward H. Rice, Esq.
Sonnenschein Nath and Rmenthal

8000 Sears Tower
233 South Wacker Drive

Chicago, IL 60606
MichaelA. M o h o , Ei'q.

'SonnenschehNath and Rosentbal
685 Market Street C?' Floor
Saa Francisco, CA 04105

-

ON BEHALF OF THE COMMISSION;

Shival P. V i i , Esq.
Commission InvestigativeAttorney
Office o f Unfair Import Investigation
500 E S e t , SW Room 401-J
Washington, DC 20436

-

James B.

Coughlan, Esq.
Commission InvestigativeAttorney
Office of Unfair Import Investigations
500 E Strtet, SW Room 401-L
Washington, DC 20436

-

Clara Kuehn, Esq.
Advisory Attorney
Office of General Counsel
500 E Street, SW Room 707-T
Washington, DC 20436
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NOTICE OF FINAL DETERMINATION AND
ISSUANCE OF LIMITED EXCLUSION ORDER

\=

AGENCY:

U.S. International Trade commission.

r,
c

ACTION:

Notice.
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SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. International Trade Commission has found a
violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 6 1337) as to one claim of one
patent and has issued a limited exclusion order in the above-captioned investigation.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Clara Kuehn, Esq., Office of the General
Counsel, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20436,
telephone (202) 205-3012. Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information on this matter
can be obtained by contacting the Commission’s TDD tcrminal on 202-205- 1810. General
information concerning the Commission may also be obtained by accessing its Internet server
(ht@://www.usitc.gov).Copies of the Commission order, the Commission opinion in support
thereof, and all nonconfidential documents filed in connection with this investigation are or will
be available for inspection during official business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) in the Office of
the Secretary, U.S.International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.
20436, telephone 202-205-2000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Commission instituted this investigation by
notice published in the Federal Register on March 6,2001. 66 Fed. Reg. 13567 (2001). The
complainants were United Microelectronics Corporation, Hsinchu City, Taiwan; UMC Group
(USA), Sunnyvale, CA; and United Foundry Service, Inc., Hopewell Junction, NY. Id, The
Commission named two respondents, Silicon Integrated Systems Corp., Hsinchu City, Taiwan,
and Silicon Integrated Systems Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA (collectively, “SiS”). Id. The
complaint, as supplemented, alleged violations of section 337 in the importation, the sale for
importation, and the sale within the United States after importation of certain integrated circuits
and products containing same by reason of infringement of claims 1,2, and 8 of U.S. Letters
Patent 5,559,352 (“the ‘352 patent”) and claims 1,3-16, and 19-21 of U.S.Letters Patent
6,117,345 (“the ‘345 patent”). Id.

On November 2,2001, the presiding administrative law judge (“ALJ”) issued an initial
determination (“ID”) (ALJ Order No. 15) granting complainants’ motion for summa?.
determination on the issue of importation and denying respondents‘ motion for s u m ~ ~ r y
determination of lack of importation, That ID was not reviewed by the Commission. A tutorial
session was held on November 5,200 1, and an evidentiary hearing was held fiom November 7,
200 1, through November 16,200 1, and fiom December 10,200 1, through December 12,2001.
The ALJ issued his final ID on May 6,2002, concluding that there was no violation of
section 337. With respect to the ‘352 patent, the Aw found that: complainants have not
established that the domestic industry requirement is met; none of respondents’ accused devices
infringe any asserted claim of the ‘352 patent literally or under the doctrine of equivalents; and
claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent are invalid as anticipated under 35 U.S.C. 6 102 and claim 8 of
the ‘352 patent is invalid for obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 5 103. With respect to the ‘345 patent,
the ALJ found each of the claims listed in the notice of investigation, i. e., claims 1,3-16, 19-20,
and 2 1, invalid as anticipated by and made obvious by certain prior art. The ALJ stated that, in
their post-hearing filings, complainants asserted only claims 1,3-5,9, 11-13, and 20-21 of the
’345patent against respondents. He found that, if valid, each of the asserted claims of the ‘345
patent, i.e., claims 1,3-5,9, 11-13, and 20-21, is literally infringed by SiS’s existing (or old)
SiON manufacturing process, but that respondents’ new N,O process does not infringe any
asserted claim of the ‘345patent. The ALJ further found that a domestic industry exists with
respect to the ‘345 patent. On May 13,2002, the ALJ issued his recommended determination on
remedy and bonding.On May 20,2002, complainants and the Commission investigative attorney
(“IA”) petitioned for review of the subject ID, and respondents filed a contingent petition for
review of the ALJ’s final ID.
On June 2 1 2002, the Commission determined to review the ID in part. Specifically, the
Commission determined to review and clarify that the ALJ found claim 13 of the ‘345 patent
made obvious, but not anticipated, by the Tobben patent. The Commission also determined to
review: (1) the ALJ’s findings and conclusions of law regarding the ‘352 patent with respect to
infringement of the asserted claims and domestic industry under the doctrine of equivalents; (2)
the ALJ’s finding that respondents’ old E5 model ESD transistor does not infringe any asserted
claim of the ‘352 patent, either literally or equivalently; (3) the ALJ’s claim construction of the
limitations “an ESD protection device” (claims 1,2, and 8 of the ‘352 patent), “a gate” (claims 1
and 2), “gates” (claim 8), and “source/drain regions . . . with each source/drain region
comprising” (claims 1,2, and S), and the ALJ’s invalidity, domestic industry, and infringement
findings and conclusions of law with respect to those limitations; (4) the ALJ’s finding that claim
8 of the ’352 patent is invalid as made obvious by a combination of prior art references; (5)
whether the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement is met with respect to the ‘352
patent; (6) the ALJ’s findings that the “second antireflective coating” (claim 1 and asserted
dependent claims 3-8 of the ‘345 patent) and “cap layer” (claims 9-16, 19-20, and 21 of the ‘345
patent) are disclosed in the Tobben patent, and consequently (a) the ALJ’s findings with respect
to etching the second antireflective coating or cap layer (claims 4 and 12), (b) the ALJ’sultimate
finding that the Tobben patent anticipates claims 1,3-16, 19-20, and 21 of the ‘245patent, and
(c) the ALJ’s conclusion that claim 13 is made obvious by the Tobben patent and other prior art;
2

(7)the ALJ's conclusion that claim 13 of the '345 patent is invalid as obvious in light of the
Tobben patent; and (8) the ALJ's conclusion that claims 1,3-16, 19-20, and 21 of the '345 patent
are invalid as made obvious by the Abernathey patent in combination with the Pan, Yagi, and/or
Yota publications. The Commission determined not to review the remainder of the ID, including
the ID'S conclusions and findings of fact with respect to whether the Tobben patent is prior art to
the '345 patent, infringement of the asserted claims of the '345 patent, domestic industry
concerning the '345 patent, and failure to disclose the best mode of practicing the invention of the
'345 patent. The Commission requested briefs on the issues under review, and posed briefing
questions for the parties to answer. The Commission also requested written submissions on the
issues of remedy, the public interest, and bonding. 67 Fed Reg. 43338. Initial briefs were filed
on July 9,2002, and reply briefs were filed on July 16,2002, and July 17,2002.
Having examined the record in this investigation, including the briefs and the responses thereto,
the Commission determined that there is a violation of section 337 as to claim 13 of the '345
patent, but no violation of the statute as to the remaining claims in issue of the '345 patent (viz.,
claims 1,3-5,9, 11-12,20, and 21) and no violation as to the claims in issue of the '352 patent
(viz., claims 1,2, and 8). With respect to the '352 patent, the Commission determined to modify
the ALJ's construction of certain limitations in the asserted claims of the '352 patent, and to
affirm the ALJ's findings and conclusions that (a) the asserted claims are not infringed, and (b)
complainants failed to establish the technical prong of the domestic industry requirement under
the revised claim construction.
The Commission also determined to affirm the ALJ's finding that claims 1 and 2 of the '352
patent are invalid as anticipated, to reverse the ALJ's finding that claim 8 of the '352 patent is
invalid as made obvious, and to take no position as to whether complainants established the
economic prong of the domestic industry requirement with respect to the '352 patent. With
respect to the '345 patent, the Commission determined to vacate the ALJ's findings and
conclusions as to invalidity with respect to claims 6-8, 10, 14-16, and 19; to reverse the ALJ's
finding that claims 1,3-5,9, 11-12,20, and 21 are invalid as anticipated; to affirm the ALJ's
conclusion that claims 1,3-5,9, 11-12,20, and 21 of the '345 patent are invalid as obvious; and
to clarify that claim 13 is not anticipated and reverse the ALJ's conclusion that claim 13 is invalid
as obvious.
The Commission also made determinations on the issues of remedy, the public interest, and
bonding. The Commission determined that the appropriate form of relief is a limited exclusion
order prohibiting the unlicensed entry of integrated circuits, including chipsets and graphics
chips, that are made by a process covered by claim 13 of U.S.Letters Patent 6,117,345 and
manufactured by or on behalf of respondents, and motherboards containing such integrated
circuits.

3

The Commission also determined that the public interest factors enumerated in 19 U.S.C.
6 1337(d) do not preclude the issuance of the limited exclusion order, and that the bond during
the Presidential review period should be set at 100 percent o f the entered value of integrated
circuits subject to the Commission's order and 39 percent o f the entered value o f motherboards
containing such integrated circuits.
The authority for the Commission's determinations is contained in section 337 of the Tariff Act
o f 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 9 1337), and in sections 210.45 - 210.51 o f the Commission's
Rules o f Practice and Procedure (1 9 C.F.R. $0 2 10.45 - 2 10.51).
By order o f the Commission.

Marilyn a b o t t

Secretary to the Commission

Issued: October 7,2002
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LIMITED EXCLUSION ORDER

The Commission has determined that there is a violation of section 337 of the TariffAct
of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 0 1337) in the unlawful importation and sale by respondents Silicon
Integrated Systems Corp. of Taiwan and Silicon Integrated Systems Corporation of the United
States (together, “respondents”) of integrated circuits, and certain products containing same,
made by a process covered by claim 13 of U.S. Letters Patent 6,117,345.
Having reviewed the record in this investigation, including the recommended
determination of the presiding administrative law judge and the written submissions of the
parties, the Commission has made its determination on the issues of remedy, the public interest,
and bonding. The Commission has determined that the appropriate form of relief is a limited
exclusion order prohibiting the unlicensed entry of integrated circuits, including chipsets and
graphics chips, that are made by a process covered by claim 13 of U.S.Letters Patent 6,117,345
and manufactured by or on behalf of respondents, and motherboards that contain such infiinging
integrated circuits.
The Commission has also determined that the public interest factors enumerated in
19 U.S.C. 6 1337(d) do not preclude issuance of the limited exclusion order, and that the bond
during the Presidential review period shall be in the amount of 100 percent of the entered value
of integrated circuits, including chipsets and graphics chips, subject to the Commission’sorder,
and 39 percent of the entered value of motherboards containing such integrated circuits.
Accordingly, the Commission hereby ORDERS THAT:
1. Integrated circuits, including chipsets and graphics chips, that are made by a process
covered by claim 13 of U.S. Letters Patent 6,117,345 and are manufactured abroad and/or
imported by or on behalf of respondents or any of their affiliated companies, parents,
subsidiaries, or other related business entities, or their successors or assigns, and motherboards
containing same, are excluded from entry for consumption into the United States, entry for
consumption from a foreign trade zone, or withdrawal from a warehouse for consumption, for the
remaining term of the patent, except under license of the patent owner or as provided by law.

. _.

,

2. Integrated circuits, including.chipsets and graphics chips, that are excluded by
paragraph 1 of this Order are entitled to entry for consumption into the United States, entry for
consumption from a foreign trade zone, or withdrawal from a warehouse for consumption, under
bond in the amount of 100 percent of entered value pursuant to subsection (i) of section 337 of
the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended 19 U.S.C. 1337(j), from the day after this Order is received
by the President until such time as the President notifies the Commission that he approves or
disapproves this action but, in any event, not later than sixty (60) days after the date of receipt of
this action.
3. Motherboards that are excluded by paragraph 1 of this Order are entitled to entry for
consumption into the United States, entry for consumption from a foreign trade zone, or
withdrawal fiom a warehouse for consumption, under bond in the amount of 39 percent of
entered value pursuant to subsection (j) of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended 19
U.S.C. 0 1337(i), from the day after this Order is received by the President until such time as the
President notifies the Commission that he approves or disapproves this action but, in any event,
not later than sixty (60) days after the date of receipt of this action.
4. Pursuant to procedures to be specified by U.S. Customs Service, as the Customs

Service deems necessary, persons seeking to import integrated circuits, including chipsets and
graphics chips, or motherboards containing same, that are potentially subject to this Order shall
certify that they are familiar with the terms of this Order, that they have made appropriate
inquiry, and thereupon state that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, the products being
imported are not excluded from entry under paragraph 1 of this Order. At its discretion, the
Customs Service may require persons who have provided the certification described in this
paragraph to furnish such records or analyses as are necessary to substantiate the certification.
5. In accordance with 19 U.S.C. $ 1337(1), the provisions of this Order shall not apply to
integrated circuits and motherboards containing same that are imported by and for the use of the
United States, or imported for, and to be used for, the United States with the authorization or
consent o f the Government.

6. Th'e Commission may modify this Order in accordance with the procedures described
in section 210.76 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 19 C.F.R.0 210.76.

2

7. The Secretary shall serve copies of this Order upon each party of record in this
investigation and upon the Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of
Justice, the Federal Trade Commission, and the U.S. Customs Service.
8. Notice of this Order shall be published in the Federal Register.
B y Order of the Commission.

Secretary to the Commission

Issued: October 7,2002
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
DELETE@ 3 I I r;,j f;d

COMhlISSlON OPINION

This section 337 investigation is before the Commission for final cisposition o f the issues
under review anti, ifnecessary, for determinations on remedy, the public interest, and bonding.
We find a violation o f section 337 o f the TariffAct o f 1930 as to claim 13 of U.S.Letters Patent
6.1 17,345 ("the '345 patent"), but no violation of the statute as to the remaining claims in issue of
the '345 patent (vi=. , claims 1,3-5. 9, 1 I - 12,20?and 2 1) and no violation as to the claim m issue
of U.S.Letters Patent 5,559,352 ("the '352 patent") (vk., claims 1,2, and 8).

We have determined that the appropriate form o f relief is a limited exclusi~ordcr
prohibiting the unlicensed entry o f integrated circuits, including chipscts and graphics chips, that
are made by a process covcred%y claim 13 of the '345 patent and manufactured by or on behalf

of respondents Silicon Integrated Systems Corp. of Taiwan attd Silicon Integrated Systems

Corporation o f the United States, and mbtherboards containing such integrated circuits. We
determined that the statutory public interest factors do not preclude the issuance of such a limited
exclusion order, and that the bond during the Prcsidenrial review pniod should be set in the

.-
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of 100 percent ofthe entered d u e o f btegrated circuits subject to the Commission's
ordm and 39 percat of the entered value of motherboards containing such integrated circuits.
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
The Commission instituted this investigation based on a complaint filed on January 26,
2001, by United Microelectronics Corporation, Hsinchu City,Taiwanl U M C Group (USA),

Sunnyvale, CA; and United Foundry Service, Inc., Hopcwell Junction, NY. The complaint. as
supplemented,alleged violations of section 337 by Silicon Integrated Systems Corp.. Hskchu
City, Taiwan, and Silicon Integrated Systems Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA (collectively, "SS" or
"respondents") in the importation, the sale for importation, and the sale within the United States
after importation of certain integrated circuits and products containing same by reason of
infiingernent of claims 1,2, and 8 ofthe '352 patent and claims 1,3-16, and 19-2 1 of the '345
patent. The Commission's notice of investigation was published in the Federal Register on

March 6.2001. 66 Fed. Reg. 13567 (2001).
On November 2,2001,the presiding administrative law judge ("AIJ")issued an initial
determination ("ID")
(ALJ Order No. 15) granting complainants' motion for summary
determination on theTksueof importation and denying respondents' motion for su~nrnary
determination of lack of importation. That ID was not reviewed by the Commission. A tutorial
session was held on November 5,2001, and an evidentiary hearing was held from November 7,

200I , through November 16,2001, and fiom December 10,2001, through December 12,2001.

The ALJ issued his final ID on May 6,2002, concluding that there was no violation of
section 337. On May 13,2002, the ALJ issued his recommended detcfinination on remedy and

2
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bonding in the event that the Commission were to find a violation o f section 337.
On May 17,2002, coqiainantS and the Commission investigative attorney ("L4")

petitioned for review' of podom ofthe AIJ's finalID,and respondents filed a contingent
petition' for rcvkv. On May 24,2002. complainants. respondents, and the IA filed their

responses to the petitions for review.'
On June 21,2002, the Commission determined to review the ID m part. In its review
notice, the Commission mvited the parties to file \mitten submissions on the issues under review,
invited interested persons to file written submissions on the issues o f remedy, the'public interest
and bonding, and requested briefing ffom the parties on I I questions. Initial briefs' were filed on

July 9,2002, and responses5were filed on July 16.2002, and July 17, 2002.6

I Complainants' Petition for Review of the May 6.2002 Initial Determination and Order ("complainants'
pnition"); Officeof Unfair Import Investigations' Petition for Review of Portions o f the Initial Detmination ("IA's
petition").

:Contingent Petition ofRespondentsSilicon Lotepated Sywms Corp. and Silicon Integrated Systems
Corporationfor Reviewoftheinitial Daamination ('respondents' petition).
Complainanrs' Response 10Respondents' Contingat Paition for Review of the May 6.2001 Initial
Detamination and Order ("complainants' response"); Rcspondau' Response to Petitions for RcVitwrofthe May 6,
2002 Initial Daamination and Order ("'respondents' rtsponse"~;The Office ofUnfax Import Investigations'
Responseto comphiIlaIy5'and Rtspondenrs' Paitions for Rcwm of the Fbal lniual Daaminauon (1A's
response").
'Complainanw' Brief on Questions Posed and Issues Identified for Review in June 21 Notic&Commision
Decision to M
e
w Portions of Initial Damination ("complainants' brief'); Respondents' Brief on Commission's
June 21.2002 Decision to Review the May 6.2002 Initial Determination ("respondmts' brief'); Submission of
Respondents Silicon IntegratedSystemrcorpOrauon(Taiwan! and Silicon Integrated Synans Corporation (U.S.)
on Remedy,Bonding and the Public +rm ('fespondenls' remedy brief'); Office of Unfair Import Investigations'
e
w and on Remedy. the Public Interest, and Bonding ("IA's brief').
Briefon the Issues under M
Complainants' Rcply Briefon Questions Posed and Issues idcntiijed for Review in June 21Noticeof
cornmiSsion Decision to Review Portions of Initial Determination ("'COmphinants' reply"); Respondents' Reply
Bndon Commission's June 21,2002 Decidon to Revim the May 6,2002 Initial Determination ('ttspondmts'
reply'); The Office of Unf& Import Investigations' Response to Complainants' and Respondents' Brie& on the
Issues u d c i Rziew and on Remcdy, the Public Interest, and Bonding ("IA's reply").
'The p r h t e parties filed replybriefi on July 16.2002. T h e Chairman exercisedhis discretionin acceptingthe
IA's late-filed reply brief on July 17,2002.
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Having examined the record m this mvenigation. including the briefi and the responses
thereto, we determined that there is a violation of section 337 as to claim 13 of the '315 patent,

but no violation of the statute as to the r&mg

claims in h e of the '345 patent (vi:., claims 1,

3-5, 9, 11-12,20, and 21) and no violation as to the claims m issue of the '351 patent (vi:., claims
1,2,and 8).

ISSUES UNDER REVIEW
I.

Standards on Review

This investigation is before us on review of the A u ' s final ID on violation, which issued

on May 6, 2002. Commission rule 210.45 (c), 19 C.F.R.0 210.45 (E)

states:

On review, the Commission may affirm,reverse, modify,set aside or remand for
further proceedings, in whole or in part,the initial determination of the
administrative law judge. The Commission also may &e any findings or
conclusions that in its judgment are proper based on the record in the proceeding.

Once the Commission dctmnincs to review an ID, it reviews the determination under a de novo
standard. Certain Acid- Washed Denim Garments and Accessories, Inv. No.337-TA-324,

Commission Opinion at 4-5 (August 28, 1992) (the Commission examines for itself the record
on the issues under review); accord, Certain Fiash M e r n o ~Circuits and Products Containing

Same, Inv. No.337-TA-382, Commission Opinion at 14 (January 9, 1997). Co-ion

practice

is consistent with the Admhktrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 0 1 et seq. (MA).The APA
provides that once an mitial aghcy decision is t a k a up for review, "the agency has all the
powers which it would have m making the initial decision except as it may limit the issues on
rlntice or by rule." 5 U.S.C.§557(b). This statutory provision and Commission rule 210.45(c)

reflect the fact that the Commission is not an appellate court, but the body responsible for making
4
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the final a p c y decision. On appeal, only the Commission's find decision is at issue. Fischer

& Poner Co. v. United States Inr 7 Trade Comm h, 83 1 F.2d 1574, 1576-77 (Fed. Cir. 1987).
& stated m the Conmission's re\kw notice, the Commission dctmnined to review in
u

.

s final ID. The Commission thereby adopted as its own the unretiewed portions of

the ID. With respect to the portions of the ID that are under reem,the A U s findings.

concluions, and supportmg analysis that arc not inconsistent with this opinion are adopted by the
conanission. The W s findings, conclusions, and supporting analysis that are inconsistent with

this opinion are not adopted
II.

The '345 Patent
The notice o f investigation identifies the claims in issue of the '345 patent as 1 3-1 6, and

19-20, and 21. 66 Fed. Reg. 13567. With respect to the '345 patent, the ALJ found each of the

claims listed in the notice of investigation (i. e., claims 1 3- 16, 19-20, and 2 1) invalid as

anticipated andor made obvious by the prior art. In their post-hearing filings, complainants

-

asserted a subset of the '345 patent clairns in issue against respondents, i.e.. claims 1,3-5,9, 11
13,20, and 21.

ID at 67. The ALJ found that, if valid, each of the asserted claims ( i e . , claims 1,

3 4 9 , 11-13, and 26-21) is literally infiiuged by SiS's existing (or old) SiON manufacturing

p~ocess,but that respondents'new NzO process does not mfiinge any asserted claim ofthe '345
patent. The AIJ furtberfound that a domestic industry exists with respect to the '345 patmt.

The Commission detnmined to review certain of the ALTs findings and conclusions as to
mvdidhy with respect to the '345 patent, but determined not to review the remainder of the ID
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with respect to this pattnt, and thereby adopted the unrevimved portions of the ID as its o w . '

on reVi-1,

the Commission dctcnninedto reverse the W

-

s uhimate findhg of no violation of

section 337 with rcspect to the '345 patent, and to find a violation as to claim 13. With respect to
the issues under review concaning this patent, the Commission determined (1) to vacate the
s findings and conclusions as to invalidtt), with respect to claims 6-8, 10, 14- 16. and 19; (2)

U

to modify the ID to clarifL that claim 13 is not anticipated by the Tobbcn patent'; (3) to affirm the

s conclusion that claims 1,3-5,9,11-12,20, and 21 are invalid as obvious,but reverse his

U

finding that those claims are anticipated: and (4) to reverse the A L h conclusion that claim 13 is

invalid as obvious.

As to the h
andor d

t issue, the AU found claims 6-8, 10, 14-16, and 19 invalid as anticipated

e obvious by the prior art. Complainants did not assert those claims against

respondents in their post-hearing briefing before the Au,and the AIJ made no infringement
findings with respect to those claims. No party petitioned for review of the U

s infiingcmcnt

findings with respect to the '345 patent. Because the i n h g m e n t o f claims 6-8, 10, 14-1 6, and
19 o f the '345 patent is not at issue in this investigation, the question before the Commission on

review, v . k whethk those claims are invalid as anticipated or made obvious by the prior m, is
moot. The Commission therefore determined to vacate the U

s findings and conclusions as to

the invalidity of claims 6-8, IO, 1%16, and 19 of the '345 patent. As to the second issue, as

'

The nnrcviewtd portions of the ID concerning the '345 patent include the IDS conclusions and findings of fact
with respect to whetha the T o b h patent is prior art to the '345 patent, infringement of the asserted claims of the
'345 patent, domestic mdustry concaning the '345 patent, and failure to disclose the best mode of practicing the
invcution o f the '345 patent.
'US.L ~ KPatent
S 5,854.126 to Tobben et ai. ("the Tobben patent') is entitled 'Method for Farming
Metallization hSunicondunor Devices with a SeU-Pharizing Material." Rx-70.

6
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pointed out by complainants and aclaowlcdged by the ALJ (IDat 134 n. 16). respondents did not
contend that the Tobben patent anticipated claim 13.
With respect to the remaining issues under review, the Commission determined to rcwrse
the U

s finding that the Tobbtn patent anticipates independent claim 1 (and asserted dependent

claims 3 3 , indcpendtnt claim 9 (and assencd dependent claitn~11, 12, and 20), and
independent claim 21 o f the ’345 patent, and to reverse the ALTs conclusion that claim 13 is
made obvious by the Tobben patent. T h e Commission determined to affirm the U

s conclusion

that the Abernathey patent m view ofDean combined with Pan,Yagi, or Yota renders obvious
independent claim 1 (and assmed dependent claims 3-3,independent claim 9 (and asserted
dependent claims 1 1 , 12, and 20), and independent claim 21 of the ‘345 patent, but to reverse the

A L T s conclusion that claim 13 is made obvious by the Abernathey patent in combination with
other prior art.9 The Tobben patent is discussed in Pan 1I.A infra. and the Abmathey patent is
discussed in Pan 1I.B.

A. The Tobben Patent

The Au found claims 1,3-5, 9, 1 1-12.20.and 21 o f the ‘345 patent anticipated by the
Tobben patent. ID at‘134, FF 471-544. He also found claim 13 made obvious by the Tobben
patent in vim of-the knowledge of a person of ordinary skill in the art. ID at 134 n.6 1,276-77.
With respect to the ALTs hvalidity“findingsregarding the Tobbcn patent, the Commission

US.Letters Patent 5,219,788 to Abanathcy et al. (‘the Abanathcypatmt”) is entitled “Bilaya Metallization
Cap for Photolithography.” RX-156. The other publications are Pan a al., “Integrated Interconnect Module
Development” (RX-82); Yagi, ‘Wultilcvel interconnection technology in system LSI” (RX-85); You et al.,
“integration of ICP High-DensityPlasma CVD with CMP and its Effkcu on Planariry for Sub-0.5 m CMOS
Technology“ (RX-86);and Dean ct al. ‘Investigations of d n p ultraviola photoresists on TINsubstrates” (RX-177).
7
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determined to review.: (I) the ALTs finding that the Tobbm patent &closes the "second
antireflective coating'' (claim 1and asserted dependent claims 3-5 of the '345 patent), (2) the
U

s finding that Tobbcn discloses the "cap layer" (claims 9, 11-13,20, and 21 of the '335

patent), and (3) the ALTs conclusion that claim 13 of the '345 patent is invalid as ob\ious in light

ofthe Tobben patent."

As discussed below, the Commksion determined to reverse the ALTs finding that the
Tobben patent inherently discloses the "'second antireflective coating" (clams 1.3-4, and 5), and
consequently, also to reverse the ALTs findings that Tobben discloses etching the second
antireflective coating (claim 4), and that Tobbcn anticipates claims 1,3-4, and 5. The
Commission determinedto reverse the ALTs finding that the Tobbm patent discloses the "cap
layer" o f claims 9 and 21. The Commission consequently also determined to reverse the ALTs

findings that Tobbm discloscs etching the cap layer (claim 12) and that Tobben anticipates
claims 9, 11-12.20. and 21; and determined to reverse his conclusion that Tobben renders claim
13 obvious. Finally, the Commission determined to reverse the AIJ's conclusion that Tobbcn

renders claim 13 obvious on the alternate, independent ground that respondents have failed to
demonstrate the req'uisite motivation to modify the teachings of the Tobbcn reference to use a
silicon nitride or an oxynimde material in place of silicon dioxide for the cap layer.

lo In their brieiing u, the commission, complainants stated that the Commission is also reviewing the A u ' s
anticipation hiings re-mding the Tobbcn prior an m d h respect to the gap fill lhiudons. The Commission did not
determine to rakw the ID as to those findings.

8
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1. Whether the Tobben Patent Discloses "A Second AntireflectiveCoating"
{claim I).

The ALJ found that the second antireflectivecoating of claim 1was dsclosed m the
Tobbcn patent's planarization layer because the range of thicknesses for the planarization layer
disclosed in Tobbcn (300 A to 2000 A) included values for which the layer would act as an
antireflectivecoating through destructive interferenceand the planarization layer would act as an
antireflectivecoating for some portions of the wafer. ID at 128-130. Having examined the
record m this investigation, including the briefk and the responses thereto, the Commission
determinedto reverse the ALJ's factual finding that the Tobbcn patent's planarization layer
inherently discloses the "second antireflective coating" of claim 1 (and dependent claims 3-5) of
the '345 patent.
If a prior art reference is silent about a claimed characteristic,the referencemay still

anticipate ifthe characteristic is "inherenty' present in the reference. The Federal Circuit has
held that inherent characteristic must be "necessarilypresent in the thing described in the
reference." Continental Cnn Co. USri v. Monsanto Co.. 948 F.2d 1264 (Fed. Cir. 1991). The
court has repeatedly stated that inherency "may not be established by probabilities or
possibilities." MehtiBiophile Int? C o p v. Milgraum, 192 F.3d 1362, 1365 (Fed.&.

1999)

(quoting In re Oelrich, 666 F.2d 578, 581 (CCPA 1981) (quoting Hansgirg v. Kemmer, 102 F.2d
212,214(CCPA 1939))).

In their petition for rcvicw and again in their brief to the Commission, complainants
characterized the ID as adoptmg a "theory that the Tobben patent inherently discloses a second
[antireflectivecoating] because, by using a planarization layer that varies in thickness fiom 300
9
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to 2000

A, there might be a.pmicular 'spot' on the wafer where the planarization layer has

ant&eflcctiveproperties." Complainants' brief at 78; c o r n p l a h ~ ~petition
~ t ~ ' at 37-49. They
a s m e d that 'the ALJ improperly nrsumed that the planarkation layer disclosed in Tobben
would necessarily include at least one 'spot' where the layer had antireflective propenies.

The

thickness of Tobbcn's planarkation layer varies according to the contours of the uneven metal

layer beneath it. Accordingly, one cannot control the thichess of that layer at any location on
the wafer, and it is possible that the planarization layer could contain a range o f thicknesses that
are entirely within one or more bands where constructive interference occurs, creating an increase

in reflectivity." Complainants' brief at 78-79;complainants'petition at 47-48. Complainants
contended that "if Tobben's planarization layer turned out to include both areas that were
reflective and areas that were antireflective. the Tobben patent could not scrve as an anticipatory
reference because an antireflective coating would not be 'necessarily present' at any particular
point on the wafer." Complainants' brief at 79; complainants' petition at 48.

Although the Au found that the Tobben planarization layer &closed the second
antireflectivelayer because the layer "in fact would act as an antireflective coating for "some
regions'' of the wafir (ID at 130), as discussed below, the record does not support a finding that
the planarktion layer disclosed m Tobben must contain at least one spot where the layer acts as
an antireflectivecoating. MorcoOir, m their reply brief to the Corrrmission, respondents concede

that "[c]omplainants are correct that one could construct a Tobben embodiment like the
[cmbodimtnt identified by complainants in their brief to the Commission at 791 m which the
planarizing thickness varies m such a way that it is never antireflective." Respondents' reply at
10
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39. Because the disclosed'planarization layer could be entirely reflective. a hdmg that the
disclosed layer must always have at least a ''spot" where it is antireflective is incorrect.

-

The factual finding iissue is the ALTs statement that "[rJcspondents' expen [Peltzer]
testified that in fact there w u l d be regions in which the planarhion layer in Tobben (such as
the silicon dioxide layer which is d e s m i d in detail) would act as an antireflective coating. for
example, above a titaniumnimde layer." ID at 130 (citing Trans.'(Fair) at 1395; (Peltzer) at 815)

(emphasis added). The testimony o f respondents' expert (Peltzer) cited by the AU in support of
the factual finding reads as follows:

Q

Mr.Peker, let me mtermpt you at that point. Does the thickness for the

A

the thickness disclosed for the cap layer m the '345 patent?
It is of such thickness range to be a quarta-wave plate overporriom.

Si02 layer of 300 angstroms to 2000 angstroms correspond in any way to

*

*

-

*

BY MR. HOVANEC:
Q
A

So m your opinion, the Si02 layer in Tobben is a second antireflective
coating on the fim antireflective coating?
Yes. This range 6.om 300 to 2000 angstroms clearly encompasses ranges
where we get an interferometric coating, get cancellation o f the reflected
light fiom the surface of this coating, with the reflected light from the
bott6m surface. So this is an antireflective coating, over most o f the range
it's an antireflectivecoating. There's a small range where the rcfle&n
might be worse.

-

Trans. at 814:3 8153 (emphaSadded). (The ALJ cited Peltzer's testholly on page 815 of the
transcript. The remainder of the testimony on page 815 is noted below.") The word "portions"
I'

The remainder of the testimony on page 815 of the transcript is as follows:

Q The next clement is kmning a mask layer. 1s that in Tobben?
A Yes. "Next, a photoresist layer ki spun on the planar d a c e , ' ' and the followkg cite, the "mask is

11
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in Peltzcr’sresponse to the fint question m the above-quoted testimony refers to ponions of the
range of thickTlcsses (i.e., the vertical dimension ofthe layer) ratha than to a spot or area (Le.,
the horizontal dimension ofthe layer). We reach this undemanding by looking to the specific
question that Peluer is answering. The question asked for a comparison between ( 1) the 300 A
to 2000 A thickness range for the SO2layer disclosed m Tobbcn, and (2) the thickness of the cap

layer in the ‘345 patent. Peltzer answered the question by stating that the thickness for the Si02
layer disclosed in Tobben “is of such thickness range [300A to 2000 A] to be u quarter-wave

plate over portions.” The ‘345 patent specification states that “the cap layer may be used as a
quarter wave plate.” ‘345 patent, col. 7 11. 58-64; ID at 77 and n. 36. According to the ‘345
-

patent, “the quarter wave plate creates destructive interference to prevent light fiom reflecting up
to the photoresist layer.” ‘345 patent, col. 7 lines 58-65. .The ‘345 patent specification goes on to

-~
~

used to pattern exposed portions of the underlying planarizauon layer.’

Q The next elmcat ofclaim I is etching the lirst antireflective coating. Is that discussed in Tobbcn?
A Yes. then we have the mask is used to pattern exposed portions of the underlying planarization layer.
And referring to figarc 4. the photoresin mask is used to etch the cxposcd pordons of the planarization
l a p , yes.

-

Now. conth&g With the remainder of claim 1 I’msorry, jus one moment. I think I picked up the
wrong one. Continuing witb the next part of claim 1. is depositing a dielaxic m a t a i r l i n the gaps
disclosed in Tobbcn?
A Ycs it says here a l a p of Silicon dioxide may be deposited over the surface, of the grooved surface
using highddty plasma dcposinon techniques. HDP techniques.

Q

Q Now, would you continue &th claim 3?
A The method of claim 1 wherein the mask layer is a patterned photoresist laya. m column 3. lina 21
through 22 o f Tobbcn. “Next, a photorcsk l a p is spun on the planar surface of the planarizah
layer.” Gmtinuing. ”thephotoresist layer is thm developed to remove the cxposed or polymerized
portions creating ~ o o v e or
r slots.” That’s patterning. And again, I’m saying I am interpretingthe
p;ir;cmiugas this creating grooves or slots ponion.

-

Trans. (Pelucr) 815:3 816:7.

12
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discuss the thickness of the cap layer m connection with the quarter wave plate function: “Those
of ordinary skiIl m the art will appreciate that the particular thickness o f [the cap] layer 28 to be
provided when layer 28 has its preferred function as a quarter wave plate is different for different
mat&.

The preferred thickness for layer 28 can be determined by setting the thickness to be

one quarter of the wavelength of the exposure light takmg mto account the dielectric constant of

-

the material in layer 28 at the wavelength o f the exposure light.” ‘345 patent, col. 7.1. 67 col. 8,
1. 8. Furthmnore, the next question and answer clarifies that “cancellation of the reflected light
fiom the surface” occurs only over a part of the range o f thicknesses o f 300 A to ZOO0 A.

Consequently, the ALJ’s finding that there ‘‘infact would be regions’’( i e . , horizontal areas,
rather than thicknesses) in which the planarization layer would act as an antireflective coating is
incorrect because it lacks suppon in the record.”
I: The testimony of complainants’ expat I
F&). %%ichis also citcd by the AIJ in suppon ofthe factual finding
at issue, supports our conclusion. Fair’s testimony reads as fol1ow.s:

And if we only looked at that region, the middle two wiring lines in figure 4 in Tobbcn. in that
region you would expect to have a uniform planarizauon layer. a uniform thickness for the

planarizauw layer 16. and therefore a saond [anlireflative coa~.ingJ.correct?
There’sno way of telling. 1mean. because you don’t know what the thickness is. It may c a s e
construcuk interference and therefore not be an [antireflective coating]. It may cause desvuctive
intaftrcnse and in that local area it may function as an [antireflecuvc coating]. So you don’t
really know.
So you achou.ledge that at least in some specific regions throughout a Waf= made according 10
the Tobbcll disclosure there would be a second [anurefleclive coating) above the Ti nitride layer,
Correct?
Well, it’s possible that fiat could happen by fortuitous circumstance. But two things. There’s no
explicit disclosure that laya 16 is an [antkefl#tive coating] and it’s c&ly
not inherently an
[antireflective coating]. It could be or it couldn’t be.

Now, in Tobben it identifies that the thickness ofthe planarization layer is no more than 300
angstroms to 2,000 angmoms, but it certainlydoesn’t exclude the possibility that the thickness of
the planarization layer is far more tightly controlled. correci?
There’sno teaching one way or another. It’s a fimcuon o f what the topography is.

13
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The ALJ found that-"[a]ccord~ngto Dr.Peltza, the thickness for the Si02 layer o f 300.4
to 2000A clearly encompasses ranges where cancellation of reflected light fiom the surface of
this coating [is] such as to be a quarter wave plate making the Si02 Zqer in Tobben a second

antitefrecrive coating. Peltzer Tr. 814: 3-8153.'' FF 475 (en@asiS added). The ALJ fiuther
found that "Dr.Peltzer's opinion was supported by a mathematical calculation of reflecthity of
the type upon which engineers ordinarily rely in the c o m e of work concmmg the subject matter
of the '345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 856: 21-1 I ; RPX-46."

FF 476. Howcvcr, because the 300 A to

2000 A range of thicknesses for the planarization layer disclosed m Tobben includes thicknesses

where there d
l be constructive interference (Le., an increase m reflectivity), the antireflective
property is not "necessarii present." Consequently, an antireflective coating is not inherat m
that dsclosure.
Respondents do not contend that the layer is antireflective for thicknesses at every value
within the disclosed range o f 300 A to 2000 A. See, e.g., Respondents' reply brief at 38;
Respondents' Rebuttal Brief for the Hearing Completed November 16,2001, at 21 (filed
Deccmbcr 27,2001) (starmg that silicon dioxide is not an antireflective coating using destructive
intcrferrnce for DUV [deep ultraviolet] light at 248 n m between 640 A and 820 A). The
testimony of respondents' expert (Peltzer) at 814:3-8 153, on which the ALJ relies in FF 475,
stated only that "over most of thFrange" of disclosed thicknesses of the Tobben planarization
layer, i.r,for most thicknesses in the disclosed range of 300 A to 2000 A, the Tobben

planarization layer acts as an antireflective coating. Indeed, Peltzer there conceded that "[t]htre's
Trans. (Fair)at 1394:17-1395:20.

14
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ad
lm g e where the reflection might be worse ” Exhibit RPX-46. cited by the Aw in FF
476, presents the results of Peltzer’sreflectivity calculation. Exhibit RPX-46 is discussed by

Peltzer in the hearing rransmipt at 848-57. Peltzer testified that for thicknesses between 630 A
and 820 A the planarization layer increased reflectivity. Trans.(Peltzer) at 856: 12-10; RPX-46
at 2 4 . The 300 A to 2000 A range of thicknesses for the planarization layer disclosed in Tobben
includes thicknesses where there will be constructive interference (an increase in reflectivity).

In support of their argument that, because the disclosed planarization layer h c t i o n s as an
antireflective coating over part o f the disclosed thickness range of 300 A to 2000 A, the Tobbm
planarization layer inherently discloses the “second antireflective coating” for anticipation
purposes, respondents cite In re Schreiber, 128 F.3d 1473,44 USPQ2d 1429 (Fed. Cir. 1997). In
that case, the Federal Circuit upheld a Patent Office rejection of an application claim for a
conically shaped top for cispensing popped popcorn. Schreiber, 44 USPQ2d at 1429-33. Tbe
claimed top has an opcnmg in the narrow end of the cone thar allows only a few kernels of
popcorn to pass through at a t h e . Schreiber, 44 USPQZd at 1430. The Patent Office rejected
the claim as aoticipated by a prior an patent to Harz disclosing “a spout for nozzle-ready
canisters.” Schreibei; 44 USPQZd at 1430. Respondents argued that “OJust as one embodiment
o f the prior art oil can lid necessarily was ‘capable of dispensing popcorn in Schreiber, the
planarizing layer m various Tobm tmbodiments necessarily is ‘capable o f performing as an
[antireflectivecoating].” Respondenrs’brief at 17. They further argued that -

-

[~Jomplainants’argument that Tobben’s planarizing layer does not
“always” or “inevitably”act as an [antireflective coating] applies the wrong legal
test. Under Comphinants’test, a prior a n reference anticipates a claim only if the
claim reads on every cmbodunent disclosed m that reference. But that is not the
15
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law. I f it were, then the oil can lid m the Harz reference would not have
anticipatedthe Schreiber popcorn dlsptnscr because some sizes could not be used
for popcorn. Large lids would not dbptnse a few popcorn kernels at a time and
small lids would not kt any popcorn out. -Yet the Harz rcfmcnce anticipated the
Scbreik popcorn lid because one potential oil can lid embodiment was
inherently "capable of" performing the popcorn lid finction.

Respondents' brief at 18.
Respondents reliance on Schreiber is misplaced. In finding the claim anticipated, the
Patent Officerelied on an illustration in the pnor art, which the office scaled "up to the size
necessary to fit a standard oil can without changing the proportions of the figure in any way."

Schreiber, 44 USPQ2d at 1432-33. The illustration in the prior art Harz patent "was obviously
not intended to be a fuil-sized representation" and the Harz patent specifically stated that its

spout is useful for purposes such as dispensing oil from an oil can. Schreiber, 41 USPQZd at
1430, 1432-33. In selecting a portion of the 300 A to 2000 A thickness range for the

planarization layer disclosed m Tobben to support their inherency argument, respondents are not
"scaling" the planarization layer, nor are they relying on an identified use for the disclosed
StlUCtUrC.

Relying on Atlas Powder Co. v. Ireco, h c . , 190 F.3d 1342 (Fed. Cir.1999), respondents
argued that even though the planarization layer disclosed in Tobben encompasseai&,ness
values such that the disclosed layer lacks the claimed antireflecrive hctionality, Tobben
-..

anticipates. Respondents' argtied as follows:

When the claimed structure encompasses a range of values and the prior art
discloses a range of values, the prior art anticipates if tbere is any overlap between
the claimed range and the prim art m g e . Atlm Powder Co., 190 F.3d at 1346. in
Atlas Powder Co., the Federal Circuit held invalid a patent (Clay) that claimed
explosive compositions m vim o f two prior an references (Egly and Butterwonh)
16
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that dsclosed the same component materials in ratios that overlapped with the
claimed ratios, as reflected m the following table fYom that case:
Clay

Egly

Butt envonh

Water-in-oil
Emulsion

1030%

20-67%

30-5OY0

Solid
Ammonium
Nitrate

60-90%

Composition
Contents

rI

Emulsion
Contents
hmonium
Nitrate

I

I

70-90%

Water

About 3- 15%

Fuel Oil

About 2- 1 5%

Emulsifier

10.1-5%

33-8OYo

’

I

50-70%

6S-85%

About 15-about 35%

[7)-27%

About 5-about 1203%

2-27?’0

I About I-5%

10515%

Although the prior art range included values outside the Clay range and the Clay
range included values outside the prior art range, the Federal Circuit heid that any
overlap in the ranges would render the Clay patent anticipated, reasoning that:
Anticipation of a patent claim requires a finding that the claim at
issue :’reads on” a prior art reference . . . . In other words, if granting
patent protection on the disputed claim would allow the patentee to
exclude the public &om practicing the prior art, then that c l a i m r
anticipated, regardless of whether it also covers subject matter not in
the prior art. . . --Specifically, when a patent claims a chemical
composition m a t m of ranges of elements, any single prior m
reference that falls within each o f the ranges anticipates the claim.
Id. at 1346. Accordingly, the Federal Circuit held that the Egly patent anticipatedthe
Clay patent even though the overlap between cerrain ingredient ratios was minimal
(e.g., Clay claimed water at about 3-15% and Egly claimed water at about 15% to
about 3 5%).
17
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Hm.as in Atlas Powder Co., the prior art reference anticipates the dsputcd
claim even though that reference also cncompasses values outside the disputed claim.
IfComplainants’‘%~hacncy”argument were COITCC~,
the Federal Circuit would have
reached the opposite result in Atlar P o d e r Co. because the disputed claim read on
some Egly nnbodimcnt but not others. H a c , Tobben anticipates the “second
antireflective coating” limitation because in some Tobbcn invention embodiments.
the planarization layer is inherently antireflective.
Respondents’ brief at 19-20.
Respondents’argument is not persuasive. As pointed out by complainants, the general
rule on which respondents rely, vi:., that a claim for a chemical composition in terms of ranges of
elements is anticipated by a single prior art composition that includes elements within each of the
ranges, is “a straightforward applicatlon o f the law of anticipation,without regard to the d o - h e

of inhercncy.” Complainants’ bncf at 63-64; see also Titanium Metals Cop.

19.

Banner, 778 F.2d

775, 782 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (“It is also an elementary principle of patent law that when, as by a
recitation o f ranges or otherwise. a claim covers several compositions, the claim is ‘anticipated’if

one of them is in the prior art”) (citing In re Petering, 301 F.Zd 676, 682 (CCPA 1962); In re
Gosteli, 872 F.2d 1008, 1010 (Fed. Cir. 1989) (single prior axt species within chemical
composition patent’s claimed genus anticipates). In this case, however, :he Tobben prior art
not the claim at ksuk
-

--

-- discloses a range o f values. See, e.g., Ultradent Prods. Inc. v. Life-Like

Cosmerza hc., 127 F.3d 1065, 1071-72 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (claim to functionally defined chemical
composition not anticipated by pKor art refcrcnce disclosing a broad range o f compositions) and
cases cited therein.

Moreover the inhcrency analysis in Atlas Powder is inapposite to the present case. As
discussed above, the planatkition layer disclosed in the prior art Tobben patkt lacks the claimed
18
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antircflectivt h c t i o n a h y over part of the layer’s disclosed thickness range of 300 A to 2000 A.

Although respondents contended that “a Tobben planarktion layer that, for example, is 300 A at

-

its t h b m and 500 A at its thicken, necessaril,. will act.as an [antireflective coating] - - every
time” (respondents’ brief at 18; see nfso respondents’ brief at 10, 12-13),they provided no basis
in the Tobben prior axt providing that selection of this portion of the disclosed range of
thicknesses is necessarily present. As discussed below, there is no indication that the claimed
functional Iimitation found to be inherent in A r h Powder (‘sufficient aeration”) is lacking in
any part of the range of elements that the disclosed compositions m the prior art have in common

with the claimed composition.

-

n e inhaency issue m Atlas Powder was whether the claimed “sufficient aeration . . .to
enhance sensitivity“ was present in the prior art explosive compositions. 190 F.3d at 1347. The
“[~Jensitivity
of a blasting composition refers to the ease of igniting its explosion.” 190 F.3d at
1344.

T h e Atlas Podeenial record “established that whether sufficient air is present in the

explosive composition to fmiitate detonation is a b c t i o n of the ratio of the emulsion to the
solid constituent.” 190 F.3d at 1348. The claimed explosive composition (Clay) range was 1040% emulsion and 60-90% solid. 190 F.3d at 1344. The comparable ranges for the prior art

-

compositions were 20-67% emulsion (33-80% solid) (Egly) and 30-50% emulsion (50-70%
solid) (Butterworth). The lowermd (20%)of the Egly composition range (20-67% emulsion)
and the lower end (30%) of the Butterworth composition rmge (30-50% emulsion) are within the
claimed range of 1040%.

Thus,the emulsion ranges disclosed m Egly and m Butterworth

_-

overlap with the claimed’range for all disclosed emulsion values up to 40%, while disclosed
19
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values over 40% are outside the claimed range.

The Federal Circuit stated as follows:

-

Thetrial record contains exhaustive evidenceregarding the inherenqvofboth
interstitial and porous air in the E,O!\*and Buttenrvrth compositions rritliin the
Overlapping ranges.
T h e testimony eom expert winrcsses for both panics
enablished that whether sufficient air is present m the explosive composition to
facilitate detonation is a function of the ratio of the emulsion to the solid constituent.
m.Clay testified that "if you mix porous prills. for example, with 30% typical
water-in-oil &ions,
you're going to have air in there and it will detonate.''
h o t h e r of Atlas' expens testified that a mixture o f 30% o f either an Egly or a
Buttnworth emulsion, mixed with 70% standard fertilizer grade porous AN
[ammoniumnitratt) would have interstitial air, assuming nothing was done to disturb
the size disrnbution o f the AN prills. The other experts agreed that the emulsions
described in both Egly and Buttenwnh w u l d inevitably and inherently have
interstitialair remaining in the mixture up to a ratio of approximately 40% emulsion to 60% solid constiruent. The expert testimony supports the district court's
conclusion that "sufficient aeration" is inherent in both Egly and Butterworth.
The dirtrict court also relied on evidence from several t a t s which showed
that ''suficimt aeration ... to enhance sensirivin.".nas inherer;ti).presentwithin the
overlapping ranges of the Claypatents and Egly and Buttemvrth. In tests conducted
with porous prilled AN combined with FO [fuel oil], stable detonations were
obtainedm every 8" diameter bore hole test where the percentage o f emulsion ranged
from 30% to 42.5%. Buttcrwonh specifically discloses the we of porous prilled AN.
Butterworth, p. 3,U. 35-50. These tests, therefore. support the finding that "[tjhe
emulsions derrcnbed by Buttenwnh, combined rtith the ratios of ANFO [ammonium
nitrate andfuel oil] disclosed by Buttemvrth, would inevitab!v and inherentlv have
interstitial air remaining up to approximarelv 4096 emulsion. The dismct c o w also
found that the solid AN disclosed in Egly would have included porous prills. These
tests, thercbk, further support the court's finding that "emulsions described in the
Egly Patent, combined with either A N or ANFO, w u l d inevitabb and &rent&
have interstitial air remaining in the mixture up to approximately 40% emulsion to
60% solid constituent." This COUR discerns no clear m o r m the district corn's
conclusion that "sufficim?- aeration" was inherent in each anticipating prior a~
reference.
"

190 F.3d at 1348 (eqhasis added).

The Federal Circuit noted that Egly "teaches away**from air

entrapment 190 F.3d at 1349. It stated that, although "showiig that Egly did not recognize the
function o f the inherently present interstitial air," that teaching did not defeat inherency. 190
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F.3d at 1349. The court furthtr stated that

--

e m in Egly itself, the only way taught for removing interstitial air is the addition of

more &ion.
See [Eglypatentj, col. 1,4.50-55. Egly, however. teaches the use
ofa broad range - between 20% and 67% by weight of water-in-oil emulsion. See
id., col. 3 , lI. 21-24. WhileEg[vcompositionscontainingamounu approaching 67%
by weight of water-in-oil emulsions may have little or no entrapped air, the evidence
established that at emulsion levels below: 4096, Egly compositions ”iner.itab!i*slid
inhe~ently”trap sultficient amounts of air to enhance senritivip. This evidence
included both substantial amounts of expen testimony and data showing extensive
testing of Egly compositions.
Find@,although the record showed that special mixing techniques - such as
grinding and screening the AN particles - remove interstitial air fiom the blasting
compositions, Egly did not teach or suggest any such techniques. Thus, although
Egly may have suggested removal of air, it nonetheIess inherendit .contained
interstitial aeration suflcient to enhance sensitivity when comprised of elements
within the Claypatent ranges.
-

-

190 F.3d at 1349 (emphasis added). In view ofthe above, we do not believe that Atlas Powder

supports respondents’ contention that the disclosed Tobben planarization layer of 300 A to
2000

a is an inherent disclosure ofthe claimed “second antireflective coating.”
For the reasons discussed above, the Commission determined to reverse the ALJ’s finding

that the Tobben patent inherently discloses the “second antireflective coating” (claims 1,3-4, and

5), and consequently, also to reverse the U

s findings that Tobben discloses etching the second

antireflective coathjg (claim 4). and that Tobben anticipates claims 1,34 and 5.

-

2. Whether the Tobbcn Patent Discloses the “Cap Laver” (claims 9 and 2 1)
I

The ALI construed the t&in “cap layer” as a layer that consists of a material that is not
conductive and which layer serves as an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal line
etching, andor a protector for the top corners of metal wiring lines during the HDPCVD process.

ID at 87-90, 119, 131. The Commission determined not to review this claim construction, and
21
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thereby adopted it.
The ALJ found that the Tobben patent disclosed the “cap layer” of independent claim 9

-

(and dependent claims 11-13,and 20)and independent claim21. ID at 130-33; FF 496-531. The
Commission determined to review the ATJ‘S finding that the Tobben prior art disclosed the ”cap
layer” limitation. Having examined the record in this investigation, including the briefs and the
responses thereto, the Commission determinedto reverse the AIJs factual finding that the
Tobben patent discloses the “cap layer” of c l a k 9, 11-13,20, and 21 of the ’345 patent. For the
reasons discussed below, the Commission determined that the planarization layer’disclosed in
Tobben does not inherently h c t i o n as an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal h e etching, and/or a protector for the top comers o f metal wiring lines during the HDPCVD process.
a Whether Tobben discloses a caD laver that functions as an antireflective
coatinq.
Respondents argued that “some embodiments o f the invention disclosed in the Tobbcn
patent may include a pharization layer with thickness values that fall squarely within the range

for a quarter-wave plate [antireflective coating]” and ‘‘[tlhese planarization layers anticipate the
’345 ‘cap layer.”’ Respondents’brief at 22 (cross-referencing arguments concerning Tobbm

anticipation o f “second antireflective coating”); respondents’reply at 13 (“TobbeaIsplanarization
layer is a ‘cap layer’ for the same reasons that it is an [antireflective coat63”). As discussed

-

above, however, the Commission determined that Tobben’s planarization layer does not
inherently disclose the “second antireflective coating” of claim 1 because it is not antireflective
throughout the range of thicknesses for the planarization layer.
Tobben also discloses a composite planarization layer (RX-70,col. 3,11. 6-20)
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embodiment with a bottom portion ( 16a) and an upper “cap layer” ( 16b). Tobbm states that “[iln
One embodiment, the thickness of the cap layer is about 300-500

-

A, preferabk about 400-500 A.

even more preferably abouts500 A.*’Rx-70, col. 3-11. 18-20. Although respondents correctly
recognized that the upper cap layer ( 16b) of Tobben’s composite planarization layer does not
disclose the ‘‘cap layer” of claim 2 1 (or the “second antireflective coating” of claim 1) of the ‘345
patent because Tobben‘s cap layer is deposited “on” the Tobbm planarization layer, they
contended that the upper cap layer ( 16b) of the composite planarization layer discloses the “cap
lay,” o f claim 9.
Respondents’ argument that the upper layer (1 6b) of Tobben’s planarization layer
discloses the “cap layer” of claim 9 of the ‘345 patent because layer 16b serves as an
antireflective layer is unpmuasive. -4lthough Tobben identifies resmcted ranges, e.g., 300 A500 A o f preferred thicknesses for the upper layer 16b of the composite planarkation layer

disclosed in the Tobben patent, those layers rest on a lower layer 16a. Respondents’argument
that Tobben discloses materials other than silicon dioxide for this lower layer is unpcrsuasivc
because the passage m the Tobben specification on which they rely (M-70,col. 2,ll. 57-63)
conccrns a diffcrmi embodiment o f the planarization layer. In discussing the composite
pianarkation layer embodiment, Tobben states that the material for the layer
16a is “spun-on
- _
silicon dioxide glass.” RX-70,Gl. 3,ll. 6-20. Although Tobben states that the upper layer (16b)
“comprises a dielectric material,” respondents have not identified evidence in the record
establishingthat a dielectric mattrial other than silicon dioxide (expressly disclosed in RX-70,
col. 3,Il. 12-15) would operate as an antireflective coating when applied on top of a silicon
23
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dioxide planarization layer.‘ Finally,.because respondents have offered no explanation why two

-

layers of the same matd-(i.e., silicon dioxide) would not firnction optically as a single layer,

-

they have not demonstrated-thatthe uppa layer 16b of Tobben’s composite planarization laver
discloses the cap layer o f claim 9 of the ‘345 patent. Consequently, the Commission determined
that the Tobbcn patent does not disclose a cap layer that hctions as an antireflective layer.

b. Whether Tobben discloses a caD l a w that functions as a hard mask.
The ‘345 patent specification states that when the cap layer is used as a hard mask for
wiring line etching, the photoresist is removed before the cap layer acts as a d k :
the cap layer 28 may also be used as a hard mask for wiring h e etching. In
cmbodimcnu where the cap layer is used as a hard mask for Wiring line etching, the
etchmg is accomplished in a two step process in which the photoresist layer 30 acts
as a mask during the first etch step, and the cap layer 28 acts as a mask during the
second etch step. The first etch step etches through the portions o f the cap layer that
[are] not covcrcd by the photoresist. The second etch step etches through the
protective layer 26, the wiring layer 24 and the surface layer 22. By carrying out the
etching process m two steps with the photoresist being removed prior to the second
etching step, the likelihood o f contaminants, such as carbon compounds fiom the
photoresist layer, being deposited deep within the gaps 36 between wiring lines 34
is decreased. Altcmatively, the etching can be canied out in a process in which the
photoresist is used as the mask for etching all of the layers. This alternative process
is h e r , but runs a greater risk of contamination that could adversely affect device
ptrformance.
345 patent, col. 8, ll. 33-51. The AIJ construed the term “hard mask.” to r e q u i r u m v a l o f the

photoresist before the hard mask is used for etching. See FF 225 (“A hardmask is a layer which

--

is etched using the photoresist’as a mask, followed by removal o f the photoresist to leave the
pattmed hard mask layer which then s m ~ as
s a mask for subsequent etching o f underlying
layers. Yang Tr. 1 6 1 3 5 1 8 ; Lee Tr. 1661:14-18; Peltza Tr. 1808:22 to 180922”) (FF 225 is
found in the section o f the IDS findings o f fact labeled V.A (“Infiingement o f the ‘345 Patent,”
24
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“claim Construction”)). No party challenged the ALTs construction of the term “hard mask” or

FF 225 m its petition for review. The Commission detennined not to review the IDS claim

-

construction with respect to the ‘345 patent. and thereby adopted it.
Respondents contended in their response to the petitions for review that Tobben‘s
planarization layer may function as a hard mask. Thcy argued that Tobben explicitly states that a
second “mask 28” is ‘‘formed within the planarization layer 16,” exposing portions of the metal
layer 14, which are then “etched away” to form the conductive wires. Respondents’response at
24 (citing RX-155 [the Tobben patent] at Col. 3 , lines 51-58): see also FF 510 and 511. The

ponion of the Tobbcn patent cited by respondents reads as follows:
[nlcxt, uring rernainingporrion of thephororesisr maskng la-ver 18, and the second
mask 28 formcd within the planarization layer 16. i.e., with the second mask 28
exposing underlying nonplanar surface portions of the metal layer 14, the exposed
portions of the metal layer 14 are etched away using RIE to form the plurality of
electrically conductive wires 36 over the dielectric layer 13, as shown in [fipre] 4.

RX-155,col. 3, lines 51-58 (emphasis added). Because the itaiicized portion of the above-quoted
excerpt indicates that the photoresist has not been removed. the passage does not demonstrate
that the “mask 28” f o m d within Tobben’s planarization layer 16 is being used as a “hard mask,”
as that term is constiued by the Commission. Consequently, the Commission dctmnined that the

Tobbcn patent docs not disclose a cap layer that functions as a hard mask.
--

-

c. Whethd Tobben discloses a cap laver that functions as a top corner
protector.
The ALJ did not identify specific support in the record for his finding that the Tobben
patent discloses a “cap layer” that fii_lnctionsas a top comer protector. ID at 13 1(“Respondents
logicaIly argue that because the planarization [layer] may be left on the TiN layer during the HDP
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CVD gap filling. it would necessarily function to F O t C C t the Tih' layer and the mad wiring lines
during this step"). In their briefing to the CorrrmiSsion, respondents contended that Tobben's

-

planarizationlayer (and the aap layer m Tobben's composite planarization layer embodiment)
"mhcfcntly acts as a sacrificial barrier between the wiring lmes and the etching component of the

HDPCVD process in embodiments where only the photoresist is nmoved before HDPCVD
proccssmg." Respondents' brief at 22; see also respondents' reply at 53-54. However,

respondents' argument is not persuasive, and the A L T s finding cannot stand without support in
the record.

As pointed out by complainants m their petition for review and m their briefing to the
Commission,a layer that is etched aI1the way through m the HDPCVD process does not function
as a top corner prot~ctor.'~In rcsponse to complainants'petition for rcL5ew. respondents asserted

that -

there is no question that Tobbcn's 300 to 2000 angstrom thick silicon dioxide layer
will play no less a top corner protective function than the 'cap layer' disclosed in the
'345 patent. Indeed, the '345 [patent] specifically discloses an embodiment of the
invention m which "silicon dioxide is used for cap layer 28." RX-40 at co1.7, line 52.
Complainants idcntifL absolutely no distinction between Tobben's silicon dioxide
"cap layer" and the silicon dioxide "cap layer" in this '345 patent embodiment.
r

Respondents' response at 24; see also respondents' brief at 22 ("the Tobben 'cap &r'

necessarily

will be 'sacrificidlyetched during the HDPCVD processing' as d e s m i d inthe '345 patent")

--

(quoting '345 patent, col 6,ll.'34-36). We agree with complainants that this response of

I' In his i&bgcmmt analysis, the AU found that a laycr in respondcats' process that docs not prevent the
H D P O process fiom eroding the uudcrlying TINlayer did not function as a protative layer Within the meaning
ofthe '345 patent's "cap layer." ID at 119. No parry challenged the AU's inttinguncnr analysis in the petitions for
review. The Commission determined not lo review the ID in this regard. and thereby adopted it.
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respondents is inadequate support for respondents' ar-mcnt that Tobbcn's silicon dioxide laver

inherently fimctions as a top corner protector because the '345 patent expressly acknowledges

.

that its cap layer does not

oltra~sfunction as a top comer protector. '345 patent. col. 8.11. 52-51

('the cap layer 28 mu^ also act as a u*g

h e top corner protector during subsequent HDPCVD

processing") (emphasis added). Consequently, the Commission determined that the Tobben
patent does not disclose a cap layer that finctions as a top comer protector.
d Conclusion.

Respondents bear the burden ofproof on the issue of whether Tobbcn discloses the cap
layer, and for the reasons discussed above, the Commission detcxmined that they have f d e d- to
carry it. Consequently,the Commission determined to reverse the ALTs factual finding that the

Tobben patent discloses the "cap layer" of claims 9. 11-13.20, and 21 of the '345 patent.
3. Whether Claim 13 Is Made Obvious bv the Tobben Patent.

Claim 13 depends fiom clam^ 9, which the ALJ found anticipated by the Tobben prior
art."

The Commission determined to review the ALJ's conclusion that claim 13 is made obvious

by the Tobben patent in view of the knowledge o f a person of ordinary skill in the an. The
Commission requestlidbriefing on the following question: "Assuming that claim 9 of the '345

-

patent is anticipated by the Tobbcn patent, is claim 13 obvious?" Having ell_aminedthe record m
this investigation, including the Me& and responses thereto, the Commission determined to
reverse the U

s conclusion o f obviousness on the independent, altanative ground that

'

As discussed above. &e Commission determined that claim 9 is not anticipated by the iobbm patcnL and
consequentlydaamhed to reverse the Au's conclusionthat dcpcndcni claim 13 is made obvious by h e Tobbcn
patent.
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respondents have not identified a suggestion or motivation to mod@ the Tobbcn referene to use
a silicon nitride or an oxpitn.de for the cap hym.

-

An analysis of obvioumess requires determinations regarding the scope and content of the
prior arr; the differences between the prior art and the claimed invention; the level o f ordinq
skill in the art; and any so-called ”secondary“ or “objective” indicia that the invention is

nonobvios, such as commercial success, copying, or a long-felt but m e t need. Graham v.

John Deere Co., 383 U.S.1, 17. In addition, there must be some suggestion to combine the
references, for it is impermissible to use hindsight to piece the invention togetherusing the
patented invention as a template. See. e . g , Karsten Mfg. Cop. v. Cleveland GoYCo., 242-F.3d
1376, 1385 (Fed. Cir. 2001); Winner Inr’lRoyalty COT. v. rung, 202 F.3d 1340, 1348 (Fed Cir.

2000); Heidelberger Dmckmaschirien A C v. Hanrscho Commercial Pro&., Inc., 21 F.3d 1068,
1072,30 U.S.P.Q.2d 1377, 1379-80 (Fed. Cir.1994). Even when obviousness is based on a

single prior art refcrence, there must be a showing of a suggestion or motivation to modify the
teachings of that reference. In re Korzab, 55 USPQ’d’l3 13. 13 17 (Fed. Cir. 2000). The
motivation to select the combination of components used by the inventor is an “essential
evidentiary componkt of an obviousness holding.” C.R.Bard, Inc. v. M3 Sys.. Inc., 157 F.3d
-.

1340,1352 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (reversing jury verdict based on obviousness where no prior art
--

provided teaching or showing of-Emtivation to modi@ prior art). Although the ultimate question

of obviousness is a question of law based on underlying factual issues, see, e.g., Richardron-

Kch h c . v. Upjoohn Co., 122 F.3d 1476, 1479 (Fed. Cir. 1997), whether a motivation to combine
references has been demonstrated is a question of fact. Winner h i ‘ / , 202 F.3d at 1348.
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Respondents acknoukdged that "[iJt is undisputed that Tobben does not specifically
disclose the use o f a silicon nitride material or an oxpitride m a t e d to form the cap iayer.

-

Tobben only teaches the use of silicon dioxide for that purpose." Respondents' response at 25.
Respondents asserted that the motivation to combine a silicon nitride or an oxynitride material
with the Tobben rcfmence iS found m the Tobben patent's teaching that the cap layer is made

froma dielecmc material. Respondents' brief at 3 1 (citing RX-70, col. 3, ll. 10- 11).
Respondents maintained that one o f ordinary skill m the art would know that silicon nitride and
oxynitrde arc dielectric materials. The Tobbcn specification reads m relevant p h as follows:
Alternatively, the planarization layer 16 compriSes, for example, a composite
layer as shown in FIG.2B. As shown, the composite planarization layer 16 includes
a spunsn silicon dioxide glass as a bottom portion 16a and a cap or upper layef 16b
f o m d thereon. The cap layer comprises a dielecmc material. The cap layer
promotes adhesion between the photoresist and the planarizing layer. In one
embodiment, the cap layer 16b comprises silicon dioxide formed by, for example,
plasma enhanced chemically vapor deposited (PE CVD).
RX-70, col. 3.11. 6-15. Respondents argued that "[a] finite number o f microchip fabrication

mat&& are 'dielectric' materials, [and] silicon nimdes, oqnitrides, and silicon dioxide all fall
withm this category. It would be obvious to a person skilled in the art to substitute one material
for another materid m the same category." Respondents' brief at 3 1 (citing I n re R a p e s , 7 F.3d

-

1037 (Fed. Cir. 1993); Smith v. Hayoshi, 209 USPQ 754,759 (Bd.of Pat.
Inter. 1980)).
-.

Complainants and the IA arguedihat Tobbm does not motivate one of skill m the art to
substitute any dielectric mattrial for silicon dioxide, but only those dielectric materials that
would also possess the other properties of silicon dioxide that Tobbcn associates with the
functioning of the cap layer (e.g., promotjing] adhesion between the photoresist and the
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planarizing

In re R a y m is on point. That case involved a patent application for the invention of an

-

interactive automobile sexvice nation having a progr-ble

video display (a cathode ray tube

(CRT)) at the fuel pumps. The Patent Office rejected the Rapes claim m question as made

obvious by a prior art patent ( S a v v ) that disclosed all of the limitations except the
progrannnable video -lay

at the he1 pumps. Although the Savary patent disclosed fuel pumps

having a display panel at the pumps (a light emitting diode (LED)or liquid crystal display

(LCD)) for displaying the price and quantity o f the he], Savary’s panel vas not a video display.
The Savary patent stated that the display system can be any conventional system but. m the-.
present embodiment, it comprises using a seven segment @lay.

Raynet, 7 F.3d at 1039. The

patent Office found that a CRT video display is a conventional display system and held that it
would have been obvious to replace Savary’s dsplay system with a video-capable CRT. Rapes,
7 F.3d at 1039. On appeal, the Rapes applicant argued that the Savaxy patent “contemplated no

more than the display of fuel quantity and price information using a system conventional for that
purpose,” and further argued that the S a m y &play system required different circuitry than a
video system Rqkes, 7 F.3d at 1039-40. The Federal Circuit affinntd the Patent Office

-

rejection.

-I

In Raynet, the F e d d CEcuit stated that “[tJhe question prescnttd by the R a p e s
application is not whezher the CRT, rhe LED, and the LCD are known display systems, but
whether Rapes’combmation including video display at the fuel pump would have been obvious

to a person o f ordinary skill.” Ru_vnes, 7 F.3d at 1039 (emphasis added). In affirming the Patmt
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Office's conclusion that "the combination of video @lay

with the -lay

of other information

at the fuel pump would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill." the Federal Circuit took

-

judicial notice of the fact that "the use of video to dqlay programming and other information is

. . . ubiquitous." Raynes, 7 F.3d at 1040. Ra-vnes suggests that the issue before the Commission

on review is not whether silicon nitride, oxynitridc, and silicon dioxide are dielectric materials,
but whether the use o f silicon nitride or oqmimde for the cap layer as claimed in claim 13 of the
'345 patent would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art. Ruytes provides no
support for respondents' assumption that the resnictive purpose (vk.,"promot[ing) adhesion
between the photoresist and the planarking layer," RX-70, col. 3, U. 1 1-12)for the cap layer
disclosed in Tobbcn is inelevant. The Commission agrees with complainants and the IA that

Tobbcn does not motivate one of shll in the art to substitute any dielectric material for silicon
dioxide, but only to substitute those dielectric marcrials that would also possess the other
properties of silicon dioxide that Tobben associates with respect to the functioning of the
disclosed cap layer.'5

I' We do not understand respondents' reliance on Smith v. Hqvashi. That case concerned an interference
between the Hayashi patent and the Smith application. The Federal Circuit phrased the issue aCkhcthcr the use of
vitreous selcniUm itselfis patentably distinct h m the p m i c concept claimed by Smith et al. [a layer of amorphous
(vitreous) selenium. a selenium alloy, or a powdered or sintered phomcondunivc layersuch as cadmium
sulfosclcnide or phthalocyanine] in Jhuenvironment of the invention defined by rhe involvedparent claim (and
count)." 209 USPQ at 759 (emphasis in original). The court noted that the "key to the issue" was 'atequivalence
set up bythe Smith a al. dirclosure With respect to the environmenr oftheir claim.*' 209 USPQ at 759 (emphasis in
original). '?he Smith et al. disclomremakcs it clear that various prior a n photoconductors used in
electrophotography, including selenium, its alloys and jphthalocyaninc] may be used in their [photoconductive]
layer W." 209 USPQ at 759. The coun concluded that "the disclosure of Smith tt al. shows that both
jphthalocyanbe] and selcnium are knownphoroconducJon in the nrf ofelecrrophotography. This, in our View,
presents strong evidence of obviousness in substituting one for ri3e otha in an electrophotographicenvironment pf
aphotoconducfor." 209 USPQ at 759 (emphasis added). Smith provides no support for respondents' assumption
that the rcsuictivc purpose for the cap layer disclosed in Tobbm is irrelevant.
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Relying on In re Dillon. 9 19 F.2d at 691-92. respondents further maintained that claim 13

is obvious m view of Tobbm combined with complainants' '701 patent, which fatter patent

-

-

"teaches that the claim 13 materials - silicon nitride and oxynitride materials - - are malogous

compositions to silicon dioxide (Tobben's prefmed 'cap layer' embodiment) for use as
antireflective materiais." Respondents' brief at 3 1. Respondents did not contest complainants'
point that these argumtnrs were not raised before the AJJ,but asserted that the Commission
should consider respondents' '701 patent argumcnt because the 701 patent was in the record, the

Commission has the authority to make findings and conclusions on the record (Commission rule
2 10.45(c)), and "apptllccs always have the right to assert altanativc grounds for afKrming rhe
judgment that are supported by the record" (MEHUBiophiZe, 192 F.3d at 1366). Respondents'
reply at 56. The Commission declines to consider these arguments because they were not raised

before the ALJ. Huzani v. United Srnres Int'l Trade Comm'n, I26 F.3d 1473, 1476-77 (Fed. Cir.
1997). Respondents' reliance on MEHUBiophile is misplaced because the argument that the

Federal Circuit considered m MEHUBiophile, while not reached by the dstrict c o w , had been
presented 10 the district COUR.'~ 192 F.3d at 1363, 1366.
For the r e a s h discussed above, the Commission determined to reverse the ALTs legal

-

conclusion that claim 13 is obvious m view ofTobben based on the absence in the prior art of the
requisite motivation to modify thE'Tobben refcrcnce.

I' In any went,respondents' Dillon argumcnt concaning the '701 patent is not persuasive in light of our
conclusion discussed supru that natha Tobben's plananzation layer nor Tobben's uppa cap laya of the composite
planarization l a w are disclosures of the antireflective functionality aspect of the '345 patent cap lam or of the
"second antireflective coating."
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B. The Abernathcv-Patent

-

The ALJ found claims 1.3-5.9, 11 13.20. and 21o f the '315 patent are invalid as made
obvious by the Abcmathcy patent m combination with either the P a (RX-82), Y3gi (RX-85).or
Yota (RX-86) publications. ID at 13840. He found that every element of those claims is
disclosed in the prior a n Abemathey patenr, except the step of HDPCVD deposition "within the
gaps" '90 fill the gaps" (claims 1,9. and 11),which step is disclosed in each of the Pan. Yagi,
and Yota publications. ID at 134 n.62, 138.
The Commission determined to review the U

s conclusion that those claims are invalid

made obvious by the Abernatheypatent m combination with the Pan,Yagi, and/or Yota
publications. In the petitions for review and briefing to the Commission on this issue, the parties
disputed the following six issues: (1 ) whether Abernathey discloses the "second antireflective
coating" (claim l), (2) whether Abemathey discloses the "cap layer" (claims 9 and 21). (3)
whether respondents established that the Yota, Pan. and Yagi references are prior a n to the 345
patent, (4) whether respondents established a motivation to combine the Yota, Pan, and Yagi
references with Abmathey for the pap filling step of HDPCVD deposition, (5) whether
Abernathey combmed with Yota, Pan, or Yagi discloses etching the second antireflective coating
(claim 4) or etching the cap layer (claim 121, and (6) whether Abmathq~ombinedwith other
prior art renders obvious a cap lgcr comprised of silicon nimde or oxyninide (claim 13). The
Commission's resolution of each of the specific issues disputed by the parties is discussed more
KlIly below.

In sum, the Conmnission determined to a
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patent in cornbination with other prior art renders claims 1,3-5,9, 11-12,20. and 21 ob\ious. but
to reverse his conclusion that the combination r m d m claim 13 obvious. The Commission

-

dacnniaed that the "second-antireflectivecoating" (claims 1,3-4. and 5) is not disclosed
expressly or inherently in the Abcmathr?,patent. The Commhsion determined, however, that

one of or-

skill in the art would have found it obvious to modi@the A h a t h e y patent's

layer of silicon dioxide to act as a second antireflective coating on top o f an antireflective

coating of titanium nitride by selecting a thickness for the silicon dioxide layer in which the l a p
acts as an antireflective coazing. The Commission firher detmnined that, because the
Abmathey patent's silicon dioxide barrier layer when so modified fixnctions as an antireflective
layer, the silicon dioxide banier layer also meets the "cap layer" limitation of claims 9 and 21 for
obviousness purposes. The Commission determined to a

h the ALJ's conclusion that the

Yota, Pan, and Yagi rcfmences are prior art, to adopt the ALTs findings with respect to
motivation to combine the Abernathey, Pan, Yagi, and Yota prior art for the gap filling step of
HDPCVD deposition, and to adapt the U

s findings and conclusions with respect to the etching

limitations (claims 4 and 12).
1. Whether Abernathev Discloses the "Second Antireflective Coatine" (claim 1)

-

Complainants argued that respondents have not met their burden o f showing by clear and

--

convincing evidence that Abernathq discloses the second antireflectivecoating elements of
claim 1. Respondents argued that the "second antireflective coating" is expressly disclosed m
Abcrnathy and inherently disclosed in Ahathey's silicon dioxide barrier layer. The
Commission determinedthat the "second antireflective coating" (claims 1,3-4, and 5) is not
34
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disclosed expressly or inherently in the Abcmathey patent.

The Commission determined,

howcvcr, that one of ordinary skill in the art would have found it obvious to modi@ the

-

Abcrnathey patent's barria layer o f silicon dioxide to act as a second antireflective coating on top
of an antireflective coating of titanium nimde by selecting a thickness for the silicon dioxide

layer m which the layer acts as an antireflective coating.
Respondents' arguments that the Abcmathey prior art discloses the "second antireflective
coating" of the '345 patent because Abcrnathey states that its barrier layer is intended to reduce
reflectivity or because Abcmathey's silicon barrier layer hctions as an antireflective coating are
unpersuasive. In support of their.first argument, respondents relied on language in the

-

Abernathey patent at col. 2, lines 40-44, vk.,"[y]et another object of this invention is to provide
a satisfactory banin that avoids undesirable interactions while at the same time prokiding a
technique that achieves photolithographic low reflecti\ity." However, this statement should not
be understood as identifjmg the achievement of photolithographic low reflectivity as a function

of the barrier layer, in View of other statements in the specification teaching an antireflective
coating (preferably titanium nitride) and a barrier layer of silicon or SO, that prevents
interactions bnwetli the photoresist and the titanium nitride layer. See, e.g., Abmathey patent,

COI. 2,Il. 51-66; COI. 3, Il. 7-10; C O ~ .3,Il. 67-68; C O ~ .4,ll. 36-38.

- -.

As to wbether the disciosEd silicon banier is antireflective,respondents' expert (Pcltzer)
stated during cross-examination that the silicon layer desmied m Abernathey does not serve as
an antireflective coating.

Trans.(Peltzer) at 945: 15-946: 13. The statments in complainants'

prior an '701 patent (RX-46 at col. 2,11. 39-41; col. 3, lines 18-20) on which respondents rely in
35
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support of their argument. uk., that amorphous silicon is a well-Emom antireflecting material.
art

less persuasive on this factual issue than statements of respondents’ expert that are based on

-

that expert’s models of the silicon layer on top of titanium nitride &closed in .4bernathey.

Cj:

Trans.(Peltzer) at 943:9 - 946:7, RPX-46.
Respondents’ argument that Abernathey’sSO, (spun on g b ) barrier layer inherently
discloses the “second antireflective coatmg” is not persuasive. Respondents have represented to
the Commission that the ‘W
silicon dioxide barrier layer in Abernathey is spun-on at

thicknesses between 1000 A and I500 A. Respondents’ reply at 77 (“The parties agree that
A h a t h e y discloses a ‘thin’ SO, layer that is 1000 A-1 500 A thick.”), 78 (“Respondents & not
contest the testimony firom Complainants’expm that 50, is spun-on at thicknesses between
1000 A and 1500

(chbg respondents’ brief at 35-36, 130-31)). As &cussed in OUT

anticipation analysis of the Tobben prior art, for a layer that is disclosed in terms o f a range of
thicknesses “inherently” to disclose a claimed function, the layer must exhibit the claimed
functionalitythroughout the disclosed range. Respondents have not identified evidence in the
record that would establish that a SiO, (spun on glass) layer will necessarily be antireflective for
all thicknesses betw6en I000 A and 1500 A.” Consequently,respondents have not met their

-

burden of proof on this issue. Superior Fireplace Co. v. Majestic Prods. Co., 270 F.3d 1358,
--

1367 (Fed. Cir. 2001)(challcngeS’toclaim validity must be proved by clear and convincing

’’

In tbdr post hearing reply brief Wov. hearing),respondents stated that ‘‘[c]ontrary to [clomplainants’and the
[sJtaffs crroncous allegations, berweca 300 angstroms and 2000 angstromsthere are o n l y m 180 angstrom thick
ranges whm SiEccm dioxide is nat an antireflective coating using destructiveinterference for DUV light at 248 nm.
RPX-46 @ctwtcn about 640 angstroms and 820 angstroms and bemeen about I370 angstroms and I550
ungsrrom).” Respondents’ post hcaringrcply brief (Nov. hearing) at 21 (filed D e e m b a 27,2001)(emphasis
added).
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evidmce); Am. Hoisr di Derrick Co.. v. Sorva & Sou. Inc., 725 F.2d 1350. 1360 (Fed. Cir. 1984)
(burden o f proving invalidrry is on patent challenger and "that burden is constant and never

-

changes and is to convince %hec o w of invalidity by clear evidence").

In support of their argument that Abmathey's Si02(spun on glass) layer fictions as Ein
antireflective coating, respondents rely on (1) FF 564, (2) the testimony o f their expen (Peltzer)
at 857:6-23, (3) the Dean reference (RX-177 at 519, ID at 137), and (4) complainants' prior art
'701 patent. With respect to FF 564, respondents asserted that ? h e Au properly found that

within [the] thickness range [of 1000 A to 1500 A], SiO, is antireflective-ie.,

this range

encompasses an odd integer multiple of the quarter-wave plate thickness." Respondents' brief at
35. The ALTs finding o f fact, FF 564, reads as foIlows: "Calculations o f reflectivity o f the type

that an engineer would rely on concerning work related to the subject matter of the '315 patent
demonstrate that the titanium nitride layer and the Si02 on top in the Abernathcy patent is the
same as the first and second antireflective coatings formed on the metal wiring line in claim 1 of
the '345 patent."
la-=.

FF 564. This finding makes no mention of the range o f thicknesses o f the SiO,

Consequently, and contrary to respondents' contention, it is not a finding that the layer will

necessarily be antirkflective for all thicknesses between 1000 A and 1500 A.
Respondents relied on the following testimony o f their expert (Pelper):

Q Mr. PeEer, are these mathematical calculations

ofreflectivity, is this something that an engineer would
rely upon in the course o f his work with respect to the
subject matter o f the '345 patent and antireflective
coatings?
A Yes, it's common.

Q And does this evidence - I'msorry, your Honor.
37
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Does the calculation m RPX-46 support your
opmion that the Abernathey patcnt With the silicon oxide
and the Tobbcn parent with the silicon oxide discloses a
second antireflective coating on top of the titanium
nitride layer?
A Yes.

Q In your opinion. is there any doubt that the
silicon oxide layer in the Abmathey patent and the
silicon oxide layer in the Tobbcn patent are second
antireflective coatings above the titanium nimde layer?
A No.

Trans. (Peltzn) at 857: 12-23. Respondents asserted that the above-quoted testimony "based on
standard antireflectivity calculations . . . establishes that Abmathey's 1000-1500 A SiO, barrier
layer would function as a second [antireflective coating]." Respondents' reply at 58-59.

GX-

46, the exhibit referred to m the above-quoted testimony, concerns calculations of the amount o f

reflection IYom the Surface o f an aluminumlayer overcoated by materials such as titanium,
titanium nitride, silicon. and SO,. Trans. (Peltzer) at 838:18-849: 17. The calculations that
Peltzer identified as corresponding to the Abernathey patent's 50,layer over titanium nitride
involve S O 2thicknesses up to 250 A,rather than thicknesses between 1000 A and 1500 A.'*

'Trans. (Peltzer) at 84921-8575; 95412-13. At the hearing, Peltzer testified on cross-examination
that Abernatbey's refmencc to a "thin" Si02 layer disclosed a layer with a thickneLQn the order
of 250 A. Trans. (Peltzer) at 9 5 8 2 1-959:21. Consequently, Peltzer's t t s h o n y cannot be
-.

understood as establishing that'the S O , barrier layer of Abernathey, at thicknesses throughout
the range of 1000 A to1500 A, would function as a second antireflective coating.

" Pelrzcr tesrified that other calculations in RPX46 involving a SO: layer of 10 A IO 1200 A concaned the
Tobben prior an. Trans.(Pcltza) 854: 19-855:18.
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Respondents also point to the Dean reference. specifically the passage reproduced in the

ID at

137 n.63, m support of their argumcnt that Abmarhcy's SiO, (spun on glass) barria layer

-

inherently discloses the "second antireflective coating." But the cited passage in the Dean
refcrence rcfcrs only to a 100 nm (1000 A) silicon dioxide film on T

N and respondents offered

no explanation as to how Dean's mention o f this specific thickness can be extended to other
thicknesses m the range of 1000 A to 1500 A. Similarly, respondents argued based on
complainants' '701 patent that a silicon dioxide film at a thickness value o f 1275 A would be
antireflective when exposed to D

W light. Again, respondents offered no explanation as to how

this argument applies to other thicknesses in the range o f 1000 A to 1500 A. indeed, in response
to complainants' argument that the 1275 A value is inconsistent with the testimony of
respondents' expert idmtifjing the quarter wave plate thicknesses o f 300, 900, 1500. and 2100 A,
respondents conceded that Peltzcr's calculations result m 'a slightly different set o f values than
those taught by the 701 patent." Respondents' reply at 59. Respondents have failed to prove that
A h a t h e y ' s S O , (spun on glass) barrier layer inherently discloses the "second antireflective
coating."
Although rcs'pondcnts' arguments that the Abernathey patent's barrier layer expressly or

-

inherently disclose the "second antireflective coating" are unpersuasivc, thg.following passage in
the ID may also be understood as-klating to obviousness:
At the time of the aUegcd.invention o f the '345 patent, one skilled m the art would
have known that a TiN layer could be replaced by a bmcr antireflective coating, or
that a second antireflective coatmg could be used m addition to TiN. See, e.g., Fair
Tr. 1108-1109; RX-46. Furthcrmon, that a lay- nf silicon dioxide can serve as an
antireflectivelayer, and that such infoxmation would be available to cngmeers using
ordinary calculations of reflectivity, has already been addressed m connection with
39
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Tobbm. Morcovcr,referencessuch as RX-282 (SiliconProcecrzngfoorthe VLSIEru,
Vol. I: Process Technology by Wolf) [the “Wolf‘ publication] at 371-73, which
&scusses the sputter deposition o f silicon dioxide to provide dielectric layers. and
RX-177 (SPEVol. 2438: “Investigations o f deep ultraviolet photoresists on TiN
substrates”try Deanst $.)(the “Dean”publication) at 519.1’9iwhich discusses the use
ofsilicon dioxide on TiN,demonstratesthat the titanium nitride layer and the silicon
dioxide on top, which disclosed m A m t h e y , satisfits the requirement of cl&
1 o f a first and second antireflective coatmg formed on the wiring line.

ll) at 137. In their petition for review, c0~~11ainantS
stated that .‘[at is not clear why the AU
concluded that one of ordinary skill would modify-theAbernathey patent’s silicon or spin-on
glass barrier layer to be an [antireflective coatmg].” Corrrplahants’pethion at 69. They argued
that “[wlith Abcmathcy‘s solution to the ‘footing’ problem in hand, one ofordinary skill would

-

understand that TiN is an adequate antireflective coating for deep ultraviolet photolithography

and would have no motivation to alter Abernathey’ssilicon or spin-on glass barrier layer m any

respect.”2oComplainants’brief at 96.

The motivation to modi@ a reference may come fiom the nature of the problem to be
solved. Pro-Mdd & Tool Co. v. Grear Lakes Plastics h c . . 37 USPQZd 1626, 1630 (Fed Cir.
1996). In their petition for review, complainants described certain problems that led to the

l9

[Thisfoomote ispnumba63 in the ID at 137.1 The Dean publication states in part:

-

ultimately, the deposition of a 100 nm silicon dioxide film on the TJN effcCtiwly blocked proton
access to the TiN film and eliminated footing. This obsmation provides onepossible solution to
DUV redst footing on T11J-dqmsit a thin inorganic layer that could act as an aut.ke5ecuve l a p and
that is eadlyranoved(duringtheplasma acb stop?). Most organic s p i n a antireflectivelayus also
provide the neccssaxy bani& laya, but those films arc problematic due to defects. added cost, and
etch complications

RX-I77 at 519.

1o The ALJ’s findings explain the fwhg problem as follows: ‘When photoresist k applied to the top of a
titanium nitride layer and exposed, that is a footing pruiiuiuri &at can lead to loss of control of criucal dimcnsionS
with the required precision or accuracy. The footing problCm is that the base of the photoresist pattcrn gas wid=
due to interaction wi& tbe titanium nitride layer.” FF 290 (citing Trans. (Peltzn) at I731:20-17323).
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solutions o f the 345 patent as follows: "The inventions in the '345 patent came about because
the technologies used to manufacture integrated circuits with relatively larger feature sizes (1.O

-

micron down to 0.35 micrans) were found to be inadequate as the leading companies in the
industry began manufacturing integrated circuits with feature sizes o f 0.25 microns and smaller

in the 1996-97 time period." Complainants' petition at 3 1. Complainants noted that 'b[m]ore
specificdly, the '345 patent provided a 'process integration solution' to . . . problems encountered

in moving to the manufacture o f circuits with nzinimUm feature sues of 0.25 microns and smaller
[mcluding] movement fkom I-line light sources to deep ultraviolet ( " D W )
Iight sources for
photolithography, which m tum required improved antireflective functionality." C o m p l a i n ~ s

petition at 3 1n.9. Respondents have identified record evidence that rebuts complainants'
argument that one of ordumy skill would have no motivation to modifyAbmathey's banier
layer. As pointed out by respondents, a co-inventor of the '345 patent, Dr.Lur. testified that TiN

is not sufficientlyantireflective under the light source at issue (DUVlight), and that D W light
was necessary to 0.25 micron feature size process technologies. Trans. (Lur) at 4 7 5 1 0 ; 47: 16-

48:3; see also Trans. (Lur) at 39:6-40: 1 1.

Thus,one skilled in the art using the Abernathey

invention under DUV light would have been dissatisfied with the reflectivity of the TiN layer.

-

As the ALJ found, at the time ofthe alleged invention of the '345patent, one skilled in
the art would have known that aTiN layer could be replaced by a better antireflective coating, or

that a second antireflective coatmg could be used in addition to TiN.

ID at 137 (citing Trans.

(Fair) at 1108-1109). Although as discussed,supra, the Commission determined to reverse the
AIJ's ultimate findingsthat the Tobben prior art anticipates, we do not question that a layer of
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silicon dioxide can scrve as an antireflectivelayer at sume thicknesses, and that that information
would be available to enginten usmg ordinary calculations of reflecthity. Moreover. the

-

passage fiom the Dean publication*' quoted in the ID at 137 11.63concaning the use of a 1000 A

sllicon dioxide film on Tit4 to eliminate the footkg p r o b (i.e.,
~ ~ the s i n e probkem and soiution
amiutcd to the Abernathey patent by complainants in their petition for review at 65) states that
such a silicon dioxide film could act as an antireflectivelayer." Therefore, one skilled in the an

using the Abernathcy invention under DUV light would have found it obvious to modi@ the
silicon dioxide barrier Iayer to act as a second antireflective coating by selecting'a thickness for
the silicon dioxide layer m which the layer acts as an antireflective coating.

3. Whether Abmathcv Discloses the "CaD Laver" (claims 9 6r 21
Complainants contended that claim 9 and 21 arc.not made obvious because the

Abernathey patent's silicon dioxide lave: does not serve as a "cap layer." The ALJ construed the
term "cap layer" as a layer that consists of a material that is not conductive and which iaycr
serves as an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal line etching, and/or a protector for the

top corners of metal wiring lines during the HDPCVD process. ID at 87-90, 1 19, 131. The
Commission det&ed

not to review this claim construction, and thereby adopted it.

-

Complainants asserted that the ALJ did not find that Abmathey's silicon dioxide layer saves as

-

a top comer protector. They armed that Abernathey's silicon dioxide layer does not act as an

Complainants' argument that no waght should be given to the Dean reference is unpersuasivc. Complainauts
cite no legal authority spppOning their argument in thcb pethion for review. See Commission rule 210.37@).
n
Thaeforc the IAs argument h i A b ~ s h c ''teaches
y
away" from an antireflective silicon dioxide barrier
layer is unpamasive given the pmcs' agreement that the range of thicknesses for the silicon dioxide b a n k l a y a

-

includes 1000 A.
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antireflectivecoating, cross-referencing their argument concmmg the second antireflective
coating (claim I). With respect to the hard mask function. complainants asserted that the
testimony of respondents' cxpm relied upon by the AU m FF 565 is insufficient to prove
obviousness because it is conclusory and supports only the possibility that the silicon dioxide
layer would serve as a hard mask.

As discussed m the previous section, the Commission determined that one of ordinary
skill in the art would have found it obvious to modify the Abmathey patent's barrier layer of

silicon dioxide to act as a second antireflective coating on top o f an antireflective coating of
titaniumnimde by selecting a thickness for the silicon dioxide layer m which the layer acts as an
antireflective coating. When so modified to function as an antireflective coating, the Abemathty
patent's silicon dioxide barrier layer also meets the "cap layer" limitation o f claims 9 and 21 for
obviousness purposes. Consequently, the Commission determined to affirm the U

s

conclusions that claims 9 and 21are invalid as made obvious by the Abernathey patent in view of
Dean combined with the Yota, Pan,or Ya@ prior an, with the clarification that the silicon
dioxide barrier layer (when modified as discussedsupra to act as a second antireflective coating)

on top o f a first antkflective coating o f titanium nitride meets the "cap layer" limitations of

-

claims 9 and 21 .=

-

The ID provided no specific citations to the record in support of its finding that "the
silicon dioxide layer m Abernathey (especially in view of Dean) forms a cap layer which protects

.

Li The "cap layer" of claim 21 is "aisposedon the top surface of the protective laycr" (claim 21). auri %e
titanium nimde layer between the Si02 layer and the metal Wiring line in Abmathey (and/or Dean) is the same as
the protective layer in claim 21 of the '345 patent" (ID at 138).
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and serves as a hard mask during etching ifthere is HDP CVD deposition as required by claim 9"

(ID at 137-38). The ALTs finding o f fact, FF 565, states that "[tlhe S i 0 2 layer on top m the

-

Abcrnathey patent would s m e as a cap layer to protect andpssiblv SMT as a hard mask dming
etching if HDPCVD w m deposited as m claim 9 of the '345 patent."

FF 565 (emphasis added).

FF 565 is insufficient to support a findmg that the Si02 layer inherently functions as a hard mask
because the findmg speaks only o f possibilities. MeiiUBiophile, 192 F.3d at 1365. The testimony

o f respondents' expert (Peltzcr) cited by the AU in support of FF 565 also speaks only of
PossibiIities. Moreover, respondents have not identified any other support in thearecord for the

IDS finding on this point. Consequently, the Commission detcxmined to reverse the ALTs
finding that "[tJhe silicon dioxide layer in Abernathey (especially in view o f Dean) forms a cap

layer which protects and serves as a h a d mask during etching if there is H D P CVD deposition as
required by claim 9" (ID at 137-38) as unsupported by the record."
3. Whether Yota Pan. and Yaei Are Prior Art to the '345 Patent.

Complainants argued that respondents failed to prove the publication dates for the Pan,
Yagi, and Yota rcfcrences. They assmed that, because respondents failed to prove that these
refcrtnces are prior &t, the references cannot be used to establish that the '345 patent is invalid

-

on obviousness grounds. Complainants first raised the issue o f respondents' failure to prove the

-

publication dates o f the thrce refirmces m a footnote in their post-hearing reply brief for the
hearing completed Novcmba 16,2001). Complainants' post-hearing reply at 18. n. 11 (filed Jan.

The ALPS finding appears in the same sentence with a second finding, v i r , thal "the titanium nitride f?ya
between the Si02 layer aad tkc ;metal Wiring line in Abanathey (an&or Dcan) is the same as the protective layer in
claim 21 ofthc '345 patcnl" (ID at 138). No party has challenged this second finding. which is adopted by the
commission.
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8,2002). The Commigion detcnnincd that complainants waived this issue by failing to properb

raise it before the AU.=The A L T s instructions to the parties with respect to their posthearing

-

submissions following the November hearing included the following: "The reply brit& are
limited to responses to arguments presented in opposing parties' briefs. They should not be used
as an opportunity to present new arguments.'y26Trans.(Judge Harris) at 127 1:13-16.

complainants and the LA argued that respondents failed to prove publication dates for the
undated Yagi reference (RX-85) and offered no evidence to establish a publication date. With
respect to the Yota (RX-86) and Pan (RX-82) references, complainants contended that
"respondents offered no evidence of a publication date for the bound volume of the confmnce
proceedings m which the references were included, nor did they present any evidence concerning
the conference proceedings at which the papers were allegedly presented." Complainants' brief
at 102. Complainants and the IA stated that respondents have failed to prove the public

accessibility necessary to prove that the Yota and Pan references are "printed publications" for
prior art purposes under 35 U.S.C. tj 102.
Respondents' cxpcrt (Peltzer) testified as to the publication dates for the references at
issue. RPX-32, entitled "'345 Prior Art Chronology," presents a timeline for the period 3une 15,
-.

1993, to April 2, 1997. The references at issue are located on the timeline with the labels:

"April 1996 Yagi Reference Published" ':August 1996 Yota, et al. R:fermce Published," and

As pointed OUT by the IA,the ID did not address complainants'publication dates argument.
This is not a new rult. Above-Ground S,Mmming Pools, hv.No.337-TA-25, Recommended Damination,
1977 WL 5231Y (Feb. io, 1977) (ALJ "will not,and he has not in this recommended onemination considered any
new issues raised for the first time in reply briefs which were not direct responses to discussions of the same issue
or issues in the bridto which the reply was addressed').
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"June 18-20,1996 Pan. ad.Reference Published." RPX-32 (mphais in ori_&d)
Respondents' expert (Peltzcr) testified as follows:

-

MR.HOVANEC: F
w
,
your Honor, I'm gomg to
put RPX-32 [the chronology] on the board, just to place in timc perspecthe
the various prior an references with respect to the '345

patent.

BY MR. HOVANEC:
Q Mr.Peltzcr, would you explain this exhiit,

please? I can move it closer, if you &e.
A Oh,that would be nice.

Q Or you can come over, either way.
A We have June 1993,with the Abcrnathey patent
being issued, the Abknathcy patent, remember, discloses
ways to make well-defined metal lines. Then we have the
Jain patent m 94. We have Pan m 1996, in which Pan is
describing HDP as a prcfmed method or as a method for
depositing this oxide. Then we have Yam, which is in
August o f '96. Yagi in 1996. And then we have the '345
provisional application filed in 1997 and then we have
Tobbcn filed on March 3 1, 1997, so it's April 2,1997
compared to March 3 1, 1997.
Basically, here you can see that m the 1996 time
frame, thm were quite a number o f HDPCVD references, and
these would have ken applied to Abcmathey. Abcmathey is
separated &om the Pan by s e v d years. During that
period of t h e , Abmathcy would have caused people to look
for the HDP and attempt to use the HDP at these better
defined nsctal lmcs.

-

Trans.(Peltzcr)85724-858:24 (emphasis added). As pointed out by respondents, complainants
did not object to RPX-32, cross-€%mhe respondents' expert (Peltzer) on RPX-32, or challenge
the dates for Pan, Yota, or Yagi.. See, e.g, Symbol Tech., Inc. v. Opticon, Inc., 935 F.2d 1569,
1575 (Fed.Ck. 1991) (opposing party bears responsibilityfor challenging the factual

undqixmjngs ofexpert's testimony on c r o s s - d a t i o n ) .
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Complainants contended that.issues surrounding the alleged publication o f the Y o t a

Pan.

and Yagi references are factual inquiries, and not a proper subject for expen testimony. They

-

asserted that relevant facts fionccmhg the conference papers’ accessibility include attendance at
the conference, attendees’ interest m the relevant art, and whether copies of the paper were fieely
available to the attendees, and that “[e]xpm opinion is of no benefit to the fact finder m
resolving these purely factual findings. and Mr. Peltzcr’s conclusory testimony, which provided

-

no factual information on these subjects, should be given no weight.” Complainants’reply at 8 1
82 (citmg Fed.

R Evid. 702).

In Svmbol Technologies, the Federal Circuit upheld a district court’s finding of
&gcmcnt

-

based on the unreburted su~~pnary
testimony of an expert, including the claim charts

and drawings the expert used to demonstrate infigment. 935 F.2d 1569. Complainants’

attempt to distinguish Symbol Technologies (on the ground that while expert testimony is usell
on the issue of mfringmcnt, it is of ”no benefit” on the question of public accessibility or

publication) is not persuasive. An expert would be knowledgeable about the technical literature

within his area o f expertise, and such laowledge would be helpful to the finder of fact on the
issue o f whether a rifercnce is prior art.” Expert testimony would “assist the trier of fact to

-

~~

-.
For cxamplc an wen could well haw special knowledge about the attendance and publication practices
followed at particular conferences. We would also expat an q a t to be familiar With the technical journals in his
area of ocpcnise and to recognize citations to technical publications (e.g.,citations in the lis of references in RX82. RX-85, RX-86). For aampk, RX-86 Cyota}. includes as the ru.elfU~muy under the heading “Refiences,”
‘J.T. Pan,D.Ma,T.Sd~hin.R Toiles, S. Braydo, H.Miyunoto, K. Kishimoto, M.Suzuki, T.Homma, M. Kikuchi,
‘Integrated interconnect Module Development,’ I996 hceedrngs o/ 13rirteenth international KSl Multilevel
interconnection Conference W C ) . edited by T.E.Wade, pp. 4651, \XiiC, Santa Clara, 1996,” and the lcgcnd
“SPIEVol. 2875 / 265” appears at the bottom right corn= of RX-86 Cyota).
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understandthe evidence or to dn&e

a fact m issue." 5ec Fed. R. Evid. 702;In re Jhpanese

Elec. Prods. Antitrust Ling., 723 F.2d 238,279 (3d Cir. 1983), rev'd on other grounds sub nom

-

Matsushita Elec. Indus. Cop. v. Zenith Radio COT., 475 US.574 ( 1986) (admissibility
requirement that "expert testimony be 'beyond the jury's sphere of knowledge' adopts a
foxmulation which was rejected by the drafters of Rule 702"); see generuZZy 4 Weiiurein's

Federal Evidence § 702.03[2Jp] (2nd ed. 2002) (although "expert testimony concerning m t t e ~
that are within the knowledge and experimce of or-

lay people is generally not admissible,"

there is "a large gray area" of "matters respecting which expert testimonymay assist the finder of
hct,but that

arguably fBu within the r e a h of common knowledge and common sense").

-

For the above reasons, the Commission determined to adopt the ALJ's conclusion that the
Yota (RX-86). Pan (RX-82), and Yagi (RX-85) references are prior art.
4. Whether resuondcnts established a motivation to combine the Yota,
Pan. and Yaei references with Abemathev for the eau fiIling stm (claims
1.9 and 21).

Complainants argued that respondents presented no clear and convincing evidence o f a
suggestion to combme Yota, Pan,andior Yagi with Abernathey to fill the gaps using the
HDPCVD techniqub.

-

A motivation to combine references may flow &om the nature of the problcm h re

Rouget, 149 F.3d 1350 (Fed. CS-1998). The ALJ found that

--

Abcrnathcy discloses every element of the asserted claims of the '345 patent, except
the step of HDP CVD deposition. Abernathey discloses no gap filling step because
it is not the object ofAbcrnathey to cany the process ofmanufacturing an integrated
circuit to that point. However, the record is clear that anyone skilled m the art m
1996 knew that to make a useful product one would have to proceed &om the
teachings of Abtmathcy, and fill the gaps between the metal wiring lines with a
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dielectric material. See, e.g.,Pelrzer Tr. 833; Fair Tr. 1418, 1424-1425. By 1996,
the Novellus company, among others, was selling machines and telling customer and
potential customers to use HDP CVD for void 6-e(or substantially void-free) gap
fining m metal Wiring line patterns. See Fair Tr. 1422-1125. There is no doubt that
those skilled m the art (especially the hypothetical person skilled m the art with a
comprehensive knowledge o f prior art, and especially a person with the advanced
education and experience proposed by Complainants and accepted m this opinion)
knew that gap filhg was necessary, and that HDP CVD, along with HDP CVD
equipment, was available to perform that task
Accordingly, the Abemathcy patent combined with Pan (RX-82), Yagi (RX85), or Yota (RX-86), each o f which discloses the use o f HDP CVD for gap filling,
rcndcrs claim 1 on the '345 patent obvious.
ID at 138. In suggesting that the ALJ relied on evidence o f a trend m the industxy to compensate
for the lack o f any specific technological principle, co~~~~lainants
mischaracterize the U

s

reasoning, which was that those skiIled m the art knew that gap mling was necessary to make a
useful product, and further that HDPCVD was available to perform the task. The Commission
determined to adapt the U

s findings with respect to motivation to combine the Abcmathcy,

Pan, Yagi, andlor Yota prior a n for the gap filling step.
5. Whether Abcmathm Discloses the "Etching" Limitations (claims 4. 12)

The Commission determinedto adopt the ALTs findmgs and conclusions with respect to
whether Abcmathey combined with Pan,Yagi, or Yota &closes etching the second
antireflective coating (claim 4) or etching the cap layer (claim 12).

-

Complainants argued that neither Abemathty, Pan, Yota, nor Yagseach the etching of a
c

second antireflective coating of a cap layer o f claims 4 and 12. They funher assened that the
evidence is undisputed that etching is not inherent in the HDPCVD process. Complainants
cross-referencedtheir related argument concerning the Tobben prior art in which they argued that
the ALJ relied on conclusorytestimony by respondents' expen (Peltzer) without supporting
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evidmce and that such evidence was insufficient to show invalidity. Complainants'brief at 1 16

(citing Biacore AB v. Thenno Bioanalvsir Cop., 79 F. Supp.2d 422,461 (D.Del. 1999).

-

With respect to claims 4 and 12 of the '345 patent, respondents' expm (Pelrzcr) testified
as follows:

Q Now, again, turn to claim 4. Now, m this case

you show nothing in Abernathcy that discloses claim 4 of
the '345 patent; correct?
A That'scorrect.
Q And you are relying on other teachings from other
publications to try to read a disclosure of claim 4; is
that c o m a ?
A That's correct.
Q Can you identify for me m any of the other
teachings that you rely on, where they teach or disclose

etching a portion of the second antireflective coating
during the HDPCM)process?
A Well,the group of other publications that we
supply all teach the use of HDPCW. of the HDPCtD
operation. sputter etching is a component. And the sputter
etching would etch a portion of the second antireflecrive
coating in Abernarhey, when it is used.
Q In any of those other publications that ~ o cite,
u
do they etch a second antireflective coating?
A I don 't recall that t h q do.
Q Okay. And then nun to claim 12. Would your
answer there be the same, that in none o f the other
publications that you're refming to, do they report
etching or partially etching the cap layer during the
HDPCVD process?
A Well, cxplabt first ~ Y O consider
U
the
Tgkitanium nitride as antireflective and the titanium
nitride being the upper second antireflective reflective
coating, then we have the claim 4 position that this is
taught in some of the refetences disclosed.
WouId you repeat your next question, please?
Q Do any of the teachings or any of the

--

so

-.-
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!

publications that you cite teach partial etching of the cap
la-ver during the deposition of the HDPCVD procers?
A That's in claim
Q It.
A I2 And again, in the case where
titaniudtitanium nitride is the upper layer, the titanium
nitride w u l d be equivalent to the cap layer.
Q Do you consider titanium nitride to be the cap
layer for purposes of claim 12?
A Well, let's see, I think the question was are
thcre teachings m some of the supplied refmnces which
teach the use o f HDPCVD. In the teachings of HDPCVD,I
think it was Yagi shows a titanium nimde
JUDGE HARRIS: You've got to lift your voice and
be closer to the microphone.
THE WITNESS: Yes, I will be happy to. In the
care in Yagi in which Yagi discloses a titanium nitride
layer on the top of the metal line, the titaniumhitanium
nitn'de layer can be considered a dual antirejlective
laver, that is, ajirst antirefective layer of titanium
and a second antirejlective layer of titanium nitride.
In the case where the titanium nitride is serving
as the secund antireflective la-ver. it is in the same
position os the cap layer identiTed in the '345.
BY MR.KIKEL:
Q But my question here m the context of claim 12
is, do you consider in Yagi or any of the other
publications you cite that you have etching of what is
refwed to in claim 12as the cap layer?
A Well, lagi also discloses the use of HDPCVD,
which contains a sputtering component. g t h e titanium
nitride layer is exposed and serving the purpose like the
cap layer, then it muld be etched by the HDPCKD process.

-

-

-

*

*

*

Q So using your Cbnstruction of the term cap layer,
k'agi does not teach etching of the cap layer, as that term
is used in claim 12; correct?

A Yagi only teaches the etching of a layer that is
in the same position as the cap layer, that's correct.
Trans. (Peltzcr) at 935: 11-937:25; 939: 13-17(emphasis added).
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In the above-quoted testimony, Peltza stated unequivocably that HDPCVD contains a
sputtering component,and that a layer that is exposed is etched by the HDPCVD process. T h e

-

AIJ could choose to rely on the testimony o f this expcn, rather than on the testimony of
complainants’expert. The testimony o f respondents’expm (Pcltzer) supports the ALTs
conclusions that “[cJlaim 4 is obvious m view of the combination because the second
antireflective coating, if left on the first antireflective coatmg, is etched during the H D P CVD
process” and that “[cJlaim 12 is obvious in vimrof the combination because the cap layer, if left
on the first antireflectivecoating, is etched during the HDP CVD process.”

ID at 139; Trans,

(Ptltza) at 935: 11-937:25; 939: 13-17.

The expen testimony found insufficient to support a finding o f anticipation by inherency
in Biacore, AB v. Thenno Bioanalvsis Cop., 79 F.Supp.2d 422,442,461 (D. Del. 1999). was,
unlike the testimony ofPeltzcr, qualified rather than unequivocal. The district court in Biacore

-

characterizedthe expert testimony as “conclusory allegations - that it would have been
apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art not only that the matrix coatmgs taught m the prior art
references possess charged groups but also the conditions necessary to take advantage of
electrostatic conccmration prior to covalent binding

-- are insufficient to establish

-

anticipation.” These assertions lack the kind of support in the record needed for proof of

-

The disaia coon c r o s s - r d a & d the follouing tinding of fact concaning the expert testimony at issue:
“‘[theq ~ mop
]hd generallythat it would have been apparent to one of skill in the art possessing knowledge of
organic chanisay that incorporated in the matrix coatings disclosed in the aforementioned references are charged
groups that would act, under rhepmper conditions* to attract and concentrate iigands. Moreover, [the orpat]
opined that one of ordinary skill in the art nvuld have hounfmm, for example. ion erchange chromatography
literarum. of the conditions, i.e., rnepH, necessav to take advantage of rhe chargedgroups io concentrate the
desired biomolecules prior io covalent binding.” Biacore, 79 F.Supp.2d at 442 (citations omitted) (emphasis
added).
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mvalidny by clear and convincing cLidence. Moreover. they do not establish that the asserted
references hecessariiy function' m accordance with the claimed limitations." Biacorc. 79

-

F.Supp.2d at 461.

s

For the reasons discussed above, the Commission detexmined to adopt the .&J's findmgs
and conclusions with respect to whether Abcrnathcy combined with Pan,Yagi. or Yota dscloses
etching the second antireflective coatmg (claim 4) or etching the cap layer (claim 12).
6. Whether Claim I3 is Made Ob\ious bv Abernathev

Claim 13 of the '345 patent concerns the m a t d comprising the cap lay&, V k . , "[t Jhe
method according to Claim 9, wherein the cap layer comprises a material kom the group
consisting of a silicon nitride material and an o v i u i d e material." The Commission determined
to reverse the ALTs legal conclusion that "[c]laim 13 would be obvious in L5ew o f the
combination because one skilled in the art would understand that silicon nitride and oxynitridc
would be ready substitutes for the silicon dioxide of Abernathey"" (ID at 139). The ID cited no
support for this conclusion and, in their briefing to the Commission supporcing the ID,
respondents did not identify any evidence o f record that would support the IDS conclusion.
Conrplainanfi argued that claim 13 is not made obvious by the A h a t h e y patent because

-

A h a t h e y teaches away fiom replacing silicon dioxide with a nimde-containing material. Thy

-

asserted that the goal ofthe Abemathcy patent was to avoid the footing problem caused by
contact between the photoresist and the nitride m the titanium layer. They contended that silicon

= The "combmation"

SS), or Yota (RX-86)."

of prior art referred to is 'the Abernathcy patent combined with Pan (RX-82), Yagi (RX-

ID at 138.
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nitride or oXyninide 'Would simply.exaccrbatcthe 'footmg' problem that Abcrnathey is trying to
CUT^," and that those conrpounds cannot be "spun on." C~mpiainants'brief at 142-43 (citing

-

Tram. (Fair) at 1045-46). Complainants identified evidence m support o f their contention that
A h a t h e y teaches away, and respondents do not contest this pomt m their briefing to the
Commission.

Rather than addressmg comphkmt~'contention that A h a t h e y teaches away fiom
replacing silicon dioxide with a nimde-containing m a t e d , respondents argue that claim 13 is

obvious m View o f Abernathcy in combination With the HDPCVD process and the '701patent.
Because respondents did not prescnt this a r m t to the AW,the Commission declines to
consider it.30 Hazani v. Unitedstates Intl Trade Comm'n, 126 F.3d 1473, 1476-77 (Fed Cir.
1997). Relylng on a claim chart for the 701 patent attached as Exhibit C to thcir brief,

respondents further argued that claim 13 is obvious m view of the 701 patent combined with the

HDPCVD gapfilling

As pointed out by complainants,respondents' claim chart for the

'701 patent was not presented to the ALJ. Respondents' exhibit lists (included m the Addendum
to the Initial Detennination (filed May 20,2002)) do not idcntifL any hearing exhiM that

-

Respondentsdid not rake this argument in thdr p o s t - h d g briefing. See %tspondcnts'post-hearing brief
Mov. h d g ) at 24-26; rcspandolrs post-hearing reply brief OIJov.hearing) at ZC-2f: Respondents'supplemcntd
brief (Dec. hearing) at 11-16. Respasdents also did not raise the argument that claim 13 k obvious in View of
Abanathcy m combination with the.701 patent in thdr prchcaring statanmts. Respondents' prehearing statement
(Da.hearing) at 5; Respondents' prthearbg statanent (Nov. hearing) at 41-55. Pursuant to the AU's ground d e
4.d contentions not s U for& in detail hithe prthearing statement "shall be deemed abandoned or withdrawn."
' As stated above, claim 13 of the '345 patmt concans the material comprising the cap layer, viz, "[t)he
method according to Claim 9, whacin the cap layer comprises a mataid fiom the group consisting of a silicon
nitride material and an oxyniuide mataid:" Respondents' chart for claim 13 quotes the text of claim 13 and then
states that 'ItJhe anti-reflecting material used in the inventive procts: u s well-known fiims such as Si;, Si,N,
('Silicon nitride'). SiOXN,.,and amorphous silicon (RX-046 r701 patcntj at Col. 2, lha 39-41).'' Rcspcmdcnts' brief,
Exhibit C.
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corresponds to the claim chart for the 701 patent attached as Exhibit C to their brief Because
respondents did not present this argument to the AU,”the Commission declines to consider it.

-

Hazani, 126 F.3d at 1476-77.

For the reasons discussed above, the Commission determined to reverse the ALTs
conclusion that claim 13 is invalid as obvious in view of Abcmathcy combined with Yota, Pan,

or Yagi.

ID.

The ‘352 Patent
The ALJ found no violation of section 337 with respect to the ’352 patent. He found that

complainants have not established that the domestic industry requirement is met; none of
respondents’accused dcvices i n f i g e any asserted claim of the ‘352 patent literally or under the
d o c h e of equivalents; claims I and 2 of the ‘352 patent:are invalid as anticipated under 35

U.S.C.8 102 and claim 8 is invalid as obvious under 35 U.S.C. 0 103.

The Commission determinedto review: (1) the ALTs construction of the claim tams “an
ESD protection device” (claim I , 2, and 8), ‘‘a gate” (claims 1and 2), “gates” (claim 8), and
“sourcddrain regions

. . . with each sourcddrain region comprising” (claims 1,2, and 8), and &e

ALTs mvalidrty, dofncstic industry, and infiingcment findings and conclusions of law with

-

respect to those terms; (2) the ALTs findings and conclusions of law regarding
- the ‘352 patent

with respect to infringement of the asserted claims and domestic indllstry under the docnine of
equivalents; (3) the ALTs rinding .that respondents’old E5 model ESD transistor does not

32 I
?
:
note that section B.4 of respondents’pon-hearing brief Wov. bearmg) (pages 26-27) contains an
obvioumcss discussion anitled “‘AdditionalRcfaaces” that refas to the ‘701 patent and unspecified “‘admitted
prior a n ” This section. howcvp.,docs not raise the argument at issue concaning claim 13.
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inhnge any asserted claim of the ‘352 patent. either literally or equivalent15 (4) the ALTs
finding that claim 8 of the ‘352 patent is invalid as made obvious by a combination of prior an

-

references; and (5) WhahCrsthC economic prong ofthe domestic mdustv requirement is met with
respect to the ‘352 patent. The Commission determined not to review the remainder o f the ID
with respect to the ‘352 patent. On review, the Conmission determinedto a

h the US

ultimate finding ofno violation of section 337 with respect to the ‘352 patent.
With respect to the claim c o m c t i o n issues under review, the Commission determined
to adopt the ALTs conclusion that the “ESDprotection dcvice(s)” (claims 1 2, and 8) “is
designed to protect a circuit fiom damage due to electrostatic discharge (ESD)”(ID at 12). and
&&cd

to cl*,

as discussed below, that the t a m does not require a protection device that

separate and apart fiom the circuit it protects. The Commission detmnined to adopt the U

s

consnuction of the tmn “ agate” (claim 1 and 2) as “a single,particular gate for a specific
transistor, with each single, particular gate having a spacer on the left and the right-hand sides of
the gate” (ID at 15 and n.6) and his construction of the plural tam “gates” (claim 8) as two or
more transistor gates (ID at 16- 17), and determined to modify the ALTs rationale as discussed

below. The CommiSsion determinedto modify the ALTs construction of the “sourcddrain

-

regions . . .with each sourcddrain region comprising” limitation (claims1,2, and 8) to reflect

-- consistentwith the g c n d rule for claims containing the patent law term of art
“comprkmg” foliowing the preamble - - the structural limitations set out m claim 1,2, and 8

that

arc not exclusive.

The Commission detcxmined to construe the “source/drain regions” limitation

such that the b e e claimed implants are not required for every source and every drain for e v q
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FET transistor in a claimed ESD protection debice. but that a claimed ESD protection debice
must include at least one ‘gate” (vk., a single, particular gate for a specific transistor) with at

least two “‘sourcddrainrefins” each of which contains the claimed three implants.
Under the revised claim construction, the Commission determined to find that none of
respondents’ accused devices infringe any assmed claim of the ‘352 patent, either literally or
equivalently, detcrminedto find that complainants have not established the technical prong of the
domestic industry requirement, and detcrminedto take no position as to whether complainants
have satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. Consequently, the
Commission dctexmined to affirm the U

s ultimate findings of no infiringemcnt and no

domestic industry.
The Commission determined to affirm the U
‘352 patent are anticipatedby the Umemoto prior

s conclusion that claims 1 and 2 of the

and to clarify that whether Umemoto

discloses a “dedicated”ESD protection device that is “separate and apart” kom the circuit it
protects is imelcvant because “separate and apart” is not a claim limitation. The Commission
determined to reverse the U
art

s conclusion that claim 8is made obvious by the Umemoto prior

in combination with either the Soeda or Kamioka prior art,% and detcxmined that it has not

been shown by clear and convincing evidence that claim 8 is invalid as made obvious by the
-Umcmoto prior art alone or m combination with Soeda or Kamioka. To the extent the

” The Umemoto publicauon (Japanese G
kai No. 64-23573) (RX-17, RX-18) is entitled “Semicondunor
Integrated Circuit”
The Soda publication (Japanese K6kai No. 3-196677) (KX-23, RX-24) is entitled “Semiconductor Device"
The Kamioka publication (Japanese K8kai No. 1-134961) (RX-195)is entitled “Input Protecting Circuit for
Semiconductor Integrated Circuit”
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C o d i o n determined to rtVim the ALTs invalidity findings and conclusions with respect to

-

the Kishi publication (RX-19, RX-ZO), the Commission determinedto adopt those findines and

conclusions.

To the extent the C~mnissiondettnnined to review the AIJ's invalidity findines
c

and conclusions with respect to the Yasui publication (RX-21, RX-22). the Commission
dnczmjned to find that, m Vim ofthe fact that ~~mplainans'
proposed claim construction has
not been adopted, no party contended that the Yasui publication anticipates claims 1 or 2 of the
'352 patent or renders claim 8 obvious m combination with other prior art.

Part m.A ofthis opinion, infra, discusses the claim construction issues under review.
The issues of i&ingcmmt and domestic mdustxy are discussed in Part III.B. InValicky is
discussed in Part III.C,infru.

A ClaimConstruction

This section presents the Commission's analysis of the claim construction issues under
redw, v i z - the terms "an ESD protection device" (claims 1,3. and 8). "a gate" (claims 1 and

2),"gates" (claim 8), and "sourcddrain regions . . .with each sourcddrain region comprising"
(claims 1,2, and 8).

1. "ESD Protection DevicdsY' (claims 1.2. and 8)

Having examined the record in this investigation, including the briefs and r q o n s e s

-

thereto. the Commission determinedto adopt the . W s conclusion that the "ESD protection

dcvice(s)" (claims 1,2, and 8) is designed to protect a circuit fiom damage due to electrostatic
discharge (ED)(ID at 12). The Commission determined to adopt the ALTs general approach of

consrrujng the first and second ESD protection devices of claim 8 consistentlywith the ESD
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protection dcvicc of claim 1. In his ID, the ALJ stated that

"rot is a p e d by dl p m k that the

claim term were used m a gcndly consistent manner among the claims ofthe '352 patent,

&& claim 1 is directed t o u d IaJn ESD protection device,' [and] claim 8 is expanded to cotter
'an ESD protection circuit, having h and second ESD protection devices'."

ID at 23-25. The

parties' briefing to the Colllrnission on revim focuses on the language o f claim 1 and the term
"[aJn ESD protection device" used in that claim

No party presented any substantive argument

distmpishing between the ESD protection device of claim 1 and the first and second ESD

protection devices of claim 8. For the reasons discussed below, the Commission dctcrmined to

ckdy that the tam "[a]n

ESD protection device" (claim 1) does not require a protection device

that is separate and apart fiom the circui~it protects.

Complainad argument that "an ESD protection device" must be "separate and apart"js
incomct because the phrase "connected to an integrated circuit which mcludcs FET dcviccs" in
the preamble of claim 1 does not limit the scope of thdclaim. In Cazulina Mkg. h r % Inc. v.

CooZsuvin,ot.com,Inc., 289 F.3d 801,62 USPQZd 1781, 1785 (Fed. Cir. 2002), the Federal
Circuit stated that, although "[n]o litmus test dches when a preamble limits claim scope,"
uguidcposts . . . ha+ anergcd earn various cases discussing the preamble's effect on claim

scope." Complainants' arguments rely on two such guideposts: (1) "dqendence on a particular
disputed preamble phrase fbr anftcedent basis may l
imitclaim scope because it indicates a
reliance on both the preamble and the claim body to &fine the claimed invention," and (2)

"when reciting additional structure or steps underscored as important by the specification, the
preamble may opmatt as a c h bitation." Cazulina, 289 F.3d at 808-09,62 USPQ2d at 1785.
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Complainants contended that the references to "said ESD protection device" in the bod!:
o f b e claims at issue have their antecedent basis m the italicized portion o f the preamble
b p g e : "[a]nEDSproteaion device with reducedjunction breakdown voltage. connected 10

an integrated circuit which includes FET devices." CompIainan~'arpument regarding the phrase
"connected to an integrated circuit which includes FET devices," which does not appear in the

body of claim 1, relics on Bell Communications Research, Inc. v. Vitalink Communicationt
C o p . , 55 F.3d 615 (Fed. CK.1995). the case cited m Caralina with respect to the antecedent
basis "guidepost" Complainants assated that - -

In Bell Communications, the preamble to claim 6 recited a 'mtthod for transmitting
a packet over a system comprising a plurality o f networks . . . said packet mcluaing

a source address and destination address," 55 F.3d at 621. The court noted that
claim 6 thereaftermade references to "said packet," thereby relying on the preamble
for an antecedent basis. Id. According to the Federal Circuit. the rcftrmces to "'said
packet' expressly mcorporated by reference the preamble phrase 'said packet
including a source address and a destination address"' into the body o f the claim and
caused that preamble recitation to limit the claim Id. (emphasisin on-ginal).
This holding firom Bell Communicarions is controlling precedent for the
construction of the claims o f the '352 patent m this investigation. The preamble to
claim 1 defines an ESD protection device as b'connected to an integrated circuit
which includes FET devices". - . . As in Bell Communicarions,the repeated use of
the term "said" ESD protection device m the claim elements neccssarily relics on the
reference to T S D protection device" in the preamble for its antecedent basis.
..4ccordjngv, as m Bell Communications, the preamble's definitiono fESD protection
each
device is "incorporated by reference" and consequently constitutes a limittimc the claim recites "said protection device."

Complainants'v
l
y at 19-20.
Complainants'intapretation of Bell Communications is overly broad m light of the
specific claim language at issue m that case.

Unlike the phrase "connected to an integrated

circuit which includes FET devices" at issue in this case, the body o f the claim language at issue
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Bell Communicationfncprcrsly refmed to the Source address" and "destination address" that
appeared in the p r d k phrase "said packet including a source address and a destination
address."" Moreover, the F e d 4 Circuit cautioned thar "[w]e have long eschewed the use of an

absolute rule according or denying allpreambles limiting effect,having recognized that om

cannot determine a preamble's Gect except by rflerence to the specijic c!aini of which it is a
component. me claim at issue m Bell Communicarions].as drafted and m light of the
specification, is platnly Iimited such that it literally reads only on methods that transmit packets
having both source and destination addresses." Bell Communications, 34 USPQ2d at 1821

(emphasis added). The court then noted that "[tJhe claim cannot literally read on a method for
aanrmining packets that, for example. lack source addresses." Bell Communications, 34
USPQZd at 182 1, n.2.

Funhexmore, complainants' interpretation of Bell Communications would lead to a
Merent outcome m Caralina. In Caralina,the Federal Circuit concluded that a preamble
phrase, which is italicized m the claim language quoted below. was nor limiting: "A [systm]fot

controlling the selection and dispensing of product coupons at a plurality of remote tcrminais

located at predesigiratedsitts such as consumer stores wherein each terminal comprises:
activation means for activating such terminal for consumer transactions." Caialina, 62 USPQ2d
at 1783,1786(italics m original~bndmcoringadded). Under complainants' interpretation of

''The claim at isme in Bell Communicaiions contains the following limitation: 'Yor each gatewayrecaving .
saidpackei, (i) daerminmg far each saidpackei said soume address, said desiinaiion address and said packa
identifier, (ii) if &d receiving gateway dots not ~ ~ O C Cpackets
SS
having said idmtificr, inhibiting forwprding of ~d
packa: othpwiSc, insexung said source address in the corresponding one of said lists associated witb said
identifier.and (Gj inhibitingforwardine of said packa if said destination address is in said corresponding list."
Bell Commtmicniiom.34 USPQ2d at 1818 (emphasis added).
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Bell, the pbrase ‘such t&d”

in the claim body would incorporate by rcftrcnce the phrase

“located at predesignated shes such as consumer stores’’ and make that preamble phrase a
Marion of the claim But Curulina reached the opposite result, even though Curalzna cited Bell
Cornrnunicurionson the issue of the conmuction of claim preambles that provide mtccedent
basis for tams appearing m the claim body.

Complainants also argued that the preamble mdicatcs a separate and apm structural
relationship, which constitutes additional structure that is underscored as imponant by the
specification. According to complainants, because the preamble term “connected” “implits a
separation to be spanned,”the ESD p t e a i o n device cannot be “one and the same” with the
circuit to be protected. Complainants’reply at 25. Complainants argued that “[tJhe ‘352 [patent]
specification indicates that one of the panicular problems the inventors of the patent were
seeking to address was the need for an ESD protection device sepiktc and distinct from the
inregrated circuit it was protecting and located between the integated circuit and the e x t d
contacts.” Complainants’reply at 22 (arguing that the particular problem is identified m
statements m the “Background of the Invention” section of the ‘352 patent specification and was
recognized m the ALTs findings of fact IO-16). ,
The particular probkm identified by complainants is not set out m the statements m the
“Background of the Invention” smion of the ‘352 patent or in the U

s findings o f fact that they

cited to the Commission. For example, the statement that “[iln order to prevent such damage
[from large electrostatic charges], workers m the field have added mput protection &vices which
are typically located berwecn the external contacts and the FET devices,’’‘352 patent, col. 1,lL
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26-28, does not mean that ESD protection devices must be located ber\\,cen w integrated circuit

and its e x t d contacts. This staternat, therefore, docs not suggest that the inventors werc
solving the problem of a 'heed" for "separate"

ESD protection devices. Instead. the specification

supports construing the phrase "an ESD protection de\ice . . . connected to an integrated circuit
which includes E

T devices" as recitmg a use for the ESD protection de\ice. '352 patent. col. 1.

11. 17-1 8 ("[tJhc invention relates . . . to mput protection dcviccs to protect attached integrated
circuits from damage due to electrostatic discharge").
Moreover, to the extent that the purpose of the invention reflects the problem to k
so]ved, see, e.g., Applied Materials Inc. v. Advanced Semiconductor Materials, 40 USPQ2d
138 1, 1488 (Fed Ck 1996), the

'352 patent specification supports the argument of the IA and

respondents that the body of chim 1 sets forth a stxucturally complete invention, rather than
complainants' argument that the problem to be solved was the need for an ESD protection device
separate and apan from the protected integrated cixuit. The '352 patent identifies the object of
the mwntion as "provid[ingJ a StNctwe of an ESD protection device with a reducedjunction
breakdown voltage which improves the ESD characteristics of the protection device," and stat=
that this object is achieved by specific st~tlctures,
"field oxide regions in and on said silicon

substrate," "gates with djaccnt spacers," "source/drain regions," "first lightly implanted

region," 'heavier implanted region," and "second lightly implanted region,,' that arc also recited
m the body of claim 1. 352 patent, col. 2'11. 12-28. Further, in the discussion o f prefmed

embodiments, the patent specification explains how the "second lightly implanted region"
reduces the junction breakdown volttage. FF 33-34; 51. "[A]preamble is not limiting 'what a
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patentee defines a suu~urallycomplete invention in the claim body and uses the preamble only
to state a purpose or intended use for the invention’.” Coralina, 62 USPQ.2d at 1784.85 (quoting

-

R o w v. Dror, 112F.3d 473,478,42 USPQ.Zd 1550, 1553 (Fed Cir. 1997))

In response to the LA and respondents’ argument that the body of claim 1 descriies a
‘~saucnrrallycomplete mvmuon,” complainants reassat their antecedent basis and additional
which we discussedsupra Complaimnts further argued that an ESD
m ~ t u r arguments,
e
protection device is separate and apart from the integrated Circuit to be protected in order to
ensure that the ESD protection device can safiely discharge cun-cnt. Complainants’reply at 23
n.6. However, this argument fails because complainants have provided no SUPPOK for their
contention that “[tlhe ESD protection deLicc would operate diffcrcntly if it were not separate and
apan [ h mthe integrated circuit to be protected], because the internal circuits would ?xdirectly
exposed to the damaging ESD mments.’’ Complainants’reply at 23 n.6. Although complainants
asserted in their initial brief (at 18-19), rciying on ALJ findings of fact 14 and 16, that “[ilf the

ESD protection device is simply placed among the integrated circuit’s FET devices, rather than
being placed between the integrated circuit’s extmal contacts and the internal FET devices, then

the ESD prottction*dwicewillnot be capable of providing an external path for safely
discharging the electrostatic energy before it reaches the integrated circuit‘s FET devices,” the

-

cited findings of fact (and the passages m the ‘352 patent specification cited by the findings of
fact) do not support complainants’assmion because they do not discuss a distinction betwccn an

ESD protection device placed “among” a circuit’sFET devices and an ESD protection device
placed ‘between” a circuit‘s external contacts and a circuit‘s internal FET devices as advocatedby
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complainams.

For the reasons discussed above. the Commission dctnmined that the phrase b'connected
to an inregrated circuit which includes FET devices" docs not have a limiting effect on the claim

scope, and that the "ESD protection device" does not requke a protection device that is "scpara~e
and apart" from the circuit it protects.

The Commission detcxmined to modifythe U

s c o m c t i o n of the "sourcc/drain

regions . . . with tach sourcddrain re&on comprkhg" (claims 1and 8) limitation, as discussed
s construction of the tcrm "a pate" (claim

below. The Commission detcxmined to adopt the U

1) and "gates" (claim 8). but to modify the ALTs rationale for that construction.

The .9w construedthe "sourcddrain regions . . . with each sourcdldrain region
comprising" lirrrtation to require the claimed implants in every source and evay drain ofc v c ~ y

FET making up the claimed ESD protection device. in so consuuiag the limitation, the ALJ
relied on the addition of the phrase "each sourcddrain region" to the limitation '~sourcddrain
regions for said ESD protection device between said gate and said field oxide regions,with &
source/drainREM'
m a Prelnrrinary

This consbuction o f the amended c b is

inconsistent with the use of the standard term of art "comprising" folloGmg the preamble. The

Commission determined to review the ALTs conmuction of the "sourcddrain regions" hitation
and requested that the parties address the tam "comprising" in their review briefing.

j6

The preliminary amcadman at issue is set forth hFF 61.
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The IA argued that the addition of the phrase ‘Nith each sourcddrain region” was made
”to ensure that, consistent with the syrmnnricd fabrication process discussed m the ’352 patent
specification. cvcry source and evay drain of each transistor that d e s up the protection device
has the required three iu41lants.”~’IA’s brief at 12. 13-18(emphasis added). The lsclosurc ofa
m e t r i c a l fabrication process does not compel the conclusion that all transistors making up the
device must haw symmemcd implants, because we do not understand the relevance ofthe
manufacturing process disclosed in the specification to unclaimed aspeas of the ESD protection
device. As pointed out by complainanrS,such a construction ‘krould dlow an &ga

to c~capc

m g c m e n t by adding to an othenvisc-inhging ESD protection device an exuaneous FET
transistor that lacked one or more o f the implants and then arguing that, overall, its ESD dtvicc
did not inking because not every sourcddrain region for evcry transistor in the device containtd
the requisite implants.” C o q b a n t s ’ brief at 22.

In the ID,the Aw rejected complainants’proposed construction. which would not require
any rransktor to have symmetxical implants, Le., under complainants’Construction all ofthe
transino~could have implants on only one side of the gate (either source or drain, but not bo&

source and drain). The AU stated that - -

$Complainants’ proposed claim construction were comct, one would expect the
‘352 patent to contain a teaching or embodiment in which the insulating layer (item
30) is formed over (1) sdmc but not all ofthe source regions of the device being
protected, or (2) S O ~but not all - o f the drain regions of the device king
protected. CX-2 (‘352 Patent), col. 3, lines 12-20, Fig. 5. That such a teaching is not
present within the ‘352 patent is reflected in the hearing testimony of Complainants’

-

-

-

’’

?he IA’s aqeumcnt K that the processing ncps disclosed in the patmt are performed on each side of the gate
and therefore produce source and drain regions with symmetrical implants.
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Q Can you show me where m the patent it - one

would understand that one of ordinary skill could
block the opening 32 [with photoresist] on just one
side of the gate but not the other?

A I don’t think there’s any specific teaching m the
patent for that to happen.

*

*

*

Q But you can’t find any cmbodimcnt whatsoever in
the ‘352 patent that says one of these opcnmgs can be
blocked; isn’t that correct?
A I believe that would be c o m a . There’s no specific

teaching.

Fair Tr.356357.
ID at 22-23. H m , the AU is rejecting a construction where the fabrication process disclosed in

the patent would not be used to produce any of the transistors in the claimed ESD protection
device, i.e., the fabrication process disclosed in the patent would not be used at all. The IA
argued to the Commission that if an ESD device includes a transistor that cannot be made with
the &memcal fabrication process disclosed in the ‘352 patent, then the ESD device is outside
the claimr

- - even ifthe ESD device includes some transistors that have symmetrical hplanu

(and therefore the disclosed fabrication process could be used for somedthe transistors m the

device).

The word “comprising”generally means that the claims do not exclude additional
structures m the claimed apparams m addition to those explicitly recited in the claims. The
general rule applies “absent some special circumnance or estoppel [that] excludes the additional
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.

f8cror." Vivid Tech., Inc. V. Am, Sci. & €n& Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 81 I'(Fd. Cir. 1999). The
prosecution history may ownide the general usage o f the tenn "comprising." Phill@s Petroleum

-

Co. v. Huntsman Polmm C o p , I57 F.3d 866,874-75 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (construing claim for

"block copolymer comprising a first polymer block. . . djacent . . . to a second polymer block"
to require "significantportion" of constituent molecules to'bc polymer blocks based on patent
applicant's statement to the Patent Office that "[tJhe [patent] specification clearly teaches that
these polymer blocks are each a significant portion of the entire macromolecule and the c

h

could not be reasonably interpreted to read on polymcrs in which the macromolecules contained
an insignificant number o f serially lined monomer units"). Because no reason for overriding the

general rule has been shown in this case, the Commission dctnmined to modify the A I s s
construction of the "sourcddrain regions . . . with each sourcddrain region comprising"
limitation to reflect the general rule that, because claim 1uses the standard term of a n
"comprising" following the preamble, the structural limitations set out in the claim are not
exclusive.
The ALJ construed the tam " a gate" as " asingle, particular gate for a specific transistor,
with each single, p'anicular gate having a spacer on the left and the right-hand sides ofthe gate."

ID at 27. Before thc AIJ, conrplainants argued that, because one of ordinary skill m the art

recognizes that an ESD protcctidn device is often composed o f multiple transistors connected
together in parallel that act as one transistor, the t m "gate" means a collection oftransistor gate
electrodes electrically coupled together that controls the current of the set of multiple transistors.

ID at 13-14. The ALJ rejected complainants' alttrnative construction based on the prosecution
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history of the '352 patent, reasoning as follows:

As the Commission Investigative Staffpomt~out, ESD protection devices
may contain sewral FETs, and claim 1uses the tam "a gate" followringthe term of
m, "comprising," and thus may mean one or marc gates. In order to rcsolve any
ambiguity, h is propa to exmine the entire specification and prosecution history.

Id. at 5 (citing KCICorp. v. Kinetic Conceprs. Inc., 223 F.3d 1351,1356(Fed. Cir.
2001)).

The file history of the '352 patent shows that the applicants, through their
anorncy, m d c d original divisional application claim 7 to replace *'gates with
adjacent spacers for said ESD protection device," with the language "u gate with
adjacent spacers for said ESD protection device" See CX-4 (Prelirninary
Amendment, Application Papa No. 2) (emphasis added). In the Rcmark to the
Amendment, the applicants stated: "Please enter the abow R
eAmcndmcnt
to the Divisional Patent Application that is enclosed The amended. clainrs are
believed to clarify the invention and put the application m condition for allowance."
CX-4 (prtlirninaryAmcndmcnt, Application Paper No.2).
Bvthis amendment. the auulicants did not disclaima0 ESD urotection device
with multkle FETs. m which there would be multhle eates associated with these
FETs. Nevertheless. the amlicants have clearlv disclaimed a claim consrmction that
eauates "a gate" with what mav be multiule eates of an ESD urotection device's

FETs.

Indeed, as enabled by the '352 patent specification,the language "a gate" and
"gates with adjacent spacers" both ref- to a single, particular gate for a specific
transktor, with each single, particular pate having a spacer on the left and the righthand sides of the gate. See CX-2 ('352 Patent), col. 2, lines 10-1 I , 20-27, 54-56,
Figs. 3 , 7 ; Peltzer Tr. 710,719-720. A gate interconnect does not mean a collection
of gate electrodes, as argued by Compfainant~.~~']
Con~equently,"a gate" must be associatedwith aspecific FET.Furthennore,
due to the amlicants' amendment. there is no ranee of equivalents for "a eate"
bcvond the literal meaning. inasmuch as the term "a eate" rcurcscnts claim laneuaee
that was amended and narrowed (to require that "each sourcddrain reeion" includes,
inter alia. a second liehthr hmlantcd repion) for reasons of uatentabilitv. See Faro
COT.v. S h o h Kinzoku Kogvo Kabushiki Co.. Ltd., 234 €.3T558,574 (Fed Cir.
2000), ~ e r tgrtmtcd,
.
U.S. 121 S.Ct. 2519, 150 L.Ed2d 692 (2001).

-

-

ID at 14-15 (italics in original, underscoring added) (footnote omitted).

me

AU noted ?hat Wa]s Mr. Ptltzcr, Respondents' apcn witness t d e d , a gate interconnst attaches
plural gates togcthcr aud is, thcrtfbrc not pan of @e gate." ID at 15 n.6 (citing Trans.(Pelua) at. 780).]
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In their brick to the Commission, complainants assated that, in stating that blappIicmts'
& n d m a t during prosecution ofthe '352 patent merely dowed claim 1 to cover two types of
p t e c t i o n devices, those with a single FET and those with muhiple FETs" (ID at 19). the AU
conceded that the amendment broadened the claim m some respects. They contended that the

&Ishould have concluded that the claim was generally broadened and no disclaimer was king

The Aw concluded that the "gate" limitation was narrowed by amendment because he
c o r n e d the arncndmcnt's addition of the phrase "each sourcddrab region" to require the
claimed implants m evcry source and every drain region of each E

T making up the '352 patent's

ESD protection device. As discussed above, the Commission determined not to adopt this aspcct
ofthe U

s claim construction because it is inconsistmt.with the use of the standard tam ofart

"comprising" following the preamble. Because the unamended gate limitation (b'gatcs*') rea& on
devices with multiple gates, while the amended claim limitation ("a gate") reads on devices with

d u p l e gates and devices with single gates, the Commission concluded that the amendment

h m "gates" to "a gate" broadens the gate limitation. However, the '352 patkt applicants
amendrnezn of ''gaks" to "a gate" explicitly recognizes a difference between the terms "gates"
and "a gate," and this amendment is inconsistent with a claim construction that equates "a gate"

-

3p RJYing on Ekrhian v. Home bepoi, he,104 F.3d 1299. 1304 (Fed.C
ir. 1997), complainants also argued
that, bsausc the 3 2 pateat applicantsdid not characterize the prior an in making the amendment, the ALI should
not have f m d that thcy disclaimed a claim intapretation. Complainants' brief at 108-09. The (hnmkirn
dispgrtcs with camplainmu' imqnation ofEkchian. Ma concluding that arguments in an hfiormatian
Disdomrc Staummt O S ) may be nsed to mtapra the d a h s andlor be the basis for prosecution history atopd
the Federal Circuit examined the argnments the applicant made in the IDS. The unut's conciusion in Ekchian
tmned not on whctha the applicant "charac~crizcd
the prior an,"but rather on preckcly what the appliwt said to
Mizentiate his inmuon from the prior an.
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-le
d

i

gats. Furthamorr, cornrplainants' proposed claim conmuction is based on

.

c evidcnce (the testimony of c o m p b t s ' cxptrt and cngmccrs in the field) that

-

contradicts intrinsic cvidcnce (the amendment appearing hthe prosecution history of the '352
patent). Bell & Howl1 Document Me.t'

Pro&. Co. v. Altek Svs., 132 F.3d 701 (Fed.

see also respondents' brief at 49-50 (discushg

Ck. 1997);

implicit definition of "gate" m '352 patent

specification,'352 patent, col. 2, imts 54-62, Figs. 1 and 2). Because of the inconsistency
b-em

complainants' proposed construction (equatmg 'a gate" with multiple gates) and the

applicant's amendment ("gates" to "a gate"), the Commission determined to reject conp-'
claim construction. The Commission, therefore, determined to affirmthe ALJ's construction of
&e tcnn "a gate" as "a single, particular gate for a specific transistor, with each single, particular

gate having a spacer on the left and the right-hand sides o f the gate." ID at 15 (citing CX-2 ('352
Parent), col. 2, lines 10-1 1,20-27,5446, Figs. 3, 7. Peltzer Tr.710,719-720).

Complainants argued that, even if the tm "a gate" refers to a single, particular gate for a
specific ET,certain FET configurationsresult in "one gate" with "two source regions and two

drain regions." Complainants'reply at 29-30 (citing Trans.(Fair) at 185-89). The AU,how-,
rejected this a r g u b t relying &cad

the testimony of respondents' expert (Peltzcr) (ID at 15

and n.6), and the Commission determined to adopt the U

s conclusion.

-

In their briefing to the Commission, complainants did not rebut respondents' arg-t
that if "a gate" is c o r n e d as an individual FET gate, then the plain language of claim I
compels construing the claim to require at least one FET with the required implants on both the
source and the drain. Consqugtly, the Commission dctcrmined to adopt respondents' position
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that: (1) claim 1 rrquircs "sourcdhin region$' with "each sourcddrajn region" containmg * a

first lightly implanted region . . . under one of raid spacers," (2) the antccedmt for "said spacers"

-

is "a gate with adjacent spaces," vk., a Single, particular gate for a specific FET transistor with a
spacer on the left and right hand sides of the gate, (3) the claimed ESD protection device requires
at lcast one FET with two implanted regions, one under the spacer on one side of the gate

(source) and another under the spacer on the other side of the gate (drain), and (4) given that the
antecedent for "said spacers" is "a gate with adjacent spaces," the "a first lightly implanted

region. . . under one of said spacers" limbion prohibits identifjmg the claimed "'sourcddrain

regions" with sourcddrain regions &om diffacnt FETs.
With rcspca to the term "gates" and "sourcddrain regions . . . with each sourcddrain
region" m claim 8, c

k 8 was not amended, but was added m the Prclinrinary Amendment that

changed the wording o f claim 1. ID at 24. The ALJ stated that "'[i]t is agreed by all parties that
the claim tcxms were used m a generally consistent manner among the claims of the '352 patent,

albeit claim 1 is directedtoward '[a]n

'[a@

ESD protection device,' [andl claim 8 is expanded to cover

ESD protection Circuit,having fmt and second ESD protection devices'." ID at 24-25. The

parties' briefing to ihc Commission gencra,Uyfocuses on the language of claim 1, rather than on
claim 8. The Commission determined to construe the plural term "gates" (claim 8) consistently

-

with the "'a gate" Iimitation in c1-A I , as refaring to two or more transistor gates. n e

Commission determinedto adopt.the ATJ'S reasoning and his conclusion that "'this limitation
must be c o r n e d as two or w e gates m which each ofthe gates has a field oxide region on

cach side." ID at 1 6 17 (explaining that such a c o m a i o n is consistcnr with the synnnetric
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fabrication taught in the '352 patent specification). With respect to the "'sourcddrah regions"
m i o n of claim 8, the Commission determined to c o m e the limitation consistentlywith the

-

limitation in claim 1. CM/Bera Ventures,h c . v. Tura LP, 112F.3d 1 146, 1159 (Fed. Cir. 1997)
(construing tm 'elasticity' consistently throughout the claims).

B. Inhecmcnt and Domestic Indumv
The Commission d e t d e d to review the ALJ's finding that respondents' old E5 modcl

ESD transistor docs not m h g e any asserted claim of the '352 patent, either literally or
equivalently. Tbe Commission dctcnnincd to review the U

s domestic mdusuy and

i&ngancnt findings and conclusions of law with respect to the hitations "'an ESD protection

&cc"

(claims 1,2, and 8 of the '352 patent), "a gate" (claims 1and 2), "gates" (claim 8). and

"sourcddrain regions . . .with each sourcddrain region comprising" (claims 1.2, and 8). The
Commission also detumined to review the U

s findings and conclusions of law regarding the

'352 patent with respect to infiingment of the asserted claims and domestic industry under the

d o d e of qUivalcnts. The Commission's analysis of these issues is discussed below.
1. In6ineemmt bv Remondcnts' Old E5 Model Transistors

The ~ I S P U ~ Cregarding a g q z n t of the '352 patent by the old E5 model transistor

invohrts the mtcrprctation of the foIlowing two statements m the "Stipulation to Further Revisc

Prchcaing Schedule" (filed OK.16,2001): (1) "[s]olely for purposes of this investigation and
not for use m any district court action or m any other matter, respondents stipulate that they mi
not mtcst irdiingcment of the '352 patcnt by SiS's old ("'source and drain") €5 model ESD
transkto~"and (2)"[s]olely for purposes of this investigation and not for use in any district court
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action or m any other action, respondents M e r do not contest that products that contain the old
'("source and drain") E5 model ESD transistor mfiinge the '352 patent under the claim

-

construction of the '352 patent ptoffmed by either respondents or complainants." Stipulation

f l 2 1,23. Respondents argued that they did not stipulare to the fact o f mfigement. but only
w e e d not to contest &gemcnt.

According to respondents, complainants had the burden of

presenting aprimafucie w e on the issue of whetha the old E5 model ESD transistor mfiges
the '352 patent. Complainants have not argued m their briefing to the Commission that the

stipulation relieves than of the burden o f presenting aprimafacie case. The LA argued that
while "[r)apondcnts may not have admitted to actual mfiingcmmt . . . procedurally the
stipulation operates the same as an admission of inhngtmcnt, in the same sense that a
plea of 'nolo contendere' is not an admission of guilt but has the same effect as a guilty plea."
IA's reply at 17-18.

For the reasons discussed below, the Commission interpreted the words "respondents
stipulate that they willnot contest m ~ g c m e n t "and "respondents fiyther do not contest that
products that contain the old ("source and drain") E5 model ESD transisor hhnge" as requiring
coqlainants to prbcnt aprimafucie case of f i g m e n t , but as preventing respondents fiom
challenging thatprimaficie case.

As discussed below, the Commission determined that

complainantsfailed to make theiprima facie case that respondents' old E5 model ESD transistor
*ges.

Thus, the Commission dctennined that respondents' old E5 model ESD transistor dots

not idinge any asserted claim of the '352 patent, either literally or equivalently.

The statements at issue in the stipulation are found m paragraphs 2 1and 23. Those
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paragraphs read in filn as follows:

7 21. Solely for purposes o f this investigation and not for use in any district
corn action or in any other matter, respondents stipulate that they will not
contest inffinpfent of the 352 patent by SiS's old ("source and drain") E5

model ESD transistor. Respondents r e s m the right to contest validity o f the '352
patent, impomtion, and domestic indusny as to the '352 patent both with respect to
the old E5 modcl ESD transistor as well as with respect to the ("drain only") E6
modcl FCD transistor, the ("drain only") E7 model ESD transistor, the new ("&ah
only") E5 model ESD transistor, as well as with respect to any other SiS ESD
tramistor or device accused by complainants o f infringingthe '352 patent.

123. Solely for purposes of this investigation and not for use m any district court
actim or m any otha matter, respondents do not contest that SB has manufactured

certain products that contain an ESD transistor (refmed to herein & the "old"
("source and drain") E5 mode1 ESD transistor) which containedat lcast one gate whh
a PESD implant m both the source region and m the drain region of the gate. Soldy
for pnrposcs o f this investigationand not for use in any district court action or
in any other action, respondents further do not contest that products that
contain the old (ysourcc and drain") E5 model ESD transistor infringe the '352
patent under the h i m construction of the '352 patent proffered by either
respondents o r complainants. SiS errrployecs have testified that, since beginning
sometime m 2001, SB' old ("source and drain") E5 model ESD transistor has bctn
modified so that there are no longer any PESD implants in the source regions (it?.,
the new "drain only" E5 model ESD transistors). To the extent that SiS products
contain the new ("drain only") E5 model ESD transistor that has been so modified,
thcy d
lbe c o m d by the fonowing p w p h of this Stipularion.
Stipulation to FIpth~
Revise the Rehearing Schedule fl21,23

(On.16,2001) (emphasis

added). Another paragraph m the samc.Stipulation concerns mhgtmcnt of the '345 patent @

SS's SiON process and tracks the above-quoted language of paragraph-.. 1 :
120. Solely for purpask of this investigation and not for use in any district court
action or m any other ritana,respondents stipulate that they will not contest
iuhgtmem of the '345 patent by Sis's SON process. Respondents rcscwt the
right to contest valiclIty o f the '345 patent, importation, and domcstic industry as
to the '345 patent both with respect to SiS's SiON process and with respect to
SiS's N2OPT process as well as with re-qxct to any other process accused by
complainants of a g i n g the '345 patent.
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Stipulationto Further Revise the Rehearing Schedule 120 ( O h 16,2001). In the ID,the AU
consxucd paragraph 20, which concerns respondents' stipulation not to contest mfringcmart of

the 345 patcnt @ SS's SiON process, as leaving c

o

q

b with
~ the burden of presenting a

prima facie case:
At the hearing, Complainants' expert rendered an opinion as to each element
of tach asserted claim of the '345 patent to the effect that the SiS S O N process
h h g u . The expert's opinion was based on his review of SiS operational
manufactraing procedures as recorded in SiS documents m t m d into evidence. See
Fair Tr. 144,154-175; CX-IIG CX-13C. In view of Respondents' stbulation not
to contest C ~ ~ ~ ~ p l a iiuhgancnt
n~ts'
allegation with regard to their SiON process
and the '345 patent, Comphts'primofacie cvidcncc is adequate to p a i l on the
question of whcthcr or not SiS's SON process practices the assmcd claims of the
'345 patent. Accordingly, ifh wax found that the asserted '345 patent clainrr wcrc
valid (andenforceable), it wouldbe foundthat Respondam' S O N process mfbged
those claims.

ID at 99 (fwmote omitted). The ALJ noted that "[dlue

to their stipulation,Respondents were not

mtitled to reht Complainants'primafacie case." ID at 99 n.47.

Thus,the ALTs mtcrpmatiOn

of similar language m paragraph 20 of the stipulation is consistent with respondents'
mterpmation o f paragraphs 21 and 23.
The "Stipulation to Further Revise Rehearing Schedule" (filed October 16,2001) appears

to be between thiprjvate parties. The stipulation is signed by the attorneys for the private

parties, and begins "[sJubject to'thc approval of [the

w,
Complainants United
-

Microelc~oniCsCorporation,TJMCGroup (USA), and United Foundry Service, lnc.
(collcctiVtly '~omplai~ms')
and Respondents Silicon Integrated Systems Cop. and Silicon

Integrated System Corporation (covectively 'respondents') stipulate and consent, m writing, to
the foUoWing further revisions to the preheaxing schedule set m Order No. 4.'* Stipulation at 1.
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The last sentence states-that"[tJhe Cordssion Invcstipiw Staffwill me a paper regarding this

-

stipulation." A kttcr from the 1A addressed to the ALJ was Bed on October 17, 2001. In his
later the IA state that "[a)s [the A . y requested at the October 10 heaxing (Tr. 48:2 1-22),the

C o d i o n Investigative Staff participated m drafting the proposed stipulation.'*

Letter to

ALJ of October 17,2001 at 1 (filed On. 17.2001). In the letter, the IA identifies cmain

povisions with which he "docs not who*

agrct,"

and concludes by Stating that "[o)ther than the

abow-idtntifitdmanes, the Staff does not oppose the private parties' October 16 stipulation."
Id at 2.

As stated above, complainams have not argued in their briefing to the Commission that
the stipulation relieves than of the burdm of presenting aprimufucie case, and respondents'

position that the stipulation leaves c o w a t s with the b u r h of presenting aprimafacie case
of irbingemtm is consistent with statcmcllts made by complainants in their pnhtaring
statement. See Coqlainants' prehearing staranent at 14 ("Complainanu will muoducc

testimony at the hearing h m Dr.Richard Fair establishing inter alia that all ESD protection
devices Comainingthe '018E3 uansistor (with ESD implants in both the source and drain

regions) e-

the '352 patent. Rcspondans have stipulated that 'they Win not contest

i&bgunmt of the 352 patent by SiS' old ('source and drain') ES model ESD transistor.' See

October 16 Stipulation8 2 I ").
a The utcd portion of the haring u&pt
contains the foUoWing Statement by the Au.'So you're gomg to
check md cdm about the state ofthc duip-oround process.. this cvaring and mfonn counsel and my ofkc
by later, I mppore,o b a m w h a t p l t done andthm make sure that counsel for OUn kiincluded your
stippl?tiun. You're going to mlmit a supnhtion having to do with h&bgcmmt ofthe old E-5 plus all ofthe
dkcovay,which is going to be tione when and how and the location by Monday evening." Oct. 10 hearing, Trans

.

n 48:1625.
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For the reasons discussedabove, the Commission mtnpmtd the stipulation as r e p i k g
co~lainantsto prtscnt aprima facie w e of -anent.

The next question is whetha

coqlainar~tshave done Sa. In the5 petition for review, C O Erelied
IL
on~
the W
testimony
~~
of
their mpat (Fair)(at 199-203,373-376)as establishing that respondents'old E5 (.*sourceand
drain") nansinor infiingcs claims 1.2. and 8 of the '352patent. Summary testimony of an cxpm

is sufficientto establish aprimafacie case of inhgcmmt. Symbol Tech.. Inc. v. Opticon. inc.,
935 F.2d 1569 (Fed. Cir. 1991). The Cornmission's bxiefing questions includedthe following

"Doesrcspondcnts' old E5 model ESD transistor infringe any assared daim of the '352 patcllt?
In your response, please address Symbol Technologies, Inc. v. opricon, Inc, 935 F.2d 1569 (Fed.

cir. 1991)."
In their briefingto the Commission, complain an^ and the LA d i e d on the same
testimony of c q b t s ' expm (Trans.(Fair)at 199-203,373-76),asserting that it establishes
aprimafacie case of inhgexncnt.

The expert testimony cited by complainants and the 1A as

establishing coxnplahmts'primofacie case on the issue of whether respondents' old E5 model

ESD transistor k&ingcs is insufficient. In the cited testimony, complainants failed to present any
expat opinionS 06 the old Es model ESD m i n o r .

We find that, as argued by respondents, the transcript at pages 199 to 203 docs not ref-

-

to wpondcnts'old E5 model ESD transistor. As to the transaipt at pages 373-376,we find that

c o m p h t s ' expcrt did not &.the

'352 claim elements onto the old E5 model ESD transistor.

By failing to makc theirprimafacie case, complainants have lost the benefit of respondents'

stipulation.
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Fir@, c o wm'
argument that respondents should k estopped from aispUting the

PJaving first st-ipu3atcd not to contest &gnncnt
by their old E5 naasinor, and
then blocked Complainants' efforts to devtlop further evidence on this pomt.
Respondents should be estopped fromnow arguhg that more &tailed testimony was
required on the vcry inue they contended at the Novcmbn 2001 hearing had been
more fully devclopcd than necessary in Eght of their stipulation. Indeed if the
Comrnission countenanced Respondents'tactics, parties mSection 337 investigations
would k loath to enter into evidcntiaxy stipdations for fear of falling victim to such
sandbagging.
Complainants' reply at 42-43. In support of this argument c o q l a h a ~ ~cited
t ~ h&g
at 866-868

testimony

and 989. The cited portions ofthe hearing aan~Cript(at 866-68 and 989) do not

support c o q n a n r s ' contention that they were "blocked" h r n developing further evidence as
to irhhgement by the old E5 pimsistor."

The transcript at 86668 is a portion of the cross-examinationof respondents' q c r t
(Pthzer), regarding quesrions addressing two topics, respondents' old sllicon oxyninide (SiON)
process (inhgemtnt of the '345 patent, the subject of Stipulation fi 20) and respondents' old E5

("source and drain") uansjstor (inhgemmt of the '352 patent, the subject of Stipulation 98 21
and 23). Complainants'suggestion that respondents' objection to the question by coxrplaimnts'

'I

The passage at 919 ki as 6 1 1 0 ~ ~
MRHOVANEC [counself& respondents]: Your Honor.what's the rcltvance ofgoing into the old
ES? We estimated [sic]wcke not conicsting hfkingancnt of the old E.
JUDGE HARRIS: I think it goes to claim tonmuttion. docs it not?
MR KXEL: Yes, p u r Hanor. 1mean, i f 1 don't put somcthmg in,he will say that's[ I
] Jhiseeking his intapretation of[ [
€1

JUDGE"S:

Anright

Trans.at 98937-9901.
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and w e d that he had 'hot reviewed that procesS" and ''have just not formed any opinion thm."

T-.

at 868: 12-25. The portion of the transcript at issue also demonstrates that c o m p b ~ '

counsel rccognirtd that they had the burden ofpresenting aprimn facie case on inhgemcnt
notwithstanding the stipuiations. It is reproduced below:

BY rvm KITCU [compainants' counsel]:
Q

.

Now, Doctor,you've gone through a number ofdiffmntpieces ofart,
and you've read various claims fiom the '345 and the '352 patent on
that an and cwfirmtd that cvcry element of those clainrs was prtscnt
m pieces of art here and thm. La me ask you a tbrcshold questiox~
Arc you fimiliar with the SiS manufactlaing process which uses
silicon oxpitride as a cap layer, the current process they're using to
manufacture all of their products?

A

I was not asked to rtvicW that process. I'm aware that at one timc
there was such a process.

MR.HOVANZC [respondents'counsel]:
Your Honor, I object. We made the stipulation that we're not contesting
inhguncnt. Mr. Kikel went through this with Dr. Fair. There was nothing in my
dircct about the SiS process using silicon oxyniaidc. I don't understand why w e k

Wasting t h e going into the silicon oxynipidc process.

M R KMEL [ c q h t s ' counsel]:
Your Honor,they don't stipulate. Theyjust indicate that theyT6il not contest. Just
in case there's going t o k any question about well, maybe we didn't prove it up W y ,
I think this witness m r5 seconds can m e r the question as to whether, given the
aualysis he has done of this claim and the processes involved, whether it reads on the
claims of the '345 and the 352 whether the claims of the '345 and '352 patent read
on the processa that arc not being contested.

-

JLJDGE HARRIS:

Wen, ifyou know, you can answer the question.
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THEWITNESS

Itte not been asked to review the SiSsilicon
oxyniaide process or the SiS process with an oxide
cap layer on the surface, and I'm u h g this term
loosely.- I have not formed any opinion m this area.
I would ham to look at the e m ~ mI would
,
~ W C
to look BT the pmccss flow and S O ~ Cof the
thiclincsscs m w k d

-

BY M R KTKEL [coIIlplainanrs' counsel]:
Q

What tbickncsss would you need to know in order to bc able to
&&e
whether or not claims, let's say, of the claims 1 , 9 and 21
of the '345 process read on?

JUDGE HARRIS:

WeU, I man,I was m a r e d to let you ask that first question,
but ifit's a matter that they have stipulated not to contest and
youkc already p v c d it up, I don't see any sense m needing
t O F O V C it Up f
urtba With this W h C S S .

M R KIKEL

Fmt, your Honor. Then if1 may just ask one question on the
'352 patmt.

JUDGE HARRIS:

Yes, go ahearl

Q:

On the '352 pat- the old E5 design that had the implants and the
source and the dram, does claim 1 of the '352 patent read on that on
products manwith that old design, with the implantsand the
source and the drain?

-

M R HOVANFC [respondents' counsel]:
Same objection, your Honor. I think this is i d w a n t and a wane of time.

THE WITNESS:

Well, again, I have not reviewed that process as to
w h m the implants were m the older process, where
they were physically located and what step m the
process they entered. I haw just not fomtd any

-

O p h h &KC.

JUDGE HARRIS:

Let's get on to cross-examination of the mvalidity questions.
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Trans. 866:15-868:s:
Because complainants &led to make thcirprimofucie case, ?he ConnnisSion dctcnnined
that respondents' old E5 model ESD transistor does not h

h g t any asserted claim of the '352

patent, either litdly or equivalently.
2Lirrraltnfiinennenr
The Commission dcrrrmined that com$bkantShave not established thar respondtnts'
u&ain-only" ESD protection devices, v i . , the new ES modcl ESD bansistor, the E6 model ESD
tnmistor, and the €7 model ESD uansistor litedy inbinge claiarr 1,2, or 8 of the 352 patent

m&r the comraission's revised claim coIlspucti~n

In their briefing to the Commission, nspondtnts asserted tbat the parties do not dispute
that the three claimed irrrplanu are found only m the "drain

regions" of individual aansistan

within the ESD protection device of rcspondms'new E5 model ESD transistor, E6 mbdtl ESD

transistor, and E7 model ESD transistor. Respondents contendedthat those devices do not

daims I or 2 unda a claim constructionrequiring at least onc individual FET

literally *gc

with the three claimed implaau in both the source and drain regions, and do not literally infiingt

claim 8 under a Similar claim construction that would require at Seast two individual FETs in
which both source and drain contain the thee claimcd implants. Respondents further argued that

-

because c

o

q failed
~ t 8 challenge the ALTs intqmtation of 'toltagc source" (IDat 26-

27) and failed to challenge FF 82," cosnp-

abandoned these issucs under Commission rule
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210.43@)(2). Respondents asscned that the ALTs coamUCtion of "voltage source" and FF 82

h l i s h that respondents' devices do not met the "third eleEtrical connection, to a voltage
source, of said sowcc ofsaid firstESD protection device" (claim 8).
In thcir briefing to the CorraniSsion. complainams did not argue that respondentst

-

1 llitcrally infkinge if the claim t

m "a gate"

refers to a single, particular gate

for a specific FET aansistor (Le., under the Conmission's revised claim construction). Instcad,
complainants argued that, ifthc t a m "a gate" is consuucd to include the colldon of all gate
clectrodcs

ofFET traasiStors connected m parallel in a single ESD protection device, then clainrs

1.and 2 arc IitcraIly inhgcd; but the Commission did not adopt this claim constnrction. As to

1 1 argument, complajnants stated that they "agree that the U

respondents' [ [

construction ofthe tam [ [

s claim

1 lprecludcs a finding of IiteraI i&ingcmcm of claim 8.-

Complainanu' reply at 35.
Having d

e

d the record in this investigation, including the briefi and the responses

thereto, the Commission determined that none of rcspondcnts' [ [

11co&U

[[

] J See ID at 29;

FF 64-85. Consequently, none of those

accused devices literally S g e clairns 1.2, or 8 of the '352 patent under the Commission's
claim consmlction.

Complainants ar-mw that this limitation is &ged
next section, III.B.2.
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3. Inheemenr Under the Doctnn
* e of Eauivaicny

The Au concluded that, under Festo Cop. v. Shokertu Kinzoku KO&= K a b h i k i

e.,

234 F.3d 558,574,56 USPQ2d 1865,1870 (Fed. CR.2000) (en banc),judgment vacated and

remanded,

-U.S. -,

-

122 S.Ct.183 I (May 28,2002). the doctrine of equivalents is not

applicable m this case because the patent applicant had narrowed the claim language drrring
patent prosecution for reasons of patentabw.u

ID at 15-16.3 1-35. Specifically, the A U found

no range of equivalents for the "a gate" limitation of claim 1, and further that c
*ged

b 8 is not

under the doctrine of equival~~~ts
because the accused devices [

1 1 IDat35.

The Conmission detamined to review the U

s findings and conclusions of law

regarding the '352 pat= with respect to m g t m t n t of the asserted claims and domestic
industry under the doctrine of equivalents. The Commission requested that m their briefing the

panics address the recent Supreme C o w decision Fesro C o p v. Shoketru finzoku Kogvo
f i k h i k i Co., 122 S.Ct. 1831 (May 28,2002). Having examined the record m this
inwStigaion, mcludhg the briefs and the responses thereto, the Commission dctamiued that

noncofnspondcrms' [ [

8 of the '352 patent mder the docrxine of equivalents.

After the AIJ issued his
ID on May 6,2002, the S u ~ a n eCoprt vwtcd the Federal Cirroit'sjadgmcnt
znd replaced the Federal Cirnrit's "absolute bar" to the doctrine of equivalentswith a marc flexible approach.

.
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Respondents argued in their q l y bri& that thc Conmrrissionneed not reach the issue of
infrmgcmcnt under the doctrine of e m c n t s given -dents'

stipulation that the issue of

whetha respondents' dcvitcs infringe the '352 patent "can be rtsolved based solely on claim
consrmction of the patcnt." Notwithstanding the stipulation, however, the Au considered
c0q-W

argument that respondents' devices m g e the asserted claims under the domine

of equivalents and rejected that argument on the merits. ID at 3 1-35. Respondents' pethion for
rcvicw did not raise the ALTs consideration of complainantc' doctrine of equivalents argument
with respect to whether respondents' dcvica &ge

the asserted claims of the '352 patcnt

(notwithstandingthe stipulation), and respondents have therefore abandoned this issue.

,

Commission rule 210.43@)(2).

As discussed above, the Commission determined to c o m e the t a m "a gate" (claim 1)
as refening to a single, particular FET transiRor gate, and not to a collection of FET tranristor

pates connected m parallel, and dncxmined to c o m e the term "gates" (claim 8) consist=@
witb the tcnn "a gate" m claim 1. The Commission determined to construe the bitation

"source/drain regions . . .with each sourcddrain region compnsmg: a fint lightly implanted

region. . . underone of said spacers; a heavier implanted region . . .; a second lightly implanttd
region" (claims 1,2, and 8) as requiring that all three claimed implants (vi=.,a first lightly
implanted region,a second ligliily implanted region, and a heavier implanted region) be present
m each ofthe source region and the drain region of a single, particular FET transistor.

Respondents do not appear to have raised this h

brief at 62-69.

e in their h t brief to the Gmmkim. See Respondents'
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Cqlahants contended that, under the docnine of equivalents, a [ [

1 1 and therefore respondents' [ [

3 ] h h g e claims 1.2. and 8.*

Respondents and the IA argued that complainants' reliance on the doctrine of equivalents is
-bed by pro~eEutionhistory estoppel under Fern, -use

the '352 patent applicant antended

and narrowed the claiw at issue during prosecution of the application that matured into the 352
patent. Complainad took the position that the amcndmcnts at issue broadened, rather thaa

in Faro, the Supreme Court sated that "[eJstopptl arises when an amendment is made to

-(2002), slip op.

secure the patnn and the m d m t n t narrow^ the patent's scope." 535 US.
at

11. Rtspondcnts idendied the narrowing ammhent as the addition of the phrase "ea&

sourcddrain region comprising" m a Pdimmay Amendment.

Complainants argued that

responcicnts overlook the deletion fiom the origrnal clad5 m the patent application of another

hitarion r c f d g to "sourcddrain regions," and that such &laion wis broadcnmg. The text of
the Prdimky Amcndmmt is quoted m

FF 61 (the cbanges to the claim 1m-e

discussed by

the panics arc s h o h in bold):

FF 61. G]aim 7 as amarded in the '373 Application appears as follows, with

mated added to the claim being underlined, and material deleted h m
the claim being fiicloscd by square brackets.

7 . (AMENDED) .An ESD prOttMiOn dtvict with reduced junction
brtakdownvohage, connected to an integrated circuit which hcludcs
As discussed below. complainants further argue that the "third eiccrrkal cornnation" to a "voltage source" is
met in d a b 8 under the doctrine of equivalents.
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m dcviccs, cornpising:
a nh‘con substrate having a first conductivitvNDC:
field oxide rkgions m and on [a] g&
said ESD protection device;

-

silicon substrate for isolation of

- -a gat@]

with adjacent spacers for [for] said ESD protection device.
between said field oxide regions:.

Isourcddrain regions for said ESD protection device between
said gate and said field oxide regions, with a heavy ion implant;
=dl
sowcddrain regions for said ESD protection device between said
gate and said field oxide regions, with each sourcddrain reoion

comarisine:

a first lightly implanted region haa second conductivihrme omosite to
said fim conductivitvtvue, under one
of said spaccrs[,L

-

a heavier implantedregion of&
e same
conductivity
as said [light ion
implant between] first liehtlv
imDlanted region. located bctweeo
said first lightly implanted region and
one of said field oxide ngions[,];
[andl

a second lightly implanted region of
[opposite] same conductivity m e as
said siiicon substrate, centered under
E i d heavier q I a n t c d region.

brackets in original, bold added).

Even if we were to accept respondents’argument that the addition ofthe phrase “each
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sourcc/drainregion compriSing" to the ongmal claim limitation ("sourcdcirain regions for said

ESD protection device between said gate and said field oxide regions,with

-

region comrisine:") namw5 the scope of the on&

claim in some respects by requiringthat

the "sourcC/drain regions" claimed by the limitation each contain the specified three implants
(vir., first lightly irqlanted region, heavier implanted region, and second lightly implanted

region), we reject respondents' contention that complainants' doctxine of equivalents argumtnt is
thereby barred. 'Ibis iS because the doctrine ofequivalents applies on an elemcnt-by-elancnt

basis. Wamer-JenkinronCO. Y. Hilzon Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17,29-34 (1997). In out
vim,the issue presented is whether prosecution history estoppel bars recourse to the doctrine of

equivalents for a particular claim ei~mcnt.~'Id.

Complainam argue that, under the docvine of equivalents. a collection of tramistor gates
connected together in parallel is the equivalent of a single FET transistor gate (i. e.,the "a gate"
limitation). In appears to us that the narrowing amcndmmt identified by respondents as giving
rise to prosecution history estoppel under F m o ( v k ,the addition of the phrase "each
sourcddrain region comprising" to the original claim limitation "sourcddrain regions for said

ESD protection &vice bttwem said gate and said field oxide regions, with each sourcddrain
region corrmnsm
* - g
")should not be understood as narrowing the scope of the limitation that is the
target of complainants' donriRc ofequivalents argument (vk.,"a gore with adjacent spacersn).u

-

It This a p p a c b is consistau with Festo. 535 U.S.
(2002) slip. op. ai It ('Our conclusion that prosantion
hinary estoppel vires whca a claim is nurowcd to comply with 4 112 gives rise to the second question presented:
Does the aropptl bar the myemor h n asserting infiingcmcni against ?ny a p h l c n t to the narrowed elrmau IX

might some q u i v a i m i s mU *ge?")
As dixMcd above in the claim construction sactim ofthis opinion, the Commission determined to consme
the tam "gates" (claim 8) amshmtlywith tam '*a gate" m claim 1. CnBera Fenrum, hc. v. Tura LP,112 F3d
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q u i r t s at least one FET transisor with the tbre claimed inrpiantS m each ofthe source and the

-

drain regions of that transktor. As discussed supra, the Commission c o r n e d the claim (as
amtndcd) to require at ltan one FET with the three claimcd implants in each of the source and

drain regioZ The requirement of at least one double-@bt

FXT flows from the Conrmission's

c o m c t i o n of the "a gate" b t a t i o n as refCrring to the gate of a single, particular FET
transistor, rather than h
r
n the limitation "Sourcddrain regions . . . each sourcddrain region
comprising: a fmt lightly implanted region. . .under one of said spacers; a heavier implanted

region . . . ;a second lightly implanted region."
Respondents identified the narrowmg amendment as "each sourcddrain region
comprising," which amcndmcnt narrowed the scope of the "sourcc/&ain regions" limitation to

require all three inrplantsin each of at least two "sourcddrainregions." The amending phrase,
"each sourcddrain region comprising," is followed by the elements setring forth the mplants,
i.e," a $ m ZighrZy implanted region having a second conductivitytype opposite to said fist

ConduCtiVity type, under one of said spacers; a heavier implanted region . . .; a second lightly
implanted region." Although the limitation specifies that a first lightly implanted region is
located under one ofsaid spacers and the antecedent for said spacers is ''a gate Wlth adjacent
1146,1159(Fed. Cir. 1997)( c d g tam 'elasticity' consistently throughout the claims). The sourcddrab
regions. ..with each sourwidrain region compdng" limitations of claims 1 urd 8 are also connrued consistatly.
"[I@ the contat ofliteral infringement, it is well-settled that identical claim tams used in different claims must be
mtqrad consistently. similarly, under the doctrine of qaivzlents, we s a no reason to assign different ranges of
equivalents fbr the identical tam used m different claims in the same patent, absent an unmistakable mdicatioll to
the ccmzq;." Am Pnmahedge, Inc v. Barcanu. Inc, 105 F.3d 1441.1446 (Fed. Cir. 1997)(citation omitted).
Consequently,091 conclusions with rcspat to the docPint of quivalmts as to "a gate" apply equallyto the "gna"
of daim 8.
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spacers," the added phrase "each ~ ~ u r ~ C / d rngi~n
a i n COmpriSiag" docs not narrow the "a gate
with adjacent spacers" limitation. Consequcntl~,respondents' argument that conrplainanu'
doctrine of equivalcms argument is barred by prosecution history cstoppel is not penua~jve.'~

Rcspondcms do not appear to have addressedthe mais of complainants' doctrine of
equivalents Egmncnt, which is that a collection of FET gates connected in parallel is the
functional equiMimi of a large single FET gate. Conqkants argued that the All's suggestion

(ID at 32 and n. 14) that the testimony of complainants' expert (Fair) on this issue is insufficient
to demonstrate equIvalcncc m Vim of the testimony of respondents'expert (Pdtzer). is mcorrcct.

Tht Aw noted that "[w]hile Mr. Pel=

testified that connecting two transiston m parallel

would be the h d o n a l equivalent of increasing the size of the single transistor in the ESD
protection device, fromth: standpoint of increasing the current-carrying capacity of an ESD

protection dcvict, he did not testify that m all other respects two transistors m parallel arc the
equivalent of a single transistor. In fact, his tesrimony indicates that in the ma digwent
stmmres, there could be other relevant areas, asidejhm current-caving capacity, that wutd

not be equivalent."

'

ID at 32 n. 14 (we have added the italicized emphasis, which is not present in

* Respondents also ;~rgpedthat complahulu' argument that a collation of gate connatd in parallel is
equivalent to a single FET gate fiils because the doctrine of equivalents carmot be used to read a limitation
complaciy out o f the claim. We rejat respondmu' argument. As discussed above i0 the claim conmuctiCnr section
of this opinion. the somcddrain rqjons limitation requires at lean two soarcddrain regions each of which contains
the three implants and also requires that. the implants be located under the spacers of"said gate With adjacmt
spacers" Ifthe antecedent gate is an FET transinor. thm all of the sourcddrain regions of the FET have the
requisite thru ixnplants bat this is because an FET uansktor has only one source and one drain. Thisis not a
requirementof the sourcddrain regions limitation. but rather flows fiom the coasvuction of the tcrm "gate with
adjacent spacers" UJ mean a single, particular FET gatc Applying the doctriDe of Cquivalcnts UJ the "1gate"
hitation. therefore. docs not read a limitation requiring thra impianls ou a h of the somce and &ab regions out
ofthe daim baansc the somcd&ain regions limitation only rapires that at lean two smddrain regions unda the
spacers of "said gate" each have the claim& mplants.

--
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it is insuf€iciernto rebut Fa?s testimony on the f'actual issue of equivalence. Respondents and

-

the IA apparently did not address this point.

It is me that P c W s testimony does not rebut Fair's testimony regarding the b c t i o d
equivalence of a large single transistor and transistors connected m parallel Wirh respect to

cuwent-canying capacip. The ALJ acknowledged this, but further stated that "in the fwo
diffmnt s m r c ~ t sthere
,
could be other relevant arcas, aside h m currcnt-wrying capacity, that
would not be equivalent." ID at 32 n. 14. Complainants appear to be objecting to the ALTs
impficit finding that any function other than "currcnt-canying capacity" is relevant to the issue of
equivalence between a large single transistor and & S ~ S ~ O K connected m parallel m the context

ofthe '352 patent claims.
The testimony of complainants' expm cited to LISby compiainauts (viz., Trans. (Fair) at

19496.34748 cited m comphants' brief at 28-33)does not address the issue of whether

fimctions other than "cumat-carrying capacity" are relevant to the function strved by a smgle

FET (ia,the "a gate with adjacent spacers") m the invention of the '352 patent. The testimony
of complainams'&pert appears to us t0.k comparing the cment flow in the two transistor
configurarons. For example, he testifies that "[tlhe equivalence comes about that I get the same
c m t by combining the outpuE of these drains, I get the same current as I would with this
device." Trans. (Fair)at 196:8-10. Moreover, respondents' expert (Peltzcr) elsewhere testified
that the function ofan FET transistor gate m an ESD protection device includes tummg the
ment beneath the gate on and OK

Trans.(Pchzer) at 7 18:24-719: 15 ("Normally the gate gatcs,
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naris on and off a h

-.

aflow beneath the gate from the source to the drain"), 780-8 1. It

s e ~ ~tol sUS that "naning OII and off is a additional fimcti~nto c u r r ~ m - e q
g -.

-

In the poeon of respondents' expert (Peltzcr) testimony cited by the ALL Pekcr
identifies difTmnces m the way the two configurationsofuansistors operate and states that ?he

-

actual function of one of these ESD circuits is really quite complicated, after a charge is
received." ID at 32 IZ 14. Although complainants argue that respondents'cxpm (Pelutr) "did
not contend that [the] 'minor difftrtnces' [bctwem the two configurations identified by P e w ]

would cause a submntial ~ c r c n c m
e the way Respondents'products fhctiod or the results
achieved," the b

h of proof is on complainantS to demonstrate innrbstantial diffcrcnces, not

on respondents to show substantid differences. The ALTs finding that "in the two diffatm
n~cnucs,
there could be other relevant mas, aside fkom current-carrying capacity, that would

not be equivalent" is supported by the record and establishes that complainants have not

their

burden ofproving infiingcmcnt of ciaimS 1.2, or 8 under the doctxint of equivalents.
We also e e c t complainants' otha argument for in&ingcmcnt under the doctrine of
quivaltnts,vk, [ [
source and drain &plants.

1 1 are functionally equivalent to devices witb

This docnine of equivalents argumcnt hi because, as discussed

supm in the claim construction section of this opinion, the [ [

1 1 Complainants' doctrine of equivalents argument attempts to
satis@ the "at least two" sourcddrain regions limitation with [ [
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efia

aw
o
n out ofthe clah, which is impmrrisnble.'

Warner-JenkinsonCO.V.

Hilton Davis &hem. CO.,520 U.S. 17,29 (1997).

-

Fi~nlly,complainants argued that the AIJ ma& no fin-

as to whether his construction

of "voltage source" to mtan "a source of energy or, more specifically, an operating voltag~,"but
not to man "sound" or "comencd to ground" (IDat 26-27), prccludcd a finding of
mhngtmcnt under the doctrine of cquivaltnts. Relying on the tenimOny of thcx expert (Fair),

complainants argued rhat "(r]cspO~dcnts'ESDpmtecrion devices function m the same way as the

ESD protection circuit disclosed m claim 8 when the source region~of [r]espondmts' ESD
protection devices art connected to ground rather than to an operating voltage.**Complainants'

briefat 35-36 (Citing Tran~.(Fair) at 253).
t e d c d with ref-cc

In the cited ttstimony, ~ ~ q l a h l tnrptrt
s ' (Fair)

to figure 8 of the '352 patent that an ESDprorection device would

function the samc way whether the third elecPical connection is connected to ground or w h m
it is connected to a voltage source. As argued by respondents. complainants' doctrine of

O x n p k s ' argument (applyingthe domine of equivllcntsto the sourcddrain regions lhnitalicm) is
b a n d by prosecation histoxy stoppel. The "sarucddrainregions for said ESD protection device bawccn said gue
md said field oxide rqbm,with each wmrrt/draiu region comprising" limitation was narrowed by pnendmau in
adding the phnse "ea& samcdbiu region comprising." The added phrase changed the scope of ?heonlmmdd
sonrcddrain repions limitation 10 reqpirc that the thra claimed implanu be prcscnt in each oft h r c l n i m e d plural
'komcddnin regions" of the limitation. Consequently, prosecution hismy moppel applies to complainmu'
docnine of cquivalcnu argammt concaning the sounddrain r e g k s limitztion. Fsra 535 U.S.
* slip op. I
11-12. As disclrrted supra in the d?kn cannruction saxion o f b upinion, given the Commission's consm~ctimof
the tam 5 gate*' as rdaring to a Sipglt, panicplar p i e for a specific FET. the claimed "'sourcddrak regions"
cannot be idcnrified with sarrcddrain regions from different FETs. Because the added phrase "each sourcddnin
region axqxihg" changed the scope of the sourcd&ain regions limitation to require that the thrn claimed
implants be pram! m each of at lean mr,"rourcddrain regions," claim coverage o f ESD d m k a with only dninonly hnplant FETs (i.c.devices with not even one FET with both source and drab implants) was surrendaed bythe
amcndmmt. Fmo, 535 U.S.
* slip op. a 15 ('p~cnte'sdecision fo narrow his claims through amenban may
be presumed to be a general dicrtlima of the tanmy bctwcar the original claim and the amended ciaim").
Becanse urmplainan~have not offacd any sabnantivt arguments or evidence IO rebut the praumption, their
doCaine of equivalents u p a t is k e d .

-

-
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tquivalm argument and evidence ap~nar
to be directed toward the "firnetion" ofan ESD
protection device (Le,the chimed invention as a whole) ratha than toward the frmction of&e

-

particular claim ekmmt (voltage Source) that is not literally present in the accused delicts..

consequently, complainants have h i e d to prove that respondents' accused dexices m h g e claim
8 under the &&ne

of equivalents. Warner-Jenkinsun, 520 US.at 29 ("the doctrine of

equivalents must be applied to individual clmcnts ofthe claim, not to the invention as a
whole").

For the reasons discussed above, the Commission determinedthat none of respondents'
[[

1] i n h g e claims 1,2, or 8 ofthe '352 patent under the
domine of e q d m t s .
4 DomesticIndumv

The Commission determined to revim the A D S domcstic industry findings and
conclusions of law with respect to the hitations "an ESD protection device" (claims 1,2, and 8

ofthe '352 patent), "a gate" (claims 1and 2), "gates" (claim 8), and "sourcddrain regions . . .
with each sourcdcfrain region comprismg" (claims 1,2, and 8).

The Commission dctcnzlincd to

review the ALTs findings and conclusions of law regarding the '352 patent with respect to the

technical prong ofthe domcni~mdusuyrequirement under the doctrine of equivalents. The

Commission also detcrmincd to review the issue of whether complainants established the
economic prong of the domcstic indusuy requirement with rcspect to the '352 patent. The

Commission requested tnicfing on those issues. Having cxamined the record in this
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hvestieation,mchding the briefs and the responses thereto, the Commission detcnrrincdthat
c o ~ b thaw
s not established the technical prong of the domcstic industry r e m t , and

-

fiathadnennined to rake no position as to whether c o q b t s have satisfied the econorrric

prong of the domestic indumy rcqu~cmm~.
Beloir C o p . v. Valmet

e,742 F.2d 1421 (Fed Ck.

-

1984).

Because complainanrS' producrs are

11 (ID at 149). the products

[

rr-

11-

required by the asserted claims under the Commission's claim construction. Cornplainants
argued that, even ifthe clainr; of the '352 patent are limited to "a gate" for a particular FET,the
UMC ESD protection &vices like those illustrated m CX-29C meet the Iimitations of ckim 1
either literally or, at a Illinknum, under the doctrine ofequivalents. They argued that these

dcvica [ [

(cross-refmcncing reply at 29-3 1). According to complainants, m these confimrations [ [

11 C o m p b t s ' reply at 30 and n.9. The Commission rejected complainants'
argument because, as discussed m the claim construction section of this opinion, it adopted the

U

s construnion of "a gate" (claim I), which excludes gate mterconnccts (IDat I5 n.6; Trans.

(Pclt~~r)
at 780-81).
Complainants argued that their devices practice the patent under the doctrine of
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concerning

equivalmts, and m suppart,mxs-rcfatnccd their docthe of ~ i V a e n c e
[

11devices. Respondents argued that the Commission should not consider

-

whczhtr coqlaipnts practice the '352 patent under the docrrine of cquhdcnts ghen

cornplainants' stipulation that the issue o f whether they practice the '352 patent "can be resolved
--

based soiely on the claim consrmction of the patent." Respondents' brief at 813-85. Citing the ID

-

at 149, respondents state that "[tlhc ALJ - having rejected the Complainanrs' claim
connrunion

.

-- properly concluded that the Complainants cannot men the technical prong of the

domestic mdustry rcquirCmna." Respondents' brief at 84.
Notwithstandingthe Stipulation, however, the Au considered c o m p k ~atgumcDt
'
that complainams' devices practice the '352 patent under the doctrine of equivalents and rejected

the argument on the muits. ID at 35 n.IS. Respondents' petition for review did not raise the
U

s consideration of complainants' docnine of equivalents argument with respect to whctha

their devices practice the '352 patent (notwithstanding the stipulation), and respondents have
therefore abandoned the issue. Commission Rule 2 I0.43@)(2). The Commission dctcrmkd,

howcvcr, that coIIlplainaatshave not established that their devices practice the '352 patent under
the doctrine of tq;ivalcnts for purposesof the technical prong of the domestic mdunry

-

requirement. In their briefing to the Commission, the panics supported their arguments
regarding complainants' practiCe ofthe '352 patent by cross-referencing the arguments that they

made concaning the application of the doctrine of equivalents to respondents' [ [

3 1As discussed above, the Commission determinedthat respondents' [ [

I1

do not e g e claims 1,2, or 8 under the d o b e of equivalents, and the same analysis supports
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the Commission's damnination that complainant^' dcviccs do not pmnicc the '352 patent.

For the reasons discussed above, the C o d i o n dcranrincdthat complainants have not

-

established the technical p n g of the domestic mhsuy requirancnt.

C. Invalidin,

The Commission d e t h e d to review the A L h claim conmunion of the limitations "an

ESD protection dcvice" ( c b 1,2, and 8 of the '352 patent), ua pate" (claims I and 2). "gat,**
(claim 8). and "sourcddrain regions
and 8), and the U

.. .with each sourcddrah region compriSing" (clairnr 1.2,

s invalidity findings and conclusions of law with respect tb these IirrritatiOnS.

The Commission also d e t d e d to review the AIJ's finding that claim 8 of the 352 patent is
invalid as made obvious by a combination of prior art references.
With respect to the Umemoto publication (RX-17, RX-18), complainants argued that
Umcmoto docs not anticipate claims I and 2, and docs not render claim 8 obvious, because
Umemoto does not disclose a dedicated ESD protection device that is separate and apart h m the
integrated circuit bting protected As discussed in the claim construction section of this opinion,
the Commission dcttrmintd to clarify that the term "[a@

ESD protection device" (claim 1) docs

nor require a prokction device that is separate and apart fiom the Circuit it protects and

determined to adopt the ALJ's general approach of construing the fim and second G

D

protection devices of claim 8 cksistently with the ESD protection device of claim 1.
Consequently, the Coxmnission determined that whether Umtmoto discloses an ESD protection
device that is "separate and apart" &om the circuit it protectsis irrtlevant because "separate and
apart"

is not a claim hitation. The Commission determined to af€ixmthe AIJ's conclusion that
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claims 1 and 2 of the '352 patent are anticipatedby the Umcmoto prior

A.

CornpiainantS and the LA ar@cd that claim 8 of the '352 patent is not made obvious by

-

the Umrmoto publicatiorrm v i e u p of the S o d a (RX-23, RX-24) or Kamioka (Ly-195)
publications because respondents failed to identi@ cltar and convincing evidence of a motivation
or suggestgn to combine the references. Respondents argued that Umemoto alone renders claim
8 obvious. Complainantsargued that the combination of Umemoto and Socda docs not render

claim 8 obvious because So&

lack^ the e l m of claim 8 d d h g tlrith the h t clccnical

comection. The C o d i o n ' s aualysis of the p d e s ' arguments on thcsc issues is discussed in
&tail below m sections III.C.1 and III.C.2.51

In sum, although the Commission determined that

complainants' argument that the combinarion ofUmnnoto and Soeda does not rcndcr claim 8

invalid as obvious because Soeda dots not disclose the claimed ''fxst electrical connection" is
not pmuasivc (as discussedinfm m section III.C.2),the Co&sion

U

determined to r e m e the

s conclusion that claim 8 is mvaiid as obvious m view of Umemato and either Socda or

Kamioka As discussed infra in section III.C.1, none of respondents' arguments for a finding of a

motivation to combine these r c f m c c s are persuasive, and a finding of motivation to combine is
essential to obvi&ncss.

C.R Bard, Inr. v. M3 S,.'

Inc., 157 F.3d 1340,1352 (Fed Cir. 1998).

The Chnmbion also d e t h e d (as discussed infra in section 1II.C.1) that respondents waived
their argument that Umcmoto alone renders claim 8 invalid as obvious,and in any event, t
h
e
argument is not persuasive. Consequently, the Commission determined to reverse the ALTs
Camplainants also argued !hat Umrmmdots not anticipare el&
I and 2, and docs not reader dab 8
obioai. because this prim a n docs not disclose "centering of a second lightly implanted region." Camplainants'
briefn40-49; c m p h r s ' reply at 44-38. 'Ihe i2nnmisSion dcurmined not to rcvicw the U s antieipatim
%dings with respot u) this h u t . and therefore ldoptcd the ID'S findings.
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.

conchsion that claim 8 is made olmhus by the Umemoto prior art in combination with either the
Soeda or Karnioka #or art, and determined that it has not been shown by clear and convincing
evidence that claim 8 is indid as madt obvious by the Umcmoto prior an alone or m
combination uith Soeda or Kamioka

As to the Kishi publication, in his briefing to the ComrrrisSion the IA argued that Kishi
anticipates claims 1 and 2.

The AU found that "'the record contains little overall information

about the Kishi publication and the device disclosed thmin, including a clear explanation ofhow

the disclosed device would operate. Although the Kishi publication may have anticipated claims
I and 2 of the '352 patent, that f
&

has not becn established by clcar and convincing evidence."

ID at 53. To the exttllt that the Conmission determined to review the U

s invalidity findings

and conclusions with respect to the Kishi publication, the Commission determined to adopt those
findings.

Respondents argued that under complainants' proposed claixn consnucuon. claims 1 and 2

of the '352 patent arc anticipated by the Yasui publication and claim 8 is made obvious by Yasui
m combination with the Soeda and Kamioka publications. To the extent that the Commission

dctamined to rcvi& the ALJ's mvalidny findings and conclusions with respect to the Yasui
publication, the Commission determined that, in view of the fact it did not adopt complainants'
proposed claim construction,no parry contended that the Yasui publication anticipates claims I
or 2 o f the '352 patent or, m combination with other prior art, renders claxn 8 obvious.

1. Whether the Umanoto Prior Art. Alone or in Combination with Sotda or
Kamioka. Renders Claim 8 Obvlous

The AIJ concludedthat independent claim 8 of the '352 patent is invalid as made obvious
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h e ” as %haha it has been established that one of ordmary skiU would haw btcn motivated
to combine the Umcmoto publication with the other refmnccs.” ID at 60. In finding a

mOtjvation to combine, the Au concludedthat the *’plain language” o f Ummoto -motivates one
to expand ilis applicarion of the invention beyond the scope of the panicular embodinmu

Wictcd therein.” ID at 62 (Citing RX-18 at 4). In reaching that conclusion, the ALJ relied on

the statcmcnf m Urncmoto that “[w]ith this invention, the electrostatic breakdown withstand
voltage ofa LDD structure MOS type semiconductor integrated circuit can be increased, without

causing a deteriorationm the properties of the integrated circuit, which has major practical
*Ecations.”

ID at 62. The ALJ interpreted this statement as telling one o f ordtnary skill that

he could “mcrease the effect of the mvcntion,” and stated that the publication “mvitts one to go
to the art and to find the necessary infoxmation needed to effect such an maease.”

ID at 62. The

above-quoted Statement m Umcmoto, however, descriics the effect o f the invention as to
“mcrcasc” %e electrostaricbreakdown withstand voltage.” See, e.g.,Umeoto at 3 (“The

purpose ofthis mvemiOn is to solve these past defects and to provide a semiconductor hegrated
circuit *dut incredies the electrostatic breaklorn withstand voltage of the W D strrrcture MOS

type semiconductor integrated circuiu. without inviting deterioration of the properti& of the
integrated circuit”).

Thus,the3tatrmcnt in Umemoto is nor an invitation ”to go to the an and to

find the necessary infoxmation needed to effect . . . an increase.” Because the U

s analysis is

incorrect m this regard, rcspondems’reliance on the Au’s analysis of Umemoto to support a
finding ofmothtion to combine is misplaced See Respondents’brief at 79-80.
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h their bricfmg to the Corxmission, respondents genmdly rcphrasc the argum~mt h ~ y
madc before the ALJ ( s d e d m the ID at 60-62), vk.,that StaRing *om Karrrioka or Soeda,

-

it would have been obviousto one of skill m the art to substirUte the ESD protection debice of

Umcmoto for the individual protection devices disclosed as connected together in Kamiolia or

-

So~da.~'
Respondents assert, relying on In re Rapes, 7 F.3d 1037 (Fed Cx. 1993). and Smitlt

1'.

Hayarhi, 209 USPQ 754,759 (Bd of Pat.Inter. 1980). that "[a] combination claim is obvious
over a prior art rcfcrcncc that discloses a similar combination in which one o f the claimcd

components is replaced with a substitute component that is known to be structinally and

fimctiodly equhdent." Respondents' brkf at 78.
Rtspondcnts' argummt is not p m i v e because they have not identified clear and

.

convincing evidence that one of skill m the art would know that the ESD protection devices of

Kamioka, Sot& and Umcmoto are structurally and f u n R i O d l y equivalent. The statement m
the ID that "[o]ne skilled m the art would have understood at the time of the alleged invention of

the '352 patent that any ESD proteaion devices could have been substituted for the generic ESD
protection devices of Karnioka" (ID at 61), upon which respondents rely m their brief, is a

rcstatcmtllt by thecAu ofrespondents' atgumcnts rather than a finding of fact made by the AIJ.

We rcach this conclusion because the statement in the ID is not supported by any citations to the
record, and appean m a long s&gle-paragraph summary ofrespondents' arguments as to
motivation to combine. Moreover, the paragraph irnmcdiarely following the sunmnary of

sz Respondents have appumtly not argued t b ii
h -fi-timony of their a r p a (Pdtzcr)at 778 is snfficicnt to
establish a mohtirm to combine the rcfcrrnccs. The iA is m
a
t that Pdtzds testimony, sunding alone, is
insufficient b this regard. UHohn Co. v. MOVA f h a m Cop., 225 F.3d 1306,1310-11 (Fed. Cir. 2000).
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concming the motjdon to combine the Umanoto publication with the Soeda or the Kamioka
publication arc p a s ~ & ~ c : *ID
* at 62.

-

This statement would be redundant given an earlier

adoption of respondents' argument by the AU.

In t
h
e reply brief, respondents assert that "since one skiiled m the art would h o w that
one ESD tratlSinor type (Le., one type ofNMOS mushor) can be substituted for another m the

Kamioka or Soeda dual-transistor ESD dcviccs, one would know he could substitute an
Umrmoto-type ESD transinor for the trazlsistor~disclosed m Kamioka or S o c k " Rcspondcnts'
reply at 34. In support oftheir argument, respondents state that 'the ESD transistor disclosed in
Umcmoto is an N-channd MOS (NMOS) transistor, which is what is called for in the '352 patent
and by both Kamioka and Soeda" Respondents' reply at 34." Respondents state that "Soeda
specifies that 'N-typc MOSFETS 5,6' be used" Respondents' reply at 34 (citing S o c k at 2,

lines 13-15("Apolysilicon resistor 1 , diffusion layer resistor 1, stray capacitances 3,4, ix.,

diffusion layers, and N-type MOSFETSs 5,6 are shown m Figure 3"). Respondents state that
"Kamioka specifies that 'two N-channel MOS transistor^' be used." Respondents' reply at 34

(citing Kamioka 1). This argument was apparently never presented to the Au.See
respondents post-hearing brief (Nov. htaring) at 4-5 (filed Dcc. 5,2001); respondents posthearing reply brief (Nov. hearing) at 19-20 (filed Dcc. 27,2001).

By raising this argument for

a Respondents ate the following
language in Umanoto and.thc '352 patent Umanoto. at 3, h a 3031("Figure 1iS a e o n a l drawing of a N channd MOS p a n h ofthis mvcauan") and '352 patent col. 4'11. 4246 ("'Ihe mvmuon can be mare m
y rmdanood by rcfaring to the Circuit diagram o fFIG. 8. An ESD protection
device 40, made bythe m v d y c method. is shown connmed to input, or outjmt, (uo) pad 70. and conSim of two
NMOS devices.").
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respond.

-

Respondents' new argument is not persuasive on the merits. Although they have

alto E140,t48,152) in the disclosed mput protection circuits, and indicating that Umemoto
disclosa an N-channel MOS tramistor (see a h FF 135), respondents have not identified any
evidence ( l a alone clear and convincing evidence) as to why these particular statements would

bt understood by one of skin m the art as esfablishing that (1) one type of NMOS transistor cap
be substituted hr another kind ofNMOS m i s t o r in the Kamioka or Soeda mput protection
circuits, or that (2) the N-channel MOS rransistor of Umtmoto could be substituted for the N

MOS transistors used m Kamioka and So&

Moreover, respondents have not demonstrated by

clear and convincing e v i b c e that the teachings they have idrntifed would suggest to one of
skill m the art substituting the ESD protection device of Umnnoto for the devices connected
together in Kamioka or Soeda Compare Sandr Tech., Lrd. v. Retco Metal and Plastics

Gv.,

264 F.3d 1344,1355 (Fed.Cir. 2001) (obvious subsutution of claimed threaded studs for welds

disclosed m piorran found where 'bveld was inconvenient . . . [ulsmg nu& was . . . cleann,

ha,and more convcnicnt") with Gilletre Co. v. S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., 91 9 F.2d 720, 724
(Fed. Cir. 1990) (although mdi-iidual components of claimed composition were well known at
the timt of the mvcntion, claimed composition is not made obvious by "prior an [that] madc no

suggestion, clear or othe;nclise,of substituting the claimed water-soluble polymers for m o r art]
oil-soluble jellifymg agent").
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m o k a and Soeda do not disclose how to build the individual ESD transisr~~.
one of skill in

.

the art would look to Umnnoto OT 0 t h nfrrences
~
to CoIlrplnt the &vice. This argument was

apparently never presented to the AU. See respondents post-hearing brief (Nov. hearing) at 4-5
(fled Dec. 5,2001); respondents post-hearing reply brief (Nov. hearing) at 19-20 (filed k c . 17,
2001).

By raising this argument for the first tbnc m their reply brief, complainants and the IA

have bten denied the opportunity to respond.

The argument is incorrect with respect to Socda

kcause cornplainants’ cxpcrt (Fair)testified at 1061-62 that Sot& addrcsscs’atleast somc
aspects o f building ESD transistors. Further, respondents’argument fails with respect to

m o k a because respondents have not established by clear and convincing evidence that one of
skill m the art would look to Umtmoto to build the individual ESD transistors of Kamioka

As discussed above, the Commission determined that the U

s analysis finding a

motivation to combmt Umcmoto with Kamioka or Sot& is incorrect, and rejected the arguments
raised by respondents m support of finding a motivation to combine the refmcnces. Because tht

r e e d motivation to combiac the refmnces is lacking,s the CommiSsion d n h c d to

revme the AUiconclusion that mdtpmdcnt claim 8 of the ‘352 patent is invalid as made

obvious by the combination of Umcmoto with either Soeda or Kamioka.

in their brief to the Co-&ission,
rendered obvious by Umtmoto itself.

respondents also raised the argument that claim 8 is

In suppon of this argumcnt, respondents pointed to the

The motivltimto selea the combination of componcnfs used by the mmtor iS an “cssential evidentiary
C R Bur4 Inc. v. M3 $x.. Inc., 157 F.3d 1340, 1352 (Ted.zk. 1998)
(r&g$uyverdia
based m obvioumev where no prior a n provided tcachmg or showing ofmotivation to
Eomponmiof an obvioamess hoiciing.”

modifyprior art).
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U

s finding that “one of ordinary sMI in the an would have an advanced dtgrce such as a

m e r ’ s degree (or equivalcnr education or expnimcc),

-

a field rcle\;ant to ESD technology,

such as electrical cngincding or physics, and ftnher, such a person would have substantial
experience m integrated Circuit and dcvice design” (ID at 12). Respondents them assmcd t b t

U m o t o itself would provide the motivation to put two of the Umnnoto devices togcthn
6b~imply
t o build a larger ESD device to protect a larger Circuit or a more delicate circuit device.”

Respondents’brief at 77. Respondents’argument that Urnexnoto alone renders claim 8 obvious is

kfircthe ALJ, respondents have waived it (Respondents’pre-hearing statement at 3840; AU

Found rule 4.d (Order No.2 at 7)), (2) respondents have cited no evidence supporting their
argumen? concerning what one of skill m the art would have understood *om Umnnoto, and (3)

xspondmts haw failed to address the disclosure of the last three limitations of claim 8 (vk, ”a
first electrical comection.” “a second electrical connection.” and ‘bathird electrical connection”)
ndcr their new, only Umnnoto, obviousness theory.”

2. Whether Soeda Discloses the “Fim Elecrrical Connection” (claim 8)

In their b&hg to the Commission, complainants argued that Umemoto combined with
Sot& does not render claim 8 obvious, separate and apart h m the mtivation to combine issuc,
because Socda lacks the elm& of claim3 dealing with the fint electrical connection. For the

reasons discussed below, the Conxllission determined to affirm the U

s implicit finding that

The Urnanom claim chans in Appendix E to rcsjmdmts’briefonly address dahs 1 and 2 of the 352
patent; the claim cham far claim 8 art UmanotdKamioka and UmanotdSoeda.
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s o d discloses the elancnt of c l a h 8 d e h g with the fxrst electrical connection. ID at 57-58.
63; FF 148-152.

-

The Au found that M[tJhenecessary disclosures which make claim 8 .of the '352 patent
obvious in conjunction with the Ummoto publication are found in . . . the So& publication."

ID at 63. Complainants a p e d that 'Ycspondcnts'

expen was forced to concede at the hearing"

that Soeda lacks the tianent of claim 8 dealing with the first electricd connection."
Con&inants'

reply at 51 n.12 (citmg Trans.(Pcltzer) at 1007).

The claim limitation at issue

concans a connection between the mputloutput pad and the drain regions of the first and second

ESD protection &vices. The Iirnitation rcads "a fim electrical connection bctwctn said.

mput/output pad, said drain regions of said firstand second ESD protection devices, and said
integrated circuit." '352 patcnz, col. 6, U. 28-30.
T h e cited testimony by respondents' expm (Peltzer) reads as foliows:

Q Would you turn to Exhibit 166,your table for the
Soeda publication, Rx 166? And in particular, I want to
focus on the b t elecuical connection which is referred
to m the bottom box on the h t page. Now, on the lcfi
you cite the pr0viSi0ns of claim 8 of the '352, which
require that the first electrical connection between said
bput/o&put pad and said drains, it requires that
connection between the input/outputpad and the drains,
WKCCt?

A Yes.

-

Q And you read that provision as being satisfied by
S o c k comn?
A Yes.

0 Would you nun to'the next page on your chart.
Ik particutar, the second box Do you recite Soedufor the
pnposition t h r the drain of MOSFET 5 is connected to
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powerpotential y?
A Yes, and now hm. w e have a third clecmcal
connection to a voltage source of said first ESD protection
dcvice, and the connection which i s ’ d is the Qain as
descnbcd in Socda is the drain of MOSFET 5, whereas on
the &ous
page. we have ’352 talking about the & a b
being connected to the pad
ffow,as we’ve dircussed, especiaZl_vin the use of
the term “sourcddrain region,” unless there‘s some
dirtin,srirhing characteristic, there devices are
svmmerrical. So Soeda has installed the device and termed
i; bachwzrdsfrom the connections idenn3ed in the ‘3S2
That L penntjsible. This is a qmnerrical device. That 3
why nv went to the Kamioka. becaue it wat clearer.
This is the same teaching. I mean, this is the
c i m u and the connections are still the same Theyjust
call the tenninalr of the upper device direrent names.

-

Trans. (Pcltzcr) 10071-10089 (emphasis added). The next question and answer reads:

Q And notwithstanding those changes m which source
or drain are bcmg connected, you find that it read [sic] on

claim 8 of the ’352 pat=, correct?
A Yes,because I’maware that that device is a
qmmctrical &vice and this is a problem of nomenclature.

TranS. ( P ~ h z s )1008:9-1008:13.

tcsrimony. Relyhig on c o m p b t s ’ expert (Fair), the ALJ found that “[s]aucturally, a source

and a drain maybe identical.”

FF 151. He further found that “[iJn NMOS
- symmetric devices,

source regions and drain ngioiii can be fixpped. The source and drain of the fint MOSFET 5 can

be fhpped such that the drain is cowectcd to pad 8 and the suurce is connected to the potential

V.” FF 152 (Citarions omitted). The U s implicit finding that Soeda discloses the dement of
claim 8 dcaIingwith the first electrical connection is supponed by the U
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the testbony ofrespondcurs’cxpcrt (Pebn).

FF 148-152. Trans. ( P e k ) 1008:9-1008:13.

REMEDY, THE PUBLIC INTEREST, AM)BONDING

-

On May 13,2002,’the Au issued his recommendeddetermination (“RD”)on remedy and

bonding. The AU recommended that. m the event the ConnrtisSionwere to find a violation of
section 337, it should issue a limited exclusion ord#

under section 337(d) directed to

respondents’inhging products (including chipsets and graphics chips). RD at 6,9. The Au
reconnncndtd that any limited exclusion order cover products made for respondents by third
party m a n u f a c t d f a c a t o r s m addition to products made by respondent Silicon Integrated

Systems Corp. of Hsmchu City,Taiwan.

RD at 7-8. He also recommended that any W e d

exclusion order cover some downstream products, specifidly motherboards containing

respondaru’ m g i n g circuits, but not computers M po&-of-de termin&.

RD at 8 (stating

that the LA had ”proposed a reasonable balancing ofthe €PROMS factors”). The ALJ stated tbat

“there is precedent for a catification provision to allow third panics IO ccnlfy that their

mothcsboardE do not contain excluded S S parts.”” RD at 9 (citing Cenuin Eleczricul
Connectom and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-374, Order, 9 4 (May3,1996).

The AIJ did not &commend issuance of cease and k
i
s
t o r b , and none were requested by
complainams.

RD at 6 n.5. Fin*,

section 337 k found, the Co&sion

the AU recommendedthat, in the event a violation of

-

impose a bond during the 60-dayPresidential review

.
complrinanubnn not requszed issuance of a gmcrd exclusion drdrr.
= A carificatian provision fxilitaws the adminisuation of uUclusion order by the U.S. Customs Savice by
permining hponers fo -that
the imported motherboards do not contain respondents’ infringing circuits.
Ccrtikatio~~
is required u t h e discretion ofclmoms.
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paiod in the a m ~ ~ lof
~ l100
t F

a t Of m t m d value.

RD at 9-10.

The Commission kcmined to adopt the ALTs r c c o m d e d detcnnination as to

-

m d y and bonding withzhe modificaion that, although the mom of the bond for mteprated

circuits subject to the Commission's order is 100 perccnt of entmd value. the amount of the
bond for motherboards containmg such integrated Circuits should be 39 percent of entered \due.

JisnEdY
The US.Court ofAppeals 'forthe Federal Circuit has recognized that "the Commission

has broad discretionm selecting the form,scope, and extent" of thc remcdy. .Vircofan, S A v.
United States Inr7 Tmde Comm'n, 787 F.2d 544,548 (Fed CU. 1986); see also H m d a i El-.

Indut. Co. v. Unitedstater I d Trade Comm'n, 899 F.2d 1204 (Fed. Cir. 1990). Complainaum
argued that any limited exclusion order should extend to other downstream products containing
the accused products m addition to motherboards,including laptop computers, personal
computers, and point-of-sale terminals. Respondents argued that any limned exclusion order

should not extend to any downsacam products containing the accused products, not even to

mothd~~ards.
The IA supported the RD.

With rcspict to whether a W e d exclusion order should cover downstream products,in
Cenain Erasable Pmgrammable Read On& Memories, Components Thereof: Products

-

Containing Such Memories,a 2 Procersesfor Making Such Memories, Inv. No.337-TA-276,

USITC Pub.No. 2196 (Mar. 16,.1989) (€PROMS),the Commission identified ten factors (the

€PROMS facton)bearing on the issue, and the Commission's.approach was approved by the
Federal Circuit m Hyundai. 899 F.2d at 1209.
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In thck bzichg to the Commission, complainants and the IA gcneraIly tepeated the
argumtnts they made before the AU conccmhg the EP’OMs factors. Respondents b o

-

repeated the arguments thar they raised before the Au.Respondents h h n argued that, because

11 Respondents also contended that f

I1
The LA responded tbat respondents’fim argument “can be made by almost any
respondent that makes infringing components.” Ws reply at 36. Complainants characterized
respondents’ arguknts as “owmated speculation” and asserted that there is “absolutely no
evidence in the record“ of [
-.

J 1 Complainants’ reply at 113. The IA

submitted that ”nozhmg m the evidentiary record shows that these [ [

“the fact that providing effective relief to Compiainanu may fesult m some inconvenience to
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Rcspondcnts' c u s t o m is not an adequate basis for dtckning such relief" 1A's reply at 36. In
their reply brief, respondents argued that

--

11
Respondents' reply at 90.
The RD's conclusion that motherboards, but not computers or point-of-sale tcminals,
should be included in the limited exclusion order was based on the ALTs acceptance of the
"reasonable balancing of the EPROM f a ~ t o proposed
~"
by the LA, and respondents' new
arguments provide no persuasive reason not to follow the ALTs recommendation m this regard

By providing citations to the record in suppon of their argument only in their reply brief,
respondents denied the IA and complainants the opportunity to respond. The Commission
d e t d e d that the cited tfstimony docs not demonstrate that [ [

1 1 In any event, we agree with the LA that m c o n ~ c n c e
to respondents' chomcrs is not an adequate basis for denying effective relief to complahnts.

In their briefing to the Connnission, respondents also argued that "[~Jomplainan~'
and [the IA'sJ

-

inclusion of the words 'or with;kawal fiom a warehouse for consumption' in their respcm'ic
proposed limited exclusion orders [is] inappropriate because, as all parties agree, a cease and

desist is not warranted in this investigation." Respondents' reply at 90 n.10. Howeva, the
''withdrawal fiom a warehouse for consumption" language m the proposed M t c d exclusion
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Andmstenediol, 337-TAa0, Limited Exclusion orda (Aug. 2,2001) (no request for cease and

-

desist order); Certain Oscillating Sprinklen. SprinklerComponents.and Prbdes. 337-TiZ-448,

Limited Exclusion Order (Mar.1.2002) (no rcqucst for case and des* order).

In this investigation. the Commission found a Violation of section 337 only as to claim 13
of the '345 parent. Claim 13 is a method claim The ALJ found that respondents' old S O N
process infringes claim 13, but that respondents' new N,O plasma treatment process does not
&ge.

ID at 99,120,276. Respondents argue that coI-apiainants' and the IA's proposed limited

exclusion order language ''imposes a burden on the i q o r t e r and the Customs Sexvice m that it
requires them to know which [

11 f i g s any claims of the '345 patent." Respondents' reply at 91. They
urge that the c d c a t i o n provision should "require the importer to declare [ [

3 3 ." Respondents'reply at 91. The limited cxclusion order in thrs investigation

reads in relevant pan as follows:

Purnrant to procedures to be spwified by U.S.Customs Service, as the Customs
Service deems necessary, persons seeking to import integrated circuits, in&@ing
chipseu and graphics chips, or motherboards containing same, that are potentially
subject to this Order shaII certifL that they are fmliar with thnm of this
Order, that they have rfiadc appropriate inquiry, and thmupon state that, to the
best of their knowledge and belief, the products being imported are not excluded
*am entry under paragraph 1 of this Or&.
k e d exclusion order 74. The certification ianguage is standard and has bccn included m
many prcvio~slimited arclusion orders. E.g., Cenain Integrated Repeaters, Suztcha,
1I2
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Tmnsceim and Prodtrcp Containing Same, 337-TA-435, Limited Exclusion Ordm (Oct. 24.
2001). We see no rcason to deviate h m that language hcre. Moreover, method claims (like

-

claim 13) arc the ciassic cxample ofsituations where a certification provision is appropriate.

This is so because, as fir as we are aware, there is no way to know fkorn inspecting an imported
chip how it was made.
Before the ALJ, respondents argued that an exclusion order should cover only m g i n g
integrated circuits m u h a u r e d by respondents, and not [

I1
Respondents' post-hearing brief at 46 n.9. The ALJ rejected this argument, reasoning as foIlows:

W
i
t
h respect to the question o f whether an exclusion order should cover only
devices made at [Silicon Integrated System Corp. o f Hsinchu City, Taiwan], there
appears to bc no basis for making such a recommendation. As pointed out by the
[IA],Commission exclusion ordcrs ordinarily focus on whether or not a product
inhgts or is madc by a process that m ~ g c as suit patent, and may, for exanyllc,
cover products manufacturedabroad and/or impoxtedby or on behalf o f a rcspondem
or any of its affiliared compania, parents, subsidiaries, or other related business
entities, or their successors or assigns. Such exclusion ordcrs cannot bc
circumven'ted mcnly by having an inhging product made, or by having an
*ging
process carried out, by another overseas fab. Constqumtly&-is not
r~commcndtdthat the Commission limit any exclpion order that may issue in this
investigation so as to permit thrd-party hbrication.
ID at 7-8.

In their briefing to the Commission, respondents argued that, by extending the limited
exclusion order to cover third party k u f a n u r c n and fabricators, the order effectively bccomcs
a general exclusion order. They maintained that, m EPROM,EEPROM,Flash Memory, and
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Flash Microcontroller Semiconductor Devices, and Products Containing Same. inv. No.337TA-395, tbt ConnniSsion reftsed to modify a limited ucdusion order to cover third party

-

foundries. They quoted the following fiom a ConaniSsion notice in that investigation:
Atmtl has not established that any semiconductor devices manufanurcd for
intcmnor Silicon Storage Technology. lnc. by foreign foundries other than Sanyo
Electric Co., Ltd. and/or Winbond Electronics Corporation of Taiwan infringe the
clair& at issue of the '903 patent. I f Atmel believes that it can support such
allegations and that the Commission's limited exclusion ordm should be modified,
it may petition the Commksion to modifythe exclusion order pursuantto rule 210.76
(19C.F.R. g 210.76).

EPROM, EEPROM, Flash Memog, and Flash Microcontroller Semiconductor Devices. and
Products Containing Same, hv.No.337-TA-395,Notice (Dcc. 19,200). in response,
conrplainants argued that the above-quoted notice relied upon by respondents "contains little
explanation [and] appears to be narrowly intended to respond to specific, unstated 'conccr&
expressed by the complainant's counse1, apparently relating to the enforcement of an exclusion

order by the Customs Service," and assmed that the Commission has issued limited exclusion
ordm containing the 'by or on behalf of" language. Complainants' reply at 113-14.
The Aw consideredrespondents' request to limit the exclusion order to i n h a g
products m a n u f h d by respondents,.and correctly rejected it because b'exclusion orders carmot

be circumventedmerely by having an mfiinging product made, or byhaving an mhging
process carried out, by anothir' ovnseas [fabricator]." RD at 8. The ALJ followed the
Commission's standard practice of extending exclusion orders to cover inhinging products made
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on bthaIf of a rcrpand~nt.~'

Public Interest

-

By rule, the ALJ's-RDon r m d y and bondmg did not address the issue of the public
interest. Commission rule 210.50(b)( I).
Respondents asserted that the inclusion of downstreamproducts or chips manuhctured by
third parties m any limited exclusion order would adversely affect competitive conditions m the

U.S. economy, the production of like or directly competmvt articles m the United States, and
U.S. consumen. They suggest that limiting the exclusion order to i&inj$ng chipsets

manufactwd by respondents would avoid adverse effects on the public intarst by avoiding
disruption to legitimate uadc and limiting disruption of the personal computer and motherboard

industry caused by increased imponation difficulties.
The IA argued that no public interest concerns are raised by the RD because "there is no
evidence that the U.S. demand for [rlespondents' accused products cannot be met by other
entities. Moreover, there is no evidence that the prodwas at issue arc the types of products that
would implicate any public interest concans that would militate against muy of a limited

The language apean in the following limited exclusion orders: Cenarn Variable Speertuirnd Tidines and
Components l7tereoJ IJIV. No. 337-TA-376, Order (Aug. 30. 1996); Certain Oscillaring Sprinklers, Spn'nklgr
Cornponenu, and Nodes, Imr. No. 337-TA448. Limited Exclusion Order (Mar.lJOO2); Certain 4Androsrenediol, hv. NO.337-TA40. Limited Exclusion Orda (Aug. 2.2001 ); Ccnain inte-wted Repcarers.
Slsirches, T m c c t v c n and h d u c r j Conraining Some. h.
No.337-TA-435.Limited Exclusion Orda ( O a 24,
2001 1; Cenajn Condensem,Parts l7tereoJand Producrs Contauring Same. Including Air Conditionersfor
Automobiles, Inv. No. 337-TA-334 (Ranand), Orda (Aug. 20. 1997); Ceriain Flash Memory Circuits and
Products ContainingSame, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, Limited Exclusion Orda (June 2. 1997); Certain Neodymiumiron-Boron Magnets, Magnet Alloys, and Anicies Containing Same. lnv. No. 337-TA-372 (Enfonemcnt
Proceeding), Limited ExcluSicm Order (Scpt 26,1997). Although the '%y or an behalf of' language docs 001
appear m the October 15,1997,limited nrclUriorr order issued in Cenairs 7corkh-zshes and the Packaging Theno/
Cited by complainany that order excludes infringing produns manufactured abroad by "contractors" ofthe
respondcats subject to the order.
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DELETED
exclusion order against [rJespondcnts. and [the IA]is not aware of any other public interest

concerns or any argumtnts by [rlcspondents or any non-panics to that effect." LA'S brief at 77;

-

see also complainantS' brief at 150-51.

Under section 337(d). the Commission nust consider the effect of any rcmcdy on the
public mtcrcst before issuing an exclusion order. We an marc of no public interest concerns
pramred in rhe innant investigation that should prevent the issuance of a limited exclusion

order. We agree with the IA thar there is no evidence that the U.S.demand for respondents'
accused products cannot be ma by other entities.
Bonding
Pursuant to section 3370)(3), the bond during the Presidential review period is to bc sa

"in

by the Commission to be sufficient to protect the complainant fiom

an amount da&ed

any injury." 19 U.S.C.

4

13370(3). The limited exclusion order covers integrated ck-,

inciuding chipsets and graphic chips. that are made by a process covered by claim 13 of the '345
patent and motherboards containing such integrated circuits. In the RD,the Au found[ [

1I RD at 8-9. Consequently, the Commission has determined
that ifthe amount o f the bond for integrated circuits subject to the Commission's order is 100

-

percent o f entered value as rec'dmmended by the RD, the bond for motherboards containing such
integrated circuits should be set at 39 percent of entered value, givm the statutory purpose of the
bond to protect complainants 6om "any injury."
Respondents argued that the bond during the Presidential review pcxiod should not
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a c e d 10 percent o f the entered d u e ofthe integrated c k a h m question. They argued that the
Commission has set Residential micw period bonds based on the price differential between the

-

domestic and mfi-@ng product or based on a reasonable royalty rate. They asscned that,

I1

t-

Respondents funha asserted that “[t]hac is no evidence [ [

11 Respondents’remcdy brief at 12. They contended that a
IO0 pcrccnt bond would be unjust because “the widcntky fiiiiurerests with [ c J o m p b t s . ”
Respondents’remcdy brief at 12. Relying on Certain Neodymium-Iron-Boron Mugtea,Mugnet

Alloys, and Articles Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-372, USITC Pub.No.2964,
Commission Opinion on Remedy, Public Interest. and Bonding at 15 (May 1996), the LA argued
that. absent comparative price information. reasonable royalty rate, or other reasonable
fonyylations to compensate for the h a m to complainants. a bond of 100 percent of the cntmd
value is appropriate. CoxnplainantS asserted that, [ [

3 lthcre has been no evidentiary failure 00
their part. The IA argued that comparativeprice information is not useful to calculate the bond

-

because respondents make chipsets and graphics chips, while complainant United
Microeltctronics Corporation “acts as a foundry for Various third party customm” and “dots not
appear to manufacture such products.” LA’S brief at 78-79.

.

The Commission has determined to adopt the ALTs recorrancndation to set the bond for
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integrated circuits subject to the Commission’s order at 100 percent of entered value. The Au

stated that ”no proposal was made c o n c h g a reasonable royafty rate. a bond based on a

-

reasonable prkc compariSm, or any other reasonable fornula- Funhermore. Respondents do not
rely on any substanrial evidence in opposing a bond of 1OOo;O.” RD at 10. No pany appears to
have challenged these findings. Although a 100 percent bond k justifitd by previous

Commission decision^,"^ the Commission appears not to have been faced before with the current
situation, i.e,w h m complainants m a y be in control of information that would provide a
mmnable basis for setting a lower bond. Consequently, the Commission has not been presented
with the particular “injustice” urged by respondents. Howcva, respondents haw not shown that
the pricing hformation m question k missing through any fault of complainants, and t h ~ havt
y

not contended that complainants withheld any relevant information. The Commission has

therefore dammined to set the bond for integrated circuits subject to the Commission’s orda at
I00 percent of entered value, and KO set the bond for motfierboards containing such mtcgratcd

circuits at 39 percent of entered value.

J,Lg.,Certain Flash Memory Cintriu and Products ContuininiSu&, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, USITC hb.No;

3046. Commh Op. at 26-27 (Jaly 1997); Cenurn Neo&nium-irorO-Boron
Magnets, Magnet Allop. and Anicfes

ContuiningSume.Inv. No. 337-TA-372. USlTC Pub. No. 2964, Commission Opinion on Rmcdy, Public Intcltst,

and Bonding at IS (May 1996).
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In the Matter of
CERTAIN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, PROCESSES )
FOR MAKING SAME, AND PRODUCTS
1
CONTAINING SAME

hv. NO.337-TA-450

NOTICE OF COMMISSION DECISION TO REVIEW PORTIONS OF‘AN INITIAL
DETERMINATION FINDING NO VIOLATION OF SECTION 337
OF THE TARIFF ACT OF 1930
AGENCY:

U.S. International Trade Commission.

ACTION:

Notice.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S.International Trade Commission has
determined to review certain portions of a final initial determination (ID) of the presiding
administrative law judge (ALJ)finding no violation of section 337 o f the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended, in the above-captioned investigation.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Clara Kuehn, Esq., Office of the General
Counsel, U.S.International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.20436,
telephone (202) 205-30 12. Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information on this matter
can be obtained by contacting the Commission’s TDD terminal on 202-205-1 8 10. General
information concerning the Commission may also be obtained by accessing its Internet server
Chttw://www.usitc.aov).
Copies of the public version of the ALJ’s ID and all other noaconfidential documents
filed in connection with this investigation are or will be available for inspection during official
business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, 500 E Street, S.W.,Washington, D.C.20436, telephone 202-205-2000.

SUPPLEMENTARYINFORMATION: The Commission instituted this investigation by
notice published in the Federal Register on March 6,2001. 66 Fed. Reg.13567 (2001). The
complaina?lts are United Microelectronics Corporation, Hsinchu City,Taiwan; UMC Group
(USA), Sunnyvale, CA; and United Foundry Service, Inc., Hopewell Junction, NY. Id. The
Commission named two respondents, Silicon Integrated Systems Corp., Hsinchu City, Taiwan,
and Silicon Integrated Systems Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA (collectively, “SiS’). Id. The

1”

’

~

Ih
/

complaint, as supplemented, alleged violations of section 337 in the importation, the sale for
importation, and the sale within the United States after importation of certain integrated circuits
and products containing same by-reason of infringement of claims 1,2, and 8.ofU.S. Letters
Patent 5,559,352 (“the ‘352patent”) and claims 1, 3-16, and 19-21 of US.Letters Patent
6,117,345 (“the ‘345 patent”). Id
On November 2,2001, the presiding ALJ issued an ID (ALJ Order No. 15) granting
complainants’ motion for summary determination on the issue of importation and denying
respondents’ motion for summary determination of lack of importation. That ID was not
reviewed by the Commission. A tutorial session was held on November 5,2001, and an
evidentiary hearing was held from November 7,2001, through November 16,2001, and from
December 10,200 1, through December 12,200 1.
The ALJ issued his final ID on May 6,2002, concluding that there was no violation of
section 337. With respect to the ‘352 patent, the ALJ found that: complainants have not
established that the domestic industry requirement is met; none of respondents’ accused devices
practice any asserted claim of the ‘352 patent literally or under the doctrine of equivalents; and
claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent are invalid as anticipated under 35 U.S.C.0 102 and claim 8 of
the ’352 patent is invalid for obviousness under 35 U.S.C.0 103. The ALJ found each of the ‘345
patent claims listed in the notice of investigation, i e . , claims 1,3-16, 19-20, and 21, invalid as
anticipated by and made obvious by certain prior art. The ALJ stated that, in their post-hearing
filings, complainants asserted only claims 1,3-5, 9, 11-13, and 20-21 of the ‘345 patent against
respondents. He found that, if valid, each of the asserted claims of the ‘345 patent, i.e., claims 1,
3-5,9, 11-13, and 20-21, is literally infringed by SiS’sexisting (or old) SiON manufacturing
process, but that respondents’ new N,O process does not infringe any asserted claim of the ‘345
patent. The ALJ further found that a domestic industry exists with respect to the ‘345 patent. On
May 13,2002, the ALJ issued his recommended determination on remedy and bonding.
On May 17,2002, complainants and the Commission investigative attorney (,‘,A’’)
petitioned for review of the subject ID, and respondents filed a contingent petition for review.
On May 24,2002, complainants, the IA, and respondents filed responses.
Having examined the record in this investigation, including the ID, the petitions ’for review,
and the responses thereto, the Commission has determined to review and clarify that the ALJ
found claim 13 of the ’345patent made obvious, but not anticipated, by the Tobben patent. The
Commission has also determined to review:
(1) the ALJ’s findings and conclusions of law regarding the ‘352patent with respect to
infringement of the asserted claims and domestic industry under the doctrine of equivalents;
(2) the ALJ’s finding that respondents’ old E5 model ESD transistor does not infringe any
asserted claim of the ‘352 patent, either literally or equivalently;
(3) the ALJ’s claim construction of the limitations “an ESD protection device” (claims 1,
2, and 8 o f the ‘352 patent), “a gate” (claims 1 and 2), “gates” (claim 8), and “source/drain
2

regions . . . with each source/drain region comprising” (claims 1 2, and 8), and the ALJ’s
invalidity, domestic industry, and infringement findings and conclusions of law with respect to
those limitations;
(4) the ALJ’s finding that claim 8 of the ‘352patent is invalid as made obvious by a
combination of prior art references;
(5) whether the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement is met with respect
to the ‘352 patent;
(6) the ALJ’s findings that the “second antireflective coating” (claim 1and asserted
dependent claims 3-8 of the ‘345 patent) and “cap layer” (claims 9-16, 19-20, and 21of the ‘345
patent) are disclosed in the Tobben patent, and consequently (a) the ALJ’s findings with respect
to etching the second antireflective coating or cap layer (claims 4 and 12), (b) the ALJ’s ultimate
finding that the Tobben patent anticipates claims 1,3-16, 19-20, and 2 1 of the ‘345 patent, and
(c) the ALJ‘s conclusion that claim 13 is made obvious by the Tobben patent and other prior art;
(7)the ALJ’s conclusion that claim 13 of the ‘345 patent is invalid as obvious in light of
the Tobben patent; and
(8) the ALJ’s conclusion that claims 1 3- 16, 19-20, and 2 1of the ‘345patent are invalid
as made obvious by the Abernathey patent in combination with the Pan,Yagi, and/or Yota
publications.
The Commission has determined not to review the remainder of the ID, including the ID’S
conclusions and findings of fact with respect to whether the Tobben patent is prior art to the ‘345
patent, infringement of the asserted claims of the ‘345 patent, domestic industry concerning the
‘345 patent, and failure to disclose the best mode of practicing the invention of the ‘345 patent.
On review, the Commission requests briefing based on the evidentiary record on all
issues under review and is particularly interested in receiving answers to the following questions,
with all answers cited to the evidentiary record:
1. Have complainants established the economic prong of the domestic industry
requirement with respect to the ‘352 patent?
2. Should the term “an ESD protection device” in claims 1,2, and 8 of the ‘352 patent be
construed to require a protection device that is separate and apart from the circuit it protects?
3. Assuming that the term “a gate” refers to a single, particular gate for a specific FET
(but without excluding multiple-FET ESD protection devices) (ID at 14-15), should the
limitation “source/drain regions . . . with each sowce/drain region comprising” be construed as
excluding from the claimed ESD protection device source/drain regions that lack one or more of
the three implants (i.e.,the “first lightly implanted region,” “heavier implanted region,” and
“second lightly implanted region”)? In responding to this question please address the “open”
transition in claim 1 of the ‘352patent (“An ESD protection device . . . comprising”).
4. In light of your answers to questions 2 and 3, are claims 1,2, or 8 of the ‘352 patent
infringed (literally or under the doctrine of equivalents)? Have complainants established the

3

technical prong o f the domestic industry requirement with respect to the ‘352 patent? In your
response, please address Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 122 S.Ct. 183 1
(2002).
5. Does respondents’old E5 model ESD transistor infringe any asserted claim o f the ‘352
patent? Inyour response, please address Symbol Technologies, Inc. v. Opticon, Inc., 935 F.2d
1569 (Fed. Cir. 1991).
6. In light o f your answers to questions 2 and 3 , are claims 1,2, or 8 o f the ‘352patent
invalid?
7. I
n light o f the ALJ’s construction o f the term “antireflective coating” to require, inter
alia, “an antireflective effect . . whether through absorption or interference . . . significant to the
purposes o f the invention” (ID at 79), does the Tobben patent’splanarization layer disclose the
“second antireflective coating” o f claim 1 (and dependent claims 3-8) o f the ‘345 patent?
8. In light of the ALJ’s construction o f the term “cap layer” of independent claims 9 and
2 1 o f the ‘345 patent (ID at 1 19-20), does the Tobben patent disclose a cap layer that acts as
either (a) an “antireflective coating” or (b) a protector for the top corners o f metal wiring lines
during the HDPCVD process? With respect to (a), above, please address column 3, lines 6-20 o f
the Tobben patent.
9. Assuming that claim 9 o f the ‘345 patent is anticipated by the Tobben patent, is claim
13 obvious?
10. For purposes o f obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 9 103, does the Abernathey patent
teach one o f ordinary skill in the relevant art a barrier layer that serves as an “antireflective
coating”? In your response please address how one o f ordinary skill in the art would understand
the thickness o f the silicon dioxide barrier layer disclosed in the Abernathey patent.
11. Was the issue o f the publication dates o f the Yota, Pan, and Yagi references (see
complainants’petition for review at 77) raised before the ALJ?

.

In connection with the final disposition o f this investigation, the Commission may issue
(1) an order that could result in the exclusion o f the subject articles from entry into the United
States, andor (2) cease and desist orders that could result in respondents being required to cease
and desist from engaging in unfair acts in the importation and sale o f such articles. Accordingly,
the Commission is interested in receiving written submissions that address the form o f remedy, if
any, that should be ordered. If a party seeks exclusion o f an article from entry into the United
States for purposes other than entry for consumption, the party should so indicate and provide
inform-ation establishing that activities involving other types o f entry that either are adversely
affecting it or are likely to do so. For background information, see the Commission Opinion, In
the Matter of Certain Devicesfor Connecting Computers via Telephone Lines, Inv. No. 337-TA360.
I f the Commission contemplates some form o f remedy, it must consider the effects o f that
remedy upon the public interest. The factors the Commission will consider include the effect
that an exclusion order andor cease and desist orders would have on (1) the public health and
welfare, (2) competitive conditions in the U.S.economy, (3) U.S.production o f articles that are
like or directly competitive with those that are subject to investigation, and (4) U S . consumers.
4

The Commission is therefore interested in receiving written submissions that address the
aforementioned public interest factors in the context of this investigation.
If the Commission orders some fohn of remedy, the President has 60 days to approve or
disapprove the Commission’s action. During this period, the subject articles would be entitled to
enter the United States under a bond, in an amount to be determined by the Commission and
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. The Commission is therefore interested in receiving
submissions concerning the amount of the bond that should be imposed.
On May 6,2002, the ALJ issued Order No. 24 granting in part complainants’ September 13,
2001, motion for sanctions. Pursuant to rule 210.25(d) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice
and Procedure, 19 C.F.R. 9 210.25(d), the Commission has specified below the schedule for the
filing of any petitions appealing Order No. 24 cmd the responses thereto.

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS: The parties to the investigation are requested to file written
submissions on the issues under review. The submission should be concise and thoroughly
referenced to the record in this investigation, including references to exhibits and testimony.
Additionally, the parties to the investigation, interested government agencies, and any other
interested persons are encouraged to file written submissions on the issues of remedy, the public
interest, and bonding. Such submissions should address the ALJ’s May 13,2002, recommended
determination on remedy and bonding. Complainant and the Commission investigative attorney
are also requested to submit proposed remedial orders for the Commission’s consideration. The
written submissions and proposed remedial orders must be filed no later than the close of
business on July 5,2002. Reply submissions must be filed no later than the close of business on
July 12,2002. No further submissions will be permitted unless otherwise ordered by the
Commission.
Any petitions appealing Order No. 24 must be filed no laterthan close of business on July
26,2002. Reply submissions must be filed no later than the close of business on August 2,2002.
Persons filing written submissions must file with the Office of the Secretary the original
and 14 true copies thereof on or before the deadlines stated above. Any person desiring to submit
a document (or portion thereof) to the Commission in confidence must request confidential
treatment unless the information has already been granted such treatment during the proceedings.
All such requests should be directed to the Secretary of the Commission and must include a full
statement of the reasons why the Commission should grant such treatment. See 19 C.F.R
0 201.6. Documents for which confidential treatment is granted by the Commission will be
treated accordingly. All nonconfidential written submissions will be available for public
inspection at the Office of the Secretary.

5

This action is taken under the authority of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 0 1337), and in sections 210.25 and 210.42 - .45 of the Commission’s Rules
of Practice and Procedure (19 C.F.R. 00 210.25,210.42 - .45).

By order of the Commission.

Secretary
Issued: June 2 1,2002
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In the Matter of

CERTAIN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS,
PROCESSES FOR MAKING SAME,AND
PRODUCTS CONTAINING SAME

Investigation No. 337-TA-450

INITIAL DETERMINATION
Administrative Law Judge Sidney Harris

Pursuant to the Notice of Investigation, 66 Fed. Reg. 13567 (2001), this is the
Administrative Law Judge's Initial Deteimination in thchlatter of Certain Integrated Circuits,
Processes for Making Same, and Products Containing Same, United States International Trade
Commission InvestigationNo. 337-TA-450. 19 C.F.R. $ 210.42(a).
The Administrative Law Judge hereby deteimines that no violation of section 337 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, has been found in the importation into the United States, the sale
for importation, or the sale within the United States after,impoi-tationof certain integrated

circuits or products containing same by reason of infiingement of claims 1, 2 or 8 of U.S. Letters
Patent 5,559,352, or claims 1, 3-16 or 19-21 0fU.S. Letters Patent 6,117,345.
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I.

BACKGROUND
A. Institution and Procedural History of This Investigation

On March 6, 2001, by publication of a Notice of Investigation in the Federal Register,
this investigation was instituted, pursuant to subsection (b) of section 337 of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended, to determine:
[WJhether there is a violation of subsection (a)(l)(B) of section 337
in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or
the sale within the United States after importation of certain
integrated circuits or products containing same by reason of
infringement o f claims 1,2, or 8 of U.S. Letters Patent 5,559,352 or
claims 1, 3-16, or 19-21 of U.S. Letters Patent 6,117,345, and
whether an industry in the United States exists as required by
subsection (a)(2) of section 337.
66 Fed. Reg. 13567 (2001).

The complainants are: United Microelectronics Coiporation, No. 3, Li-Hsin Road 2,
Science-BasedIndustrial Park, Hsinchu City, Taiwan (“UMC”); UMC Group (USA), 488 De
Guigne Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; and United Foundry Service, Inc., 1989 Route 52,
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533 (collectively, “Complainants”). Id.
The Commission named as the respondents: Silicon Integrated Systems Corp., No. 16,
Creation Road, Science-Based Industrial Park, Hsinchu City, Taiwan (“SiS-TW’); and Silicon
Integrated System Corporation, 240 Noi-th Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (“SiS-US”)
(collectively, “SiS” or “Respondents.”). Id.
Shival P. Viimani, Esq. of the Office of Unfair Import Investigations (“OUII”) was
designated as the Commission Investigative Attorney. Id.
On April 17,2001, the Administrative Law Judge issued Order No. 3, setting a target date
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of approximately 14 months for this investigation.
On November 7, 2001, a prehearing conference was held in this investigation. On that
date, the hearing on the question of violation of section 337 commenced. The hearing was
recessed on November 16,2001, to be reconvened on December 10,2001, for the primary
purpose of receiving additional evidence pertaining to Respondents’ new products. On
December 10,2001, the hearing reconvened. All testimony concluded and the hearing was
adjourned on December 12,2001.
On January 7,2001 , Order No. 16 extended the target date to 15 months.
On February 22,2002, the Administrative Law Judge issued Order No. 17, an initial
determination extending the target date for completion of this investigation to September 6 ,
2002. On March 13,2002, the Commission issued its Notice of a Commission Determination
Q

Not to Review an Initial Determination Extending the Target Date for Completion of the
Investigation.
All parties have submitted main and reply briefs, as well as proposed findings, with
respect to the November portion of the hearing, and also separate briefs and findings with respect
to the December portion of the hearing.’ The issues are now ripe for determination.
The following abbreviations may be used in this Initial Determination:

ALJ

-

Administrative Law Judge

ALJX

-

Administrative Law Judge Exhibit

On December 21,2001 ,Complainants filed their Motion for Leave to File Ei-rata Pages for
Post-Heating Brief for Hearing Completed November 16. Motion Docket No. 450-25. Attached
to the Motion are replacement pages for pages ii and 2 1of Complainants’ main post-hearing
brief. The replacement pages coi-rect non-substantive typographical ei-rors. Motion No. 450-25
is GRANTED.
2

cx

-

Complainants’ Exhibit

CPX

-

Complainants’ Physical Exhibit

Dep.

-

Deposition

EDIS FF

-

J x -

Electronic Document Imaging System
Finding(s) of Fact
Joint Exhibit

PCL

-

Proposed Conclusion of Law (CPCL, RPCL or SPCL)

PFF

-

Proposed FF (CPFF, RPFF or SPFF)

PRF

-

Proposed Reply or Rebuttal Finding (CPRF, RPFW or SPRF)

RPX

-

Respondents’ Physical Exhibit

R x -

Respondents’ Exhibit

sx

-

Commission Investigative Staff (OUII) Exhibit

Tr.

-

Transcript.

B.

The Products at Issue

The products at issue are integrated circuits that are made in Taiwan by SiS-TW.
SiS-TW chipsets containing integrated circuits have been sent by SiS-TW to SiS-US. Issues
have been raised in this investigation as to whether accused SiS integrated circuits contain an
electrostatic discharge (“ESD”) protection device covered by the asserted claim o f the ‘352
patent, whether accused SiS integrated circuits are made by a method covered by the asserted
claims of the ‘345 patent, and whether these patents are valid. All patties recognize that certain
SiS products have been modified over time, and that there may be old, current or newly designed
3

generations or versions of various SiS products that have the same or similar product
designations or codes. There are disputes as to whether certain SiS devices now infringe or ever
inftinged the asserted patent claim. There are disputes concerning the substance and materiality

of modifications to SiS devices, and whether certain
11.

avoid infiingement.

IMPORTATION OR SALE

On November 2,200 1,the Administrative Law Judge issued Order No. 15, which
consisted of an initial determination granting Complainants’ motion for s m a r y deteimination
on the importation issue, and an order denying Respondents’ motion for summary determination
of lack of importation. On December 3 and 5,2001, the Commission issued notices to the effect

that it would not review the initial determination contained in Order No. 15, thus making that
determination the determination of the Commission. See 66 Fed. Reg. 64061; 66 Fed. Reg
63409. Consequently, the importation or sale requirement of section 337 has been established

for purposes of this Initial Determination.

In.

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ‘352 PATENT

A finding as to infringement or non-infringement requires

two-step analytical appro Lh.

First, the claims of the patent must be construed as a matter of law to detemine their proper
scope. Second, a factual determination must be made as to whether the properly construed
claims read on the accused device. See Mnrkmnn v. WestviewInstruments. Inc., 52 F.3d 967,
976,979 (Fed. Cir.l995)(en banc), aff’d, 517 U.S. 370 (1996).
A.

Claim Construction
1.

The General Law Pertaining to the Interpretation of Patent Claims

To construe a claim, one first looks to the claim language. Pitney Bowes, Inc. Y .
4

Hewlett-Packard Co., 182 F.3d 1298, 1305 (Fed. Cir. 1999)( “The starting point for any claim
construction must be the claims themselves.”); Comark Communications, Inc. v. Harris Corp.,
156 F.3d 1182, 1 186 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (“The appropriate starting point ... is always the language of
the asserted claim itself” ). Then, one looks to the other intrinsic evidence, beginning with the
specification and concluding with the prosecution histoiy, if in evidence. Vitronics Corp. v.

Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996); Markman, 52 F.3d at 979 (“Claims
must be read in view of the specification, of which they are a part.”).
If the claim language is clear on its face, then a court’s consideration of other intrinsic

evidence is restricted to determining if a deviation from the clear language of the claims is
specified. Interactive Gift Express, Inc. v. CornpuserveInc., 231 F.3d 859, 865 (Fed. Cir. 2000).
A deviation may be necessary if, for example, “a patentee [has chosen] to be his own

lexicographer and use[s] t e r n in a manner other than their ordinary meaning.” Id. (quoting
Vitronics, 90 F.3d at 1582). Any such special definition given to a word must be clearly defined

in the specification. Markman, 52 F.3d at 980. A deviation may also be necessary if a patentee
has “relinquished [a] potential claim construction in an amendment to the claim or in an
argument to overcome or distinguish a reference.” Interactive Gift Express, 231 F.3d at 865
(quoting EZkay Mfg. Co.v. Ebco Mfg. Co., 192 F.3d 973,979 (Fed. Cir. 1999).

If the claim language is not clear on its face, then a court’s consideration of the remaining
intrinsic evidence is directed to resolving, if possible, the lack of clarity. Interactive Gift

Express, 231 F.3d at 865.

In looking to the specification to construe claim terms, care must be taken to avoid
reading “limitations appearing in the specification . . . into [the] claims.” Intervet Am.,Inc. v.
5

Kee-Vet Lab., Inc., 887 F.2d 1050, 1053 (Fed. Cir. 1989). Examples or embodiments appearing

in the written description may not be read into a claim. One looks “to the specification to
ascertain the meaning of the claim term as it is used by the inventor in the context of the entirety

of his invention,” and not merely to limit a claim teim. Cumark, 156 F.3d at 1186-87.

If the meaning of the claim limitation is apparent fiom the totality of the intrinsic
evidence, then the claim has been construed. If, however, a claim limitation remains unclear, one
may look to extrinsic evidence to help resolve the lack of ~ l a r i t y .Relying
~
on extrinsic evidence

to construe a claim is “proper only when the claim language remains genuinely ambiguous after
consideration of the intrinsic evidence.” Bell & Howell Document Mgmt. Prods. Co. v. Altek Sys.,
132 F.3d 701, 706 (Fed. Cir.1997); Yitronics, 90 F.3d at 1583-85 (“Such instances will rarely, if
ever, OCCU~.’~).
Extrinsic evidence may always be consulted, however, to assist in understanding
the underlying technology. See Pitney Bowes, 182 F.3d at 1309 (“[C]onsultation of extrinsic
evidence is particularly appropriate to ensure that [a judge’s] understanding of the technical
aspects of the patent is not entirely at variance with the understanding of one skilled in the art.”);

Yitronics, 90 F.3d at 1585 (“Had the district court relied on the expert testimony and other
extiinsic evidence solely to help it understand the underlying technology, we could not say the
district court was in err~r.~’).
Extrinsic evidence may never be used “for the purpose of varying
or contradicting the terms in the claims.” Markman, 52 F.3d at 98 1.
As stated in the in the Markman, opinion, “the focus in construing disputed terms in

Dictionaries are a form of extiinsic evidence with a special place in claim construction, and
may sometimes be considered along with the intrinsic evidence. See Yitronics, 90 F.3d at 1584
n.6 (stating that, although technically the court is fiee to consult dictionaries at any time to help
determine the meaning of claim terms, it may do so “so long as the dictionary definition does not
contradict any definition found in or ascertained by a reading of the patent documents”).
6

claim language is not the subjective intent of the parties to the patent contract when they used a
particular term. Rather the focus is on the objective test of what one of ordinary skill in the art at
the time of the invention would have understood the teim to mean.” 52 F.3d at 968. Accord

Huechst Celanese Curp. v. BP Chems.Ltd.,78 F.3d ‘I 575, 1578 (Fed. Cir. 1996)(The court
assigns a claim term the meaning that it would be given by persons experienced in the field of the

invention.).
2.

Interpretation of the Claims at Issue

As explained in the specification of the ‘352 patent (entitled “ESD Protection
Improvement”), the claimed “invention relates to the manufacture of highly dense integrated
circuits, and more particularly to input protection devices to protect attached integrated circuits
from damage due to electrostatic discharge.” CX-2/RX-l (‘352 Patent), col. 1, lines 16-19. As
hrther explained by the specification:
During handling and operation of integrated circuit devices using
Field Effect Transistor (FET)[31
technology, large electrostatic charges
can be transferred fi-omexternal contacts of the integrated circuit into
A field effect transistor, or “FET,” is a transistor with a source, a gate and a drain. Mr.
Peltzer succinctly defined an FET during the hearing, as follows:

Q

What is a field effect transistor?

Well, a field effect transistor is a typical MOS, that is a metal oxide silicon
transistor, or FET, field effect transistor, and contains three essential elements: A
source, a gate and a drain.
We have an addition to the structure as the technology has advanced, that in the
source region and the drain regions, typically nowadays we have what’s called a
lightly doped drain, which I explained in the tutorial is a small region of higher
resistivity which slows down electrons to keep them fi-omsticking in the oxide under
the gate. But the principal components are a source and a gate and a drain.
A

Peltzq Tr. 707.
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the interior of the circuit, causing damage andor destiuction to FET
devices within. In order to prevent such damage, workers in the field
have added input protection devices which are typically located
between the exteimal contacts and the FET devices. These protection
devices are designed to provide a path to safely discharge the
electrostatic charge and prevent damage to the inteinal FET devices.
Id. col. 1, lines 21 -3 1

The ‘352 patent specification provides some description of the related art, and states that
the principal object of the claimed invention, which is described in the patent as an improvement
to ESD protection technology, is “to provide a method for forming an ESD protection device
with a reduced junction breakdown voltage which improves the ESD characteristics of the
protection device.” Id. at col. 1, line 1, and lines 51-54.
Based on the allegations contained in the complaint, the notice of investigation covers
allegations that Respondents infi-ingeclaims 1 , 2 or 8 of the ‘352 patent. In their post-healing
filings, Complainants asserted each of those claims against Respondents. See Complainants’
Proposed Conclusions of Law for Hearing Completed November 16,200 1 at 14. The asserted
claims of the ‘352 patent are as follows:
1. An ESD protection device with reduced junction breakdown
voltage, connected to an integrated circuit which includes FET
devices, comprising:

a silicon substrate having a first conductivity type;
field oxide regions in and on said silicon substrate for isolation of
said ESD protection device;
a gate with adjacent spacers for said ESD protection device, between
said field oxide regions;
sourcejdrain regions for said ESD protection device between said gate
and said field oxide regions, with each source/drain region
8

comprising:
a first lightly implanted region having a second
conductivity type opposite to said first conductivity
type, under one of said spacers;
a heavier implanted region of the same conductivity
type as said first lightly implanted region, located
between said first lightly implanted region and one of
said field oxide regions;
a second lightly implanted region of same
conductivity type as said silicon substrate, centered
under said heavier implanted region.

ESD protection device o f claim 1 wherein said first
conductivity type is P-type, and said second conductivity type is
N-type.
2. The

8. An ESD protection circuit, having first and second ESD protection

devices, connected to an integrated circuit which includes FET
devices, and connected to an inputloutput pad, comprising:
a silicon substrate having a first conductivity type;
field oxide regions in and on said silicon substrate for isolation of
said ESD protection devices;
gates with adjacent spacers for each o f said ESD protection devices,
between said field oxide regions;
sourceldrain regions for said ESD protection devices between said
gates and said field oxide regions, with each sourceldrain region
comprising:

a first lightly implanted region having a second
conductivity type opposite to said first conductivity
type, under one of said spacers;
a heavier implanted region of the same conductivity
type as said frst lightly implanted region, located
9

between said first lightly implanted region and one of
said field oxide regions;
a second lightly implanted region of same
conductivity type as said silicon substrate, centered
under said heavier implanted region;
a first electrical connection between said input/output pad, said drain
regions of said first and second ESD protection devices, and said
integrated circuit;
a second electrical connection to ground of said gates of said first and
second ESD protection devices, and said source region of said second
ESD protection device; and
a third electrical connection, to a voltage source, of said source of
said first ESD protection device.

CX-2RX-l (‘352 Patent).
In order to interpret these claims, as discussed in the legal discussion in this section, one
must construe the patent claims as one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.
Thus, the first step in construing the claims of the ‘352 patent will be to determine the level of

ordinary skill in the art. There is no dispute that the relevant art pertains to ESD protection
devices, and that the hypothetical person of ordinary skill might have an educational background
in a technical discipline such as electrical engineering, physics - or as proposed by Respondents,
even chemical engineering or metallurgy.
A dispute has arisen, however, as to the level of education one of ordinary skill would

have, and the level of experience that one would have obtained. Based upon the testimony of
their expert, Mr. Peltzer, Respondents argue that a person of ordinary skill in the art relating to
the ‘352 patent is one who has a bachelor o f science degree or a master of science degree in
electrical engineering, physics, chemical engineering or metallurgy. See RPFF 12 (citing Peltzer
10

Tr. 707). Complainants specifically state their disagreement with Respondents’ argument, and
based upon the testimony of their expel?, Dr. Fair, Complainants argue that one of ordinary skill

in the art of ESD protection devices would have an advanced degree such as a master’s degree in
electrical engineering or physics, along with substantial experience in integrated circuit design
and device design. It is argued that this level of skill is required because of the very complex

nature of the subject matter involved in the ‘352 patent.4 See CRF 12 (citing Fair Tr. 139).
Complainants’ proposal, which requires a person to have more education and to have
substantial experience, is closer to the mark than Respondents’ proposal. An examination of the
Peltzer testified that one of
transcript portion relied upon by Respondents shows that MI-.
ordinaiy skill would have a bachelor’s of science or a master’s of science in a technical field, and
also “approximately two years of experience in the field.” Peltzer Tr. 707. Furthermore, the

overall testimony received in this investigation relating to the ‘352 patent demonstrated that the
patent is directed to persons with advanced education, who are experienced in relevant technical
fields, and who are responsible for making important design or manufacturing choices in the
production of integrated circuits. Consequently, it has been demonstrated that one of ordinary
skill in the art would have an advanced degree such as a master’s degree (or equivalent education

Dr.Fair testified on the question of ordinay skill, as follows:
Q Turning to the ‘352 patent now, Doctor, what would one of ordinay skill in the
art in the practice of the ‘352 patent have in the way of professional education and
training?

A It would be my experience that an advanced degree such as a master’s degree in
electrical engineering or physics would be required. This is a very complex subject.
With also substantial experience in integrated circuit design and device design.
Fair Tr. 139.
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or experience), in a field relevant to ESD technology, such as electrical engineering or physics,
and further, such a person would have substantial experience in integrated circuit and device
design.
With respect to the specific terms of the ‘352 patent claims that must be construed as one
skilled in the art, the parties have made various proposals and arguments. There is no dispute
that these claims pertain to a device, as described in the specification, which is designed to
protect a circuit &om damage due to electrostatic discharge, i.e., ESD. However, disputes have
arisen as to the precise meaning of numerous terms used in the asserted claims. To present their
divergent claim constructions in the briefs, the parties have divided the language used in the
asserted claims differently. Certain terms and concepts are clearly central to the issues presented
in the parties’ briefs and in this investigation generally, although there is substantial overlap
among the terms and phrases isolated by the parties.
Complainants cite proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law with respect to 16
specific t e i m or phrases found in the ‘352 patent claims. They argue that ‘‘[m]ost of the
differences in the parties’ claim constructions ai-ise out of Respondents’ effort to construe the
claims of the ‘352 patent as if an ESD protection device were limited to the structure of a single
MOS transistor, whereas Complainants construe the teim in the ‘352 patent as being applicable

to an ESD protection device which consists of one or more transistors.” Within that framework,
Complainants’ main post-hearing brief focuses specifically on the terms ‘‘gate,” “gate with
adjacent spacers” and “source/drain regions.” See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following
the November Hearing) at 13-16.
Respondents, in their main post-hearing brief, cite to proposed findings with respect to 17
12

terms or phrases, including “gate with adjacent spacers” (as the first item). They also brief the
meanings of the teims “source/drain regions” and “voltage source.” See Respondents’ PostHearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 8-12.
The Commission Investigative Staff briefs the teims: (1) “a gate . . .” (as used in claim 1)
and “gates with adjacent spacers” (as used in claim 8); (2) “source/drainregions and “each
source/drain region comprising” (as used in claims 1and 8); (3) “first and second ESD protection
devices” (as used in claim 8); and (4) “voltage source” (which is found in claim 8). See OUIl
Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 5-1 0.
Although the terms source, drain and gate -- and even voltage -- are common terms in
transistor technology, much of the conflicts in the parties’ proposed claim constructions center
around these terms, as well as basic questions about how the claimed invention may be
configured. The categories used by the Commission Investigative Staff in its main post-hearing
brief provide a sufficient framework for addressing these questions, and is used in the claim
construction discussion that f01lows.~

“a gate.

.. (as used in claim I ) and ‘?uta
”

with adjacent spacers” (as used in claim 8)

Complainants’ proposed claim construction does not equate the “gate” of a claimed ESD
protection device with the “gate” of a transistor. Complainants argue that neither independent
claim 1 nor independent claim 8 recites the presence of a single MOS transistor, nor is there any
reason to read such a limitation into the claims based on a preferred embodiment. Rather, it is
argued, those of ordinary skill in the art appreciate that an ESD protection device often is
Any specific questions of claim meaning that remain may be addressed with respect to
specific infringement or noninfi-ingement arguments made by the parties (as indeed some of the
parties’ briefing on infiingement questions touches upon examples of claim interpretation).
13

configured as a collection of multiple transistors connected in parallel, which act as one
transistor. Thus, Complainants argue that the term “gate” means a collection of gate electrodes
that are electrically coupled together to control the current of the transistors which make up the

ESD protection device. It is argued that similarly “gate with adjacent spacers” means that the
adjacent spacers are all of the spacers along the edges of the gate electrodes that collectively
make up the “gate” o f an ESD protection device. See, e.g., Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 14-15.
In contrast to Complainants’ proposal, Respondents argue that “a gate with adjacent
spacers” means a single, particular gate which forms in part a gate electrode for a field effect
transistor in the claimed ESD protection device. See, e.g. , Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 8.
The Commission Investigative Staff also argues that “a gate” refers to the gate of a single,
particular and specific FET. However, the Staff does not argue that claim I , which contains an
element directed toward “a gate with adjacent spacers for said ESD protection device” covers
only devices with one FET and thus one gate. See OUIl Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 5-6.
As the Commission Investigative Staff points out, ESD protection devices may contain

several FETs, and claim 1 uses the term “a gate” following the teim of art, “comprising,” and
thus may mean one or more gates. In order to resolve any ambiguity, it is proper to examine the
entire specification and prosecution histoiy. Id. at 5 (citing KC7 Corp. v. Kinetic Concepts, Inc.,
223 F.3d 1351, 1356-(Fed.Cir. 2001)).
The file history of the ‘352 patent shows that the applicants, through their attorney,
14

amended original divisional application claim 7 to replace “gates with adjacent spacers for said

ESD protection device,” with the language ‘‘agate with adjacent spacers for said ESD protection
device” See CX-4 (Preliminary Amendment, Application Paper No. 2)(emphasis added). In the
Remark to the Amendment, the applicants stated: “Please enter the above Preliminary
Amendment to the Divisional Patent Application that is enclosed. The amended claims are
believed to clarify the invention and put the application in condition for allowance.” CX-4
(Preliminary Amendment, Application Paper No. 2).
By this amendment, the applicants did not disclaim an ESD protection device with
multiple FETs, in which there would be multiple gates associated with these FETs.
Nevertheless, the applicants have clearly disclaimed a claim construction that equates “a gate”
with what may be multiple gates of an ESD protection device’s FETs.
Indeed, as enabled by the ‘352 patent specification, the language “a gate” and “gates with
adjacent spacers” both refer to a single, particular gate for a specific transistor, with each single,
particular gate having a spacer on the left and the right-hand sides of the gate. See CX-2 (‘352
Patent), col. 2, lines 10-1 1 ,20-27, 54-56, Figs. 3, 7; Peltzer Tr. 710, 719-720. A gate
interconnect does not mean a collection of gate electrodes, as argued by Complainants.6
Consequently, “a gate” must be associated with a specific FET. Furthermore, due to the
applicants’ amendment, there is no range of equivalents for “a gate” beyond the literal meaning,
inasmuch as the term “a gate” represents claim language that was amended and narrowed (to
require that “each source/drain region” includes, inter alia, a second lightly implanted region) for

As Mr.Peltzer, Respondents’ expert witness testified, a gate interconnect attaches plural
gates together and is, therefore, not part of the gate. See Peltzer Tr. 780.
15

reasons of patentability. See Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogvo Kabushiki Co., Ltd., 234
F.3d 558, 574 (Fed. Cir. 2000), cert. granted, -- U.S.-- 121 S.Ct. 2519, 150 L.Ed.2d 692 (2OOl).’
With regard to the word “gates” in claim 8, this limitation must be construed as two or
more gates in which each of the gates has a field oxide region on each side. Such a construction

A review of the ‘352 patent prosecution histoiy shows that as a Preliminary Amendment,
the action taken by the applicants in amending application claim 7 (claim 1, as issued) might be
characterized as voluntary or largely unexplained (even though the Remarks, discussed, infra,
explain that in general the amendment was for the purposes of clarification and patentability).
Nevertheless, the amendment serves to inform those who seek the metes and bounds of the
claimed invention that the applicants superseded, or gave up, the “gates” language in the claim in
favor of the term “gate.”
In the Festo case, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit outlined a series of question to
be resolved en banc. The answers to those questions clearly indicate that any amendment for the
pui-poses of patentability, including the Preliminary Amendment in question in this investigation,
would foreclosure application of the doctrine of equivalents with respect to claim language that
was the subject of the amendment. The Federal Circuit held in part:

We begin with a brief synopsis of our answers to the en banc questions and a
summary of how those answers affect the disposition of this appeal. In response to
En Banc Question 1, we hold that “a substantial reason related to patentability” is not
limited to overcoming prior art, but includes other reasons related to the statutory
requirements for a patent. Therefore, an amendment that narrows the scope of a
claimfor any reason related to the statutory requirementsfor apatent will give rise
to prosecution history estoppel with respect to the amended claim element. In
response to En Banc Question 2, we hold that “voluntary”claim amendments are
treated the same as other claim amendments; therefore, any voluntary amendment
that narrow the scope of a claimf o r a reason related to the statutory requirements
for apatent will give rise toprosecution history estoppel with respect to the amended
claim element. In response to En Banc Question 3, we hold that when a claim
amendment creates prosecution history estoppel, no range of equivalents is available
for the amended claim element. In response to En Banc Question 4, we hold that
“unexplained amendments are not entitled to any range of equivalents. We do not
reach En Banc Question 5, for reasons which will become clear in our discussion of
the specific case before us.
’I

234 F.3d at 564-64 (footnote omitted concerning the use of the tetm “element” in the en banc
questions to mean limitation expressed in claim language)(emphasis added).
16

is consistent with the teachings of the ‘352 speclfication, which shows that the devices at issue

are symmetrically fabricated. See CX-2, col. 2, lines 43-46, Fig. 1. In the embodiment depicted

in Figure 1, oxide regions (item 16) are formed on each side of the gate. Id., col. 2, lines 46-49,
Fig. 1.

%ourcddrain regions” and “each sourcddrain region comprising” (as used in claims
I and 8)
Complainants argue that “sowce/drain regions” is a broad term, as demonstrated by its
use in the specification of the ‘352 patent, and by the term’s use in U.S. Patent No. 5,142,345 to
Kazuaki Miyata, cited in the background of the ‘352 patent,

With respect to their use of the Miyata patent in their proposed claim construction,
Complainants cite Arthur A. Collins, Inc. v. Northern Telecom Ltd., 216 F.3d 1042 (Fed. Cir.
2000), in which the Federal Circuit stated: “When prior art that sheds light on the meaning of a

term is cited by the patentee, it can have particular value as a guide to the proper construction of
the term, because it may indicate not only the meaning of the teim to persons skilled in the art,
but also that the patentee intended to adopt that meaning.”). It is argued that the Miyata patent is
cited in the ‘352 patent specification, and thus shows that Miyata’s allegedly broad use of the
teim “source/drain region” was adopted by the ‘352 patentee. In particular, Complainants argue
that the Miyata patent uses the term “source/drain region” to refer to the source region, or the
drain region, or to the combination of both the source and the drain region, of a transistor.

Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 15- 16.
Complainants argue hrther that inasmuch as an ESD protection device can contain more
than one transistor, the “source/drain regions” of an ESD protection device refers to the source
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regions or the drain regions, or the combination of both source and drain regions collectively, of
.

all of the transistors that comprise the ESD protection device. It is argued that use of the plural
“source/drain regions” requires only that, among all of the transistors that comprise the ESD
protection device, the implants specified in the 5th, 6th and 7th elements of claim 1 be found in
two or more source regions or drain regions, or the combination of source and drain regions
collectively, in these transistors. See Id. at 16.
Respondents argue that inasmuch as the phrase “source/drain regions” in claim 1 must be
construed consistently with the phrase in claim 8 and because in claim 8 the phrase “source/drain
regions” must include a “source region” and a “drain region” for each ESD,claim 1requires that
the particular gate have both a “source region” and a “drain region” and further that each of the
regions has the “second lightly implanted region of same conductivity type as said silicon
substrate” (e.g., the PESD implant). Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 11-12. Respondents argue that the description of the prior art in the ‘352 patent is at
best ambiguous on the source/drain question. With particular reference to the Miyata patent, it is
argued that the Miyata patent is extrinsic evidence and should be ignored unless the term
“source/drain”were somehow found to be indefinite. Id. at 12.
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that the intrinsic evidence requires
“source/drain regions” be construed to cover both sides of an individual FET’s gate. It is argued
that as such, “sourcddrain regions” refers to the source region on one side of the gate and also to
the drain region on the other side of that gate, with the teim “source/drain regions” (a plural tam)

thus referring to the source and drain regions associated with a single FET’s gate. OUII PostHearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 7-8.
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There are ambiguities in the plain claim language. However, the Commission
Investigative S t a r s proposed construction is supported by the prosecution history. In a
Preliminary Amendment, original divisional application claim 7 (issued as claim 1) was
amended, in pertinent part, as shown:
source/drain regions for said ESD protection device between said gate and said
field oxide regions, with each source/drain region comprising:
CX-4 (Preliminary Amendment, Application Paper No. 2 )(added claim language underlined in

original).
By amendment, the term “each” was added to claim 1 to require that every source and
every drain region

of each FET that makes up the ‘352 protection device have a (1) “first lightly

implanted region,” (2) “a heavier implanted region,” and (3) “a second lightly implanted region.”
CX-2, col. 5, lines 19-29 (claim 1). Indeed, the claim provides “source /drain regions” in the
plural. The three implants at col. 5, lines 19-29, are for each and every source/drain region of
each and every transistor that is included in the ‘352 protection device.
Claim 1 should not be construed to be limited to an ESD protection circuit with a single
FET. Rather, claim 1 describes the characteristics of each and every FET of a single protection
device in which each and every one of these FETs’ source and drain regions has the three
implants disclosed in the claims. The applicants’ Amendment during prosecution of the ‘352
patent merely allowed claim 1 to cover two types of protection devices, those with a single FET
and those with multiple FETs. However, each of these FETs’ source and drain regions have
identical implants associated with the source and drain, and the language of the Amendment does
convey a different meaning. Therefore, this Preliminaiy Amendment (regardless of whether it is
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best described as a broadening or a narrowing of the claim language) does not support

Complainants’ argument that “source/drain regions” refers to different regions of different FETs
(e.g.,the source region of one FET and the drain region of another). There is nothing in the ‘352

specification to support such a construction.
Indeed, according to Complainants, the “source/drain regions” limitation “collectively’’
refers to the source/drain regions of a protection device that consist of multiple transistors. See
Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 15-16. By using the
term “collectively” in its interpretation of “sourceldrain region^,^' Complainants attempt to read
this limitation to cover the source from one transistor of the ESD protection device and drain
from another transistor of the ESD protection device. Alteinatively, Complainants would have
this limitation cover a pair of sources or a pair of drains, wherein each one of these source or
drain pairs may be from different transistors.
Neither the intrinsic nor the extrinsic evidence supports Complainants’ proposed claim
construction. As explained by the Commission Investigative Staff in its proposed findings of fact
for the November hearing (see SPFF 26-48), several processing steps are taken to manufacture an

ESD protection device covered by the ‘352 patent and the FETs protected by that device. CX- 2,
col. 1, line 50 to col. 2, h e 29; item 10 in Fig. 6; item 12 in Fig. 6 .’ According to the patent,
these processing steps are performed on each side of the gate and, therefore, produce source and
drain regions with symmetrical implants.
First, the ESD protection device (item 10) and the internal E T device (i.e.,the circuit

* Figures 1-7 illustrate a total of two FETs, items 10 and 12. CX-2 (‘353 Patent), col. 2,
lines 40-43. Item 10 is the ESD protection device and item 12 is the circuit or device being
protected. Id.
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being protected (item 12)) “are formed at the same time on a single P-substrate (item 14).” CX-2
(‘352 Patent), col. 2, lines 43-46, Fig.

Next, after the gate (20) is formed (CX-2, col. 2, lines

46-56, Fig. l), N- material is implanted on each side of the gate (;.e., the first ion implant). This
implant forms the source and drain regions for both the protection device (item 10) and the
internal FET device (item 12). CX-2, col. 2, lines 57-62, Fig. 2. Then, an insulating layer of
SiO, (silicon dioxide), which is initially deposited over the entire substrate surface. (CX-2, col. 2,
lines 63-67), is later etched away to form two sets of spacers (items 24): one set for the ESD
protection device and another set for the FET device being protected. CX-2, col. 2, line 63 to
col. 3, line 2, Fig. 3. Afterward, a heavy ion implant is performed with respect to both the ESD
protection device and the device being protected (;.e., there is a heavy ion implant on each side of
the gate for the ESD protection device and each side of the gate for the device being protected).
CX-2, col. 3, lines 3-7, Fig. 4. Subsequently, the SiO, insulating layer (item 30), which was
previously formed over the entire structure (CX-2, col. 2, lines 63-67; col. 3, lines 12-15, Fig. 5),
is etched on both sides of the gate for only the ESD protection device. CX-2, col. 3, lines 15-20.
As a result, contact openings (item 32) are formed above each source and each drain region

(items 28) of the protection device (item lo), but not above the source and drain regions of the
device being protected (item 12). CX-2, col.3, lines 18-21, Fig. 5. Next, a photoresist (item 34)
masks only the openings (item 32) of the FET device (item 12) being protected (CX-2, col. 3,

lines 23-25, Fig. 6), but not the openings above the ESD protection device, and a light ion
implant of opposite conductivity (P-) is performed (items 36). CX-2, col. 3, lines 22-27, Fig. 6.

“P-substrate” refers to conductivity-type of the substrate. See, e.g., CX-2 (‘352 Patent),
claims 1 and 2.
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Nothing in the ‘352 patent provides that any ofthe ESD protection device’s contact
openings are masked. All of the ESD devices’ sources and drains receive a “light implant.”
There is no intrinsic (or extrinsic) evidence that indicates that only certain of the protection
device’s openings receive an implant, whereas others do not

-- the photoresist (item 34 in Fig. 6)

is not applied in such a manner. The symmetrical fabrication process makes it clear that the
source and drain region of each the ESD protection device’s transistors have “a second lightly
implanted region.”
According to Complainants, however, the ‘352 patent only requires that some of the ESD
protection device’s transistors’ have sources with a second lightly implanted region, whereas the
drains do not have such an implant; or, alternatively, some of the transistors have drains with a

second lightly implanted region, whereas the sources do not have such an implant. In other
words, Complainants assert that so long as the ESD protection device contains at least two
“lightly implanted regions,” regardless of whether or not they are associated with the same gate,
the “source/drain regions” limitations of claims I and 8 are met. complainants’ Post-Hearing
Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 16 (“[tlhe use of [this limitation] only requires that,
among all of the transistors that comprise the ESD protection device, the implants specified in
the 5th, 6th and 7th elements of claim 1 be found in two or more source regions or drain regions,
or the combination of source and drain regions collectively, in these transistors.”).
Complainants’ proposed claim construction cannot be accepted. With regard to the
intrinsic evidence, if Complainants’ proposed claim construction were correct, one would expect
the ‘352 patent to contain a teaching or embodiment in which the insulating layer (item 30) is
formed over (1) some -- but not all -- of the source regions of the device being protected, or (2)
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some -- but not all -- of the drain regions of the device being protected. CX-2(‘352 Patent), col.
3 , lines 12-20, Fig. 5. That such a teaching is not present within the ‘352 patent is reflected in

the hearing testimony of Complainants’ expert witness:
Q Can you show me where in the patent it -- one would understand
that one of ordinary skill could block the opening 32 [with
photoresist] on just one side of the gate but not the other?
A I don’t think there’s any specific teaching in the patent for that to

happen.

***
Q But you can’t find any embodiment whatsoever in the ‘352 patent
that says one of these openings can be blocked; isn’t that correct?
A I believe that would be correct. There’s no specific teaching.
Fair Tr. 356-357.

In summary, the intrinsic and extrinsic evidence require a claim construction in which the
term “source/drain regions” refers to: (1) each and every source of each and every transistor for
the ESD protection device, and (2) each and every drain of each and every transistor for the ESD
protection device. As such, the ‘352 patent claims must be construed to require that all of the
sources and all of the drains of the ESD protection devices’ transistors have “a lightly implanted
region.”

6prstand second ESDprotection devices” (as used in cluim 8)
Claim 8 pertains to “[aln ESD protection circuit, having first and second ESD protection
devices, connected to an integrated circuit which includes FET devices . . . ‘‘ comprising, among
other things, “source/drain regions for said ESD protection devices between said gates and said
field oxide regions . . . .”
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Complainants argue that the argument they made regarding claim 1 applies with greater
force to claim 8 because in claim 8 source/drain region is referred to in the plural. See, e.g.,
CPCL 37-40; CPFF 416-417.
Respondents proposed construction of claim 8 is also consistent with its construction of
claim 1. In general, it is argued that the phrase “source/drain regions” in claim 8 must include a
“source region” and a “drain region” for each ESD. Furthermore, Respondents argue that if
claim 8 were construed to require multiple gates for each ESD device, the Patent Examiner
would have rejected the application as not illustrating the claimed invention and would have
rejected claim 8 as not supported by the specification (pursuant to M.P.E.P. 8 706.03(c)) because
such an arrangement is not illustrated in the ‘352 patent nor is there any support in the
specification for such an arrangement. See Respondents’ P ost-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 10-11.
The Commission Investigative Staff also argues that claim 8 must be construed in a
manner that is consistent with the construction of claim 1. Thus,the Staff argues that inasmuch
as the terms “each” and “source/drain regions” are present in both claim 1 and claim 8 the phrase

in claim 8’s preamble, “first and second ESD protection devices,” should be construed to mean

that the devices have four implants @e.,two sources and two drains). See OUII Post-Hearing
Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 9-10.
Claim 8 was not amended. Rather, it was added in the Preliminary Amendment which
changed the wording of claim 1. Accordingly, there are differences as well as obvious
symmetries between claim 1 and claim 8. It is agreed by all parties that the claim terms were
used in a generally consistent manner among the claims of the ‘352 patent, albeit claim 1 is
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directed toward “[aln ESD protection device,” claim 8 is expanded to cover “an ESD protection
circuit, having first and second ESD protection devices.” The only consistent and logical reading
of the terms o f claim 8, as acknowledged by the parties, in view of the proper construction o f

claim 1, discussed above, is that “first and second ESD protection devices,” should be construed
to mean that these devices have four implants (i.e., two sources and two drains), and that each

ESD protection device has one source and one drain.
%oltage source’’
Complainants argue that the term “voltage source” (which is found in claim 8 of the ‘352
patent) is not defined in the ‘352 patent or its file history, nor is it a commonly used term.
Complainants rely on the EZectronic Engineers ’Handbook, which defines voltage source as “a
low impedance point within the circuit which can serve as an internal voltage supply.” (CX746C, tab 2 at p. 8-47), and on Network Analysis, which states that “if in some manner the
terminal voltage is made equal to zero, the source behaves as a short circuit” (Id. at tab 3, p. 27),
to argue that a voltage source may achieve ground potential. Complainants further argue that a
voltage source may source or sink current while maintaining its terminal voltage, and thus, that
the voltage source can be grounded and still constitute a “voltage source” as that term is used in
claim 8. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 14; CPCL
4l(citing CPFF 419-422).
By contrast, Respondents argue that the t a m “voltage source” used in claim 8 means the
supply voltage to the integrated circuit (conventionally referred to as ‘‘VcC,’’).It is argued that
although Complainants attempt somehow find a way to construe “voltage source” to mean
connected to “ground” m order to read claim 8 on the accused devices, the term “voltage sowce”
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means a source of energy, which cannot be ground. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 11-12.
The Commission Investigative Staff, argues that “voltage sourcey’should be construed as
the operating voltage of the circuits shown in Figures 8 and 9 of the ‘352 patent. See OUII
Post-Hearing Brief at 10 (citing Peltzer Tr. 765-767).
Complainants’ proposed claim construction must be rejected in favor of that proposed by
Respondents and the Commission Investigative Staff. The StaPs reference to the example
provided by the specification of the ‘352 patent is illustrative of the term’s meaning.
Furthermore, the extrinsic evidence provided by Respondents’ expert was persuasive in that
equating a voltage source with ground would be unreasonable and disfavored by an engineer of
ordinary skill.” See Peltzer Tr. 767-778.” Accordingly, the term “voltage source” is construed

lo

On the subject of voltage source, MI-.
Peltzer testified in part, as follows:
BY MR.HOVANEC:
Q Now, Mr. Peltzer, you heard Dr. Fair testify that an equivalent circuit to that
shown in figure 8 is a circuit having VCC connected to ground. Do you have
any opinion about that statement by Dr.Fair?

Well, that’s veiy strained. IfVCC is connected to ground, VCC,ifit were for
example a battery, the VCC would short to ground and you would drain the
battery, or certainly have a lot of cwent between the VCC and ground, the
voltage supply and ground.
Q In a desktop computer, if VCC were connected to ground, what would
happen?
A Parts of it would melt, the batteiy would drain. It would be veiy awkward.

Q Would any reasonable engineer ever connect VCC to ground?

(continued...)
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to refer to a source of energy or, more specifically, an operating voltage. “Voltage source”
cannot be construed to mean “ground’ or “connected to ground.”

B.

Infringement Determination

Literal inf+ingementof a claim occurs when every limitation recited in the claim appears
in the accused device, i.e., when “the properly construed claim reads on the accused device
exactly.” Arnhil Enfers.,Ltd. v. Wuwu, Inc., 81 F.3d 1554, 1562 (Fed. Cir.1996); Southwall Tech.
v. Cardinal IG

Co., 54 F.3d 1570, 1575 (Fed Cir. 1995).

If a product does not literally infringe an asserted patent claim, it may still be found to
infringe under the doctrine of equivalents, which prevents an accused infringer from avoiding
liability for infiingement by changing only minor or insubstantial details of a claimed invention
while retaining the invention’s essential identity. See Festo, 234 F.3d at 558, 564 (citing Graver
Tank & Mfg. Co.v. Linde Air Prods. Co.,339 U.S.605, 608 (1950)). The deteimination of

equivalence should be applied as an objective inquiry on an element-by-element basis. The
so-called “triple identity” test -- which focuses on the b c t i o n served by a particular claim
element, the way that element serves that function, and the result thus obtained by that element -is a suitable method for deteirnining equivalence with respect to some devices, e.g., certain
mechanical devices. It often, however, provides a poor framework for analyzing other products

lo

(...continued)
A Not intentionally. You might for a party, fireworks.

Peltzer Tr. 767-768. See aho Peltzer 768-769 (discussing V,, and the power supply
illustrated in Figure 9 of the ‘352 patent specification).
In addition, the sources relied upon by Dr. Fair for his proposal were dated well before the
filing date of the patent, including a textbook admittedly published before the invention of
integrated circuits. See Fair Tr. 249.
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or processes. The particular linguistic fi-ameworkused is less important than whether the test is
probative of the essential inquiry, which is whether or not the accused product or process
contains elements identical or equivalent to each claimed element of the patented invention.

Warner-Jenkinson Co., Inc. v. HiIton Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17,39-40 (1997).
The doctrine o f equivalents attempts to strike a balance between ensuring that the
patentee enjoys the full benefit of his patent and ensuring that the claims give “fair notice” of the
patent’s scope. Prosecution history estoppel is one tool that prevents the doctrine of equivalents

fiom vitiating the notice function of claims. Thus, actions by the patentee, including claim
amendments and arguments made before the Patent Office, may give rise to prosecution history
estoppel. Prosecution history estoppel precludes a patentee from obtaining under the doctrine of
equivalents coverage o f subject matter that has been relinquished during the prosecution of its
patent application. The logic of prosecution history estoppel is that the patentee, during
prosecution, has created a record that fairly notifies the public that the patentee has surrendered
the right to claim particular matter as within the reach of the patent. Festo, 234 F.3d at 564-65.
If the patent holder demonstrates that an amendment required during prosecution had a
purpose unrelated to patentability, a court must consider that purpose in order to decide whether
an estoppel is precluded. Where the patent holder is unable to establish such a purpose, a court

should presume that the purpose behind the required amendment is such that prosecution history
estoppel would apply. Warner-Jenkinson,520 U.S. at 40-41.
A party alleging infi-ingement has the burden of proving infringement by a preponderance
of the evidence. Envirotech Corp. v. Al George. Inc., 730 F.2d 753,758 (Fed. Cir.1984);

Hughes Aircrnft Co.v. Unitedstates, 717 F.2d 1351, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 1983). The question o f
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infringement of properly interpreted claims is one of fact. Mannesmann Demag Corp.v.
Engineered Metal Pro&. Co., 793 F.2d 1279, 1282 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

In this investigation, Complainants assert that the accused devices infringe claims 1, 2
and 8 of the ‘352 patent, either literally or under the doctrine o f equivalents. The accused
E5 model ESD transistor, SiS’s new

devices contain SiS’s old
E5 transistor, SiS’s

E6 model ESD transistor, or SiS’s

E7 model ESD transistor. See CPCL 54-57; Stipulation to Further Revise the Prehearing
Schedule (Oct. l6,2001)(EDIS Document IdentificationNo. 2001 10160020), 77 21,23; Letter o f
Shival P. Virrnani, Esq. (October l7,2001)(EDIS Document Identification No. 2001 10170034).
For the purposes o f this investigation, Respondents stipulated that they would not contest
infringement of the ‘352 patent by the SiS’s old

E5 model ESD transistor.

Complainants and Respondents also stipulated that if Respondents’ E6 model ESD transistor
is found not to infringe claim 1 of the ‘352 patent, then neither does
claim 1 read on the new

E5 model ESD transistor; and further that if Respondents’

E6 model ESD transistor is found to infringe claim 1 of the ‘352 patent, then claim 1 also reads

E5 model ESD transistor. See Id.

on the new

Complainants argue that all sets of ESD circuit diagrams produced by Respondents

l2

and that if their proposed construction of a gate is accepted (in which the

12

*

(continued...)
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term “gate” encompasses a collection of gate electrodes electrically connected in parallel), then
each of the gate electrodes in the accused devices has a source/drain region containing all of the
implants in the 5th through 7th elements of claim 1, with the ESD protection device having at
least three source/drain regions, thereby satisfylng the plural source/drain element of claim 1. It

is further argued that Dr. Fair’s testimony established that all of the other elements of claims 1, 2
and 8 are literally present in the accused circuits. Complainants take the position that adoption of
their proposed construction of the term “gate” supports a finding of literal infringement of claims
1,2 and 8 of the ‘352 patent.13 See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief at 18 (citing CPFF 5 17518).

Respondents argue that independent claims 1and 8 of the ‘352 patent set forth, in part, ‘‘a
first lightly implanted region having a second conductivity type opposite to said first conductivity
type, under one of said spacers,” and they further recite, in part, “a second lightly implanted
region of same conductivity type as said silicon substrate, centered under said heavier implanted
region.” It is argued that according to the proper claim construction, the “second lightly
implanted region” must be present for both the source and drain regions of the same gate of the

l2

(...continued)

on similar arguments, Complainants also argue that their own ESD protection
devices, which consist of [
J practice the ‘352 patent. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 18 n.8 (citing CPFF 525). For the reasons stated, in&,
claims of the ‘352 patent do not read literally on such devices.
l3 Based
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the

ESD device, and that such is not the case with any of SiS’s new E5,E6 or E7 model ESD
transistors. Thus, Respondents argue, the accused devices in dispute do not literally infringe any
asserted claims of the ‘352 patent. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 12- 13 (citing RPFF 264-284; RX-1 (‘352 Patent), claims 1 and 8).
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that there cannot be literal infringement of the
asserted ‘352 patent claims because unless one accepts Complainants’ proposed interpretation of
the term “gate,” there is nothing in the ‘352 patent that teaches or suggests that the “source/drain
regions” limitation of claims 1 and 8 refers to the source region of one transistor and the drain
regions associated with another transistor. See OUII Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 7-8.
As acknowledged by all parties, a determination of literal infiingement as to any of the

disputed accused devices depends upon the proper construction of the asserted claims,
particularly the term “gate” in independent claim 1 (which necessarily also affects the
construction of other teims, including “a first lightly implanted region,” a “second lightly
implanted region, and the term “gates” in claim 8). As discussed above, Complainants’ proposed
interpretation of the term “gate” has not been adopted. It is therefore found that the term “gate,”
as used in claim 1,would not be understood by one of ordinary skill to refer to an ESD protection

device comprising multiple transistors with a single gate. Rather, the patent’s disclosures are all
limited to circuits fabricated symmetrically so that each and every source and each and every
drain of each and every transistor has a “lightly implanted region.”
Consequently, none of the contested accused devices literally infringes any asseited claim
of the ‘352 patent. Nevertheless, Complainants also contend that application of the doctrine of
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equivalents shows infringement by Respondents.
Complainants first argue that prosecution histoiy estoppel does not apply in this case
because claim 1 was not narrowed during the prosecution. It is argued that the Preliminary
Amendment concerning application claim 7 (issued claim 1) did not follow a prior art or other
rejection, nor was there ever a prior art rejection of the claims presented in the parent to the
application that matured into the ‘352 patent. Complainants argue that inasmuch as the original
form of application claim 7 recited at least four “source/drain regions,” and issued claims 1 and 8

of the ‘352 patent recite two or more source/drain regions, application claim 7 did not read on the
embodiment illustrated in Fig. 7 of the ‘352 patent, although it is undisputed that issued claim 1
of the ‘352 patent reads on that figure. Thus, Complainants argue, original claim 7 was amended

in a manner that broadened the claim, rather than narrowed it.
Second, Complainants argue that [

1l4
l4

While Mr. Peltzer testified that connecting two transistors in parallel would be the
hctional equivalent of increasing the size of the single transistor in the ESD protection
device, fiom the standpoint of increasing the current-cmying capacity of an ESD
protection device, he did not testify that in all other respects two transistors in parallel are
the equivalent of a single transistor. In fact, his testimony indicates that in the two
different structures, there could be other relevant areas, aside from current-cmying
capacity, that would not be equivalent. Mr.Peltzer testified in part:
Q And do you select only one gate to read claim 1 on an infi-ingingdevice
when there’s more than one gate contained within an ESD protection
(continued.,.)
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(...continued)
device?
A Well, I understand the term “a gate” not to be limiting, but there must be
a particular gate which has the properties identified in claim 1.

Q Now, you testified yesterday that when you use the word “equivalent,”
you don’t speak in terms of its legal meaning but for you it means the
same or identical; coiTect?

A Yes, the common terminology as opposed to the legal interpretation.

Q Ifyou want to increase the current-carrying capacity of an ESD protection

device, you could connect a second transistor in parallel or you could
physically increase the size of a single transistor; correct?

A Yes.

Q And connecting

two transistors in parallel would be the bctional
equivalent of increasing the size of the single transistor in the ESD
protection device; correct?

A Connecting two transistors in parallel would have the same gross effect.

It would differ slightly in minor effects.

Q

It would be the functional equivalent of increasing the size of the single
transistor in the ESD protection device; coi-rect?

A Yes, in the sense that you could sink more current.

Q It would be the functional equivalent, would it not, Mr. Peltzer‘?
A Well, I think I responded, or I hope I responded. In the major effect of

sinking more cull’ent, that’s correct. But there will be minor differences such
as if there’s increased resistance in the interconnect, the devices when they
tum on, they turn on and form parasitic devices. The parasitic devices turn
on.

So the actual function of one of these ESD circuits is really quite
complicated, after a charge is received. To connect two transistors in
parallel and expect it to operate exactly like a single transistor, that
(continued...)
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Respondents argue that according to proper claim construction, the “second lightly
implanted region” must be present for both the source and drain regions of the same gate of the

ESD device, which is not the case with SiS’s new E5, E6, or E7 model ESD transistors. It is
argued that there is no literal infringement of claims 1 or 8 of the ‘352 patent, nor can there be
infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. Respondents argue that contrary to
Complainants’ assertions, the Preliminary Amendment in fact narrowed the scope of application
claim 7 because the phrase “gates with adjacent spacers”in the oiiginal application claim was
replaced with the phrase “a gate with adjacent spacers,” to require that “each source/drain
region” includes, inter alia, a second lightly implanted region. It is hrther argued that in the
Remarks to the Amendment, the attorney (who was also the attoiney of record for the parent
application) stated that “[tlhe amended Claims are believed to clarifl the invention and put the
application in condition for allowance,” clearly showing that the amendment was made for the
purpose of patentability, and thus foreclosing application of the doctrine of equivalents.
Respondents’ Post-Heaing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 13-14.
In addition, Respondents argue that their devices are of the type disclosed by certain prior
art references, and that a patentee cannot assert an equivalent that would encompass the prior art,

Id. at 15(citing WiZson Sporting Goods Co. v. Geoflrey & Assocs., 904 F.2d 677, 684 (Fed. Cir.

(...continued)
may not occur, because of the activation of these secondmy devices.

These devices are quite complicated in their operation after the ESD
event has occuil-ed.
Peltzer Tr. 980-981 (emphasis added).
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1990)). Thus, it is argued, there can be no infringement under the doctrine of equivalents.

The Commission Investigative Staff similarly argues that the amendment to application
claim 7 (issued claim 1) narrowed the scope of the claim, and was made for purposes of
patentability, thus precluding infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. OUII Post-Hearhg
Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 11-12.
As discussed above with respect to claim construction, the Preliminary Amendment to
application claim 7 (issued claim 1) was made for patentability reasons and natrowed the
limitation, thereby creating an estoppel. During prosecution of the ‘352 patent application,
Complainants’ patent attorney filed Remarks with the PTO in which he pointed out that “the
amended claim are believed to clarify the invention and put the application in condition for
allowance.” Thus, the amendment sought, at the least, to avoid a rejection (possible under
‘

section 112 due to lack of clarity), and in any event “put the application in condition for
allowance,” i.e., for reasons of patentability. See Festo, 234 F.3d 558, 566 ( “a ‘substantial
reason related to patentability’ is not limited to overcoming or avoiding prior art, but instead
includes any reason which relates to the statutory requirements for a patent”).
Inasmuch as “a gate” was amended for patentability reasons, there is no range of
equivalents for that claim 1 limitation. Furthermore, neither is claim 8 infringed under the
doctrine of equivalents [

ii5
Complainants also argue that if their devices are not found to practice the ‘352 patent
literally, then the devices should be found to practice the patent under the doctrine of equivalents.
However, Complainants state that the proposed application of the doctrine of equivalents is
similar to that used with respect to Respondents’ devices. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief
(continued...)
l5
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IV.

VALIDITY OF THE ‘352 PATENT
A patent is presumed to be valid. 35 U.S.C. 9 282; DMIInc. v. Deere & Co., 802 F.2d

421 (Fed. Cir. 1986). Although a complainant has the burden of proving a violation of Section
337, it can rely upon the presumption of validity, which a respondent must overcome by clear
and convincing evidence. Checkpoint Systems, Inc. v. United States Int ’E Trade Comm ’n, 54

F.3d 756, 761 (Fed. Cir. 1995).
Respondents allege that the asserted claims of the ‘352 patent are invalid due to
anticipation andor obviousness. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 1-9. Certain arguments made by Respondents would apply if Complainants’
proposed claim construction were to be adopted. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 6.
The Commission Investigative Staff alleges that claims 1and 2 of the ‘352 patent are
invalid due to anticipation under 35 U.S.C. 9 102. The Cornmission Investigative Staff does not
support Respondents’ obviousness allegations under 35 U.S.C.

9

103. OUII Post-Hearing Brief

(Following the November Hearing) at 12-18.
Complainants oppose the invalidity aliegations of the other parties. See Complainants’
Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 39-43; Complainants’Post-Hearing
l5 (...continued)
(Following the November Hearing) at 20. For the reasons stated, supra, the doctiine of
equivalents cannot be used to read the claims of the ‘352 patent onto structures such as those
found in Respondents’ and Complainants’ devices. Consequently, inasmuch as Complainants’
devices have not been shown to practice any claim of the ‘352 patent either literally or under the
doctrine of equivalents, the technical element of the domestic industry requirement is not
satisfied. The statutory requirements of section 337 concerning a domestic industry, as well as a
discussion of the economic element of the domestic industry requirement, are discussed, infra, in
section VII.
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Reply (Following the November Hearing) at 30-32. Furthermore, Complainants argue that
Respondents are prevented from effectively challenging the validity of the ‘352 patent due to
assignor estoppel. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at
35-39; Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply (Following the November Hearing) at 29.

A.

Assignor Estoppel

The doctrine of assignor estoppel bars an assignor of a patent and parties in privity from
challenging an assigned patent’s validity. See Lannom Mfg. Co. v. United States In?’2 Trade

Comm ’n,799 F.2d 1572, 1579 (Fed. Cir. 1986). The doctrine has been developed to avoid “the
unfairness and injustice that would be suffered by the assignee [of a patent] if the assignor were
allowed to raise defenses of patent invalidity” in a subsequent infiingement action brought by the
assignee. Diamond Scienttfic Co.v. Ambico, Inc., 848 F. 2d 1220, 1225 (Fed. Cir. 1988).
Courts and the Commission have consistently recognized the inequality of permitting an
assignor to defend a patent infringement claim by attempting to prove “that what he assigned was

worthless.” See Id. at 1226; Intel Corp. v. United States In?’I Trade Comm ’n,946 F.2d 821, 837
(Fed. Cir. 1991). Although application of the doctrine of assignor estoppel could result in the
issuance of a section 337 remedy against products practicing an invalid patent, the Commission
and the Federal Circuit have concluded, based on the language of 19 U.S.C. 5 1337(c) and case
law, that the doctrine of assignor estoppel must be considered if it is duly raised, and, if
applicable, estoppel must be applied in section 337 investigations inasmuch as all legal and
equitable defenses may be presented in all section 337 cases. See Intel, 946 F.2d at 837 (quoting

Lannom, 799 F.2d at 1579).
Neither of the two patentees/assignors of the ‘352 patent is named as a respondent in this
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investigation. However, at least one of the assignors, Mr. Hsue, is an employee of respondent
SiS-TW. Thus, in an effort to prevent Respondents from attacking the validity of the ‘352
patent, Complainants argue that Respondents are in privity with Mr.Hsue. The question of
privity was addressed in detail by the Federal Circuit in Shamrock Tech.Inc. v. MedicaZ

Sterilization Inc., 903 F. 2d 789 (Fed. Cir. 1990). The Federal Circuit considered whether an
assignor’s new employer was sufficiently in “privity’’ with the assignor so as to be subject to
assignor estoppel. In this regard, the Shamrock court stated:
Privity, like the doctrine of assignor estoppel itself, is determined
upon a balance of the equities. If an inventor assigns his invention to
his employer company A and leaves to join company Bywhether
company B is in privity and thus bound by the doctrine will depend
on the equities dictated by the relationship between the inventor and
company B in light of the act of infiingement. The closer the
relationship, the more the equities will favor applying the doctrine to
the company.
Shamrock, 903 F. 2d at 793.

Before finding that the assignor was more than a “mcre employee” and was directly
involved in causing the employer’s infringing operations, thc Shamrock cout? made the following
findings: (a) the employee/assignor joined the new employer/alleged infringer as Vice-president
in charge of operation; (b) the employee/assignor received 50,000 shares; (c) the new employer
built the facilities to cany out the accused infiingement after the employee/assignor was hired;
(d) the assignor and employer jointly made the decision to begin the accused activity; and (e) the
employee/assignor was personally in charge of all the employer’s operations.
The factors considered in the Shamrock case are useful to determine the central question
of whether “the ultimate infringer availed itself of the inventor’s ‘knowledge and assistance’ to
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conduct infringement.”’h See Intel, 946 F.2d at 839 (“What is significant is whether the ultimate
infringer availed itself of the inventor’s ‘knowledge and assistance’ to conduct infringement.”);

see also Mentor Graphics Corp. v. Quickturn Design Systems, Inc., 150 F.3d 1374, 1379 (Fed.
Cir. 1998)(privity found where assignor company bought accused infringer company so that it
could undertake the actions in dispute); Shamrock, 903 F.2d at 794 ([AISabove indicated, [assignor]

Luniewski was far more than a mere employee of MSI and the undisputed facts establish MSl’s
direct involvement of Luniewski in MSI’s infinging operations. MSI clearly availed itself of
Luniewski’s “knowledge and assistance” to conduct infringement.”).
Complainants assert that under the Shamrock standard, assignor estoppel should be
applied against Respondents in this investigation. [

lG Much of the foimulation relating to assignor estoppel may be traced back at least to Mellor
v. Carroll, 141 F. 992, 993-94 (C.C.D. Mass. 1905)(“If the estopped assignor enters into business
with others, who derivefrom him their knowledge of the patented process or machine availing
themselves of this knowledge and assistance, enter with him upon a manufacture infringing the
patent which he has asiigned, they are bound by his estoppel.” (emphasis added)).
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I
Respondents contend that the Shamrock standard is not satisfied for several reasons
which in their totality counsel against the application of assignor estoppel. [

] Thus, the Staff concludes that no purposeful relationship between the assignor and

accused infinger is apparent. OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 15.
[

3 On December 1 , 1999, [

1,Mr.Hsue joined SiS-TW as

deputy director o f the fab. Hsue Tr. 1132.
Mr. Hsue’s initial responsibilities at SiS involved the integration o f the process used at
the fab. Currently, MI-.
Hsue is the director o f the process technology department, and his major
responsibility is process technology development. Hsue Tr. 1132, 1135-1 136, 1186-1187. [
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1
Complainants argue that SiS, as a foimer customer of UMC, did not need assistance from

Mr. Hsue, or anyone else, to copy the design and layout for an infringing ESD protection
device.l7 Rather, Complainants argue, SiS needed Mr. Hsue’s assistance to implement and refine
that design as part of the manufacturing process, and that is how Mr. Hsue facilitated the alleged
infringing activities as an SiS employee. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 37-38; Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 29 (citing CPFF 754-75; CPRF 103-04, 112-24.); CPFF 759-75.
However, Mr.Hsue testified that when he was hired by SiS, there was no understanding
that he would be working to develop or improve ESD protection device designs or layouts. Mr.
Hsue also testified that the people working on the ESD protection device designs and layouts did
not work for him, and that he was never consulted on SiS’s ESD protection device designs or
layouts before or during his employment with SiS. Mr. Hsue also testified that he did not and
does not supervise the development and refinement of SiS’s ESD protection device designs or
layouts. Mr. Hsue testified that he has never learned, nor is he responsible for, the details
l7 Implementation and refinement of the ESD protection device design are at the core of
Complainants’ assignor estoppel argument. For example, Complainants argue that it is of no
moment SiS may have adopted a design rule incorporating elements of the accused device design
even before Mr. Hsue began working at SiS-TW. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 29.
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pertaining to SiS’s ESD protection device designs and layouts. See, e.g., Hsue Tr. 1136,
1142-1 143.
While the record shows that h4r.Hsue was working at SiS and thus able to assist in
making the sorts of refinements to the ESD designs that Complainants say he did, the record does
not contain persuasive evidence that he actually did so. Furthermore, Mr. Hsue testified that he
did not make refinements to SiS’s ESD designs. See, e.g., Hsue Tr. 1136, 1142-1 143,
1197-1202. Indeed, as detailed in other parts of this opinion, the record shows that SiS does not

use the ESD protection device covered by the ‘352 patent. It would, therefore, be illogical to
apply assignor estoppel on the grounds that Mr. Hsue provided expertise to SiS on how to
implement his ‘352 patent ESD protection device design, when in fact SiS does not use the ‘352
patent’s ESD protection device.
Consequently, the record does not support a conclusion that SiS availed itself of Mi
Hsue’s knowledge and assistance to conduct infringement. Respondents are not estopped from

raising their affirmative defenses of invalidity of the ‘352 patent.

B.

Anticipation

Anticipation is a question of fact which must be proven by clear and convincing evidence.
Glaxo he. v. Novopharm Ltd., 52 F.3d 1043, 1047 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 988 (1995);

Scripps Clinic &Research Found. v. Genentech Inc., 927 F.2d 1565, 1576 (Fed. Cir. 1991). A

claim is anticipated, and therefore invalid, if a single prior art reference discloses each and every
limitation of the claim. Bard v. M3 Systems, 157 F.3d 1340, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Glaxo, 52
F.3d at 1047. The disclosure need not be express, but may anticipate by inherency where such
inherency would be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art. Glmo, 52 F.3d at 1047;
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Standard Havens Prod., Inc. v. Gencor Indus., Inc., 953 F.2d 1360, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 1991);
Continental Can Co. USA Inc. v, Monsanto Co., 948 F.2d 1264, 1268 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

Respondents argue that Japanese K6kai No. 64-23573 (“the Umemoto p~blication”),’~
entitled “Semiconductor integrated Circuit,” published on January 26, 1989, anticipates claims 1
and 2 of the ‘352 patent. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 1-3. Respondents also argue that if Complainants’ proposed claim construction were
adopted, claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent would be anticipated by Japanese Kbkai No. 5-1 02475
(“the Yasui publication”). See Id. at 6.
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that both the Umemoto publication and
Japanese Kbkai No. 63-141778 (“the Kishi publication”) anticipate claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352
patent, and that the Yasui publication fails to teach every element of the asserted claims and is,
therefore, not an anticipatory reference. See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 16.
Complainant argues that none of the references relied upon by the other parties (i.e., the
Umemoto publication, the Yasui publication or the Kishi publication) invalidates any allegedly
anticipated claim of the ‘352 patent. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 39-4 1 ; Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 29-32.

’’

The Umemoto publication (Japanese Kbkai No. 64-23573), entitled “Semiconductor
Integrated Circuit,” was published on January 26, 1989, more than one year prior to the earliest
effective filing date of the ‘352 patent. The Umemoto publication was published by the Japan
Patent and Trademark Office in the Laid Open [K&4I] Patent Gazette. See RX-17 at 389;
RX-18 at 1; Peltzer Tr. 734, 779.
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1.

The Umemoto Publication

Respondents argue that claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent are anticipated by the Umemoto
publication because it discloses the precise structure disclosed in the prefemed embodiment of
the ‘352 patent. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 1-3.
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that the Umemoto publication anticipates
claim 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent. See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 16 (citing SPFF).
Complainants argue that the Umemoto publication does not disclose each and every
element of claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent. It is argued that in particular, Respondents failed to
prove by clear and convincing evidence that the Umemoto publication discloses a dedicated ESD
protection device, implanted regions, or that the PESD implant in the Umemoto publication is
centered under a heavier implanted region. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following
the November Hearing) at 39-40; Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief at 30.
The preamble of claim 1 of the ‘352 patent recites “[aln ESD protection device with
reduced junction breakdown voltage, connected to an integrated circuit which includes FET
devices. . . .” The Umemoto publication states in language similar to the ‘352 patent that the
‘‘invention patains to electrostatic breakdown strength of MOS type semiconductor integrated

circuit^."'^ RX-18 at 1; see Peltzer Tr. 743-744. In particular, the Umemoto publication states:
By disposing a region of the same conductivity type as the substrate
semiconductor and with a higher impurity concentration than that of
the substrate semiconductor just under the contact part between a
drain diffusion layer and a power source wiring layer in this
l9 As discussed, supra, an FET (field effect transistor) is typically a MOS (metal oxide
silicon) transistor, which contains a source, a gate and a drain. See Peltzer Tr. 707.
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invention, the junction breakdown voltage between the drain
diffusion layer and the high concentration region is lowered, whereby
a momentary high voltage impressed on the drain through the power
source wiring layer will cause junction breakdown voltage to occur
before the gate oxide film is damaged.
RX-18 at 2
The first element of claim 1 of the ‘352 patent is “a silicon substrate having a first
conductivity type.” Similarly, with respect to Figure 1 of the Umemoto publication, the
publication states: “In this figure, 1 is a P type silicon substrate.’’RX-18 at 3; see Peltzer Tr
744-746.
The second element of claim 1 of the ‘352 is “field oxide regions in and on said silicon
substrate for isolation of said ESD protection device.” The Umernoto publication also discloses
such isolation by oxide regions. See RX-18 at 4 (“9 is an element isolation oxide film . . .”); see
Peltzer Tr. 744-745.
The third element of claim 1 of the ‘352 patent is “a gate with adjacent spacers for said
ESD protection device, between said field oxide regions.” Similarly, the Umemoto publication
discloses that “3 is a gate electrode . . .” and “8 is a sidewall oxide f
ilm . .” RX-18 at 4, figure 1;
see Peltzer Tr. 745.

The fourth and final element of claim 1of the ‘352 patent begins with the recitation of
“source/drain regions for said ESD protection device between said gate and said field oxide
regions, with each source/drain region comprising . . . .” The Umemoto publication is also
directed toward a device with similar “source and drain diffusion layers 26, 27 . . . .” RX-18 at 2,
figures 1 and 2. The fourth element of claim 1 proceeds to require ‘‘a fist lightly implanted
region having a second conductivity type opposite to said first conductivity type, under one of
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said spacers. . . .” The Umemoto publication likewise discloses that “5 is a low-concentration
drain region unique to LDD structures.”20RX-18 at 4; Peltzer Tr. 745. The
(up to 10L8/cm3)
fourth element of claim 1 of the ‘352 patent also requires “a heavier implanted region of the same
conductivity type as said first lightly implanted region, located between said fist lightly
implanted region and one of said field oxide regions . . . ,” The Umemoto publication requires
that “4 is a drain (n+) region. . . “ RX-18 at 4, figure 1; Peltzer Tr. 745. Finally, the fourth
element of claim 1 of the ‘352 patent requires “a second lightly implanted region of same
conductivity type as said silicon substrate, centered under said heavier implanted region.”
Similarly, the invention of the Umemoto publication has a “high concentration (up to 1O17/cm3)
impurity region, i.e., P type diffusion region 7 is added to the . . . LDD structure MOS transistor
structure, just under the contact part between the power source.” RX-18 at 4; Peltzer Tr. 745.
Claim 2 of the ‘352 patent reads: “The ESD protection device of claim 1 wherein said
first conductivity type is P-type, and said second conductivity type is N-type.” The device
disclosed in the Umemoto publication also covers such first and second conductivities, stating:
“Figure 1is a sectional drawing of a N channel MOS transistor of this invention. In this figure, 1
is a P type silicon substrate . . . .” RX-18 at 3; see Peltzer Tr. 746.
Thus, the Umemoto publication discloses all the elements of claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352
patent.
Complainants argue that claims 1 and 2 are not anticipated because the prior art
Umemoto reference (RX-17 and 18) fails to disclose “second lightly implanted regions” that are
2o The acronym “LDD” is used in the Umemoto publication to mean “lightly doped drain
structures.” See RX-18 (English translation) at 4. Similarly, the ‘352 patent refers to “LDD
(lightly doped drain) regions.” CX-2RX-1 (‘352 Patent), col. 1, lines 42-43.
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“centered” and made fi-om“ion implantation.” See Complainants’ Post-Healing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 39-40. Although the teim “centered% found in the ‘352
claim language, the specification contains no elaboration on the significance or necessity for
centering in the patent. Indeed, during the hearing, Respondents’ expert could not find in the
specification an explication of the centering of the second lightly implanted region, yet indicated
that a teaching or disclosure of such “centered” regions was in his view the essential difference
between claims 1and 2 of the ‘352 patent and the Umemoto publication.21 See Fair Tr. 107621

Dr. Fair testified in pertinent part, as follows:
Q Professor Fair, are you saying that eveiything in claim 1is in the prior art, except
for the word “centered for the second lightly implanted region of same
conductivity type as said silicon substrate”? If we just said “under said heavier
implanted region” and not “centered under said heavier implanted region,”
everything would be shown in the prior art?

A That would be my opinion, subject to under -- if there’s clarification as to what
this structure really represents.
Q So I believe both Complainant and Respondents have failed the Court, because
neither side has provided a claim construction for the teim “centered.” What is
your definition, your claim construction for the word “centered” in claim 1 of the
‘352 patent?

MR. KIKEL: Your Honor, I’ll note for the record that we did provide a claim
construction for “centered.”

JUDGE HARRIS: Then it will be easy for him to answer.
THE WITNESS: UMC’s construction of centered under said ESD implanted region
is found on page 9 of CPX-7. And in this regard, “centered” means placed in the
center of the heavier implanted region, which is above the second lightly implanted
region. And the second lightly implanted region is geometrically in the central
portion of the cross-sectional view of the heavier implanted region.
BY MR.HOVANEC:
(continued...)
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21

(...continued)

Q And what is the importance of being geometrically in the central portion of the
cross-sectional view of the heavier implanted region?
A Well, since you have a huge surge of energy coming into the drain electrode,
which is -- so if this were a drain electrode connected to a pad, you would have
a huge amount of energy coming in here. M a t you would like to do is to make

sure that the breakdown is initiated across a region such that the energy can be
divided. When it goes to the left or to the right, you like it to be uniformly
distributed so that one of these transistors does not receive more than some equal
share of energy.
Q Is that explained anywhere in the text of the ‘352 patent?
A I don’t believe so, but this would be something that one of ordinary skill reading
the patent would have this knowledge with them.

Q Now, in this claim construction that you referred to, the next -- well, first you’re
discussing the prefemed embodiment when you define the term “centered.” Is
that correct? On page 9 of CPX-7.

A I’m not referring to any particular prefemed embodiment. I’m talking about -- I
don’t believe. Let me just verify that, please. I’mhaving difficulty finding the
portion of the specification that uses the term “centered.”

MR. HOVANEC: Your Honor, I’m sony, I’m not aware of any discussion of the
word “centered.” Otheiwise I would help the witness to speed this along.

THE WITNESS: I did not find any reference to centered in the spec.
BY MR.HOVANEC:
Q Now, going back to the UMC construction at page 9 of CPX-7,the last sentence
says “however, the texm ‘centered’ is not limited by this preferred embodiment
combined region.” Does that mean that the word “centered” doesn’t mean
geometrically in the central portion of the cross-sectional view of the heavier
implanted region?

A Could you ask that again? I’m sony.
(continued...)
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1079.

The Umemoto publication likewise does not contain explicit textual statements that the
second lightly implanted regions are “centered.” The Umemoto publication does, however,
provide that this region is “just under” the source drain region. RX-18 at 4. Furthermore, the
Umemoto publication figures clarify that in addition to being “just under” the source and drain,
the “second lightly implanted region” is also “centered” under the source and drain. RX-I7 at 2
(abstract), 5 (document page 391).
Complainants argue that one of ordinary skill in the art would not understand the
Umemoto figures to teach a “centered” implant under the source and drain. See Complainants’
Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 40. However, where, as here, the
drawing provides a clear teaching, in this case of a centered implant, that drawing can and should

’’ (...continued)
Q I’m directing your attention to page 9 of CPX-7,and under the “UMC
construction,”the last sentence says “however, the term ‘centered’ is not limited
by this preferred embodiment combined region.”

Does that mean that the term “centered” does not mean a region that is
geometrically in the central portion of the cross-sectional view of the heavier
implanted region?
A No, not at all. Because if you look at figure 7, it says that the regions 36 are
created through the contact windows 32, and the teim “centered” is not limited

by the preferred embodiment in which the implants are performed through the
contact windows.
Q Well, I’m confused, Dr. Fair. Do the second lightly implanted regions of same
conductivity type as said silicon substrate have to be geometrically in the central
portion of the cross-sectional view of the heavier implanted region or not?
A Yes, they do.

1076-1079.
Fair TI-.
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be used for anticipation purposes. Indeed, 35 U.S.C. $ 102(b) provides no arbitrary distinction
between the words or drawings of a prior art reference. See Ecolochem, Inc. v. Southern
CnZifornia Edison Co., 227 F.3d 1361, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (proper for district court to use

figure from a public presentation in order to render anticipated certain claims of asserted patent);

Zn re Aslanian, 590 F.2d 911, 914 (C.C.P.A.
1979)(“This court has stated that a drawing in a
utility patent can be cited against the claims of a utility patent application even though the feature
shown in the drawing was unintended or unexplained in the specification of the reference
patent”).
Complainants further argue that the Umemoto publication fails to disclose ion
implantation. Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 39-40.
However, the record shows that persons of ordinary skill in the art at the time the ‘352 patent
application was filed understood that dopants in the sourcejdrain regions could be provided by
either diffkion or ion implantation. Peltzer Tr. 746-747. Furthermore, persons of ordinary skill
also recognized that there is little or no difference between implantation and difision.22 Peltzer

Mr. Peltzer cited examples from the art to support his conclusions, and also testified in
part, as follows:
22

BY MR.HOVANEC:
Q We can do that now. Is there any difference between a diffusion layer and an
implantation layer?
A Well, I learned from the early days starting in ‘67 that implants were equivalent
to what was known as “predep.” You introduce dopants into the wafer by a chemical
process known as “predeposition,” and then you redistribute those by diffusion. In
other words, you heat the wafer and the dopant atom move away from the high
concentrationregions to the low concentration regions, which I think of as the dopant
atoms go downhill. There’s a law for this.
(continued.,.)
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Tr. 746-749, 755; RX-222 at 4; RX-28, col. 12, lines 25-40.23
Consequently, for the reasons discussed above, it is found that the record demonstrates by
clear and convincing evidence that claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent are anticipated by the
Umemoto publication.
2.

The Kishi Publication

Respondents did not address the Kishi publication (RX-19, RX-20) in detail in their main
post-hearing brief, and appear not to mention it in their reply brief. Where the Kishi publication

’*

(...continued)

The implant is also a technique for introducing dopant into the wafer, just like
predeposition, and it is customary to follow the implant by a heating step. The
heating step has two purposes. One is to anneal damage caused by implanting into
the wafer, implanting ions into the wafer, which break up the silicon a bit. And
secondly, the heating step diffuses the implant, and depending on the length of the
heating step, you CM diffuse great distances or short distances.
So the term “diffusion”refers to the structure after the heating step fi-omimplant or
predeposition. So I find the term “implant” to be equivalent to the term “diffusion”
in this case.

Peltzer Tr. 746-747.
Complainants’ expert, Dr. Fair, testified about differences between implantation and
diffusion processes, and that a preference developed for implantation technology. Nevertheless,
his testimony failed to point out, fiom the standpoint of a manufactured product (rather than a
process), any significant differences between the Umemoto publication and the ‘352 patent. See
Fair Tr. 1051-1053. Dr.Fair’s testimony also does not contradict that of Mr. Peltzer to the extent
that one of ordinary skill in the art would find in the Umemoto publication a disclosure of the
claimed invention of claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent.
23 In addition to arguing that the Umemoto publication is not anticipatory because it fails to
disclose “second lightly implanted regions” that are centered and made fi-om ion implantation,
Complainants also argue that the publication is directed to a single transistor, whereas the ‘352
patent discloses an ESD protection device. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 39. However, Complainants’ proposed claim construction has not been
adopted. Claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent cover ESD protection devices that include single or
multiple transistors.
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is mentioned, it is in connection with other publications. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief at

8, 15; Respondents’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November Hearing).24

Respondents do, however, propose a series of findings of fact concerning alleged anticipation by
the Kishi publication of claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent. See CPFF 173-199.
The Commission Investigative Staff does not address in detail the Kishi publication in its
post-hearing brief. The Commission Investigative Staff does, however, state that the Kishi
publication anticipates claims 1 and 2 o f the ‘352 patent, and refers to the Commission
Investigative Staffs proposed findings of fact. See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 16-17; see also SPFF 64-65 (concerning alleged anticipation of claim 1
and 2 of the ‘352 patent by the Kishi publication). The Commission Investigative Staff mentions
the Kishi publication only briefly in its reply. See OUII Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 10 n. 8.
Complainants argue that the Kishi publication does not anticipate claims 1 and 2 of the
‘352 patent in that Respondents have failed to prove by clear and convincing evidence that the
Kishi publication discloses: a dedicated ESD protection device; an ESD protection device with
reduced junction breakdown voltage; or a centered PESD implant. See Complainants’ PostHearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 40. In their reply, Complainants address
obviousness arguments made by Respondents with respect to the Kishi publication. It also
appears that Complainants interpret Respondents’ main post-hearing brief as having conceded
that the Kishi publication does not anticipate any claims of the ‘352 patent. Complainants’
Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November Hearjng) at 32.

24

Respondents have styled their reply biief as a “rebuttal brief”
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No party has briefed the Kishi publication in sufficient detail to explain why the
publication should be found to anticipate claim 1 or claim 2 of the ‘352 patent. Respondents’
proposed findings concerning the Gshi publication which purport to demonstrate that Kishi
anticipates claim 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent are based on the publication itself and expert
testimony received at the hearing from Respondents’ expert, Mr.Peltza (see, e.g. Peltzer Tr.
778-787). The testimony shows that Mr. Peltzer gave careful consideration to the Kishi

publication, and in one instance asked for re-translation of a portion of the Kishi publication to
be sure that he understood the structure of the disclosed device. The testimony also refers to a
table in which Mr.Peltzer has equated each limitation of claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent with a
portion of the Kishi publication’s disclosure. The Kishi publication may anticipate claims 1 and
2 of the ‘352 patent. However, despite Mr.Peltzer’s work With the Kishi publication, the record

contains little overall information about the Kishi publication and the device disclosed therein,
including a clear explanation of how the disclosed device would operate. Although the Kishi
publication may have anticipated claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent, that fact has not been
established by clear and convincing evidence.
3.

The Yasui Publication

Respondents argue that the Yasui publication (RX-21, RX-22) should be found to
anticipate claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent if Complainants’ proposed claim construction is
adopted for the ‘352 patent. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 6 .
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that the Yasui publication fails to teach every
element of the asserted claims of the ‘352 patent. See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
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November Hearing) at 16. Complainants argue that the Yasui publication does not anticipate
claim 1 or claim 2 of the ‘352 patent. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 40-4 I ;Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 3 1.
In view of the fact that Complainants’ proposed claim construction has not been adopted
in this Initial Determination, no party seeks a determination that the Yasui publication is

anticipatory. Furthermore, as Mr. Peltzer testified at the hearing, the device disclosed in the
Yasui patent, like the SiS products, does not have a p+ implant on the source side. Thus, the
device disclosed in the Yasui publication is not covered by any asserted claim of the ‘352 patent
when properly construed. See Peltzer Tr. 757.

The Administrative Law Judge does not find that the record establishes anticipation by
the Yasui publication.
C.

Obviousness

1.

Background

Respondents argue that claims 1’2 and 8 of the ‘352 patent are invalid for obviousness,
based on various combinations of prior art. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 3-7; Respondents’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 19-20. The Commission Investigative Staff does not argue that any claim of the ‘352
patent has been shown to be obvious, and affirmatively argues that there is a lack of evidence
with respect to the combination of certain prior art. OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the

November Hearing) at 16-18. Complainants argue that the record does not support a finding that
any asserted claim of the ‘352 patent is obvious. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief
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(Following the November Hearing) at 40-43; Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 3 1-32.
Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 0 103, a patent may be found invalid if “the differences between
the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a
whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary
skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.” 35 U.S.C. 9 103. The ultimate question of
obviousness is a question o f law, but ‘‘it is well understood that there are factual issues
underlying the ultimate obviousness decision.” Richardson- Vich Inc. v. The Upjohn Co., 122
F.3d 1476, 1479 (Fed. Cir. 1997).
After construing the claims, the next step in an obviousness inquiry is to determine
whether the claimed invention would have been obvious as a legal matter. “In order to determine
obviousness as a legal matter, four factual inquiries must be made concerning: 1) the scope and
content of the prior art; 2) the level of ordinary skill in the art; 3 ) the diffaences between the
claimed invention and the prior art; and 4) secondary considerations of nonobviousness, which in
case law is often said to include commercial success, long-felt but unresolved need, failure of
others, copying, and unexpected result^.''^^ Ruiz v. A.B. Chance Co., 234 F.3d 654, 662-63 (Fed.
25 Respondents argue in their main post-hearing brief that Complainants have made no
showing as to any secondary considerations that would support the patentability of claim 8 of the
‘352 patent. Respondents argue that Complainants apparently have never used the particular
circuihy of claim 8 in any commercial product and do not use the “key element of the lightly
doped P- regions 36” under the source region and the drain region of an ESD protection device as
recited in claim 1. Indeed, they argue, grounded gate devices have been known for many years
and were in the prior art with respect to the ‘352 patent. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 5-6 (citing Fair Tr. 361).
Complainants did not, in fact, address secondary considerations (objective indicia) in their
main or reply briefs. Nor does it appear that Complainants proposed a set of findings for this
(continued...)
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Cir. 2OOO)(citing Graham v. John Deem Co., 383 U.S. 1 , 17- 18 (1966) and Miles Labs., Inc. v.
Sltandon, Inc.,997 F.2d 870, 877 (Fed. Cir. 1993)).
The prior art (and the combinations thereof) that are relied upon by Respondents as to
specific patent claims are the following (in the order presented by Respondents): alleged
obviousness of claim 8 over Japanese K6kai No. 3-196677 (RX-23, RX-24)(''the Soeda
publication") or Japanese K6kai No. 0 1- 134961 (Rx-195)("the Kamioka publication) in view of
Umemoto publication; alleged obviousness of claims 1 and 2 over the Yasui publication and
alleged invalidity of claim 8 over Soeda or Kamioka in view of the Yasui publication; and
alleged invalidity of claim 8 over the Yasui publication in view of the Soeda publication.26'27
See Respondents' Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at i, 3-7. These

contentions are discussed below in the order in which they are addressed in Respondents' main
post-hearing brief (in which the arguments are cumulative).

25

(...continued)

factor. In addition, the Administrative Law Judge is aware of no evidence in the record that is
relevant to secondaiy considerations and would outweigh the technical evidence indicating
obviousness of claim 1 , 2 or 8 of the '352 patent.
26 It does not appear that any party contests that these references relied on by Respondents are
prior art. The Administrative Law Judge has also included findings in the Findings of Fact
portion of the Initial Determination concerning the prior art status of the references at issue.

27 In their mainpost-hearing brief, Respondents also discuss their request that the PTO
reexamine the '352 patent based on certain prior m-t also relied on in this investigation, as well as
an additional patent to Bergonzoni (U.S. Patent No. 4,968,639). While the Administrative Law
Judge notes these arguments, their presentation does not constitute an additional and separate
basis for alleged invalidity. See Respondents' Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 7-8.
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2.

Alleged Obviousness of Claim 8 over the Soeda
Publication or the Kninioka Publication in View of the
Umemoto Publication

As discussed in the section on claim construction, in independent claim 1, the term “a
gate” must be associated with a specific FET, while in independent claim 8, the term “gates”
must be construed as two or more gates in which each of the gates has a field oxide region on
each side. As found above, the Umemoto publication invalidates independent claim1 (and
dependent 2) of the ‘352 patent. Respondents argue that the Soeda publication and the Kamioka
publication make claim 8 obvious in view of the Umemoto publication. Thus, Respondents must
demonstrate that the Soeda publication and the Kamioka publication bridge the gap for a claim
that reads on a single gate (as in claim l), and one that reads on plural gates (as in claim 8).
With respect to the Soeda publication, Respondents argue that it is directed to a
semiconductor device characterized by gate oxide films of MOSFETs2*that include input/output
circuits connected to the pad on a semiconductor substrate being foimed so that they are thicker
than the gate oxide films of other MOSFETs on the substrate. Furthermore, it is argued that the
Soeda publication teaches the electrical connection of NMOS ESD protection devices in which:
the gates are connected to ground and the source of the second ESD device (6’)is also connected
to ground; and the drain of the second ESD device (6’)and the source of the first ESD device (5’)
are connected to the pad with the drain of the fist ESD device connected to Vcc. Structurally, a
source and a drain are identical. Thus, Respondents argue, inasmuch as the ESD devices in the

*’Although Respondents’ main post-hearing brief refers to a “MOFSET” or to “MOFSETS,”

Respondents undoubtedly intend to refer to a MOSFET or to MOSFETs. This is confinned by
Respondents’ proposed findings of fact, which refer to MOSFETs, and an examination of the
Soeda publication, which also refers to MOSFETs.
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Soeda publication, like the Umemoto publication and the ‘352 patent, are all completely
symmetrical and the gates of both ESD transistors are connected to ground, it is a matter of
semantics whether in Soeda the “drain” of the first ESD device is connected to V,, with the
“source’’ connected to the pad or vice versa. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Biief (Following the

November Hearing) at 3-4 (citing Fair Tr. 357; RPFF 244-254); Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 19-20.
With respect to the Kamioka publication, Respondents argue that it discloses: an input
protection circuit for a semiconductor integrated circuit which has an electrical connection
between an input pad and drain regions of two input protection circuit transistors; an electrical
connection which is made to ground for the gates of the input protection circuit transistors, as
well as for the source region of one of the transistors; and that an electrical connection is also
made between V,, and the source of the other input protection circuit transistor. Respondents
hrther argue that, as in the case of the Soeda publication, the gates of the two ESD devices
disclosed in the Karnioka publication are connected to ground with the source of the first ESD
device connected to V,,; the source of the second ESD device in the Kamioka publication is
connected to ground; and finally, the drains of Kamioka’s first and second ESD devices are
.

connected to the pad. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at
3-4; Respondents’ Post-Hearing Biief (Following the November Hearing) at 19-20.

The Commission Investigative Staff argues that m its pre-hearing statement, the Staff
took the position that claim 8 of the ‘352 patent is obvious when the Umemoto publication is
combined with the Soeda publication, upon the expectation that Respondents would put forward
evidence as to the motivation of a person of ordinary skill in the ait to combine these two prior
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art references. The Staff argues that at the hearing Respondents failed to adduce evidence of any

motivation whatsoever, and that instead, Mr. Peltzer simply testified that the Umemoto
publication in view of the Soeda publication would filly disclose the elements of claim 8 of the
‘352 patent. The Staff argues that by contrast, Dr. Fair testified as to why a person skilled in the
art would not be motivated to combine them as follows:

Umemoto focuses on improving the breakdown withstand voltage of
a transistor in an integrated circuit rather than an ESD protection
device. And Soeda is concerned only with electrically connecting
ESD protection devices. So Soeda teaches input/output circuits with
two protection devices. So there’s no motivation or suggestion to
combine these two references.

Umemoto doesn’t talk at all about wiring his transistors into any kind
of an input/output circuit.
OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 16-18 (citing Peltzer Tr. 778; Fair

TI-.
1061). Thus, the StafYargues, the weight of the testimony requires the conclusion that
Respondents have not proven their obviousness-related contentions by clear and convincing
evidence. OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 18 (citing In re Zurko,
258 F.3d 1379, 1384-85 (Fed. Cir. 2001)(Even under the standard applied before the Patent
Office’s Board of Patent Appeals (which is less than clear and convincing evidence) the Board
cannot rely on general conclusions about what is “basic knowledge” or “common sense.” Rather,
an obviousness finding must be based on concrete findings in the evidentiary record)).

Much of Complainants’ argument concerning a combination of the Umemoto publication
with either the Soeda publication or the Kamioka publication is based on their argument that the
Umemoto publication lacks elements common to claim 8 and claim 1. Those arguments have
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been rejected in connection with the anticipation discussion above. Nevertheless, other
arguments made by Complainants are relevant to the obviousness question. Complainants argue
that the Soeda publication focuses on thickening gate oxides and does not focus on any other
aspects of the structures of the devices in the author/patentee’s input/output circuit.
Complainants hrther argue that the Kamioka publication teaches how to connect electrically the
4

configuration of two transistors in an ESD protection circuit, and that it has not been shown how
one of skill in the art, having been provided with the Umemoto publication covering an FET
device, would be motivated to look to the Kamioka publication, or the Soeda publication, to find
out how to connect electrically the device of the Umemoto publication. See Complainants’ PostHearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 42-43; Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply
Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 3 1.
Upon examination of the parties’ arguments, and having already determined the scope of
the Umemoto publication’s disclosure vis-a-vis claim 1, the primary issue to be decided in
determining whether the Soeda publication and the Kamioka publication render claim 8 obvious
in view of the Umemoto publication is whether it has been established that one of ordinary skill
would have been motivated to combine the Umemoto publication with the other references.
Respondents specifically addressed the question of motivation in their main post-hearing
brief. They argue that inasmuch as the Soeda and Kamioka patents/publications disclose a
wiring arrangement for first and second ESD protection devices, it would have been obvious to
one skilled in the art at the time of the alleged invention of the ‘352 patent that the ESD
protection devices of Umemoto could be substituted for the ESD devices described in the Soeda
and Kamioka publications. The motivation to combine the teachings of the Soeda or Kamioka
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publications with the teachings of the Umemoto patent, Respondents argue, is provided in the
patents themselves: The Soeda publication describes a circuit that has first and second input
protection devices, and it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art that any ESD
protection device (e.g., the protection device of the Umemoto publication) could be substituted
for the protection devices of the Soeda publication. Similarly, in the Kamioka publication, two

ESD protection devices are connected in a particular circuitry without regard to the structure of

the ESD protection devices. One skilled in the art would have understood at the time of the
alleged invention of the ‘352 patent that any ESD protection devices could have been substituted
for the generic ESD protection devices of Kamioka. Respondents argue moreover that in the
Umernoto publication, it is expressly stated that the conventional LDD structure is “widely used
in highly integrated MOS type semiconductor integrated circuits” and that ”the electrostatic
breakdown withstand voltage of a LDD structure MOS type semiconductor integrated circuit can
be increased,” thus motivating one to expand the application of the Umemoto disclosure.
Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 4-5 (citing RPFF 232254; RX-18, Umemoto translation, pp. 2, 4). Inasmuch as the Umemoto publication expressly
discloses that its ESD protection device can be used to increase the breakdown withstand voltage
of the “widely used” MOS type semiconductor integrated circuits and because Umemoto does

not disclose any particular circuitry, it is implicit fi-om Umemoto’s text that it would have been
obvious to one skilled in the art that the Umemoto ESD protection device can be used widely in
any ESD protection circuitry such as is shown in either Soeda or in Kixrnioka. Id at 4 (citing Pro-

Mold and Tool Co., Inc. v. Great Lakes Plastics, Inc., 75 F.3d 1568, 1573 (Fed. Cir. 1996)(”the
reason to combine arose fiom the v a y nature of the subject matter involved”) and Pura61

Ordnance Mfg., Inc. v. SGS Imps.Int’l, Inc., 73 F.3d 1085, 1090 (Fed. Cir. 1995), cert. denied,
5 19 U.S. 822 (1996)(suggestion or motivation to make the claimed invention “leaps at the person

-ofordinary skill in the art”)).
The arguments made by Respondents concerning the motivation to combine the
Umemoto publication with the Soeda or the Kamioka publication are persuasive.
Notwithstanding the testimony of Complainants’ expert, the Umemoto publication (which forms
the basis of a Japanese patent) by its plain language motivates one to expand the application of
the invention beyond the scope of the particular embodiment depicted therein. The portion of the
Umemoto publication quoted by Respondents is, as follows:
(Effect)
With this invention, the electrostatic breakdown withstand voltage
of a LDD structure MOS type semiconductor integrated circuit can be
increased, without causing a deterioration in the properties of the
integrated circuit, which has major practical implications.
RX-18 at 4.

Thus, a person of ordinaty skill in the art is expressly told that one could increase the
effect of the invention disclosed in the Umemoto publication without deterioration and with
major practical implications (or practical effect). While the Umemoto publication does not
contain an additional disclosure or claimed invention, the Umemoto publication invites one to go
to the art and to find the necessay information needed to effect such an increase. Indeed, the
hypothetical person of ordinary skill in the art is charged with knowledge of all the contents of
the relevant prior art. The scope of the relevant prior art includes that which is reasonably
pertinent to the particular problem with which the inventor was involvcd. in re Carlson, 983
F.2d 1032, 1037 (Fed. Cir. 1992). Therefore, the prior art relevant to an obviousness
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deteimination necessarily encompasses not only the field of the inventor’s endeavor but also any
analogous aits. In re GPAC, 57 F.3d 1573, 1577-78 (Fed. Cir. 1995)(citing Heidelberger
Druckmaschinen v. Hantscho Commercial, 21 F.3d 1068, 1071 (Fed. Cir. 1994)(“References that

are not within the field of the inventor’s endeavor may also be relied on in patentability
determinations, and thus are described as ‘analogous ‘art’, when a person of ordinary skill would
reasonably have consulted those references and applied their teachings in seeking a solution to
the problem that the inventor was attempting to solve.”)).

In this case, knowledge of the Soeda and the Kamioka publications must be imputed to
the hypothetical person of ordinary skill, who has been found in this case to be a highly skilled
individual.2g The necessary disclosures which make claim 8 of the ‘352 patent obvious in
conjunction with the Umemoto publication are found in both the Soeda publication and the
Kamioka publication. See Peltzer Tr. 776-779.
Therefore, it has been demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence that claim 8 of the
‘352 patent is invalid for obviousness due to the Umemoto publication in view of the Soeda
publication, and due to the Umemoto publication in view of the Kamioka publication.
3.

Alleged Obviousness of Claims 1 and 2 over the Yasui
Publication; Alleged Invalidity of Claim 8 over the
Soeda Publication or the Kamioka Publication in View
of the Yasui Publication

29 See Ruiz v. A.B. Chance Cu., 234 F.3d 654, 662-63 (Fed. Cir. 2OOO)(citing Graham v. John
Deere Cu.,3 83 U.S. 1, 17-18 (1966)(the level of ordinary skill in the ait must be deteimined in
deciding a question of obviousness). As detailed, supra, in the section on claim construction, the
Administrative Law Judge rejected Respondents’ proposal for the definition of one of o r h a y

skill in the art relating to the ‘352 patent in favor of a definition based piimarily on the proposal
made by Complainants, which requires advanced education, such as a master’s degree in a
relevant field, and substantial experience.
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Respondents argue that if Complainants’ proposed claim construction were adopted for
the ‘352 patent, claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent would be anticipated by the Yasui publication.
Complainants’s proposed claim construction has not been adopted, thus Respondents’ argument
in this regard is moot. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 6.

Respondents also argue in their main post-hearing brief that if their proposed claim
construction is adopted and the “key element 36”30of the ‘352 patent must be under both the
source region and the drain region of the ESD protection device, claims 1 and 2 would be
obvious in view of the teachings of the Yasui publication, and that claim 8 is invalid over the
teachings of the Soeda patent/publication or the Kamioka patentlpublication in view of the
patent/publication. Id. (citing RPFF 200-23 1). In particular, it is argued that Yasui discloses an

LDD structure in which the common drain between two gates includes a p-type region centered
under the heavily doped n+ region, and that in this way, the YasUi ESD is like the Complainants’

ESD devices and like the SiS new E5, the SiS E 6 and the SiS E7 model ESD transistors. Id. at 6
(citing RPFF 216-231).
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that the Yasui publication does not teach
every element of claim 1 of the ‘352 patent, and does not join in Respondents’ arguments

30 Respondents refer to the use of the term “key element” in the ‘352 patent specification,
which states:

A cross-sectional representation of the FIG. 8 circuit, and connections, is
shown m FIG. 9, wherein similar elements from earlier figures are given the
same numbers. The key element of the lightly doped P- regions 36 are shown,
and provide the lower junction breakdown voltage and subsequent improved
ESD characteristics of the invention.

CX-2/RX-l (‘352 Patent), col. 4, lines 62-67.
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concerning the Yasui publication in combination with the Soeda or Kamioka publication to
invalidate claim 8 of the ‘352 patent for obviousness. See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following
the November Hearing) at 17-18.
Complainants argue that claims 1 and 2 of the of the ‘352 patent are not made obvious by
the Yasui publication and claim 8 is not obvious by combining the Yasui publication with the
Soeda publication or the Kamioka publication. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 40-43. In particular, Complainants argue that
Respondents’ expert conceded that claim 1 of the ‘352 patent does not read on the Yasui
publication, and that connecting the structure in the Yasui publication to the electrical
connections in the Soeda or Kamioka publication would cause the transistor to be constantly
Complainants argue,
turned on so that it would not function as an ESD protection transi~tor.~~
moreover, that Respondents have failed to identify any evidence of a motivation or suggestion to
combine these references. Complainants’ Post-Healing Reply Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 31-32 (citing CPFF 835, 867, 869-870, 879-881).
The record concerning the Yasui publication’s disclosures is not as clear as that relating
to the Umemoto publication, especially with respect to the motivation to combine the reference
with other prior art such as the Soeda publication or the Kamioka publication. Consequently, it
is not found by clear and convincing evidence that claim 1 or claim 2 of the ‘352 patent is
obvious in view of the Yasui publication, or that claim 8 is obvious in view of the Yasui
31 The proposed findings of fact cited by Complainants to support this supposed admission by
Respondents’ expeit are CPFF 867 and 879. Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 3.2. However, those proposed findings of fact cite to the
hearing testimony of Complainants’ expert, and firtherrnore do not directly support the substance
of Complainants’ statement.
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publication in combination with either the Soeda publication or the Kamioka publication.
4.

Alleged Invalidity of Claim 8 over the Yasui Publication
in View of the Soeda Publication

To argue that claim 8 of the ‘352 patent is invalid over the Soeda publication in view of

the Yasui publication, and separately under a second heading to argue that claim 8 is invalid over
the Yasui publication in view of the Soeda publication, as Respondents have done in their main
post-hearing brief (see Respondents’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 6-7), is essentially to argue the same contention twice.
Respondents argue that claim 8 of the ‘352 patent requires both gates to be grounded
while the Yasui publication Figure I (A) shows only one of the gates to be grounded. The Soeda
publication teaches that both gates of the two nMOS devices can be grounded in an ESD
structure, satis€$ng the condition that both transistors be biased off in normal operation. Thus,
Respondents argue, that it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time of the
alleged invention to use grounded gates on the two NMOS devices considering the Yasui
publication in view of the Soeda publication. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following
the November Hearing) at 7 (citing RPFF 244-254).
Nevertheless, the deficiencies addressed above concerning the Yasui publication remain,
It is not clear that one of ordinary skill in the art would draw the same conclusions about the
combination of the disclosure fromthe Yasui and Soeda publications that Respondents have
drawn in their brief. Consequently, the Administrative Law Judge declines to find that a
combination of the Yasui publication and the Soeda publication makes claim 8 of the ‘352 patent
invalid for obviousness.
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5.

Conclusions on the Issue of Obviousness

The record establishes by.clear and convincing evidence that claim 8 of the ‘352 patent is
invahd as obvious in view of the Umemoto publication and either the Soeda publication or the
Kamioka publication. It has not been established by clear and convincing evidence that claim 1,
2 or 8 of the ‘352 patent is obvious in view of any other single item, or combination of prior art.
V.

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ‘345 PATENT
As discussed in Section 1
1
1(relating to the ‘352 patent), a finding as to infiingernent or

non-infringement requires a two-step analytical approach. First, the claims of the patent must be
construed to determine their scope. Second, a determination must be made as to whether the
properly construed claims read on the accused device. See Markman, 52 F.3d at 976.
A.

Claim Construction

Based on the statements contained in the complaint, the notice of investigation would
cover allegations that Respondents infiinge any or all of claims 1,346, or 19-21 of the ‘345
patent. However, in their post-hearing filings, Complainants asserted a smaller subset of ‘345
patent claims against Respondents, i.e., claims 1, 3-5, 9, 11-13, and 20-21. See Complainants’
Proposed Conclusions of Law for Hearing Completed November 16,200 1 at 13-14;
Complainants’ Proposed Conclusions of Law for Hearing Completed December 12,2001 at 2-3.
The asserted claims of the ‘345 patent are as follows:
1. A method for foiming conducting structures separated by gaps on
a substrate, comprising:

providing a substrate and a wiring line layer above the substrate;
forming a first antireflective coating on the wiring line layer;

-

i
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forming a second antireflective coating on the first antireflective
coating, wherein the first antireflective coating and the second
antireflective coating are formed fi-omdifferent materials;
forming a mask layer above the second antireflective coating, wherein
the mask layer covers selected portions of the second antireflective
coating and exposes other portions of the second antireflective
coating;
etching the frrst antireflective coating, the second antireflective
coating, and the wiring line layer, at the location where the second
antireflective coating is exposed by the mask layer, to form wiring
lines separated by gaps; and
depositing a dielectric material within the gaps to fill the gaps, using
high density plasma chemical vapor deposition.
3, The method of claim 1 , wherein the mask layer is a patterned
photoresist layer.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein a portion of the second

antireflective coating is etched during the high density plasma
chemical vapor deposition.
5. The method of claim 1, further comprising the formation of a
surface layer between the substrate and the wiring line layer, the
surface layer being a barrier between the substrate and wiring line
layer.

9. A method for forming conducting structures separated by gaps on
a substrate, comprising:

providing a substrate and a wiring line layer above the substrate;
forming a cap layer above the wiring line layer;
forming a mask layer above the cap layer, wherein the mark [sic]
layer covers selected portions of the cap layer and exposes other
portions of the cap layer;
etching the cap layer, and the wiring line layer, at the locations where
the cap layer is exposed by the mask layer, to foim wiring lines

separated by gaps, the wiring lines having a remaining portion of the
cap layer thereon; and
depositing a dielectric material within the gaps at a sputtering rate
sufficient to fill the gaps, using high density plasma chemical vapor
deposition.
11.The method of claim 9, wherein the cap layer is an antireflective

coating.
12. The method of claim 9, wherein the remaining portion of the cap
layer is partially etched during the deposition of a dielectric material
using high density plasma chemical vapor deposition.
13. The method of claim 9, wherein the cap layer comprises a
material selected from the group consisting o f a silicon nitride
material and an oxynitride material.

20. The method of claim 9, wherein the mask layer is a patterned

photoresist layer.
21. A method for forming conducting structures separated by gaps

filled with dielectric material, comprising the steps of:
providing a substrate containing silicon, the substrate having a
surface;
foim-ng a suiface layer comprising at least one material selected from
the group consisting of titanium nitride, titanium suicide [sic] and a
titanium-tungsten alloy, the surface layer disposed on the substrate
surface;
forming a metal wiring layer on the surface layer, the metal wiring
layer having an upper surface;
forming a protective layer comprising at least one material selected
fiom the group consisting of titanium nitride, titanium silicide and a
titanium-tungsten alloy, the protective layer disposed on the upper
surface of the metal wiring layer, the protective layer having a top

surface;

forming a cap layer comprising at least one material selected from the
group consisting of an oxide, a nitride, and an oxynitride, the cap
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layer disposed on the top surface of the protective layer;
foiming a patterned photoresist layer above the cap layer, said
patterned photoresist layer covering selected portions of the cap layer
and exposing other portions of the cap layer;
etching the exposed portions of the cap layer, the protective layer and
the metal layer to form wiring lines separated by gaps; and
foiming a layer of high density plasma chemical vapor deposition
&electric material within the gaps to fill the gaps.
CX- 1/RX-40 (‘345 Patent).

These claims must be construed as one of ordinary skill in the art would do so.
Respondents’ expert, Mr. Peltzer, testified that a person of ordinary skill in the art relating to the
‘345 patent would have a B.S. or an M.S.degree in electrical engineaing, physics, chemical
engineering or metallurgy. Peltzer Tr. 791. Complainants’ expert, Dr. Fair, testified that around
1997,32one of ordinaiy skill in the art would have had at least a master of science degree in

electrical engineering or chemical engineering or chemishy or physics, with substantial
experience in semiconductor device processes. Fair TI-.
138. Dr. Fair’s opinion requires the
application of a higher standard than that described by Mr.Peltzer. Dr. Fair explained that his
requirement of a more advanced degree and substantial experience is based on his personal
experience in the semiconductor industry, including the hiring and training of persons to work in
the field. Fair Tr. 138-139. Based on the testimony of the expert witnesses, and the technically
complicated record relating to the ‘345 patent, it appears that more would be required of one or
ordinary skill than merely a bachelor’s or master’s of science degree. Thus, it is found that one

The ‘345 patent entitled “High Density Plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition Process”
issued on September 12,2000, based on an application filed in 1997.
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of ordinary skill in the art, for the purposes of the ‘345 patent, is a person with at least a master’s
degree in electrical engineering, physics, chemistry, chemical engineering or metallurgy, with
substantial experience in semiconductor device processes.
There is no dispute that in general the ‘345 patent covers a method for depositing
dielectric material into gaps between wiring lines in the formation of a semiconductor device,
including the foimation of a cap layer and the formation of gaps into which high density plasma
chemical vapor deposition (HDP CVD) dielectric material is deposited. See, e.g., RX-40 (‘345
Patent), Abstract; Fair Tr. 142-143; Peltzer Tr. 791-801. However, questions concerning the
meaning of numerous terms found in the asserted claims are raised in the parties’ briefs.33
Several of those terms are common to the arguments of all parties, and are of sufficient
significance to be discussed individually below.

(0 wiring line layer
Complainants argue that “wiring line layer” means a layer that may be formed fiom a
variety of materials, such as aluminum, aIuminum alloyed with silicon or copper, copper, alloys
including copper and multilayer structures including comparatively inexpensive metals and more
expensive metals such as the refractory metals. It is argued that titanium is a refiactoiy metal,
and a titanium layer is part of the wiring line layer when present. Complainants reject any

proposal that the wiring line layer be made of polysilicon. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 12 (citing CPCL 12 and CPFF 3 10-15); CPCL 12 (citing
CPFF 310-15).

The parties’ briefs relating to the ‘345 patent consist of those filed in connection with both
the November and December, 2001 proceedings.
33
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Respondents ague that “wiring line layer” means a polysilicon or aluminurnbased metal
layer that can be etched to form conducting structures for interconnecting regions within devices
and for interconnecting one or more devices within the integrated circuits. It is argued that the
“wiring line layer” is the conductive material, e.g., aluminudcopper alloy, and does not include
layers of materials such as titanium (Ti) or titanium nitride (TIN) that have other functions.
Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 18 (citing ‘345 Patent,
Col. 1, lines 16-29; RPFF 399-402; RPCL 44).

The Commission Investigative Staff argues that the ‘345 specification (at col.7, lines 3-7)
provides that the “wiring line layer” may be formed fiom a variety of materials, such as (1)
aluminum, (2) aluminum alloyed with silicon or copper, (3) alloys including copper, or (4)
multilayer structures that include inexpensive and more expensive materials such as refractory
metals. The Staff argues that any construction limiting the “wiring line layer” to polysilicon is
not supported by the intrinsic evidence, and that Respondents’ contention that the wiling line
layer necessarily excludes titanium or titanium nitride is not supported by the intrinsic or
extrinsic evidence. The Staff argues that Respondents’ argument is contrary to the testimony of
their expert witness, and that the ‘345 specification clearly teaches that the “wiring line layer”
may be formed from expensive materials such SLS refractory metals, an example of which is

titanium. OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 23-24 (citing CX-I,
col. 7, Iines 3-7; Fair Tr. 146; Peltzer Tr. 870, 872, 878-880).
The specification of the ‘345 patent, including its discussion of a particular preferred
embodiment, explicitly teaches that the wiring line “may be foimed fi-om a variety of metals,
such as aluminum, aluminum alloyed with silicon or copper, copper, alloys including copper and
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multilayer structures including comparatively inexpensive metals and more expensive metals
such as refractory metals.” CX-I/RX-40 (‘345 Patent) at col7, lines 4-8. The expert testimony,
including that of Respondents’ expert witness, demonstrates that titanium is such a refractory

See, e.g., Peltzer Tr. 887-880. Thus, without deciding whether titanium is suitable for
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Mr. Peltzer testified:
Q Now, in your proffered construction,you said titaniumwking line layer does not
include -- wiring line layer does not include titanium. That’s an affirmative
statement. Can you show me, anywhere in the specification or the claims,
support for your affiimative statement that wiring line layer does not include
titanium?

A Well, the embodiment which

is

taught here shows on this column 7 that the
refractory metal can be included as part of the wiling line layer. But again, as I
go back to this first part here and I look at the heading of this entire section, it’s
the description of the preferred embodiments, and I WilI certainly agree withyou
that the titanium being part. of the wiring line is an embodimetit.

Q Mr. Peltzer, you misunderstand. You are offering an affirmative statement to the
Court. The wiring line layer does not include titanium. My question is, where
do you find support for your afiimative statement in either the claims or
specification that the wiring line layer does not include titanium?

A Let’s see, I am trying to understand the difficulty here. The situation, as I see it,
is the situation in which the wiring line layer has titanium in it, is an embodiment.

And then on the other hand, you understand f?om knowledge of titanium that
when you look at the surface of a wafer coated with titanium, it reflects less than
the aluminum layer. And that I could then use the titanium layer as an
antireflective coating.

In such an instance, then, the titanium layer that moves out of the description
of the preferred embodiment here into a description in which we have the wiring
line, which is the aluminum or aluminudcopper, and now a titanium layer
because [sic in Tr., “became”] the first antireflective coating.
Q Let’s go back to page 1 of the CPX-5,the wiring line layer construction. So Mr.
Peltzer, would you agree that in the preferred embodiment, the wiring line layer
can and does include titanium?
(continued.. .)
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(...continued)
A Well, it includes a refiactoiy metal, as described here in this column 7

Q And titanium is a refiactoiy metal?
A Yes, I agree.

Q

So that certainly, to rule out titanium as part of the wiring line is not support by
the patent; right? There’s a flat-out ban on titanium being considered part of the
wiring line layer is contrary to the specification; coirect?

A Would you repeat that? I followed you a little bit but I lost you.

Q

I’mlooking again at your affirmative statement which says in effect, under all
circumstances, the wiring line layer does not include titanium. Would you agree
that that’s not a correct statement, as set forth in the specification and claims of
this patent?

MR.HOVANEC: Your Honor, could I ask that there be only one question? I’m
not sure which question is put to this witness.

JUDGE HARRIS: Well, I think the witness understands now. But I think to be

f ~here,
r I think what he said is that it’s just another embodiment. I don’t think he
said that by saying that it is the prefened embodiment, you’re not ruling out under
all circumstances that it would be part of the wiring line layer.

MR.KIKEL: I certainly understand, your Honor, although I haven’t had any
identification of any other embodiment in the specification. The point that I was
trying to address with the question, though, is that to the extent that SiS is offering
a construction which says it cannot include titanium in the wiring line layer, that’s
certainly contradicted by the prefixTed embodiment.

JUDGE HARRIS: Why don’t you ask the next question.
BY MR.KIKEL:
Q Let me just ask one cleanup and we’ll move on to the next construction, because
I don’t want to spend too long here. Under the preferred embodiment, titanium
would be included as part of the wiring line layer since it is a refi-actory metal;
coi-rect?

A In column 7, it specifically states that a refractory metal can be used, yes. This
(continued...)
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any particular embodiment of the claimed invention, there is no basis upon which to limit the
wiring line layer to a polysilicon or aluminum-based metal in all instances, or to exclude
completely titanum or layers containing titanium.

(io antireflective conting
Complainants argue that “antireflective coating”35means a layer that provides
antireflective functionality by one of two primary means: destructive interference or absorption.
It is argued that if the coating’s antireflective functionality is primarily based on destructive
interference (i.e., forming a quarter wave plate), then its thickness must be set at an appropriate
multiple of one quarter of the wavelength o f the exposure light, taking into account the dielectric
constant of the material, and minor variations from the quarter wave plate thickness are
permitted. However, it is argued, that if the coating’s antireflective functionality is primarily
based on absorption, then its thickness and absorption must be sufficient to cause a measurable
reduction in the amount of light passing through the antireflective coating and reflecting fiom the
layer on which the antireflective coating resides. See CPCL 13 (citing CPFF 3 16-25).
Respondents argue that “antireflective coating” means a layer which significantly reduces
or completely eliminates the reflectivity of light as compared to the layer on which the
antireflective coating resides. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November

34

(...continued)
is a location in which titanium as a refractory metal can be put in a wiring line in
that preferred embodiment.

Peltzer 877-880 (emphasis added).
35 The teim “antireflective coating” is referred to fiequently in the parties’ briefs, and
occasionally in this Initial Deteimination as “ARC.”
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Hearing) at 17 (citing CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7, lines 10-17, col. 7, line 58 - col. 8 line
32; RPFF 388-396, RPCL 42). Contrary to perceptions of the other parties, Respondents do not
propose that “antireflective coating” be limited to absorption. However, consistent with their
general arguments concerning “antireflective coating,” Respondents argue that the claim
language, “works by absorption” means an antireflective layer that works by absorbing light
transmitted during the exposure of the photoresist to light, and that “works by interference”
means an antireflective layer that acts as a quarter wave plate to create destructive interference to
prevent light fiom reflecting up to the photoresist layer. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 18 (citing CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7, lines 33-51,
lines 58-67; RPFF 403-407; RPCL 45-46).
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that the ‘345 specification provides that
antireflectiveness can be canied in at two least different ways: either by (1) destructive
interference, or (2) absorption. The Staff argues that Respondents’ proposed claim construction
covers only one of these anti-reflective means, namely absorption, and should be rejected. It is
argued that while Respondents contend that the antireflective coating should be construed as a
coating that “significantly reduces or completely eliminates the reflectivity of light as compared
to the layer on which the antireflective coating resides,” the claims do not contain these
limitations; that the ‘345 patent does not teach that the antireflective coating “significantly
reduces” or “completely eliminates” light; and that instead, the claims merely provide that, in at
least one embodxnent, the antireflective coating is to be absorptive. In addition, the Staff argues,
the ‘345 patent does not teach that the coating’s antireflectiveness is a function of the reflectivity
of the layer beneath it. OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Healing) at 24-25
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(citing CX-URX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7, line 11 - col. 8, line 32; Fair Tr. 150-153 (extent or
magnitude of absorption not specified in claims)).
There is no dispute that an antireflective coating may work by absorption or interference,
and there is support for that contention in the ‘345 patent. For example, claim 2 of the ‘345
patent explicitly covers, “[tlhe method of claim 1 , wherein the first antireflective coating works
by absorption, and the second antireflective coating works by interference. See CX-l/RX-40
(‘345 Patent), col. 10, lines 28-3 1. Furthermore, there appears to be agreement that to work by

interference means an antireflective layer that acts as a quarter wave plate to create destructive
interference to prevent light fiom reflecting up to the photoresist layer. In any event, there is
arnple support in the specification for such a construction, based upon the knowledge of one of
ordinary skill in the art.36See CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7 , line 58 - col. 8, line 14.
36

The ‘345 patent specification states in pertinent part:
The cap layer 28 may serve a number of functions. During the exposure of the
photoresist layer to light to shape the mask prior to etching, the cap layer may be used
as a quarter wave plate in order to prevent light fiom passing through the cap layer
and reflecting back up to the photoresist layer and causing the photoresist layer to
become exposed in regions that are supposed to remain unexposed. Rather than
absorbing light like the protective layer 26, the quarter wave plate creates destructive
interference to prevent light from reflecting up to the photoresist layer. Those of
ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the particular thickness of layer 28 to be
provided when layer 28 has its prefewed fbnction as a quarter wave plate is different
for different materials. The preferred thickness for layer 28 can be determined by
setting the thickness to be one quarter of the wavelength of the exposure light taking
into account the dielectric constant of the material in layer 28 at the wavelength of
the exposure light. More generally, the thickness may be set so that twice the
thickness of the layer 28 is an odd number of half wavelengths of the exposure light,
taking into account the dielectric constant of the material. It should fui-ther be
appreciated that minor variations fi-omthe optimal thickness of layer 28 as a quarter
wave plate will typically be effective in reducing reflectivity, although less
effectively.
(continued...)
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There is a variance among the proposed constructions concerning the term and the
concept of “absorption” and, in general, what it means to call a coating “antireflective.”” As
stated above, Complainants argue that if the coating’s antireflective hnctionality is primarily
based on absorption, then its thickness and absorption must be sufficient to cause a measurable
reduction in the amount of light passing through the antireflective coating and reflecting ftom the
layer on which the antireflective coating resides. Respondents argue that any antireflective
coating must significantly reduce or compzetely eliminate the reflectivity of light as compared to
the layer on which the antireflective coating resides. At the outset, common sense would suggest
that Complainants’ and Respondents’ definitions of what “antireflective” means are not far apart.
However, Complainants’ proposal (which would require only a measurable reduction in the
amount of light passing through the coating and reflecting fi-omunderneath) may leave open the
possibility that coatings which for all practical purposes serve no antireflective purpose or
function whatsoever might be called “antireflective coatings” merely because someone could

measure some small decrease in light. Furthemore, Complainants’ proposal for when a coating
that works by interference may properly be called “antireflective”remains unclear.
The problem that is addressed by the use of antireflective coatings is stated plainly in the
‘345 specification:

Reduced design rules for forming integrated circuit devices have

36 (. ..continued)
CX-URX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7 , line 58 - col. 8, line 14.

The differences between Complainants’ and Respondents’ positions on this point appear to
be minimized in Respondents’ reply brief. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief
(Following the December Hearing) at 9-10. However, the variances are important and are
addressed herein.
37
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necessitated the use of photolithography steppers that use short
wavelength exposure sources. Such short wavelength exposure
sources allow for finer resolution lithography, but have the drawback
of much higher levels of reflection from different components of the
integrated circuit device. For example, during exposure of the
photoresist mask, it is possible that light may pass entirely through
the photoresist and rejlect from the surface of the first metal layer
hack into the lower portions of the photoresist iayer. To the extent
that the reflected light is scattered by the surface of the first metal
layer, it is possible that unwanted portions of the photoresist layer
might be exposed. These unwanted reflections could undesirably
narrow the first level metal wiring lines foimed in this process.
CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 1, line 58 - col. 2, line 5 (emphasis added).

Thus, Respondents’ proposed construction that “antireflective coating” means a layer that

significantly reduces or completely eliminates the reflectivity of light as compared to the layer on
which the antireflective coating resides is a helphl definition, whether the antireflective result is
effected by absorption or interference. The words significantly or completely do not appear in
the claim language, and other words might be substituted to explain the nature of an
antireflective coating. There is no need or basis for attempting to add those particular words to
the claim language. The patent specification discusses embodiments of the invention in terms of
reducing reflectivity, without the use of qualifiers such as “measurable” or “significantly.” See
CX-I/=-40

(‘345 Patent) at col8, lines 24-32. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect that the

antireflective effect of a coating, whether through absotption or interference, must be significant
to the purposes of the invention in order for that coating to satis@ the claim limitation and to be
described as “antireflective.”
Closely related to the arguments concerning the meaning of “antireflective coating” are
arguments made by Respondents in their post-hearing brief following the December, 2001
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hearing, in which they argue that a competitor looking at the ‘345 patent would understand that
the term “different materials” used with respect to “the first and the second antireflective
coating” in independent claim 1 means that there should be, at the least, a difference between
metal and non-metal components. Respondents rely on the fact that no special definition of
“Merent materials” is provided in the ‘345 patent, and the fact that the specification teaches that
the first antireflective layer -- the layer 26 -- is disclosed as titanium nitride, titanium-silicide, or
a titanium-tungsten alloy, while the second antireflective layer -- the layer 28 -- is disclosed as
silicon nitride or oxynitride. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the December
Hearing) at 10-11(citing CX-URX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 6, lines 60-65 and col7 lines 10-11,
31-33; Peltzer Tr. 1178-1181).

In their reply following the December, 200 1 hearing, Complainants argue that
Respondents rely on a simplistic approach taken by their expert at the hearing, i.e., [

1
Complainants argue that one of ordinary skill in the art would understand the term “different
materials” in the ‘345 patent to be focused on the different chemical compounds formed fiom
atoms and the differences in the properties of compounds. Complainants present specific data
relevant to products accused in this investigation and to the details of an infiingement analysis.38
See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the December Hearing) at 15 (citing

’*Complainants argue that certain accused products have a second antireflective coating on”
a first antireflective coating. However, those arguments are couched in teims of the infiingement
analysis, rather than claim construction. Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the
December Hearing) at 18- 19.
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CPFF 1196, 1203).
The Commission Investigative Staff, with respect to the term “different materials,” argues
that Respondents merely assume that because one teaching o f the ‘345 patent states that the “first
antireflective coating” (item 26) may be titanium nitride, titanium silicide, or titanium-tungsten
alloy (see CX-l/RX-40, col. 6, lines 60-65) and the “second antireflective coating” (item 28) may
be silicon oxide, silicon nitride, or oxynitride, competitors would understand “different
materials” to be a difference between metal and non-metal components. The Staff argues that
Respondents attempt to create limitations that are not present in the specification, and to import
them into the claims. The Staff argues that the ‘345 patent specification does not contain any
teaching that provides that “different”materials requires a difference between metal and
non-metal components. OUII Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the December Hearing) at
5-6 (The Staff also presents argument relevant to infkingement determinations).

Although Respondents clearly rely on the teachings of the ‘345 patent specification to
propose a construction for the teim “different materials,” no party argues that the ‘345 patent
specification provides a specific definition of the teim “different materials” or the word
“different”( i.e., to quote a term of art, with respect to which the patentees have sought to be their
own lexicographers). The dispute among the parties concerning the term “different materials”

centers primarily around the word “different” (e.g., need the materials involved be metal and
non-metal, or need they simply exhibit different characteristics, and if so, how different?).
A standard dictionary definition of the word “different” shows that the word conveys two
main ideas that are relevant to this discussion: “1: partly or totally unlike in nature, fotm, or

quality . . . :having at least one property not possessed by another . . . 2 :not the same : distinct
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or separate (from another or from others is a group) .

. . .”

WEBSTER’S
THIRDNEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
01;THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
UNA~MDGED
630 (1976)(“Webster’s
Unabridged”). Indeed, one may refer to something as “different” whenever there is a single
property not possessed by another. Thus, two things that are not exactly alke may be said to be
“different.” Yet, the word “different” may also be used to covey the idea that two things are
appreciably “distinct” or “separate.”
In the case of the “different materials” required for the antireflective coatings of the ‘345
patent, it appears that to some extent all parties would favor the latter meaning (i.e., conveying
the distinctiveness or separateness), or if the former meaning is preferred, that the definition of
“different” in this instance should stress how “unlike” the antireflective coatings are in nature or
quality. For example, Respondents rely on a preferred embodiment of the specification to argue
that the ‘345 teaches that the antireflectivecoating must be as “different” as metal versus
non-metal. Complainants reject that metal versus non-metal limitation, yet in bridging the gap
between proposed claim construction and infi-ingement analysis, their briefing relies on scientific
evidence to argue that there are “substantial differences in chemical composition, density,
resistivity and optical properties” in the alleged first and second antireflective coatings used in
the accused processes. See, e.g., Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the December
Hearing) at 5-9. No party argues that the antireflective coatings may be said to be of “different
materials” due to slight or insignificant divergences in form, nature or function. The applicants
would not have specified “different materials” in their claim language to include materials that
are substantially alike. A construction which requires “different materials” to exhibit significant,
if not substantial (in Complainants’ words), differences in chemical composition and relevar:
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properties (such as resistivity) is supported by the specification, which teaches that the purpose of
using different materials for layers 26 and 28 in a prefened embodiment is to augment the effect
of usingjust one layer. See CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7 , line 58 - col. 8, line 32 (containing
the discussion relied on by Respondents). Thus, there is utility to using two layers comprised o f
“different materials,” and a clear reason for the applicants to place such a limitation in the claim
language.
Respondents also argue that for the purposes of an infiingement smalysis, the word “on”
(as used in the phrase “forming a second antireflective coating on the first antireflective layer”)

means adjacent to and above, and does not mean “in.” It is argued that the word “on” is not
given any special meaning in the ‘345 patent, and thus must be given its ordinary meaning. Id. at
11-13.
Complainants argue that the ‘345 patent does not provide a special definition of the word
“on” or the word “in.” Furthermore, it is argued that Dr.Fair, Complainants’ expert, testified
that the word “on”, as used in the third element of claim 1 of the ‘345 patent, means “above” or
“in contact with.” Complainants criticize Respondents for raising this issue in their briefing.
However, especially as seen below in the summary of the Commission Investigative Staff’s
arguments concerning the word “on,” the use of this simple word in the claim language is in need
of clarification. Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the December Hearing) at
7-8 (citing CPFF 1167).

The Commission Investigative Staff argues that there is nothing in the ‘345 patent
specification or prosecution history that provides that the teim ‘‘on” or “above,” as used in the
‘the ‘345 patent excludes “in.” The Staff argues that as long as the second antireflective coating
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is “on” or “above” the first layer, independent claims 1, 9 and 2 1are infi-inged, whether or not
the second antireflective coating is also “in.” OUII Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the
December Hearing) at 3-5.
Although the Staff does not rely primarily on a dictionary definition of the term “on,” it
nevertheless quotes such a definition for additional support of its proposed claim construction.
In particular, the Staff argues that “on” has the following meanings: “( 1) ‘in or into a position of
contact with an upper surface’ and (2) ‘in or into a position of being attached to or coveling a
surface.”’ OUII Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the December Hearing) at 5 (quoting
WEBSTER’SNEW
COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY
at 824 (9th ed. 1985)(“Webster’s
Collegiate”)(emphasis in original Staff reply brief).
The Staff emphasizes the dictionary definition’s use of the word “in” when defining the
word “on.” The Staff, however, misinterprets the quoted definition. The quoted definition
defines “on7’as having the characteristic of being “in” a particular “position” -- i.e., a “position of
contact” with an upper surface, or “in” a “position” of being attached to or covering a suface.
The term “in”as used in this dictionary definition does not state or suggest that something is
located “on” something else by virtue of being in contact with an upper surface and at the same
time in the upper su$ace or in the structure that has an upper surface. The state of being in a

position ofcontact with an upper surface and being in an upper suface are two v a y different
concepts and indeed physical locations. Similarly, this definition does not state or suggest that
something is located “on” something else by virtue of covering a surface, and yet also exists in
the covered surface or in the structure that has a surface. A proposed interpretation that would
combine or confuse “on” with “in” cannot be adopted with respect to the ‘345 patent.
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Indeed, the claim language and the discussion of the preferred embodiments of the ‘345
patent supports use of the common understanding of the term “on.” The plain language of claim
1 requires “foiming a fist antireflective coating on the wiring line layer” and in a separate

element, “forming a second antireflective coating on the first antireflective coating, wherein the
first antireflective coating and the second antireflective coating are formed fi-om different
materials.” Thus, a first antireflective coating and a second antireflective coating “are formed
from different materials” - i.e., they have different origins; they are formed fi-omdifferent
materials, not the same material - and one coating is placed “on” the other. Likewise, the
specification teaches that the antireflective coatings are “jiormedfrom different materials” (as
opposed to in or within one or the other), and further that a protective layer has surfaces,
including a “top surface.”
The processes and the physical properties described in the ‘345 patent specification
support the placement of one antireflective coating “on” another in the usual sense that one
object is said to be “on” another. See, e.g., CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 3, line 22 - col. 4,
line 8. Common dictionary definitions, including the dictionaq definition quoted by the
Commission Investigative Staff, when read carefully, are appropriate to construe the word “011.’’~~
(iii) mask lnyer

Complainants argue that “mask layer” means a patterned layer for etching, and claim 1of
the ‘345 patent does not limit the mask layer to a pattemed photoresist layer. See CPCL 14

39 The definition of “on” in Webster’s Collegiate, as quoted by the Commission lnvestigative
Staff, is nearly identical to the primary definitions for the word “on,” when used as an adverb,
contained in Webster’s Unabridged (a dictionsuy quoted elsewhere in this opinion). See
Webster’s Unabridged at 1575.
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(citing CPFF 326-28).
Respondents argue that “masklayer” means a patterned layer of photoresist for etching
underlying exposed regions. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 17 (citing ‘345 Patent, Col. 7 , lines 37-45; RPFF 397-398; RPCL 43).
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that in view of the fact that claim 3 provides
that the “mask layer is a pattemed photoresist layer,” “mask layer” should not be limited to a
patterned layer of photoresist for etching underlying exposed regions. Such a limitation, it is
argued, would render claim 3 superfluous. The Staff notes that the ‘345 patent specification
provides that “[a]ltematively, the photoresist layer itself may be used as the mask for etching
layers 28, 26,24, and 22.” CX-URX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7, lines 42-45 (emphasis added). The
Commission Investigative Staff relies in part on the Federal Circuit’s opinion in Xerox Corp. v.

Scorn Corp. 267 F.3d 1361, 1366-67 (Fed. Cir. 200l)(“There is presumed to be a difference in
meaning and scope when different words or phrases are used in separate claims. To the extent
that the absence of such difference in meaning and scope would make a claim superfluous, the
doctrine of claim differentiation states the presumption that the difference between claims is
significant.”)(quothg Tandon C o p v. United States In? ‘I Trade Comm ’n, 831 F.2d 1017, 1023
(Fed. Cir. 1987)). OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 25-26.
The parties agree that a “mask layer”means, at least, a patterned layer for etching. That
statement of what constitutes a mask layer is a simple yet adequate definition for the purposes of
this investigation.
In the “Desciiption of the Related Art,” the ‘345 patent specification states that:
“Generally, the etch mask is formed by providing a layer of photoresist on the surface of the first
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metal layer, exposing the layer of photoresist through an exposure mask and developing the
photoresist to form the etch mask.” CX-URX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. I lines 51-55 (emphasis
added). Respondents would augment the simple definition of “mask layer” to require that the
patterned layer in the ‘345 patent claims must be a layer of photoresist. Respondents’ proposal is
based on language in the ‘345 patent specification that discusses a preferred embodiment (see
col. 7, lines 37-41; RPFF 397). There is no need or justification for reading that feature of a
preferred embodiment into the independent claims of the patent as a limitation. It is further
noted that claim 3 provides for “[tlhe method of claim 1 , wherein the mask layer is a patterned
photoresist layer.” Thus, especially with respect to claim 1, it would be expected that the claim
language “mask layer” should be broad enough to cover a mask layer made of photoresist,
although one would not expect such a limitation to be read from dependent claim 3 into
independent claim 1.@
(iv) cap tayer

Complainants argue that “cap layer” means a layer that may serve a number of functions,
including acting as an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal line etching, andor a

Similarly, Respondents argue that “acts as a mask” and “used as a hard mask” means that
after etching the second antireflective coating, the photoresist mask layer is removed and the
pattemed second reflective coating is then used as a mask to etch exposed portions of underlying
m a t e d . Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 17 at 18 (citing
CX-URX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7, lines 37-42, col. 8, lines 33-51). The portions ofthe
specification cited by Respondents also relate to prefened embodiments, including an
embodiment in which the cap layer 28 is used as a hard mask for wiring line etching. As in the
case of the general teim “mask layer,” there is no indication that these aspects of preferred
embodiments should be read into the claims. In addition, independent claim 9 calls for “forming
a cap layer above the wiring line, and there is dependent claim 20, which specifically adds the
limitation to “claim 9, wherein the mask layer is a pattemed photoresist layer.” It would be
redundant and unusual to read the limitation of claim 20 into claim 9.
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protector for the top corners of metal wiring lines during the HDP CVD process. See CPCL 15
(citing CPFF 329-3 1).
Respondents argue that “cap layer” means a dielectric, insulating layer that may serve as
an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal line etching, and/or a protector for the top corners
of metal wiring lines during the HDP CVD process. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 17 (citing CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 4, lines 57-60;
RPFF 369-387; RPCL 41).
The Commission Investigative Staff argues (based on col. 4, lines 57-60) that “cap layer”
should be construed as a layer that serves several functions, including acting as (1) an
antireflective coating, andor (2) a hard mask for metal line etching, andor (3) a protector for the
top corners of the metal wiring lines during HDP CVD. The Staff argues that Respondents’
proposal that the “cap layer” means a dielectric, insulating layer should be rejected. The Staff
argues that while the ‘345 patent teaches the use of a dielectric material, that teaching is directed
to the composition of the material used to fill the gaps between the wiring lines and should not,
therefore, be inserted as a limitation for “cap layer.” OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 26-27 (citing Peltzer Tr- 884-885 (Respondents’ expert agrees that the
claim language does not require that cap layer be a dielectric)).
Given the broad functions outlined by the ‘345 specification for the cap layer, even with
respect to the preferred embodiments, the functions that a cap layer might fulfill are not at issue.41

dl

The ‘345 specification provides: “The cap layer may serve a number of functions, acting as

an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal line etching, and a protector for the top coiners of

metal wiring lines during the HDPCVD process.” CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 4,lines 57-60
(general discussion of the prefeired embodiments). See also CX-I/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7 ,
(continued...)
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Nevertheless, a question is raised as to whether in all instances the claims of the ‘345 patent
require that the cap layer be a “dielectric, in
sulating layer.”
The specification teaches the use of such a layer as a preferred embodiment, in which cap
layer 28 “is preferably foirned fiom silicon oxide, silicon nitride or oxynitride.” See, e.g.,
C X - I N - 4 0 (‘345 Patent), col. 7 , lines 31-32; Peltzer Tr. 884-885. While neither the claims nor
the specification contains language indicating that the precise limitation proposed by
Respondents (“dielec&ic, insulating” layers) must be used for cap layers in all possible
embodiments covered by the claims of the ‘345 patent, the specificationnevertheless teaches: “In
another aspect of certain embodiments, the cap layer, which may not be a conductive material,
may be removed prior to an electrical connection being made to the wiling lines.” Id. at col. 9,

lines 6 1-64. It appears that the infoilnationto be conveyed about “certain embodiments” is that
the cap layer “may be removed prior to an electrical connection being made to the wiring lines.”
However, the statement that a cap layer “may not be a conductivematerial” is best understood as
a statement about cap layers, in general, under the claims of the ‘345 patent.” Indeed, it is
logical to define a cap layer as non-conductive, rather than conductive, because during the HDP
41 (...continued)
lines 58-64 (“The cap layer 28 may serve a number of functions. During the exposure of the
photoresist layer to light to shape the mask prior to etching, the cap layer may be used as a
quarter wave plate in order to prevent light fiom passing through the cap layer and reflecting
back up to the photoresist layer and causing the photoresist layer to become exposed in regions
that are supposed to remain unexposed.”).
42 It is clear from the ‘345 patent specification that the cap layer 28 in a preferred embodiment
is preferably a silicon, which is not a conductive material, and that the cap layers in “certain
embodiments” -- a rather open-ended phrase -- which are discussed in column 9 are also
non-conductive.
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CVD gap-filling process, portions of the cap layer may be redeposited within the gap, and a
manufacturer

would avoid increased capacitance between wiring lines. See, e.g., CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent),
col. 9, lines 49-55. Consequently, while it is not required to impose the precise limitation that a
cap layer be formed from a “dielectric, insulating;’ material, the term “cap layer” as used in the
claims of the ‘345 patent is understood to consist of a material that is not cond~ctive.”~
(v) at a sputtering rate sufficient to fill the gaps

Complainants argue that “at a sputtering rate sufficient to fill the gaps” means using a
sputtering rate sufficient to remove and redistribute dielectric material from the wiring line
sidewalls so as to enable substantially void-fiee filling of gaps, enhance planarization, and
prevent buildup at the corners of the wiring line and thus resulting in better gap-filling.
Complainants argue that nothing in the claims or specification imposes a limitation that only a
single dielectric can be deposited, nor is there any limitation as to “an appropriate E/D ratio.”

43 As a non-conductive material, some may refer to such as layer simply as a “dielecti-ic.”
See, e.g. , THE AMERICAN
HERITAGE
DICTIONARY
OF T I E ENGLISH
LANGUAGE5 19 (3d ed.
1992)(“dielectric . . . n. A nonconductor o f electricity, especially a substance with electrical
conductivity less than a millionth (10-6) of a siemens.”); but see WEBSTER’S
NEW WORLD
ENCYCLDPEDIA
332 (1992)(dielectric a substance (an insulator such as a ceramic, rubber, or
glass) capable of supporting electric stress.”). See also Intarnational SEMATECH Official
Dictionary, Rev 5.0, http://w.sematech.org/public/publications/dict/(“dielectric n 1 : a
nonconductive material; an insulator. Examples are silicon dioxide and silicon nitride.
[SEMATECH]2 : a material applied to the surface of a ceramic or preformed plastic package to
provide fbnctions such as electrical insulation, passivation of underlying metallization, and
limitations to solder flow. [SEMT G33-901”); Lucent Technologies Glossary (online),
h t t p : / / w .Lucent.com/search/glossa~/glossa~.
html (“Insulator A material, such as glass,
wood or rubber, that is a poor conductor of electricity, or a device made from such a material.
It’s used to separate conductors from one another.”).
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See CPCL 15 (citing CPFF 332-36).

Respondents argue that “at a sputtering rate sufficientto fill the gaps” means depositing a
single dielectric material between patterned wiring lines to fill the gaps completely without
voids, using only high density plasma chemical vapor deposition at an appropriate E/D ratio.
Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 17 (citing CX- lRX-40
(‘345 Patent), col. 2, lines 44-47 and 52-54; Fig. 4; PFF 425; RPCL 52).

The Commission Investigative Staff argues that Complainants’ proposed claim
construction for “sputtering rate sufficient to fill the gaps” is supported by the intrinsic evidence,
whereas Respondents’proposed construction is not. It is argued that the ‘345 specification,
provides the following teaching:
[Slputteringremoves and redistributes dielectricmaterial from wiring
line sidewalls and enables substantially void-free filling of gaps and
enhances planarization . . . [Tlhe sputter component acts to prevent
material buildup at the corners of the wiring lines and results in better
gap filling.
C X - l m - 4 0 (‘345 Patent), col. 6, lines 17-22.
The Staff argues that neither the claims and specification nor prosecution history teach
that only a “single” dielectric can be used, and relying on Peltzer Tr. 887, that the intrinsic
evidence does not provide that there is any limitation

to the appropriate etch-to-deposition

ratio. Rather, citing col. 6, line 19; col. 11, line 2 (claim 9),the Staff argues that the only
requirement for the sputtering rate is that it be “sufficient”to fill the gaps. The Staff argues that
Respondents’ construction of “sputtering rate sufficient to fill the gaps” is based on portions of
the specificationthat describe the “Background of the Invention” and not the disclosed
embodiments. OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 27-29 (citing Fair
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Tr.163-64).
A review of the ‘345 patent specification and testimony at issue shows that the claim

language “at a sputtering rate sufficient to fill the gaps,” which is found in independent claim 9,
does not necessarily require the added limitation of a “single” dielectric material. Nor does that
phrase necessarily require the addition of an “appropriate E/Dratio.” Although it may be
desirable or necessary to have an etch to deposition ratio that is appropriate, this does not appear
to be a matter of basic claim construction.
With respect to the question of whether the phrase “at a sputtering rate sufficient to fill
the gaps” covers only processes that “completely” fill gaps or also processes that “subtantially”

fill gaps, it is noted that the claim language itself uses no such qualifier. It simply refers to a
sputtering rate sufficient tofill the gaps.
The portion of the specification relied on by Respondents addresses the “background of
the invention” and the “related art.” It states that dielectric material deposited into the gaps
between wiring lines “should be able to completely fill the gap between conductors,” yet also that
“it is important to accurately form wiring lines slnd gaps, and to deposit a high quality,

substantially void-free dielectric mto gaps.” See CX-I/=-40

(‘345 Patent), col. 2, lines 44-54

(emphasis added). These portions do not bear directly on a limitation to the claimed invention,
and demonstrate that the precision sought to be added by Respondents as a claim limitation is
apparently not present in the prior art (as least as the prior art is discussed in the ‘345
specification). In addition, the portion of the specification relied on by the Commission
Investigative Staff, demonstrates that at least with respect to a preferred embodiment, sputtering
“enables substantially void-freefilling of gaps.” See CX-1M-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 6, lines 1492

23 (emphasis added).
Consequently, the limitation that Respondent seek to have added to claim 9, with respect
to complete filling of gaps, is not adopted. Specific questions as to whether Respondents’
accused processes are covered by the claims of the ‘345 patent are discussed in the section below
on the infringement issue.
(vi) oxide, (vi$ nitride, (viii) oxynitride

Some or all of the terms “oxide,” “nitride” and “oxynitride” are found in ceratin claims of
the ‘345 patent with reference to cap layer. See CX-I/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), claims 13 and 21.
The parties advance similar arguments with respect to each of these terms.
Complainants argue that “oxide” means the oxide of a material and can be represented by
the chemical symbol MO, where M can be any element and the subscript x is a number greater
than zero, and the fact that silicon oxide is a prefeired embodiment does not limit oxide to silicon
oxide. See CPCL 17 (citing CPFF 338-39). Respondents argue that “oxide” means silicon oxide
or S i 0 or SO,. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 18

(citing CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7 , lines 30-32; RPFF 408-421; WCL 47). The
Commission Investigative Staff argues that “oxide” should not be limited to silicon oxide or
silicon dioxide. The Staff argues that while Respondents rely on the statement “[clap layer . . . is
preferubly foimed fiom silicon oxide,” such a construction relies on importing limitations &om

the ‘345 patent’s preferred embodiments, a practice that ivns afoul of controlling Federal Circuit
authority. The Staff is of the view that “oxide” should be construed as “the oxide of a material.”
OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 29 (citing Pall Corp. v. PTI

Tech.,Inc., 259 F.3d 1383, 1391 (Fed. Cir. 2001); Peltzer Tr. 888-889 (agrees that Respondents
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construe “oxide” based on preferred embodiment)).
Complainants argue that “nitride” means the nitride of a material and can be represented
by the chemical symbol MN,where M can be any element and the subscript y is a number greater
than zero, and the fact that silicon nitride is a prefened embodiment does not limit nitride to
silicon nitride. See CPCL 18 (citing CPFF 340-41). Respondents argue that “nitride” means
silicon nitride. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at I8 (citing
(CX-1M-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7, lines 30-32; RPFF 408-421; RPCL 48). The Commission
Investigative Staff argues that it is well-settled that claims generally are not to be limited to the
preferred embodiments, yet Respondents incorrectly construe “nitride” as being limited to silicon
nitride. The Staff argues that “nitride” should be construed to mean the nitride of any material,
wherein silicon oxide, silicon nitride, and oxynitride are examples. OUII Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 30 (citing CX-URX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7 , lines 30-32
(“[c]ap layer 28 . . . is preferably fornied fiom silicon oxide, silicon nitride or oxynitride . .
.”)(emphasis added); Peltzer Tr. 890).
Complainants argue that “oxynitride” means the oxynitride of a material and can be
represented by the chemical symbol MQN, where M can be any element and the subscripts x
and y are greater than zero. Complainants argue that nothing in the claim or specification limits
oxynitride to silicon oxynitiide. See CPCL 19 (citing CPFF 342-43). Respondents argue that
“oqmitride” means silicon oxynitride. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Biief (Following the
November Hearing) at 18 (citing CX-l/RX-40 (‘345 Patent), col. 7 , lines 30-32; RPFF 408-421;

RPCL 49). The Commission Investigative Staff argues that “oxynitride,” like “oxide” and
“nitride,” should be construed in accordance with its well-accepted meaning to one of ordinary
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skill in the art, and that thus, consistent with the intrinsic evidence, “oxynitride” should be
construed as the oxynitride of a material. OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 30-31.
The record demonstrates that there is an insufficient basis to read characteristics of the
particular oxide, nitride and oxynitride from the preferred embodiments of the ‘345 specification
into the patent claim. Consequently, Respondents’ proposed limitations for oxide, nitride and
oxynitride are not adopted.
Infringement Determination

B.

3 manufacturing process

Complainants argue that SiS’s [

3 process infringe numerous claims of the ‘345 patentu

andits [

The

issues relating to these two, distinct processes are discussed separately below.
1.

Respondents’ [
S O N Cap Layer

] Manufacturing Process Which Uses an

Complainants argue in their main post-hearing brief that their expert Dr. Fair went
through SiS’s [

] manufacturing process step-by-step to show that the process contains all

the elements of the asserted claims of the ‘345 patent, and thus Respondents’ [

J process,

1, infiinges all

which uses [

Complainants’ briefs do not raise the doctrine of equivalents in connection with
infringement of the ‘345 patent. Respondents argue that no evidence of infringement under the
doctrine of equivalents was adduced at the hearing; that Respondents have not been apprised of
arguments under the doctrine of equivalents; and that all independent claims of the ‘345 patent
were amended during patent prosecution in overcome rejections by the PTO. See Respondents’
Post-Hearing Brief (Following the December Hearing) at 15-16 . Moreover, the Administrative
Law Judge is aware of no argument or evidence in this investigation that is relevant to the
doctrine of equivalents and would result in a different ultimate conclusion o f infiingement or
noninfiingement than would be reached under the law of literal infiingement.
44
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asserted claims of the ‘345 patent. Furthermore, Complainants argue that in accordance with the
parties’ October 16, 2001 stipulation, Respondents did not contest the evidence of infiingement,
and therefore Respondents’ [

3 process should be found to infringe the ‘345 patent.

See

Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 16-17 citing CPFF
460-99). In particular, Cornplainants allege that Respondents infringe claims 1,3-9, 11-13 and
20-21 of the ‘345 patent. See CPFF 462; Complainants’ Proposed Conclusions of Law for
Hearing CompletedNovember 16,2001 at 13-14 (CPCL 44-53).
The Commission Investigative Staff supports a fmding of infringement by Respondents ’
[

3 process.

See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing).

Respondents argue in their main post-hearing brief that although they stipulated that they
would not contest infiingement of the ‘345 patent by [

] process,” Complainants

retained the burden of establishing infiingement of each asserted ‘345 patent claim. Respondents
argue that at most Complainants have established infringement of only claim 9 (which recites a
“cap layer” on a metal wiring line layer,) because in the [

] process, [

1. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the
November Hearing) at 33.
With respect to independent claim 1 and its dependent claims, Respondents argue that
Complainants did not establish that the [

3 process had first and second antireflective

coating. In particular, Respondents argue that Dr Fair testified that only by measuring reflectivity
can one deteimine whether a layer is antireflective, and he questioned whether a layer could serve
as an antireflective coating if none of the incident light passes through the second antireflective

coating to the frst antireflective coating. Respondents argue that Complainants submitted no
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evidence that any incident light during D W photolithographypasses through [

3. Id.
With respect to claim 2 1, Respondents argue that while the surface layer [

IIn their reply brief, Complainants argue that notwithstandingthe stipulation that
Respondents would not contest infiingement of the ‘345 patent by their [

3 process

(October 16 Stipulation 7 20)’ Respondents have attempted to do just that by arguing that
Complainantshave not met the burden of establishing infringement of the asserted claims of the
‘345 patent. Complainants further argue that in addition to the fact that Respondents should be

precludedby their stipulation from contesting infringement, the substance o f Respondents’
infiingement arguments is wrong because Dr.Fair’s step-by-step testimony concerning the [
] process established that the process contains all elements of claims 1,3,4, 5,9, 1 1 , 12, 13,
20 and 21 of the ‘345 patent, including a first and second antireflective coating as required by

claim 1, and a surface layer “compiising at least one material selected f+omthe group consisting
of titanium nitride, titanium silicide and a titanium tungsten alloy’’ as required by claim 2 1.

Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 7 (citing CPFF
464-69,492-99).
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In addition, Complainants argue that Respondents are wrong in their assertion that the

I.

record contains no evidence regarding [

Complainants argue that Respondents submitted exhibits containing such evidence. Moreover,
Complainants argue, Dr.Fair testified that [

1.
Finally, Complainants argue that Respondents are also wrong in asserting that [

1

process does not infringe claim 2 1because [

I.
The pertinent part of the stipulation entered into by Complainants and Respondents with

d5 The report was prepared by n&k Technology, Inc. of Santa Clara, California. The company
is hereinafter referred to as “n&k.”
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respect to infiingement by SiS’s SiON process is as follows:
Solely for purposes of this investigation and not for use in any district
couit action os in any other matter, respondents stipulate that they will
not contest infiingement of the ‘345 patent by SiS’s SiON process.
Respondents reserve the light to contest validity of the ‘345 patent,
importation, and domestic industry as to the ‘345 patent both with
respect to SiS’s SiON process and with respect to SiS’s N20PT
process as well as with respect to any other process accused by
complainants of infiinging the ‘345 patent.
Stipulation to Further Revise the Prehearing Schedule (Oct. 16, 2001), 120.46
At the hearing, Complainants’ expert rendered an opinion as to each element of each
asserted claim of the ‘345 patent to the effect that the [

J process infi-inges. The expert’s

opinion was based on his review of SiS operational manufacturing procedures as recorded in SiS
documents entered into evidence. See Fair Tr. 144, 154-175; CX-12C; CX-13C. In view of
Respondents’ stipulation not to contest Complainants’ infringement allegation with regard to

I:

J process and the ‘345 patent, Complainants’ prima facie evidence is adequate to prevail

on the question of whether or not [

J process practices the asserted claims of the ‘345

patent4’ Accordingly, if it wese found that the asserted ‘345 patent claims were valid (and
enforceable), it would be found that Respondents’ [
2.

Respondents’ [

3 process infringed those claims.
] Process

46 On Febi-uay 7,2002, Respondents filed their “Motion for Leave to Withdraw Stipulation
and Request for a Determination on Whether Respondents’ ‘SiON’ Process Infiinges ‘345
Patent.” Motion Docket No. 450-28. See Order No. 18 (concerning Motion No. 450-28); Order
No. 19 (concerning Motion No. 450-28). On Apid 23, 2002, Respondents filed their “Notice of
Withdrawal of Respondents’ Motion to Withdraw Stipulation and Request for a Determination
on Whether Respondents’ ‘SON’ Process Infringes ‘345 Patent. ”
47 It is generally accepted at law that an unrebuttedprimafacie case is, by definition, a
“preponderance ofthe evidence.” SeeKewley v. HHS, 153 F.3d 1357, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 1998);
Hale v. Dept. of Transportation, 772 F.2d 882, 885-86 (Fed. Cir. 1985). Due to their stipulation,
Respondents were not entitled to rebut Complainants’primn facie case.
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a.

Background

[

] Complainants argue that SiS’s [
] process infringes claims I , 3,4, 5, 9, 11, 12,20 and 21 of the ‘345 patent. See, e.g.,

Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the December Hearing); Complainants’ PostHearing Reply Brief (Following the December Hearing). The Commission Investigative Staff
also argue that the asserted claim are infringed by the [ J process. See, e.g., OUII
Post-Hearing Brief (FoIlowing the December Hearing); OW1 Post-Hearing Reply Brief
(Following the December Hearing). Respondents deny the allegations of Complainants and the
Staffwith respect to the [

3 process, and argue that Complainants have failed to cany their

burden of establishing infringement of the asserted claims. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the December Hearing); Respondents’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the
December Hearing).
[

1
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1

1
b.

Alleged Infringement of Claims 1 , 3 , 4 and 5 of the ‘345
Patent - “Forming n Second Antireflective Coating”

1
101

1

i. Summary of the Parties’ Arguments and Evidence

Following the December, 2001 hearing, which was concerned almost entirely with the

3 process, the parties filed new main <andreply briefs, and new main and reply

[

findings. [

3

The parties’ arguments are briefly

summarized below.
Complainants argue Lat, as testified to during the earing by their expert, Dr. Fair, the
term “coating” and “layer” would have the same meaning to those of ordinary skill in the art, and
further, that “forming,” as used in claim I , is not limited to forming a film on top of the first
antireflective coating by means of a deposition process. Rather, it is argued, the teims “forming”
or “formed” may refer to altering a materials’ composition, thus [

I02

3
Complainants argue while the third element of claim 1of the ‘345 patent requires that the
first and second antireflective coatings be made fi-om “different materials,” [

3
Complainants also offer a series of arguments to support its position that [
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1
With respect to particular claims of the ‘345 patent, Complainants argue that [

3
The Commission Investigative Staff suppoi-ts a finding that the asserted claims of the
‘345 patent are infiinged by SiS’s [

] process. See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the

December Hearing) at 1- 12.
Respondents argue, with respect to independent claim 1 o f the ‘345 patent, that
Complainants have failed to demonstrate that the [

] process includes

each and every element of the process described in claim 1 of the ‘345 patent. A primaty basis
104

for Respondents’ position is their argument that [

1
Respondents take the position that according to the ‘345 patent, the relative dielectric
constants of the photoresist, the first antireflectivelayer, and the purported second antireflective
layer must be considered to determine whether there is a second antireflectivelayer, yet [
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] Respondents argue

that those conclusions could be made without knowing values for the index of refraction for
layers or structures in the wafer, without knowing or assuming thickness of layers in the wafer,
and without knowing or assuming the material composition of layers in the wafer, whereas
Complainants’ expert, Dr. Fair, assumed material compositions, assumed layer thicknesses,
calculated n and k values, assumed the existence of a planar interface between layers, and
assumed no effect from roughness of the surface. That plethora of assumptions exposes Dr.
Fair’s conclusions to significant uncertainty and lack of precision. Moreover, Respondents argue
that Dr. Fair embraced the absurd position that [

3
3 process does not form layers

Respondents further argue that their [
of different materials. In particular, [
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1
Finally, Respondents argue that the SiS [
coating “on” the TiN layer; rather, [
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3 process does not form a

1
In addition, Respondents argue that absent a second antireflective coating, other steps (or
elements) of claim 1 cannot be satisfied. For example, [

] Thus, Respondents argue, the

fourth step of claim 1 is not satisfied. [

3 Thus, it is argued the
fifth step of claim 1 is not satisfied. See Id. at 24.

J process does not literally

Respondents argue that the [

i n h g e claim 1because it does not perform either the second, third, or fourth steps of that claim.
See Id.

With respect to the claims 3,4 and 5 of the ‘345 patent, Respondents argue that each
depends from claim 1 and requires that all elements o f claim 1be present; yet claim 1is not
infringed by the [

3, and thus the dependent claims cannot be infi-inged. Id. at 24-25 (citing

Wahpeton Canvas Co., Inc. v. Frontier, Inc., 870 F.2d 1546 (Fed. Cir. 1989). In addition,
Respondents argue that the [
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3
ii. Analysis

“AntireflectiveCoating”
It is clear from the parties’ briefs that the primary question on which their infringement
arguments depend is the meaning of the term “antireflective coating.” As explained in detail in
the section on claim construction, the antireflective effect of a coating must be significant to the
purposes of the invention in order for that coating to satisfy the claim limitation and to be
described as “antireflective.” A coating that is simply less than a perfectly reflective mirror (see

OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the December Hearing) at 9) or that has the opposite effect
and actually increases reflectivity is plainly not an “antireflective coating,” whether one applies
simple logic or the intrinsic evidence relating to the ‘345 patent.
The “intrinsic evidence,” i.e., the patent claims, the patent specification, and the

prosecution history, constitute the “most significant source of the legally operative meaning of
* -

disputed claim language.” Vitronics, 90 F.3d at 1582. If the intrinsic evidence cannot resolve a
genuine ambiguity as to claim meaning, then one may consider “extrinsic evidence” such as
expert testimony, treatises, and technical references. Digital Biometrics, Inc. v. Identix, Inc. , 149
F.3d 1335, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 1998). The intrinsic evidence thus forms the public record on which
competitors are entitled to rely in determining claim scope and designing around the claimed
invention. Yitronics at 1583. Respondents have made a case that they have done precisely that -that they have relied upon the public record and designed around the ‘345 patent. As the Federal
Circuit has admonished, “[a]llo~vingthe public record to be altered or changed by extrinsic
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evidence introduced at trial, such as expert testimony, would make this right meaningless ”
Vitronics, at 1583.
As argued in Respondents’ briefing, the evidence shows that [

3
Complainants arranged for Acton Research Coip. to conduct wafer reflectivity tests on
wafers [

I
Although it is not Respondents’ burden to prove lack of infringement, nevertheless the
preponderance of the evidence relating to direct wafer reflectivity tests demonstrates that [

1
Complainants, who bear the burden of proving that the [
1 IO

1

(continued.. .)
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(...continued)

1

1

3

(continued...)

1
53

(...continued)

1
I13

1

[

“Different materials”

Claim 1 requires that a first and second antireflective coating be made from “different
materials.” Complainants argue that one of ordinary skill in the art would consider [

3

For example, using SIMS analysis,54an independent testing laboratory

determined that [

1

54

SIMS is an acronym for secondaiy ion mass spectroscopy. Peltzer Tr. 1760.
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1
“On” the first antireflective layer

Claim 1 reads on a process that includes the step of foiming a second antireflective
coating “on” a first antireflective coating. [

] As discussed in detail in the section on

claim construction, the t e m “on,” is given its ordinay meaning.
As Respondents argue: [

1
c.

Alleged Infringement of Claims 9,11,12,20 and 21 115

“Forming a Cap Layer”
i. Summary of the Parties’ Arguments

J process infi-inges certain claims pertaining

In addition to arguing that the [

specifically to a first and second ARC, Complainants assert that the [

] process infringes claims

9, 11, 12,20 and 21 of the ‘345 patent, which involve the formation of a cap layer.

Complainants acknowledge that Respondents argue that the cap layer must be a dielectric.
While Complainants oppose such a construction, they argue that [

3
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that claims 9, 11, 12,20 and 21 are infiinged

1

because a “cap layer” is formed as a result of [
I16

1
Respondents argue that a cap layer must hnction as a hard mask,an antireflective coating
or a metal-line top corner protective layer, and that [

] process does not use a cap layer.

For example, it is argued that, [

1
Furthermore, Respondents argue that the third step of claim 9 requires that a mask layer
cover selected portions of the cap layer and expose other poitions o f the cap layer, yet [

1
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1 Similarly, it is

[

argued that the fourth step of claim 9 requires etching of the cap la1 : at the exposed locations to

foim wiring lines, yet [

1
Respondents argue that as to claim 11, [

] It is argued that claims 11, 12 and 20 cannot be infringed because they depend fi-omclaim
9, and all elements of claim 9 are not present. See Id. at 28-29.

With respect to claim 2 1 Respondents argue that [

] As to the sixth step of claim 2 I , which requires

formation of a patterned photoresist above the cap layer, [

3

Similarly, it is argued, with respect to the seventh step of claim 2 1 which

requires that exposed portions of the cap layer be etched, [
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3

1
ii. Analysis

It is undisputed that the term “cap layer” means a layer that serves one of three functions
- i. e., “acting as an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal line etching, andor a protector

for the top corners of metal wiring lines during the HDPCVD process. See, e.g., Complainants’
Post-Hearing Brief (Following the December Hearing) at 20; Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the December Hearing) at 20. Furtheirnore, the ‘345 specification expressly states
that the cap layer “may not be a conductive material,” and the claims of the patent have been so
construed.

c
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1
d.

Conclusion Regarding Alleged Infringement of the ‘345
1
Patent by Respondents’ [
Process

For the reasons stated above, as supplemented by the Ahnistrative Law Judge’s
findings of fact, the [

3 process does not infkinge any asserted claim

of the ‘345 patent.

VI.

VALIDITY OF THE ‘345 PATENT
A.

Anticipation Under 35 U.S.C. Q 102(a) in View of the Tobben Patent
1.

The Question of Whether Tobben Is Prior Art

Respondents argue that inasmuch as United States Patent No. 5,854,126 to Tobben et al.
(“Tobben”)(RX-70) is based on an application filed on March 3 1, 1997, and the ‘345 patent is
based on an application filed on April 2, 1997, Tobben is prior art to the ‘345 patent to determine
invalidity questions under 35 U.S.C.9 102. Respondents argue that Complainants’ attempt at the
hearing to establish that the ‘345 patent disclosure was brought to the United States in early 1997

1
1.20

is based on speculation and conjecture. It is further argued that even if the ‘345 patent were

entitled to an earlier date, Tobben would in any event be prior art because Tobben was conceived
during an April 1996 joint development project in the United States involving Siemens, IBM and
Toshiba. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 22-24.
Complainants argue that Tobben is not prior art with respect to the ‘345 patent because
the ‘345 patent is entitled to an invention date of January 16, 1997, and Tobben is not entitled to
an invention date earlier than March 3 1, 1997. Complainants argue that although Dr.Wright, a
patent attorney, did not specifically recall bringing the ‘345 patent disclosure to the United
States, there is no way that he could have received the invention disclosure foim for the ‘345
patent other than on a trip he made to Taiwan in January 1997, and that Dr. Wright’s testimony
and the documentary evidence is more than sufficient to establish a Januay 1997 date of
invention for the ‘345 patent. Complainants also reject arguments that a film other than that
associated with Dr.Wright drafted the provisional application filed on April 2, 1997, which led
to the ‘345 patent. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at
22; Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Biief (Following the November Hearing) at 8-10.

The Commission Investigative Staff argues that Respondents have not shown that Tobben
is prior art. See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 33-34; OUII

Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 13-14.
With respect to the question of whether Tobben is entitled to an invention date earlier
than its filing date, it is found that Respondents have failed to set foith clear and convincing
evidence to that effect. Respondents rely on the testimony of Dr. Schutz, who was a
30(b)(6)-type witness for Infineon, a U.S. subsidiary of Siemens, the Tobben assignee.
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Respondents’ key argument is that Mr. Tobben must have submitted his invention before August
of 1996 because Dr. Schutz began to supervise Mr.Tobben in August of 1996, and Dr. Schutz
knows that Mr. Tobben did not submit the invention disclosure from that time foiward.
Respondents’ argument is founded on a mixture of deduction and conjecture, which although
founded on certain established facts, does not rise to the level of clear and convincing evidence
needed to fix an earlier invention date for invalidating or potentially invalidating prior art.
Consequently, the date used for the Tobben patent for the purposes of this Initial Determination
is March 3 1, 1997, Tobben’s application filing date.
Similarly, Complainants rely on deduction and conjecture in an attempt to establish an
early date for the claimed invention of the ‘345 patent. Dr.Wright’s belief that he must have
brought a disclosure that led to the ‘345 patent to the United States upon his return fiom a
particular trip to Taiwan is too speculative to establish a January, 1997 date for the ‘345 patent,
even under the lesser standard of a preponderance of the evidence. Consequently, the date used
for the ‘345 patent for the purposes of this Initial Determination is April 2, 1997, the ‘345
patent’s provisional application filing date.
Therefore, Tobben is considered prior art to the ‘345 patent in connection with all the
invalidity arguments made by Respondents under sections of 35 U.S.C. ij 102.

2.

The Question of Whether Tobben Discloses All Elements of the
Asserted Claims of the ‘345 Patent
a.

Description of Tobben’s Disclosure and Brief Summary of the
Parties’ Arguments

The ‘126 patent to Tobben et al. is entitled “Method for Foiming Metallization in
I22

Semiconductor Devices with a Self-Planarizing Material.” RX-70. The Tobben specification
explains that in modern integrated circuit metalization processing, electrically conductive wires
are formed over an integrated circuit substrate using photolithographic-chemical etching
processes. A photoresist layer is deposited over the surface of a metal layer into which the
conductive wires are to be foimed. A mask having the desired pattern for the conductive wires is
placed over the photoresist layer, and light is then projected onto the mask, with such light
passing through openings in the mask and onto exposed portions of the photoresist layer. The
photoresist layer is then developed with the light-exposed regions of it removed. The patterned
photoresist layer is then used as an etching mask to etch away portions of the metal layer exposed
by the developed photoresist mask. Thus, the patterned photoresist layer is transferred to the
metal layer to pattern the metal layer into the electrically conductive wires. Tobben explains,
however, that in forming conductive wires with widths in the order of one-quarter micron, it is
necessmy that the photoresist layer have an extremely high degree of plcanarity. However,
problems may occur because when the metal layer is formed, it has a non-plmar surface because
the underlying surface is non-planar. Thus, if the photoresist layer is deposited onto the
metalization layer, the photoresist layer (which is generally a non-conformal layer) will have a
non-uniform thickness. The Tobben patent states that one technique used to obtain a uniform
thickness for the photoresist layer is planarizing the underlying surface upon which the metal
layer is deposited using chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) techniques. Such C M P
techniques, however, are relatively expensive. So, the Tobben patent discloses another,
apparently less costly, technique. See RX-70 (‘126 Tobben Patent), col. 1,lines 6-38.
The Tobben specification teaches that, in accordance with the claimed invention, a
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method is provided for forming a plurality of electrically conductive wires on a substrate by
depositing a self-planarizing material over the relatively non-planar metal layer. The
self-planarking material forms a planarization layer over the surface of the metal layer, yet the
planarization layer has a surface which is relatively planar compared to the relatively non-planar
metal layer. A photoresist layer is deposited over the surface of the planarization layer. The
photoresist layer has a planar surface and is pattemed with a plurality of grooves to form a mask.
The grooves expose underlying portions of the planarkation layer. The photoresist mask is used
as a mask to etch grooves in the exposed portions of the planarization layer. The etched

planarkation layer forms a second mask. The second mask exposes underling portions of the
relatively non-planar metal layer. The second mask is used to etch grooves in the relatively
non-planar metal layer and thereby form the plurality of electrically conductive wires in the metal
layer. The wires are separated from each other by the grooves forrned in the relatively non-planar
metal layer. Id. at col. 1, lines 4 1-62.
The specification further teaches that in accordance with other features of the invention:
(1) the step of f o d n g the planarization layer comprises the step of spinning on the
self-planarizing material; (2) the spinning step comprises the step o f spinning on an organic
polymer, e.g., an organic polymer having silicon, or a flowable oxide, or a

hydrogensilseq~ioxane,~~
or &vinyl-siloxane-benzocyclobutene;and finally (3) in accordance
with another feature of the invention, the step of etching the metal layer comprises the step of

In certain passages, the Tobben specification (including the claims) refers to
“hydrogensilsequioxane,”while in others, the reference is to “hydrogensilseguioxane.” It is
believed that in all such instances, the reference should be to “hydrogensilsequioxane,”and that
the apparent typographical euor is of little or no consequence, especially to one skilled in the art.
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using reactive ion etching. Id. at col. 1, line 63 to col. 2, line 7.
Respondents argue, with particular reference to the embodiment detailed in the
specification, that Tobben discloses the forming of semiconductor integrated circuit patterns
covered with an antireflective coating of titanium nitride and a planarization layer of dielectric
material of appropriate thickness to serve as an antireflective coating over at least a portion of the
surface of the integrated circuit. Respondents further argue that Tobben discloses a wiring line
structure on a substrate, where the wiring line structure is composed of a lower layer of
titanidtitanium nitride, an intermediate layer of aluminum, and an upper antireflective layer of
titaniudtitanium nitride. It is also argued that Tobben discloses a dielectric cap layer of, for
example, silicon dioxide which is deposited on the upper antireflective layer, and that high
density plasma processing is disclosed as a method for filling the gaps between wiring lines with
dielectric material. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 1921.

Thus, with respect to the asserted claims of the ‘345 patent, Respondents argue that
Tobben anticipates the process of the ‘345 patents, and in particular, the use of a second
antireflective layer (claim 1) and a cap layer (claims 9 and 21) along with the use o f HDP CVD
to fill the gaps between metal wiring lines. Respondents further argue that the mask layer in
Tobben is a patterned photoresist layer (claim 3); that the second antireflective coating may be
left on the first antireflective coating, and etched during the HDP CVD process (claim 4); that in
Tobben, a b‘urier layer is between the substrate and the wiring line layer (claim 5); that Tobben
discloses the use of the second antireflective layer as a hard mask (claim 7);that the second
antireflective coating on the wiring lines has the cross section of a rectangle after etching
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(claim 8); that the second antireflective layer in Tobben comprises a “cap layer” because a layer
which is above the TIN layer and which serves as an antireflective coating is a “cap layer” (as
required by Complainants’ construction of independent claim 9); that Tobben discloses the use of
the second antireflective layer as a hard mask (claim 10); that the cap layer in Tobben is an
antireflective coating (claim I 1); that the cap layer (the second antireflective coating), if leR on
the first antireflective coating, is etched during the HDP CVD process (claim 12); the cap layer
(the second antireflective coating) has the cross section of a rectangle after etching (claim 14);
claims 15 and 16 are either anticipated by Tobben as an inherent shape for the cross section after
etching or as an obvious cross-sectional shape for the cap layer (the second antireflective coating)
after etching; that claim 19 is anticipated by Tobben because the cap layer (the second
antireflective coating), if left on the first antireflective coating, is etched during the HDP CVD
process and would necessarily be redeposited into the gaps during HDP CVD,that claim 20 is
anticipated by Tobben because the mask layer is a patterned photoresist layer; and finally that
claim 21 is anticipated by Tobben because each and every element of claim 21 is expressly
disclosed in the Tobben patent (see, e.g. RPFF 5 10-528). See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 19-21.
Complainants deny that Tobben anticipates (or makes obvious) any asserted claim of the
‘345 patent. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 23-27;

Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 12-16.
Complainants’ arguments concerning Tobben fall into four main categories, summarized briefly
as follows:
(1) Tobben does not disclose the second antireflective coating required by claim 1. It is
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argued that Tobben’s planarization layer cannot constitute an ARC coating within the meaning of
the ‘345 patent because at the range of thickness taught by Tobben, this layer would experience
constructive interference which would increase reflectivity and cause damage to the wafer. It is
argued that persons of ordinay skill in the art never have understood Tobben’s Si02
planarization layer (a layer of transparent glass) to have any antireflective hnctionality.
Complainants hrther argue that Respondents attempt to take a “new tack” in their supplemental
briefing is also to no avail. It is argued that Respondents claim Tobben discloses a second ARC
because the drawings in the ‘345 patent show only three wiring lines over a portion of the
substrate and the Tobben planarization layer might operate as an ARC in such a discrete region
of the wafer. However, Complainants argue that such a contention is based on a
mischaracterization of Dr. Fair’s testimony, ignores how one of ordinary skill would read the
‘345 and Tobben patents, and ignores a substantial body of case law on “inherent disclosure.”
(2) Tobben does not &close a “cap layer” that operates as a hard mask or a top coiner

protector during HDP CVD,as required by claim 9 because, as Dr. Fair testified, the photoresist

is not removed in Tobben before the metal lines are etched. It is argued that Respondents have
misread certain portions of the Tobben specification, and that in the embodiment of the Tobben
patent relied on by Mr.Peltzer, the planarization layer is removed before HDP CVD, and further
there is no teaching in Tobben that the planarization layer protects the wiring line, nor is such
protection inherent, inasmuch as corner clipping will not necessarily occur during HDP CVD.
(3) Although claims 4 and 12 of the ‘345 patent require that the second ARC and the cap

layer be etched during the HDP CVD process, Tobben’s brief mention of HDP CVD does not
teach that these layers are etched, nor is such etching inherent because, as taught in the ‘345
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patent, such etching is dependent on the E/D ratio.
(4) Mention of HDP CVD in Tobben does not satisfj the “gap fill” requirements of

claims 1, 9 and 2 1 because nowhere does Tobben teach removing and redistributing dielectric

material fromthe wiring line sidewalls so as to provide substantially void-free filling of gaps
between wiring lines, and that indeed Mi-.
Peltzer admitted that such gap-filling with HDP CVD
is the result o f proper process design that would not occur without teaching.
The Commission Investigative Staff also argues that Tobben fails to anticipate any
asserted claim of the ‘345 patent. See OUll Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 33-35.

b.

Analysis

second antireflective coating (ARC)

As seen fiom the brief summaiy of the parties’ arguments, one of the primary disputes
among the parties is whether Tobben discloses a second antireflective coating as required by
independent claim 1 of the ‘345 patent. With respect to aflrst antireflective coating, Tobben, in
its detailed description of an embodiment, discloses that ‘’metal layer 14 is a composite layer
made up of a lower relatively thin layer of titaniudtitanium nitride, and intermediate, relatively
thick layer of sputtered aluminum; and an upper, thin Lantireflective coating (ARC)layer of
titaniudtitanium nitride.” RX-70, col. 2, lines 36-40. Respondents rely on this passage, and it
appears that there is no dispute that either in this passage or elsewhere, Tobben discloses a first
ARC. See RPFF 437; CPRF 437.

With respect to a second ARC, Respondents cite the teachings o f Tobben concerning the
planarization layer, specifically including the passages which teach that “a planaiization layer 16
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is formed over the surface 15 of the metal layer 14,” “[tlypically, the thickness of the

planarization layer is no more than 300 A to 2000 A,’*and “[a]lternatively . . . the composite
planarization layer 16 includes a spun-on silicon dioxide glass as a bottom portion 16a and a cap
RX-70, col. 2, lines 47-48, col. 3, lines 3-10.
or upper layer 16b formed the~eon.”’~

Persuasive testimony of Mr. Peltzer establishes that silicon dioxide, Si02, in thicknesses

of 300A to 2000 A, encompasses ranges where cancellation of reflected light fi-om the surface of
this coating is such that the silicon dioxide layer acts as a second antireflective coating (through
interference as contemplated by the ‘345 patent, rather than absorption, also contemplated by the
‘345 patent).” See Peltzer Tr. 814-81 5, 847-848, 856 (using mathematical calculations to

determine reflectivity).
57 See also Rx-70, col. 3, lines 15-20 (“The silicon oxide is deposited by PE CVD at a
temperature of about 400” C. or less and has a thickness sufficient to promote adhesion between
the photoresist and the planarizing material. In one embodiment, the thickness of the cap layer is
about 300-500 A, preferably about 400-500 A, even more preferably about 500 k”).
’* Mr.Peltzer testified in part:

Q MI-.
Peltzer, let me intempt you at that point. Does the thickness for the Si02
layer of 300 angstroms to 2000 angstroms coirespond in any way to the thickness
disclosed for the cap layer in the ‘345 patent?
A

It is of such thickness range to be a quarter-wave plate over portions.

** *
Q So in your opinion, the Si02 layer in Tobben is a second antireflective coating
on the first antireflective coating?
A Yes. This range from 300 to 2000 angstroms clearly encompasses ranges where

we get an interferometric coating, get cancellation of the reflected light fi-om the
surface of this coating, with the reflected light fiom the bottom surface. So this is an
antireflective coating, over most of the range it‘s an antireflective coating. There’s
a small range where the reflection might be worse.
Peltzer Tr. 8 14-8 15.
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Complainants argue, and Respondents concede, that there would or could be regions on a
wafer in which the planarization layer disclosed by Tobben (particularly silicon dioxide in the
thicknesses taught in the speclfication) would not act as an antireflective coating. Yet, it is
conceded by Complainants’ expert that there could be other regions on a wafer in which the
planarization layer m Tobben would act as an antireflective coating. Furthermore, Respondents’
expert testified that in fact there would be regions in which the planarization layer in Tobben
(such as the silicon dioxide layer which is described in detail) would act as an antireflective
coating, for example, above a titanium nitride layer. See Fair Tr. 1395; Peltzer Tr. 815. There is
no limitation in the ‘345 patent, including claim 1,that the method taught therein encompasses
an entire wafer.59 Thus, it is found the Tobben planarization layer is a second antireflective
coating as required by the ‘345 patent.
cap layer
A central dispute concerning the question of whether the Tobben planarization layer

protects the wiring line during HDP CVD is whether the cap Tobben planarization layer (e.g.,
planarization layer 16) is removed before the HDP CVD gap filling step is performed. While the
Tobben specification, at col.4, lines 5-7, teaches that in at least one embodiment the
The parties’ debate as to whether the three wiring lines depicted in the ‘345 patent could
represent the entire invention or represent merely a portion of a continuum across an entire wafer
although relevant to this question is not dispositive because even if the depiction is merely
representative of a substrate covering a larger region of the wafer or the entire wafer, there is no
indication under the claims of the patent that infringement would occur only if the claimed
invention were practiced throughout an entire wafer.
Inasmuch as the c l a h s of the ‘345 patent would be infringed by a region of a wafer, perhaps
as small as that depicted in Figure 1 of the ‘345 patent, the claims are invalidated by prior art that
encompasses a region of a wafer. Sec Lewmar Marine, Inc. v. Bavient, Inc., 827 F.2d 744, 747
(Fed. Cir. 1987) (explaining that, in assessing the validity and infiingement of a patent claim, it is
axiomatic that what literally infiinges if later, anticip:irs if earlier).
59
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planarization layer 14 is removed before the gap filling step, the specification further teaches that
“if a second metalization layer is to be used, only the photoresist layer 18 is r e m ~ v e d . ” ~
A question is also raised as to whether or not the Tobben planarization layer would

function as a ‘‘cap layer” within the meaning of claim 9 of the ‘345 patent. For example,
Complainants argue that the Tobben planarization layer does not operate as a hard mask, and
there is no teaching in Tobben that the planarization layer protects the wiring line, nor is such
protection inherent because corner clipping will not necessarily occur during HDP CVD.
However, Respondents logically argue that because the planarization may be left on the TIN
layer during the HDP CVD gap filling, it would necessarily function to protect the TIN layer and
the metal wiring lines during this step.
Furthermore, as discussed in the section on claim construction, it is undisputed that a
“cap layer” may function as an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal line etching, and/or a
protector for the top corners of metal wiring lines during the HDP CVD process. As further
discussed immediately above, the Tobben specification teaches the use of a composite
planarization layer 16 which includes a spun-on silicon dioxide glass bottom portion 16n and a
silicon dioxide “cap or upper layer” 16b formed, for example, by PE CVD. According to the
specification at col. 3, lines 10-11, “[tlhe cap layer comprises a dielectric material,” and as
hrther discussed above in connection with Mr.Peltzer’s testimony, the planarization layer, and

‘’

Respondents argue that even by 1996, integrated circuits with multiple metalization layers
were common. The record does, in fact, demonstrate that fact. See RX-76; RX-91C; JX-48C
(Yota Dep.) Tr. 85-86. Although not necessarily required for anticipation, this fact shows that
the passage in Tobben allowing for the planarization layer to remain after the photoresist is
removed would have been usefkl to those skilled in the art even at the time that the Tobben
patent issued.
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the cap layer portion in particular with a thickness of preferably about 500 A serves as an
antireflective coating.

In adchion, the Tobben specification teaches that after the planarization and cap layer are
formed:
Next, a photoresist layer 18 (FIG. 3) is spun on the planar surface 19
of the planarization layer 16 (i.e., either the single planarization layer
16 shown in FIG. 2A or the composite planarization layer 16 shown
in FIG. 2B).A mask (not shown) is used to expose portions of the
photoresist with an exposure source fi-om, for example, a
conventional stepper lithography system. The portions of the
photoresist exposed by the exposure source are polymerized. The
photoresist layer is then developed to remove the exposed or
polymerized portions, creating grooves or slots 20. The unremoved
portions of the photoresist layer serves as a mask for patteiming the
underlying layers. As shown, the mask is used to pattern exposed
portions 25 of the underlying planarkation layer 16. The exposed
portions 25, for example, correspond to regions electricallyseparating
the electrically conductive wires to be patterned into the conductive
metal layer 14. Alternatively, a negative photoresist layer 18 is used.
The use of a negative photoresist results in the unexposed portions
being developed away.
RX-70 ('126 Tobben Patent), col. 3, lines 22-39.

Consequently, the planarization layer in Tobben is used in accordance with the element of
claim 9, which requires that a mask layer be formed above the cap layer, wherein the mask layer
covers selected portions of the cap layer and exposes other portions of the cap layer.
Tobben also teaches etching the cap layer, and the wiring line layer, at locations where
the cap layer is exposed by the mask layer, to foim wiring lines separated by gaps, the wiring
lines having a remaining portion of the cap layer thereon, as required by claim 9. In particular,
Tobben teaches that "the exposed portions of the metal layer . . . are etched away to form the
plurality o f electrically conductive wires over the dielectric layer," that the metal layer is a
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composite made up of “an upper, thin antireflective coating (ARC) of titaniudtitanium nitride,”
and that grooves are etched into the conductive metal layer to form the plurality of electrically
conductive wires separated by the grooves. See RX-70, col. 2, lines 36-40, col3, lines 56-66.
Thus, the planarization layer taught by Tobben, which includes the Tobben “cap layer,”
discloses the “cap layer” referred to in the ‘345 patent, particularly in independent claim 9.

etching of the second ARC or cap layer; the c~gnpfilly9
requirements of claims I , 9
and 21
As discussed above in the section on claim construction, particular E/D ratios are not

disclosed by the claims of the ‘345 patent. However, claims 4 and 12 do require that the second
antireflective coating or remaining portions of the cap layer are etched during HDP CVD.
Indeed, there is a gap filling requirement, for example in claim 2 1, which requires the formation
of HDP CVD deposition material within the gaps to fill the gaps.
As discussed above, Tobben expressly teaches at col. 3, lines 10-1 1 , that the “cap layer

comprises a dielectric material.” In particular, silicon dioxide is used in the detailed or preferred
embodiment of the Tobben specification. Furthermore, that etching of the second ARC or cap
layer occurs during HDP CVD, that gap filling thus occurs, is taught in the Tobben specification
(after the portion quoted above conceining the etching of the cap layer and the wiring lines) when
it states that in one embodiment the planarization layer is removed using, for example, wet
chemistry, and that alternatively, a layer of silicon dioxide may be deposited over the surface of
the grooved structure using SA (subatmospheric) CVD or instead “HDPtechniques.” See RX70 (‘126 Tobben Patent), col. 4, lines 5-18; Peltzer Tr. 830.
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3.

Conclusion As to Whether Tobben Anticipates the Asserted Claims of the
‘345 Patent

For the reasons stated above, and’as further illustrated in the findings of fact contained in
this Initial Determination, there is clear and convincing evidence that each element o f the
asserted patent claims (whether disputed or not) is disclosed in Tobben, or in the case of claim 13
is obvious in view of Tobben and other prior art.”
B.

Obviousness

Respondents argue that pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 0 103, the asserted claims of the ‘345
patent are invalid as obvious over U.S. Patent No. 5,219,788 to Abernathey et al., entitled
“Bilayer Metallization Cap for Photolithography” (RX- 156)(“Abernathey”)in combination with

any of several other publications.62See, e.g., Respondents’ Post Hearing Brief (Following the
Claim 13 covers the method of claim 9 “wherein the cap layer comprises a material
selected from the group consisting of a silicon nitride material and an oxynitride material.”
Respondents argue that claim 13, while not anticipated by Tobben, would be obvious in view of
Tobben because one skilled in the art would understand that silicon nitride and oxyniti-ide would
be ready substitutes for the silicon dioxide of Tobben. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 2 1 (citing RPFF 492-494). Complainants argue that
Respondents have not pointed to any evidence to that effect. The Tobben specification indeed
discloses a cap layer of silicon dioxide, and further, at col. 3, lines 10-11, teaches that “the cap
layer comprises a dielectric material.” Thus, claim 13 would be obvious in view of Tobben as
well as anticipated, as inherent in Tobben based on the teachings of the Tobben specification and
the high level of skill in the art.
62 The other publications discussed primarily in Respondents’ briefing are: Pan et al.,
“Integrated Interconnect Module Development” (presented at the June 18-20, 1996 VMIC
Conference) (“Pan7’)(RX-82); Yagi, “Multilevel interconnection technology in system LSI”
(April 1996)(“Yagi”)(RX-85); and Yota et al., “Integration of ICP High-Density Plasma CVD
with CMP and its Effects on Planarity for Sub-0.5 m CMOS Technology” (August 1996)
(“Yota”)(RX-86).
These publications contain detailed information concerning HDP CVD and gap filling,
including etch-to deposition ratios. For example, Pan states: “HDP CVD oxide with properly
selected deposition-to-sputter ratio can achieve consistent void-fiee gap-fill.” RX-82 at 49; see
Peltzer Tr. 836-837 (how one skilled in the art would combine Abernathey with Pan). Yota’s
(continued...)
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November Hearing at 24-26; Respondents’ Post Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November
Hearing at 20-2 1;Respondents’ Supplement Brief (Following the December Hearing) at 24-26.
The Abeinathey patent Abstract briefly explains the patent as follows:

A process of patterning a conductive layer on a substrate avoiding
webbing yet permitting high density patteming places two layers
between the resist and the metal. The first layer is an antireflective
coating such as titaniuninitride appliedto the metal. The second layer
is a barrier comprising silicon such as sputtered silicon or SiO,. The
banier layer may also be a thin coating of spin-on glass. The barrier
layer prevents interaction between the TiN and acid groups which are
generated during exposure of the resist. With this structure in place
the resist is applied, exposed and developed.

RX-156 (‘788 Abeinathey Patent), Abstract.
Respondents argue, relying in part of the preferred embodiments detailed in the
specification, that Abernathey discloses a bilayer cap for patterning a metalization layer using a
deep UV photoresist; that the substrate of the Abernathey patent is coated with titanium, then
coated with an aluminum/copper/silicon layer, then coated with titanium nitride, and then coated
with a silicon layer; and that after applying a photoresist layer which is patterned, the underlying
layers are etched to define wiring lines separated by gaps. It is argued that while the Abernathey
patent does not expressly discuss a gap filling process to fill the gaps between the conductive
metal wiring lines with dielectric insulation, Abeinathey also does not pertain to completed

62 (...continued)
Abstract states: “The planarity and gap-fill requirements for interlevel dielectrics become
increasingly stringent as design rules shrink below 0.5pm. * * * Results show that the
etch-to-deposition ratio and the thickness of the H D P CVD oxide will influence the final
topography (both profiles and step height) before CMP.” RX-86 at 265. Yota proceeds to
provide explicit infoimation about the ratios used. See, e.g.,RX-86 at 266 (“The ratio was varied
by changing the O,/SiH, flow rate and the high fiequency RF power applied. The E/Dratio splits
are 0.25, 0.30. and 0.35, while the HDP thickness splits are 5300 A, 6600 A, and 7600 A.”).
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devices and thus has no reason to disclose that then well-known process. Respondents argue that
at least certain additional references, i.e., Pan, Yagi and Yota, disclose HDP CVD gap filling and
can be combined with the Abernathey patent to show that the asserted claims of the ‘345 patent
were invalid as obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the alleged invention.
According to Respondents, one of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine the
wiring line stack of Abernathey with the art discussing the HDP CVD process because the HDP
CVD process was well-known in the art, including gap filling on the scale addressed by the ‘345
patent. See, e.g,,Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 25-26
(citing RPFF 716-722,730,732-733; Lur Tr. 106; CX-653C, including evidence fiom
Complainants’ files showing that Novellus advocated HDP CVD for .35 ,urn gap filling).
Complainants deny that Abernathey in combination with other art renders any asserted
claims of the ‘345 obvious. See, e.g., Complainants’ Post Hearing Brief (Following the ‘
November Hearing at 16-18; Complainants’ Post Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November
Hearing at 20-21. It is argued that Respondents’ arguments are fundamentally flawed because
the Si02 barrier layer in Abernathey (a “thin” 1000-1500 A in thickness) could not possibly serve
as a second ARC within the meaning of the claims of the ‘345 patent, and that Si02 would not

be understood to have antireflective properties. It is also denied that there would have been any
suggestion or motivation in Abernathey to combine it with any reference that teaches gap filling
with HDP CVD. In addition, it is argued that none of the combinations of art relied on by
Respondents disclose that the second ARC or cap layer would be etched during HDP CVD (as
required by ‘345 patent claims 4 and 12), or that the cap layers could be formed from the subset
of materials as required in claims 13 and 2 1.
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The Commission Investigative Staff also argues that Respondents failed to present clear
and convincing evidence of obviousness. See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November

Hearing) at 35-37.
At the time of the alleged invention of the ‘345 patent, one skilled in the art would have
known that a TiN layer could be replaced by a better antireflective coating, or that a second
antireflective coating could be used in addition to TiN. See, e.g.,Fair Tr. 1108-1109; RX-46.
Furtheirnore, that a layer of silicon dioxide can serve as an antireflective layer, and that such
information would be available to engineers using ordinary calculations of reflectivity, has
already been addressed in connection with Tobben. Moreover, references such as RX-282

(Silicon Processing for the VLSIEra, VoI. I : Process Technology by Wolf) at 371-73, which
discusses the sputter deposition of silicon dioxide to provide dielectric layers, and RX-177 (SPIE
Vol. 2438: “Investigations of deep ultraviolet photoresists on TiN substrates” by Dean et al.)(the
“Dean” publication) at 5 19,63which discusses the use of silicon dioxide on TIN,demonstrates
that the titanium nitride layer and the silicon dioxide on top, which is disclosed in Abernathey,
satisfies the requirement of claim 1of a first and second antireflective coating foimed on the
wiring line. The silicon dioxide layer in Abernathey (especially in view of Dean) forms a cap
63

The Dean publication states in part:
Ultimately, the deposition of a 100 nm silicon dioxide film on the TiN effectively
bIocked proton access to the TiN film and eliminated footing. This observation
provides one possible solution to DUV resist footing on TW-deposit a thin inorganic
layer that could act as an antireflective layer and that is easily removed (during the
plasma etch stop?). Most organic spin-on antireflective layers also provide the
necessary barrier layer, but those films are problematic due to defects, added cost,
and etch complications

RX-177 at 519.
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layer which protects and serves as a hard mask during etching if there is HDP CVD deposition as
required by claim 9, and the titanium nitride layer between the Si02 layer and the metal wiring
line in Abernathey (andor Dean) is the same as the protective Iayer in claim 2 I of the ‘345
patent.
Abernathey discloses every element of the asserted claims of the ‘345 patent, except the
step of HDP CVD deposition. Abernathey discloses no gap filling step because it is not the
object of Abernathey to carry the process of manufacturing an integrated circuit to that point.
However, the record is clear that anyone skilled in the art in 1996 knew that to make a useful
product one would have to proceed fiom the teachings of Abernathey, and fill the gaps between
the metal wiring lineswith a dielectric material. See, e.g., Peltzer Tr.833; Fair Tr. 1418, 14241425. By 1996, the Novellus company, among others, was selling machines and telling customer

and potential customers to use HDP CVD for void fiee (or substantially void-fiee) gap filling in
metal wiring line patterns. See Fair Tr. 1422-1425. There is no doubt that those skilled in the art
(especially the hypothetical person skilled in the art with a comprehensive knowledge of prior art,
and especially a person with the advanced education and experience proposed by Complainants
and accepted in this opinion) knew that gap filling was necessary, and that HDP CVD, along with

HDP CVD equipment, was available to perform that task
Accordingly, the Abernathey patent combined with Pan (RX-82), Yagi (RX-85), or Yota
(RX-86), each of which discloses the use of HDP CVD for gap filling, renders claim 1 on the

‘345 patent obvious.6q Similarly, claim 3 is obvious in view of the combination because the
Complainants did not address secondary considerations (objective indicia) in their main or
reply briefs. Nor does it appear that Complainants proposed a set of findings for this factor. In
(continued...)
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mask layer in Abernathey is a patterned photoresist layer. Claim 4 is obvious in view of the
combination because the second-antireflectivecoating, if left on the first antireflective coating, is
etched during the HDP CVD process. Claim 5 is obvious in view of the combination because of
the disclosure of a barrier layer between the substrate and the wiring line layer. Claim 6 is
obvious in view of the combination because the second antireflective coating may be removed
after the HDP CVD process. Claim 7 is obvious in view of the combination because of the
disclosure to use the second antireflective layer as a hard mask. Claim 8 is obvious in view of
the combination because the second antireflective coating on the wiring lines has the cross
section of a rectangle after etching. Claim 9, an independent claim, is obvious in view of the
combination because the second antireflective layer comprises a “cap layer” which is above the

TINlayer and which serves as an antireflective coating.

(See “cap layer” definition under

Complainants’ construction of Claim 9). Claim 10 is obvious in view of the combination
because of the disclosure to use the second antireflective layer as a hard mask. Claim 11 is
obvious in view of the combination because the cap layer in Abernathey is an antireflective
coating. Claim 12 is obvious in view of the combination because the cap layer (the second
antireflective coating), if left on the first antireflective coating, is etched during the HDP CVD
process. Claim 13 would be obvious in view of the combination because one skilled in the art
would understand that silicon nitride and oxynitride would be ready substitutes for the silicon
dioxide of Abernathey. Claim 14 is obvious in view of the combination because the cap layer

(...continued)
addition, the Administrative Law Judge is aware of no evidence in the record that is relevant to
secondary considerations that would outweigh the technical evidence indicating obviousness of
the asserted claims of the ‘345 patent.
@
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(the second antireflective coating) has the cross section of a rectangle after etching. Claims 15
and 16 are obvious in view of the combination as inherent shapes for the cross section after
etching or as an obvious cross-sectional shape for the cap layer (the second antireflective coating)
after etching. Claim 19 is obvious in view of the combination because the cap layer (the second
antireflective coating), if left on the first antireflective coating, is etched during the HDP CVD
process and would necessarily be redeposited into the gaps during HDP CVD. Claim 20 is
obvious in view of the combination because the mask layer is a patterned photoresist layer.
Finally, assei-ted claim 2 1 is obvious in view of the combination of Abernathey with HDP CVD
prior art because each and every element of claim 2 1, except for the use of HDP CVD, is
expressly disclosed in Abernathey. See FF, Section VI; Rx-62; RX-82; RX-85; RX-86; RX-169.
C.

Anticipation Under 35 U.S.C.0 102(g)

In addition to their arguments pertaining to the invalidity of the asserted claims of the
‘345 patent over prior art, Respondents also argue that the asserted claims are invalid as
anticipated pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
9 102(g) in view of “documents and prior activities of several
companies, including IBM, Applied Materials, and Conexant Systems, Inc. (formerly ‘Rockwell
Semiconductor Systems, Inc. ’).” It is argued that although priority of invention most fiequently
arises in the context of a contest between two or more entities seeking a patent, prior invention is

also a ground for anticipation under 35 U.S.C.
0 102, and a source for pi-ior art in determining
obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 8 103. Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 27-30 (citing, inter alia, Checkpoint Sys., Inc. v. United States Int ’I Trade Comm ’n,
54 F.3d 756, 762 (Fed. Cir. 1995); Texas Instruments, Inc. v. United States Int ’I Trade Comm ’n,
988 F.2d 1165, 1177 (Fed. Cir. 1993)).
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Complainants argue on several grounds that Respondents cannot show that any claim of
the ‘345 patent is invalid under section 102(g). Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 2 1-26.
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that Respondents have not shown by clear and
convincing evidence that any claims of the ‘345 patent were anticipated under section 102(g).

OUII Post-Hexing Reply Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 14.
The question of whether the asserted claims of the ‘345 patent are invalid pursuant to
section 102(g) was the subject of scant briefing, and little or no testimony at the hearing.
Respondents rely on deposition testimony and documentary evidence (along with a substantial
number of proposed findings of fact) to make their arguments. Having considered the arguments
and the evidence set forth by the parties, it has been determined that the record does not show by
clear and convincing evidence each of the elements necessary to prove a case pursuant to section
102(g), including, for example, a clear exposition as to how each element of the asserted claims
is found in the prior activities of IBM,Applied Materials, and RockwelVConexant Systems.

Nevertheless, the evidence relied on by Respondents, which includes activities involving Dr.Pan
of Applied Materials and Dr.Yota of RockwelKonexant (both of whom authored documents

cited above in the obviousness discussion), illustrates the high level of sophistication in the art,
even before the filing o f the ‘345 patent application, pertaining to the use of HDP CVD,
including the use of HDP CVD in connection with silicon dioxide and gap filling. See RPFF
554-685.
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D.

Disclosure of the Best Mode

The first paragraph of section 112 o f the Patent Act provides:
The specification shall contain a written description of the invention,
and of the manner and process of making and using it, in such full,
clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the
art to which it pertains, or with which iE is most nearly connected, to
make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode
contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.
55 U.S.C. 9 112,l 1(emphasis added).

The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has held that ”[tlhe purpose of the best mode
requirement is to ensure that the public, in exchange for the rights given the inventor under the
patent laws, obtains from the inventor a full disclosure of the prefened embodiment of the
invention.” Dana Cop. v. IPCLtcl. Partnership, 860 F.2d 415,418 (Fed. Cir. 1988), cert.

deizied, 490 U.S. 1067 (1989). The Federal Circuit has explained the best mode requirement, as
follows:
In short, a proper best mode analysis has two components. The first
is whether, at the time the inventor filed his patent application, he
knew of a mode o f practicing his claimed invention that he
considered to be better than any other. This part of the inquiry is
wholly subjective, and resolves whether the inventor must disclose
any facts in addition to those sufficient for enablement. If the
inventor in fact contemplated such a prefeiTed mode, the second part
o f the analysis compares what he knew with what he disclosed -- is
the disclosure adequate to enable one skilled in the at to practice the
best mode or, in other words, has the inventor “concealed” his
preferred mode fiom the “public?” Assessing the adequacy of the
disclosure, as opposed to its necessity, is largely an objective inquiry
that depends upon the scope of the claimed invention and the level of
skill in the art.

Chemcast Corp. v. Arco Indus. Corp., 913 F.2d 923, 927-28 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (emphasis in
I

original).
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The first prong of the above test involves a subjective inquiiy, focusing on the inventor's
state of mind at the time of filing. U.S. Gypsum Co. v. Nat'l Gypsum Ca., 74 F.3d 1209, 1212
(Fed. Cir. 1986); Chemcast, 913 F.2d at 928. The second prong involves an objective inquiry,
focusing on the scope o f the claimed invention and the level of skill in the art. US.Gypsum,74
F.3d at 1212; Chemcast, 913 F.2d at 928. With respect to the second prong o f the best mode
requirement, the extent o f information that an inventor must disclose depends on the scope of the
claimed invention. Engel Indus. v. LocL$ormer Co., 946 F.2d 1528, 153 1(Fed. Cir. 1991); see
also

Chemcast, 913 F.2d at 927, 16 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1037 (an "objective limitation on the extent o f

the disclosure required to comply with the best mode requirement is, o f course, the scope of the
claimed invention"); Randomex, Inc. v. Scopus Corp., 849 F.2d 585, 588, 7 U.S.P.Q.2d 1050,
1053 (Fed. Cir. 1988) ("It is concealment of the best mode of practicing the claimed invention
that section 1 12 11 is designed to prohibit"). Accordingly, an inventor need not disclose a mode
for obtaining unclaimed subject matter unless the subject matter is novel and essential for
carrying out the best mode of the invention. Applied Med. Resources Corp. v. United States
SurgicaZ Corp., 147 F.3d 1374, 1377,47 U.S.P.Q.2d 1289, 1291 (Fed. Cir.1998).

Nevertheless, when a best mode relates directly to a claimed invention, it must be
disclosed. See Northern Telecom Ltd. v. Samsung Electronics, 215 F.3d 1281 at 1289 (Fed Cir.
2OOO)(discussing Dana Corp. v. IPC, 860 F.2d 41 5 (Fed. Cir. 1989), and Northern Telecom v.

Datapoint Corp., 908 F.2d 93 1 (Fed. Cir. 1990)). In Dana, the Federal Circuit held that the
failure to disclose an unclaimed fluoride treatment, which was necessay for satisfactory
perfoimance of the claimed seal, was a violation of the best mode requirement. Dana, 860 F.2d
at 419. Similarly, in Datapoint, the Court found that the failure to disclose special audiotapes for
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capturing data, which the inventors preferred to conventional audio cassettes, was a violation of
the best mode requirement, where the claim included the use of magnetic tapes. 908 F.2d at
940-41.

In this case, Respondents claim at the time of filing the ‘345 patent application, the
inventors knew a best mode of practicing the claimed invention and deliberately withheld it in
order to preserve trade secrecy. In particular, Respondents argue the ‘345 patent specification
does not provide any information as to the parameters of the HDP CVD process, despite the fact
that the applicants knew the complex algorithms for determining a proper etch-to-deposition ratio
in varying situations, and knew the actual ratios for many specific situations. See Respondents’
Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 30-32; Respondents’ Post-Hearing
Reply Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 2 1-23.
Complainants deny that the applicants deliberately withheld knowledge of the HDP CVD
process. Complainants further argue that the applicants were not required to disclose an
“optimum’’ E/Dratio (or the ratio described in the patent) because the subject matter of the ‘345
patent reaches many uses for which the applicants’ actual [ ] E/D ratio would be inappropriate
inasmuch as appropriate E/Dratio will depend on a number of factors -- including the feature
size, aspect ratio, metal profile, cap layer composition (ifany), type of machine and materials
used, and other manufacturer choices. Thus, Complainants argue, experimentation will always
be required to determine the values of the parameters for finding an appropriate E/D ratio to
match the particular needs of the manufacturer. It is argued that the applicants’ lack of disclosure
of mere production details does not violate the best mode requirement. See Complainants’ PostHearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 3 1-35; Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply
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Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 19-21.
The Commission Investigative Staff argues that the process value in the patent depends
upon several parameters that are only known to the end-user practicing the patent, and thus the
applicants’ failure to include a specific value in the specification is not a violation of the best
mode requirement. The Staff believes the patent is not limited to a specific feature size, but that
the E/Dratio varies with feature size, equipment and the materials used. See OUII Post-Hearing
Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 37-39.
The use of the HDP CVD process to fill gaps between metal wiring lines had been
discussed in a number of published sources prior to the conception of the ‘345 invention in 1996.

See Lur Tr. 105-106. Indeed, the ‘345 patent does not, and could not, claim as an invention the
HDP CVD process to fill gaps between metal wiring lines. A number of factors must be taken
into consideration to arrive at any proper E/Dratio (including silane flow rate, oxygen flow rate,
argon flow rate, helium flow rate, ratio of oxygen to silane, low fiequency RF power, high
fiequency RF power, pedestal
height, pressure and temperature). As one of the named inventors
*
testified, “what is important is the series of processes that were used to determine the E/D ratio,
not the E/D ratio itself.” Liu Tr. 545-555.
The hearing testimony shows that at least one reason why the applicants did not disclose
information about how they arrived at the correct EID ratio was that they did not want to disclose
121-122, 551. However, it appears that the concern was
competitive information. See Lur TI-.

concentrated on UMC’s particular manufacturing parameters apart fiom the claimed invention,
and not a fear that competitors would actually be able to determine E/D ratios for themselves and
use the claimed invention. Nor does it appear that there is a best way of implementing the
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claimed invention with respect to E/D ratios. For example, persons skilled in the

IT

could

implement the claimed invention by using a variety of equipment to manufacture devices of
various sizes.
Respondents’ expert testified that the disclosure of UMC’s E/Dratio for its 0.25 micron
products would have been useful “signposts” or “buoys” for determining E/D ratios for other
products.65 Peltzer Tr. 845. However, it does not appear that the ‘345 patent fails to disclosure
information that would not be readily available to those skilled in the art, or that disclosure of the
production details pertaining to UMC’s E/D ratio would have greatly assisted others in
determining their own appropriate E/D ratios. In summary, there is not clear and convincing
evidence that Complainants failed to describe anything that could genuinely be described as a
best mode.66
VII.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

In a patent-based investigation, section 337 requires that an industry in the United States
relating to the patent or to articles protected by the patent exist or be in the process of being
established. 19 U.S.C. 5 1337(a)(2). The statute hrther provides that:
[A]n industry in the United States shall be considered to exist if there
65 Such “signposts” or information were available to those skilled in the art, including
information fiom HDP CVD equipment manufacturers (whose particular equipment would
require the use of different ratios). See Peltzer Tr. 972-975; Lur Tr. 512-517, 530-53 1; CX-41C;
CX-653C, CX-654C.
66 It is noted, however, that if Complainants’ arguments about the supposed insufficiency of
the prior art were adopted, a different conclusion on the issue of “best mode” might be
compelled. For example, Complainants argue that HDP CVD was an “immature technology.”
CPRF 704. See aZso CPRF 456 (“[whether the second antireflective coating was etched would
depend on the etch-to-deposition ratio used in the HDPCVD process.”); CPRF 490 (“[Wlhether
or not a cap layer is etched will depend on the etch-to-deposition ratio used in the HDPCVD
process.”).
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is in the United States, with respect to the articles protected by the
patent . . . concerned -

(A)

significant investment in plant and equipment;

(B)

significant employment of labor or capital; or

(C)

substantial investment in its exploitation, including
engineering, research and development, or licensing.

§1337(a)(3).
19 U.S.C.
In most cases, the domestic industry requirement consists of two prongs: the technical
prong and the economic prong. Certain Variable Speed Wind Turbines and Components

ThereoJ Inv. No. 337-TA-376, USITC Pub. 3003, Comm’n Opinion at 14-17 (1996). “The
technical prong involves whether the complainant practices the asserted patents; the economic
prong involves investment activities, set out in section 337(a)(3), in a domestic industry with
respect to articles protected by the asserted patents.” Id. However, it is not always necessaiy to

-.

show that the products of the complainant or its licensees are covered by the patent. For
example, when a domestic industry exists under subsection 337(a)(3)(C) due to a substantial
investment made in the licensing of a patent, it is not necessary to prove that a patent holder or
licensee is involved in actual domestic production. See Certain Semiconductor Chips with

Minimized Chip Package Size and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-432, Order No.
13 (Jan.24,2OOl)(unreviewed Initial Determination); Semiconductor Chips, Notice of a
Commission Determination Not to Review (Feb. 26,200 I )(EDIS Document Identification No.
200 102260025).67

‘‘Whether a licensing program could constitute a domestic industry was an open question
until section 337 was amended to provide specifically for such an industiy. See, e.g., Certain
(continued...)
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In this investigation, there is no evidence that products which exploit the ‘352 or ‘345
patent are manufactured in the United States. It is uncontested that all of UMC‘s products at
issue are made overseas. Nor do Complainants rely on domestic manufacture by any licensee.
Nevertheless, with respect to both patents, Complainants argue (and with respect to the ‘345
patent, the Commission argues) that a domestic industry exists due to Complainants’ investments
and activities in the United States that relate to or exploit the patent. It is alleged that
Complainants provide design-related assistance and information about UMC products and design
rules so that companies in the United States can purchase and use Complainants’ products which
allegedly practice the ‘352 andor ‘345 patents. See, e.g., Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 1-11.

As a threshold technical matter, Respondents have stipulated that all of Complainants’
products at issue practice the ‘345 patent. See, e.g., Stipulation to Further Revise the Prehearing
Schedule (Oct. 16, 2001), fi 26; FWFF 1005. However, Respondents deny that any of
Complainants’ products practice the ‘352 patent. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief
(Following the November Hearing) at 34-37. The Commission Investigative Staff similarly
argues that Complainants practice the ‘345 patent, yet argues that they do not practice the ‘352
patent. See OUII Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 40.
The parties agree that the dispute concerning the technical prong for the ‘352 patent can

67 (...continued)
Soft ScuIpture Dolls Popularly Known as “Cabbage Patch Kids, ’’ Related Literature and
Packing Therejor, Inv. No. 337-TA-231, Comm’n Decision to Review Portions of an Initial
’Detamination Finding a Violation of Section 337 of the TariffAct of 1930 (Sept. 4, 1986)(51
Fed. Reg. 31731(1986)(referring to Certain Products with Gremlin Character Depictions, Inv.
No. 337-TA-01)).
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be resolved as a matter of claim construction. See, e.g., Stipulation to Further Revise the
Prehearing Schedule (Oct. 16,2001),

125; Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the

November Hearing) at 1. Indeed, there is no material dispute concerning the structure and
function of the U M C devices in question. The dispute centers on the fact that UMC’s ESD
devices [

1, and the parties disagree as to how the term “source/drain regions” (and related
terms such as “source/drain region” and “gate”) should be construed.
As detailed above in discussing the ‘352 patent claims, it is shown that the intrinsic and

extrinsic evidence requires a claim construction in which the term “source/drain regions” refers
to: (1) each and eveiy source of each and every transistor for the ESD protection device, and (2)
each and every drain of each and every transistor for the ESD protection device. As such, the
‘352 patent claims must be construed to require that ail of the sources and all of the drains of the

ESD protection devices’ transistors have “a lightly implanted region.” Furthermore, contraty to
Complainants’ proposed claim construction, it has been determined that “a gate” covered by the
‘352 patent must be associated with a specific FET. In general, Complainants’ proposed claim
construction has not been adopted, and there has been a determination of noninfiingement of the
asserted claims of the ‘352 patent. Similarly, it is not found that the UMC products practice any
claim of the ‘352 patent. Therefore, given the nature of Complainants’ domestic industry
arguments (which rely on UMC’s alleged practice of the asserted patents), Complainants cannot
establish that the domestic industry requirement of section 337 is satisfied with respect to the
‘352 patent.
A question remains as to whether the requisite domestic industry exists with respect to the
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‘345 patent, which UMC practices. Over the past few years, Complainants have employed
[

] people in the United States and invested [

J dollars domestically in

plant and equipment, employee salaries, and engineering.68 There appears to be no dispute
concerning the question of whether or not such activities and investments are “substantial” or
“significant,” as required by the section 337 statute. Regardless o f how one would allocate
complainants’ activities and expenditures, they would be adequate €?om a simple financial or
personnel perspective to satisfy the domestic industry requirement. The dispute arises with
respect to whether or not Complainants’ domestic activities and investments are carried out “with
respect to articles protected by the patent” or relate to the “exploitation” of the patent, as required
by the statute, i.e., whether there is a “nexus” between the ‘345 patent and the activities and
investments relied on by Complainants.

As argued by Respondents, the domestic industry requirement was retained to preclude
holders of U.S.intellectual property rights who have no other contact with the United States fiom
using section 337. Furthermore, the mere marketing and sale of products in the United States is
insufficient to constitute a domestic industry. See Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (November
Hearing) at 42-43 (citing, interalia, S. Rep. No. 71, 100th Cong. 1st Sess., at 129 (1987); H.R.
Rep. No. 40, 100th Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1,at 157 (1987)). However, as Complainants argue,

Section 337(a)(3)(C) may include “application engineering, design work or other such activities.”
Some of the research and development evidence relied on by Complainants pertains
exclusively to the ‘352 patent. See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November
Hearing) at 5. Inasmuch as there is no proof that Complainants practice the ‘352 patent, and
Complainants’ interpretation of the ‘352 patent claims differs materially ffom the proper
construction determined in this opinion, that evidence has not been considered. Such evidence is
irrelevant to the question of whether or not a domestic industry exists with respect to the ‘345
patent.
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Complainants’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 4 (citing H.R.
Rep. 40, 100th Cong., 1st sess., at 157 (1987), and S. Rep. No. 71, 100th Cong., 1st Sess., at 130
(1987)).

It has long been recognized that a variety of domestic activities and investments may
satis9 the domestic industry requirement of section 337, even when the actual production of
articles protected by the patent may take place overseas. For example, in Certain Diltiazem

Hydrochloride and Diltiazem Preparations, Inv. No. 337-TA-349, USITC Pub. No. 2902,
Comm’n Opinion at 134, 144-45 (June 1995), the patent at issue covered a method for producing
bulk diltiazem HC1. As evidence of a domestic indushy, the Commission cited the
complainants’ substantial investments in the United States relating to the development of
diltiazem HCI in dosage form, as well as to investments connected to testing that was necessary
to satisfy the requirements o f the U S . Food and Drug Administration. See also Schaper Mfg.

Co. v. United States Int’l Trade Camm’n, 717 F.2d 1368, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (in proper cases,
“industry” may encompass more than the manufacturing of the patented item); Certain

Salinomycin Biomass and Preparations Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-370, Commission
Opinion at 120-28 (October lO,2000)(domestic industry found where the complainant performed
additional processing in the United States of salinomycin produced abroad).
Furthermore, the Commission Investigative Staff and Complainants rely in part on

Certain MicrocomputerMemory Controllers, Components Thereof And Products Containing
same, Inv. No. 337-TA-33 1, Order No. 6 , (unreviewed) Initial Determination (Jan. 8, 1992);
Microcomputer Memory Controllers, 57 Fed. Reg. 5170 (Feb. 12, 1992), a summary
determination that has some parallels with this case. The patent at issue related to certain
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personal computer components, referred to as “chipsets.” The Administrative Law Judge granted
the complainant’s motion for summary determination as to the “economic prong” of the domestic
industry requirement even though the chipsets were manufactured overseas. The Administrative
Law Judge noted that the complainant had made substantial pre-manufacturing investments in
research and development relating to the chipsets, including collaboration between the
complainant’s engineers and prospective customers in the initial design of the chipsets needed by
the customers, and the effortsof complainant’s engineers to debug those new designs. It was
determined that there was no reason to compare the relative amount of work done in the United
States to that done in a foreign country in manufacturing the products, or to compare “value
added” by labor in a foreign country to the original cost of exploitation of the patents in the
United States. A s adopted by the Commission, the Administrative Law Judge’s conclusion was
that “the customer participation in R & D and the engineering support that complainant gives to
customers can be included in a broad definition of research and development under subsection
(C) [of section 337(a)(3)].” Microcomputer Memory Controllers, Order No. 6 (unreviewed
Initial Determination) at 1-4.

In this investigation, the evidence shows that Cornplainants have made substantial
investments in the United States to assist customers in the design of integrated circuits that are
allegedly covered by the patents at issue. Specifically, an initial step in the process of producing
an integrated circuit is to develop an integrated circuit design that conforms to certain essential
manufacturing parameters that ?e referred to as “design rules.” See Wan Tr. 651-662; Peltzer

Tr.865-886. The evidence shows that Complainants work with their U.S. customers to test the
customers’ integrated circuit designs to ensure that they are in compliance with the UMC design
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rules. If a customer’s design does not comply with the design rules, then Complainants will
work with that customer to modify the design to bring it into compliance. Lam Tr. 596-597;
Wan Tr. 665-666. In an effort to address this compliance problem, Complainants have also

hired third-party vendors in the United States to create and maintain libraries of compliant
designs for various integrated circuit components. Wan Tr. 667-670. Therefore, customers have
the option of building their integrated circuit designs by adapting pre-approved component
designs that are stored in the libraries.
To support these activities in the United Staies, Complainants have leased [
feet of office space in California at a cost of about [

3 square

3 over the last [ 3 years, and [ 3

of that officespace is devoted to providing engineering support to assist customers and
third-party vendors in the design of integrated circuits that comply with the design rules. Chen
Tr. 453. The evidence also shows that Complainants spent [

3 to prepare that

office space for use as a design support facility and spent approximately [

3 to

improve further the office space and purchase office equipment and computer hardware and
software, much of which is dedicated to providing engineering support to assist UMC customers
and third-party vendors to design UMC articles. See Chen Tr. 458; CX-237. Undisputed
evidence shows that Complainants employ [ ]customer and field engineers who are paid a total
of approximately [

3 in salaries and benefits to assist customers in the design of

compliant integrated circuits and engage in marketing and sales activities. See Chen Tr. at 458;
CX-687. In addition, Complainants paid approximately [

3 million to domestic third-party

“library vendors” to produce the design libraries that can be referenced by customers in order to
create compliant integrated circuit designs that will be produced through the practice of the
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method covered by the ‘345 patent method. See Chen Tr. 463; CX-692.
The crux of Respondents’ argument is that Complainants’ domestic activities cannot
provide the basis for a domestic industry because complainants have not established a nexus
between their domestic activities and the patents at issue, and that Complainants’ circuit design
support is merely sales and marketing activity that cannot form the basis of a domestic industry.
See, e.g., Respondents’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 43;

Respondents’ Post-Hearing Reply Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 1-6. However, in
this investigation, the record demonstrates that Complainants’ activities go beyond mere sales
and marketing. Complainants have made substantial investments in engineering and
development in the United States, including circuit design support and the debugging of circuit
designs that will then be used to produce integrated circuits that are covered by the ‘345 patent at
issue.

In addition, on the question of “nexus” or exploitation of the asserted patents, the hearing
testimony showed that certain features of the UMC design rules directly relate to the process of
the ‘345 patent. For example, in order to pennit use of the ‘345 patent’s manufacturing
processes and technologies, including the filling of gaps between wiring lines using UMC’s
particular HDP CVD recipes and the cap layer, the wiring lines in a customer’s design must
adhere to UMC design rules that limit the maximum aspect ratios for those wiring lines. Liu Tr.
518, 523-526. The aspect ratio for wiring lines is the ratio of the height of the wiring lines to the

space between the wiring lines. Liu Tr. 517-518. In general, the greater the aspect ratio, the
more difficult it is to fill gaps between wiring lines, and where aspect ratios are increased,
adjustments must be made in the HDP CVD recipes used by a manufacturer so as to increase the
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E/D ratio, and corresponding changes may be needed in the cap layer used to protect the wiring
lines from coiner clipping during the HDP CVD process. Liu Tr. 518-519, 526. In order to

3 for

ensure the proper minimum spacing between wiring lines, UMC’s [

each generation of technologies include minimum wiring line spacing rules for each metal level
within a customer’s integrated circuit design. Liu Tr. 524-525; Yang Tr. 565-566; Lam Tr. 602;
CX-162C at 18,20,22, 24,26; CX-163C at 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26; CX-l61C at 10, 12, 14, 16,
18. Furthermore, for each generation of technology, UMC has an [

3 that specifies the height of wiring lines for each metal level within an integrated circuit.
Liu Tr. 525- 526; CX-167C at UMC 100334. Thus, the UMC [

1 and

] provide design rules that establish the aspect ratios to be used

[

in customer designs, and the steps taken by Complaincantsto ensure compliance with those rules
ensure that production of customer designs at UMC’s foundries can be accomplished effectively
using the manufacturing processes and technologies of the ‘345 patent. See Liu Tr. 526.
In accordance with the Commission’s prior determinations, e.g., in the Diltiazem,

MicrocomputerMemory Controllers, and Salinomycin investigations, there is in this case a
sufficient nexus between Complainants’ domestic activities and investments and the patents at
issue so as to satisfy the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement under section
~37(a)(3)(C).~~

‘’Complainants argue that the evidence demonstrates that their activities and investments

satisfj the domestic industry requirement with respect to all three subpaits of section 337(a)(3).
See Complainants’ Post-Hearing Brief (Following the November Hearing) at 9-10. However, it
is necessary only to satis@ one of those subpai-ts. The evidence of record relevant to the
domestic industiy issue clearly shows that there exists a domestic industiy under section
337(a)(3)(C), and it is not necesscuy to make hi-ther determinations as to section
(continued...)
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Accordingly, the evidence demonstrates that Complainants have satisfied the “technical
prong” and the ”economic prong: of the domestic industiy requirement as to the ‘345 patent by
virtue of their activities and investments which assist customers to design integrated circuits that
will be made according to the ‘345 patented method, and thus a domestic industiy exists in
satisfaction of the requirements of section 337(a)(2).
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FINDINGS OF FACT
I.

BACKGROUND

1.

United Microelectronics Corporation (“UMC”) is a Taiwanese corporation based in
Hsinchu City, Taiwan. UMC is the owner of the patents at issue and is a manufacturer of
integrated circuits. Complaint, 7 2.1, p. 3,112.2, p. 3; Lee Tr. 479.

2.

UMC Group (USA) (“UMC-US”) is a California corporation based in Sunnyvale,
California, and is a wholly owned subsidiary of UMC. Complaint, T[ 2.3, p. 3; Chen Tr.
451-452. UMC-US markets and sells UMC’s manufacturing services to U.S.-based

integrated circuit design customers. Id.;Wan Tr. 651.
3.

United Foundiy Services, Inc. (ccUFS”)is a Califoinia corporation based in Hopewell
Junction, New York. Complaint, 12.5, p. 4.

4.

UFS is also a wholly owned subsidiaiy of UMC and is in the business of research and
development of manufacturing processes for integrated circuits. Complaint, 4 2.6, p. 4
Tmg Tr. 444; Chen Tr. 453-460.

5.

Silicon Integrated Systems Coi-p. (“SiS-TW) is a Taiwanese corporation with its
principal place of business in Hsinchu City, Taiwan. Complaint, 13.1, pp. 4-5.

6.

Silicon Integrated Systems Corporation (“SiS-US”) is a California corporation with its
principal place of business in Sunnyvale, California, and is a wholly owned subsidiaiy of
SiS-TW. Complaint, 13.2, p. 5; RPFF 4. Complainants allege that SiS-US offers for
sale and sells after importation the accused integrated circuits. Complaint, 7 3.2, p. 5.

7.

U.S. Patent No. 5,559,352 (“the “352 patent”) issued on September 24, 1996 and is
entitled “ESD Protection Improvement.” CX-2/RX-1 (‘352 Patent).
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8.

U.S. Patent No. 6,117,345 (“the ‘345 patent”) issued on September 12, 2000 and is
entitled “High Density Plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition Process.” CX- 1/RX-40 (‘345
Patent).

11.

IMPORTATION AND SALE

9.

The importation or sale requirement of section 337 has been established for the purposes
of this Initial Determination. Order No. 15 (Initial Determination); Commission Notice

Not to Review (Dec. 5,2001); Commission Notice Not to Review (Dec. 3,2001). See
also CPFF 972-1028, 1029-1029, 1041-i 110 (uncontested proposed findings of fact

relating to the issue of importation andlor sale).
III.

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ‘352 PATENT
A.

10.

Claim Construction

The ‘352 patent relates to the production and manufacture of input protection devices that
are used in integrated circuits, wherein these devices are used to protect other devices in
the integrated circuits from electrostatic discharge (“ESD”). CX-2, col. 1,lines 15-21.

I 1.

There is a relationship between the ESD protection device or circuit and the device or
circuit being protected, as shown in several figures of the ‘352 patent.

12.

Figures 1and 7 of the patent show an ESD protection device or circuit (item 10) that is
protecting an internal circuit (item 12). CX-2, col. 2, lines 43-44.

13.

In Figure 8, an ESD protection device (item 40) protects an internal CMOS device (item
42). Id,,col. 4, lines 43-46 and 54-56.

14.

ESD devices are required because during the handling and operation of integrated circuits
using FET technology significant electrostatic charges may be transferred fiom the
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integrated circuit’s exteinal contacts into the interior o f the circuit, thus causing damage
to and even destruction of the circuit’s FET devices. Id., col. I , lines 20-26.
15.

To reduce or eliminate such electrostatic charge-relateddamage, input protection devices

are placed between the integrated circuit’s external contacts and the FET devices. Id.,
col. 1 , lines 20-3 1.
16.

These ESD protection devices are designed to provide a path that safely discharges the
electrostatic charge, thus preventing damage to the internal FET devices of the integrated
circuit being protected. Id., col. 1 , lines 29-3 1.

17.

In a preferred embodiment disclosed in the patent, several processing steps are
undertaken to manufacture the FETs that act as both the ESD protection device and the
device being protected. CX-2, col. 1 , line 50 to col. 2, line 29. Figures 1-7 illustrate a
total o f two FETs (items 10 and 12), one of which (10) serves as the ESD protection
device.

18.

In the ‘352 patent, the ESD protection device (item 10) and the internal FET device, i.e.,

the circuit being protected (item 12), are formed at the same time on a single P-substrate
(item 14). Id., col. 2, lines 43-46; Fig. 1. “P-substrate”refers to conductivity-type of the
substrate. See e.g., claims 1and 2.
19.

Then, oxide regions (item 16), which isolate tlie protection device and the circuit being
protected, are formed. Id., col. 2, lines 46-49; Fig. 1.

20.

Next, gate layers (items 18) are deposited for each ofthe circuits (items 10 and 12). Id.,
col. 2, lines 5 1-53; Fig. 1.

21.

Fourth, a gate electrode, consisting of gate oxide and a gate (item 20), is formed for each
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circuit by patteining the gate layer with conventional lithography and etching. Id., col. 2,
lines 53-56; Fig.1.
22.

The gate electrode consists of the gate and a gate oxide located below the gate, hence the
gate “forms in part” the gate electrode. Rx-1, col. 2, lines 54-56).

23.

Next, a first ion implant of N- material (item 22) is performed. Id., col. 2, lines 57-62;
Fig. 2.

24.

This implant forms the source and drain regions of the protection device and the internal
FET device. Id.

25.

An insulating layer, e.g., SiOz(silicon dioxide) is deposited over the entire surface by
chemical vapor deposition (“CVD”). Id., col. 2, lines 63-67.

26.

Thereafter, a portion of the insulation layer is etched away to form spacers (items 24) on
each side of the gates of the device and the FET. Id., col. 2, line 63 to col.3, line 2; Fig.
3.

27.

A heavy ion implant, which is followed by a drive-in step, is performed. Id., col.3, lines

3-7; Fig. 4.
28.

As a result of the ion implant and drive-in step, the previously foimed source/drain
regions (id.,col. 2, lines 57-62; items 22 in Figs. 2 and 3) have a lightly doped N region
under the spacers (items 26 in Fig.4), while the rest of the source/drain regions are N’
(item 28 in Fig. 4). Id.,col. 3, lines 7-10.

29.

An insulting layer (item 30) is formed over the entire structure. Id., col. 3, lines 12-15;
Fig. 5.

30.

This insulating layer is then patterned using lithography and etching to fotm contact
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openings (items 32) above the source/drain regions (items 28). Id., col. 3 , lines 18-21;
Fig. 5.
3 1,

A photoresist (item 34) is formed over only the FET device (item 12) (Le.,the circuit

being protected). Id.,col. 3, lines 23-25; Fig. 6.
32.

This photoresist “masks”the FET device (item 12). Id.

33,

Next, the invention’s “critical step” is performed a light ion implant of opposite
conductivity (P-)(items 36) is performed through the contact openings (items 32) into the
protection device’s active regions (items 28). Id., col. 3, lines 22-27; Fig. 6.

34.

The purpose of the ion implant is to reduce the device’s junction breakdown voltage fiom
approximately 10-14 volts to around 5-8 volts. Id., col. 3, lines 31-35.

35.

Breakdown voltage is inversely proportional to a substrate’s impurity concentration. Id.,
col. 3, lines 37-39.

36.

Adding the P regions (items 36) increases the impurity concentration at the location
between the ESD device’s active regions (items 28) and the substrate (item 14), which is

P-even prior to the implant.
37.

Id., col. 2, lines 43-46; col. 3, lines 41-45.

A reduction in breakdown voltage improves the protection device’s ESD characteristics,
since breakdown voltage of a “p-njunction” (Le., the area between the ESD device’s
active regions (item 28) and the substrate (item 14)) is inversely proportional to the
substrate impurity concentration. Id., col. 3, lines 40-45. ESD characteristics and
breakdown voltage are related in that a reduction in breakdown voltage allows more
electrical current to be discharged through the protection device (item 10) for a given
amount of power. Id., col. 3, lines 40-50.
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38.

Finally, the photoresist (item 34) is removed fiom the device (item 12) being protected.
Id., col. 3, lines 58-61; Fig. 7.

39.

Figures 8 and 9 show, inter alia, an (1) ESD protection circuit (item 40) with two FETs
(items 72 and 74) made in accordance with the above-described steps, and (2) an I/O
(“inputloutput”)pad (item 70).

40.

Electrostatic discharges will enter through the I/O pad but be prevented from damaging
the circuit being protected, which consists of FETs 76 and 78. CX-2, col. 4, lines 46-48.

41.

A grounded “voltage source” would be unreasonable and disfavored by an engineer of
ordinary skill. Peltzer Tr. at 767-78.

42.

Dr.Fair admits that his definition of “voltage source” is based upon a textbook that
predates the invention date of integrated circuits. Fair Tr. at 249.

43.

The named inventors of the ‘345 patent are Chen-Chiu Hsue and Joe KO.RX-1; Hsue
Tr. 1144:24 to 1145:8, 1158:14-17.

44.

Mr. Hsue has a Bachelor’s Degree in electro physics and a Master’s Degree in electronic
engineering. Hsue Tr. 1 130:6- 10.

45.

Joe KO’sformal Chinese name is Tsung-Hsi KO.JX-12C Hsue 8/14 Dep. Tr. 32:3-6.

46.

Mr. KOhas a Bachelor’s Degree in electrical engineering, and no further degrees. JX20C KODep. Tr. 4:20-24,5:2-4.

47.

The ‘352 patent issued fiom Application No. 081354,373 (“’the‘373 application”), filed
December 12, 1994. RX-I, RX-2, Filing Under 37 C.F.R.1.60 dated December 8, 1994.

48.

The ‘373 application is a divisional of Application No. 081139,858, filed October 22,
1993. RX-I, RX-2, Filing Under 37 C.F.R. 1.60 dated December 8, 1994.
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49.

A field effect transistor (FET) is a typical metal oxide silicon (MOS) transistor, and

contains three essential elements, a source, a gate and a drain. A lightly doped drain
(LDD) is an additional region within each source region and drain region. The LDD is a
small region of higher resistivity than the source region or drain region which slows down
electrons to keep them fiom sticking in the gate oxide under the gate. Peltzer Tr. 708:719.

50.

Formation of the second lightly implanted region is the critical step of the invention
described in the ‘352 patent (paragraph bridging pages 7 and 8). JX-I 2C Hsue 8/16 Dep.
Tr. 2 4 8 6 1 5 .

51.

The “second lightly implanted region” recited in the claims of the ‘352 patent is of the
same conductivitytype as the substrate and has the effect of reducing the junction
breakdown voltage of the device. Peltzer Tr.716: 12-17; RPX-10, region 36 marked in
blue; RX-I, col. 3, lines 25-35 and Fig. 7.

52.

Figure 9 of the ‘352 patent is the disclosed embodiment of the ESD protection circuit
claimed in claim 8. Rx-1.

53.

Of the asserted claims, claims 1and 8 of the ‘352 patent are independent and claim 2 is
dependent. RX-1 .

54.

The ‘352 Patent is a division o f Application Ser. No. 139,858 (%e ‘858 Appiication”),
filed Oct. 22, 1993, U.S. Pat. No. 5,374,565(“the ‘565 patent”). The ‘858 Application,
as filed, contained both product claims and process claims; specifically,two product

claims (claims 7 and 8) and six process claims (claims 1-6). The product claims of the
‘858 Application read as follows:
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7 . AnESDprotection devicewith reducedjunctionbreakdown
voltage, connected to an integrated circuit which includes FET
devices, comprising:

field oxide regions in and on a silicon substrate for isolation of
said ESD protection device;
gates with adjacent spacers for [for] said ESD protection device,
between said field oxide regions;
source/drainregions for said ESD protection device between said
gate and said field oxide regions, with a heavy ion implant; and
sourcddrain regions for said ESDprotection device between said
gate and said field oxide regions, with a first lightly implanted
region under said spacers, a heavier implanted region of same
conductivity as said light ion implant between said first lightly
implanted region and said field oxide regions, and a second
lightly implanted region of opposite conductivity centered under
said heavier implanted region.
8. The ESD protection device of claim 7 wherein said reduced
junction breakdown voltage of said device is between about 5 and
8 volts.

RX-1 1, specificationpages 17-18.
55.

In the first OfficeAction issued in the ‘858 application, the Examiner pointed out that the
claimed product invention was distinct fi-om the claimed method invention, and issued a
restiiction requirement. The Applicants were required to elect which of the two
inventions would be examined in the ‘858 application. RX-11, Official Action issued
Api-il 19, 1994

56.

The Applicants elected the process claims, and the product claims were cancelled in the
‘858 Application. RX-11, Response to Restriction Requirement dated May 10, 1994.

57.

ARer the Applicants’ election, one of their attorneys had a telephone interview with the
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Examiner, following which the Examiner allowed the six process claim and canceled
both product claims fi-om the application. U.S. Patent No. 5,374,565 (“the ‘565 Patent”)
was issued from the ‘858 Application, that patent containing the six process claimS. Rx11, Examiner Interview Summary Record dated August 2, 1994.
58,

The papers filed with the ‘373 application included a copy of the ‘858 application
together with a Preliminay Amendment. The Preliminary Amendment amended claim 7
(the original independent product claim), canceled claim 8, and added seven new claims,
i.e., claims 9-15. New claims 9-14 were dependent claims, depending directly or

indirectly fi-om amended claim 7, while new claim 15 was an independent claim. RX-2,
Preliminary Amendment dated December 8, 1994.
59,

During the pendency of the ‘565 Patent, and before the ‘373 application was filed, the
patent Examiner had cited U.S.Patent No. 4,968,639, issued November 6, 1990, to
Bergonzoni (RX-13), and identified it as well as other patents to the patent attorney. RX11, Notice of Reference Cited, form PTO-892, dated August 2, 1994; RX-13.

GO.

The attorney who filed the ‘373 Application and the preliminary amendment was the
attorney of record in the ‘565 Patent. RX-11, Declaration and Power of Attorney for
Patent Application, executed September 29, 1993; RX-2, Filing Under 37 CFR 1.60,
dated December 8, 1994.

61.

Claim 7 as amended in the ‘373 Application appears as follows, with material added to
the claim being underlined, and material deleted from the claim being enclosed by square

brackets.
7. (AMENDED)An ESD protection device with reduced
junction breakdown voltage, connected to an integrated circuit
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which includes FET devices, comprising:
a silicon substrate having a first conductivity tme;
field oxide regions in and on [a] & silicon substrate for
isolation of said ESD protection device;

-a gate[s] with adjacent spacers for [for] said ESD protection
device, bemeen said field oxide regions;
[source/drainregions for said ESD protection device between said
gate and said field oxide regions, with a heavy ion implant; and]
source/drainregions for said ESD protection device between said
gate and said field oxide regions, with each source/drain region
comprising:
a first lightly implanted region havinv a second
conductivitv tvue omosite to said first conductivity
y
tpe- under one of said spacers[,];
a heavier implanted region of
same conductivity
tVpe as said [light ion implant between] first lightlv
implanted repion, located between said first lightly
implanted region and one of said field oxide
regions[,]; [and]
a second lightly implanted region of [opposite] same
conductivity tme as said silicon substrate, centered
under said heavier implanted region.
Rx-2, Preliminary Amendment dated December 8, 1994.
62.

The patent attorney filed remarks together with the claim changes in the Preliminary
Amendment, and in those remarks he pointed out that:
The amended Claims are believed to clari@the invention and put
the application in condition for allowance.
RX-2, Preliminary Amendment dated December 8, 1994.
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63.

New claim 15, presented in the Preliminary Amendment, was directed to “An ESD
protection circuit” which utilizes two ESD protection devices of the type claimed in claim
7 . Specifically, claim 15 read as follows:

15. An ESD protection circuit, having first and second ESD
protection devices, connected to an integrated circuit which
inchdes FET devices, and connected to an inputloutput pad,
comprising:

a silicon substrate having a first conductivity type;
field oxide regions in and on [a] said silicon substrate for
isolation of said ESD protection devices;
gates with adjacent spacers for each of said ESD protection
devices, between said field oxide regions;
sowceldrain regions for said ESD protection devicesbetween said
gates and said field oxide regions, with each sourceldrain region
comprising:
a first lightly implanted region having a second
conductivity type opposite to said first conductivity
type, under one of said spacers;
a heavier implanted region of the same conductivity
type as said first lightly implanted region, located
between said first lightly implanted region and one of
said field oxide regions;

a second lightly implanted region of same
conductivity type as said silicon substrate, centered
under said heavier implanted region;
a first electrical connection between said input/output pad, said
drain regions of said first and second ESD protection devices, and
said integrated circuit;
a second electrical connection to ground of said gates of said first
and second ESD protection devices, and said source region of
said second ESD protection device; and
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a third electricalconnection, to a voltage source, of said source of
said first ESD protection device.
RX-2, Preliminaty Amendment dated December 8, 1994.

B.

64,

Infringement Determination

Subject to importation, domestic industiy and Respondents’ affirmative defenses, the
parties have agreed and stipulated that the issue of infringement with respect to the ‘352
patent in this investigation can be resolved based solely on claim construction of the
patent. Stipulation to Further Revise Prehearing Schedule dated October 16,2001,
Stipulation 22.

65.

[

66.

[

1
67.

The parties have stipulated that: (1) if Respondents’ E6 model ESD transistor is found not
to infiinge claim 1 of the ‘352 patent, then claim 1 of the ‘352 patent does not read on the
new [

] E5 model ESD transistor; (2) ifrespondents’ E6 model ESD

transistor is found to ineinge claim 1 of the ‘352 patent, then claim 1 of the ‘352 patent
also reads on the new [

3 E5 model transistor. Stipulation .toFurther Revise

Prehearing Schedule dated October 16,2001, Stipulation24.
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Respondents’ E l , E3, or E 4 model ESD transistors (1.8V devices) do not infringe claims

68.

1,2 or 8 of the ‘352 patent. Fair Expert Report, par. 130; RX-l34C, pp. 4-7.

69.

[

70.

[

1
71.

The layout shown in RPX-25 is a top view of Respondents’ [

3

transistor.

72.

[

1
73.

[

1
74.

[
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1

[
75.

The layout shown in RPX-24 and RPX-26 is a top view of Respondents’ E4 model ESD
field effect transistor. The layout is representative of the E6 transistors manufactured by
Respondents. WX-24; RPX-24; Peltzer Tr. 734:8-18.

76.

[

1
77.

[

1
78.

[

1
79.

[

1
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1
80.

[

1
81.

[

1
82.

[

1
83.

[

1
84.

Respondents’ ESD protection circuit of WX-225C is not connected in the same manner
as the ESD protection circuit claimed in claim 8 of the ‘352 patent. RX-225C; Peltzer Tr.

772:10-24.
85.

[

1

I

[

VALIDITY OF THE ‘352PATENT

IV.

Assignor Estoppel

A.

Co-inventor Peter Hsue listed on the ‘352 patent currently works for SiS-TW in Hsinchu,

86.

Taiwan. Hsue Tr.1129:24-1130:3.
87.

[

88.

[

1
1

89.

[

I
90.

[

I
91.

[

3
92.

[

93.

[

1
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I
1
94.

[

1

1

95.

[

96.

At the time Mr. Hsue joined SiS, none of the people working for him directly worked on

ESD designs or layouts. Hsue Tr. 1136:2-4.
97.

h4r. Hsue’s responsibilities at SiS include process technology development. He is the
director of that department. Hsue Tr. 1136:s-11.

98.

[

1
99.

[

1
100.

[

1
101.

[

1
102.

A “spice” model is provided to the design department for wiring simulation, so that when

the process development has been completed, the device department needs to provide the
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electrical parameters to the design department. Thus, once the data is collected on the
electrical characteristics, the data will be input to a spice model, which is an empirical
equation. Hsue Tr. 1154:17-1155:18.
103.

A spice model task force is responsible for the device spice, however, Mr.Hsue is not a
member of this task force at SiS. Hsue Tr. 1155:22-1i56:9.

104.

[

1
105.

[

1
106.

Mr. Hsue did not participate in any way in selecting the ESD designs that were used by
SiS for any product produced in the SiS fab. Hsue Tr. 1142:5-8.

107.

When Mr.Hsue was hired by SiS there wasn’t any kind of understanding that he would
be working to develop or improve ESD designs or layouts for SiS. Hsue Tr. 1142:9-12.

108.

Mr.Hsue was not consulted on the SiS designs or layouts before or after he started
working for SiS. Hsue Tr. 1142:13-18.

109.

Mr.Hsue is not an officer of SiS, nor has he ever been one. Hsue Tr. I143:3-6.

110.

Mr. Hsue has never made financial decisions for SiS. Hsue Tr. 1143:22-24.

111.

[

B.
112.

Anticipation

With respect to the ‘352 patent, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have an
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advanced degree such as a master’s degree (or equivalent education or experience) in a
field relevant to ESD technology, such as electrical engineering or physics, and further,
such a person would have substantial experience in integrated circuit and device design.
Fair Tr. 139; Peltzer Tr. 707.
I 13,

Japanese K6kai No. 64-23573 (“the Umemoto publication”), entitled “Semiconductor
Integrated Circuit,” was published on January 26, 1989, more than one year prior to the
earliest effective filing date ofthe ‘352 patent. RX-17, p. 389; RX-18, p. 1 ; Peltzer Tr.
734:15-16,779:5-10.

114.

The Umemoto publication discloses that the “invention pertains to technology to improve
the electrostatic breakdown strength of MOS type semiconductor integrated circuits.’’
RX-18, p. 1 , penultimate paragraph; RX-163.

115.

An ESD protection device is to protect the circuit against ESD events. Peltzer Tr. 744:45,750: 1 1-13. This improvement in electrostatic breakdown strength is accomplished by

lowering in a MOS transistor the junction breakdown voltage between a drain diffusion
layer and a high-concentration region formed under a contact region between the drain
diffusion region and a power source wiring layer. RX-18, p. 3, lines 7-20; Peltzer Tr.
750:24 to 751:19; RX-163.
1 16.

The transistor illustrated in Figure 1of the Umemoto publication is an FET, which is a
MOS-type device. RX-17, Figure 1 ; Rx-163; Peltzer Tr. 750:14.

117.

With reference to Figure 1, the Umemoto publication discloses that “1 is a P type silicon
substrate. . . .” RX-17, Figure 1 ; RX-18, p. 3, line 31; Peltzer Tr. 744:20-21, 751:20;
RX4163.
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1 18.

With reference to Figure 1, the Umemoto publication discloses that “9 is an element
isolation oxide film . . . . RX-17, Figure 1; RX- 18, p. 3, line 3 1;RX-163 Peltzer Tr.
y7.

751:20-22. As illustrated in Figure 1,the element isolation oxide film 9 is in and on the

silicon substrate I . RX-17, Figure 1.
1 19.

With reference to Figure 1 ,the Umemoto publication discloses that “3 is a gate electrode

. . .’, RX-18, p. 4, line 1 and Figure 1 ; Peltzer Tr. 7445-6,22-23, 750:22) and “8 is a
sidewall oxide film. . .” RX-17, Figure 1 ; RX-18, p. 4, lines 12-13; RX-163; Peltzer Tr.
74415-7,22-24.
120.

As illustrated in Figure 1 , the sidewall oxide film 8 forms a spacer adjacent each sidewall

of the gate electrode 3. RX-17, Figure 1 ; RX-163; Peltzer Tr. 744:23-24, 750:22-23.
121.

The gate electrode 8 and spacers 8 are located between the element isolation oxide film
regions 9. RX-17, Figure 1 ; RX-163; Peltzer Tr. 744:22-24.

122.

With reference to Figure 2, the Umemoto publication describes a known MOS transistor
with a conventional LDD structure as having “low-concentration source and drain nlayers 21,22 beside the gate electrode 25 . . . contacting the source and drain diffusion
layers 26,27 . . . .” RX-17, Figure 2; RX-18, p. 2, lines 8-15; RX-163.

123.

The device illustrated in Figure 1of the Umemoto publication uses an LDD structure
having source and drain regions corresponding to those shown in Figure 2. RX-17,
Figures 1 and 2; Rx-18, p. 4, lines 2-4; Rx-163; Peltzer Tr. 745: 1-3.

124.

The source and drain regions are located between the gate 3 and the element isolation
oxide filmregions 9. RX-17, Figure 1; RX-163; Peltzer Tr. 7454-9, 752:3-10.

125.

With reference to Figure 1 , the Umemoto publication discloses low-concentration (up to
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1O%m3) regions 5 of n- conductivity type unique to LDD structurks.

RX-17, Figure 1;

RX-18, p. 4, lines 3-4and p. 5, line 2; Peltzer Tr. 745:lO-14; 752:14-29.
126.

These low-concentration regions 5 are each located under a sidewall oxide film 24. RX17, Figure 1; Peltzer Tr. 744:8-9, 745: 10-15. The n- conductivity type region 5 is
implanted. Peltzer Tr. 750: 19-20.

127.

With reference to Figure 1, the Umemoto publication discloses that “4 is a drain (n+)
region with an impurity concentration of approximately l ~ l O ~ ~ / c m
Rx-17,
~ . ” Figure 1;
RX-18, p. 4, lines 2-3; RX-163; Peltzer Tr. 745: 14-15, 752:21.

128.

Figure 1 shows that the n+ region 4 is between regions 5 and an element isolation oxide
film region 9. RX-17, Figure 1; RX-163.

129.

With reference to Figure 1, the Umemoto publication discloses “a high-concentration (up
to 1O’7/cm3)impurity region, i.e., P type diffision region 7” added just under the contact
part between the power source wiring layer 6 and the drain region 4. RX-17, Figure I;

RX-18, p. 4, lines 4-8; RX-163; Peltzer Tr. 744: 10-13,753:3-5. Figure 1 shows this ptype region 7 as being under both the n+ source and drain regions 4. RX-17, Figure 1;
Peltzer Tr. 744: 10-13, 74518-20, 753:6-I 1.
130.

Figure 1 of the Umemoto publication shows each p-type diffision region 7 as being
centered under a drain (n’) region 4. RX-17, Figure I ; Peltzer Tr. 745: 18-20.

131. Lightly doped drain (LDD)stivctures are prepared by ion implantation. Peltzer Tr.
750: 18-23; 750: 19-20; RX-28, col. 12, lines 25-40; RX-22, pars. 0009, 0018,0020.
132. According to the testimony of Mr. Peltzer, it is customary to follow ion implantation by a
heating step. The heating step has two purposes: one is to anneal the damage caused by
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implanting into the wafer; a second is to diffuse the implanted ions. Peltzer Hr. Tr. 746:5

- 747:3; RX-222 (A.S. Grove, Physics and Technology of Semiconductor Devices).
133.

As used in the Umemoto publication, the terms “implant” and “diffusion” are the same.

Peltzer Tr. 746:5 to 747:3, 747:4 to 749:20; 755:12-23; RX-222, p. 4; RX-28, col. 12,
lines 25-40; attachment to CX-7C.
134.

Professor Fair testified that he is not aware of any commercial use o f diffusion rather
than ion implantation for making LDD structures. Fair Tr. 1097:20-23.

135.

With reference to Figure 1, the Umemoto publication discloses an N channel MOS
transistor having a p-type silicon substrate I , an (n+)-type drain region 4, and a low-

.

concentration (n-)-type drain region. RX-17, Figure 1; RX-18, p. 3, line 30 to p. 4, line 4,
and p. 5, line 2; RX-163; Peltzer Tr. 753:25 to 754:8.

136.

Professor Fair acknowledged that use of ion implantation would be an option that would
be available to one of ordinary skill in the art in forming the first lightly implanted region,
the heavier implanted region, and the second lightly implanted region. Fair Tr. 1099:713.

C.

137.

Obviousness

Japanese K6kai No. 1-13496 1(“the Kamioka publication”), entitled “Input Protecting
Circuit for Semiconductor Integrated Circuit,” was published on May 26, 1989, more than
one year prior to the earliest effective filing date of the ‘352 patent. RX-195, English
abstract; Peltzer Tr. 779:5-10.

138.

The Kamioka publication discloses an input protection device for a semiconductor
integrated circuit. RX-195, Figures 1 and 2, translation, p. 1, lines 25-27.
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139.

The ESD protection circuit disclosed by the Kamioka publication is connected in the
same manner as the ESD protection circuit claimed in claim 8. Peltzer Tr. 776:24 to
777:2.

140.

With reference to Figures 1 and 2, the Kamioka publication discloses that the drain
electrodes of two N-channel MOS transistors are connected by an aluminum lead 6 to an
input pad 20 and an input gate electrode. RX-195, Figures 1 and 2, translation, p. 2, lines
17-20; Peltzer Tr. 776: 17-21.

141.

With reference to Figures 1 and 2, the Kamioka publication discloses that gate electrodes
3 and 4 are both connected to a ground wiring 8 through a polycrystalline silicon layer 9.

RX-195, Figures 1 and 2, English trans., p. 2, lines 20-21; Peltzer Hr. Tr. 776:lO-16.
142.

The source electrode of the second transistor (bottom transistor in Figure 2) is connected
to a ground electrode pad through an aluminum lead 8. RX-195, Figures I and 2, English
trans.,p. 2, lines 21-23; Peltzer Tr. 776:22-23.

143.

With reference to Figures 1and 2, the Kamioka publication discloses that the source
electrode of the first transistor (top transistor in Figure 2) is connected to a power source
(VCC pad) through aluminum lead 7. RX-195, Figures 1 and 2, English trans., p. 2, lines
21-23; Peltzer Tr. 776:22-24.

144.

The Kamioka publication discloses as an effect of the invention, that “[rlelease of electric
charges is easier in such a design, which increases breakdown strength in input
protection.” RX-195, Eng. trans., p. 3, lines 10-1 1 .

145.

Japanese Kdkai No. 5- 102475 (“the Yasui publication”), entitled “Semiconductor Device
and its Method of Manufacture,” was published on April 23, 1993. RX-21, p. 1 ; RX-22,
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p. 1 .

146.

Japanese K6kai No. 3-1 96677 (“the Soeda publication”), entitled “Semiconductor
Device,” was published August 28, 199 1 , more than one year prior to the earliest
effective filing date of the ‘352 patent. RX-23, English abstract; RX-24, p. 1; Peltzer
Hearing Tr. 7795-10.

147.

The Soeda publication pertains to a semiconductordevice that is provided with a means
of countering the electrostatic breakdown of MOSFETs. RX-24, p. 2, lines 1-2.

148.

With reference to Figure 3, the Soeda publication discloses mput protective circuits 9
connectedto a pad 8. The input protective circuits as shown include two FET devices.
The source of the first (upper) MOSFET 5 and the drain o f the second (lower) MOSFET
6 are each connected to the pad 8. Rx-23, Figure 3; RX-24, p. 2, lines 17-22; Peltzer Tr.
777: 14-15, 19-22.

149.

With reference to Figure 3, the Soeda publication discloses that the gates of first
MOSFET 5 and second MOSFET 6, and the source of second MOSFET 6 are connected

to ground potential G. RX-23, Figure 3; RX-24, p. 2, lines 19-21; Peltzer Tr. 777: 10-15.
150.

With reference to Figure 3, the Soeda publication discloses that the drain o f first
MOSFET 5 is connected to the potential V. RX-23, Figure 3 ; RX-24, p. 2, lines 19-20.

151.
. 152.

Structurally, a source and a drain may be identical. Fair. Tr. 357: 19.
In NMOS symmetric devices, source regions and drain regions can be flipped. Peltzer Tr.

777: 19-22. The source and drain of the first MOSFET 5 can be flipped such that the

drain is connected to pad 8 and the source is connected to the potential V.
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V.

INFRINGEMENT OF THE ‘345 PATENT
A.

153.

Claim Construction

The named inventors of the ‘345 patent are Chih-Chien Liu, Ta-Shan Tseng, Wen-Bin
Shih, Juan-Yuan Wu, Water Lur and Shih-Wei Sun. Lur Tr. 36:4-38:23; RX-40.

154.

Chih-Chien Liu was responsible for HDPVCD technology development at the time o f the
‘345 patent application. Lur Tr. 37:14-16.

155.

Co-inventor Ta-Shan Tseng was an etching engineer in UMC’s 8” fab and is responsible
for etching in the production line. Lur Tr. 37:23-38:3.

156.

Co-inventor Water Lur was involved in new module technology development. Lur Tr.
38112-14.

157.

In June 1995, co-inventor Lur began participating in UMC’s Advanced Technology
Development group. Lur Tr. 11:7-18.

158.

Co-inventor Lur remained in the Advanced Technology Development group until October
1999. Lur Tr. 11:20-23.

159.

Co-inventor Lur transferred from the Advanced Technology Development group to
UMC’s intellectual property rights legal group in October 1999. Lur Tr. 15:18-23.

160.

Co-inventor Lur has been working in the intellectual property rights legal group since
October 1999. Lur Tr. 15:24-16:1.

161.

Co-inventor Wen-Bin Shieh was involved in the photolithography on UMC’s production
line. Lur Tr.38:4-6.

162.

Co-inventor Sh%-Wei Sun was the Advanced Technology Development manager who
advised on integration issues. Lur Tr. 38:16-20.
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163.

Co-inventor Shih-Wei Sun is also the director o f UMC’s Fab 8AB and former director of
UMC’s Fab2. JX-35 Sun Dep. Tr. 6:21-7:15.

164.

The ‘345 patent application that matured into the ‘345 patent was filed on October 28,
1997. RX-40.

165,

The ‘345 patent claims priority fiom provisional application 60/041,790 filed April
2,1997. Rx-40.

166.

According to co-inventor Liu, Jiang Chyun is a company that UMC uses to write its
patent application. JX-24C 7/6 Liu Dep. Tr. 135:6-22.

167.

The ‘345 patent relates to a method for forming interconnect wiring patterns on the
surface of integrated circuits and for filling the gaps between conductive regions in the
wiring pattern, with a dielectric material, using HDP chemical vapor deposition. Peltzer
Tr. 791:17-21.

168.

RPX-33 is the ‘345 preferred embodiment. Peltzer Tr. 804:s-10.

169.

The prefeired embodiment includes a substrate. Peltzer Tr. 804: 10-12.

170.

Above the substrate in the preferred embodiment is titanium nitride, which serves as a
barrier between the wiring line and the substrate. RPX-33; Peltzer Tr. 804: 12-13; 17-18.

171.

Above the wiring lines in the preferred embodiment is titanium nitride, which is a
protective layer. RPX-33; Peltzer Tr. 804: 13-17. The titaniumnitride is the first
805: 1 1-14.
antireflective coating identified in Claim 1. Peltzer TI-.

172.

In the final step, a dielectric material is deposited within the gaps to fill the gaps by high
density plasma chemical vapor deposition (‘“DPCVD)”. Peltzer Tr. 806:22-807:3.

173.

The structure is surrounded by oxide, which is deposited fiom HDPCVD. Peltzer Tr.
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804:2 1-23.

174.

Claim 1 does not say anything about protecting the metal wiring lines from corner
clipping or from any erosion during the HDPCVD process. Peltzer Tr.807:4-7.

175.

Claim 3 depends from claim 1 and hither defines that “the mask layer is a pattered
photoresist layer.” RX-40, claim 3, col. 10, lines 32-33.

176.

Claim 4 also depends from claim 1 and fbrther defines that “a portion of the second
antireflective coating is etched during the high density plasma chemical vapor
deposition.” RX-40, claim 4, col. 10, lines 34-36.

177.

Claim 5 also depends from claim 1 and is directed to the method of claim 1 “further
comprising the formation of a surface layer between the substrate and the wiring line
layer, the surface layer being a barrier between the substrate and wiring line layer.” RX40, claim 5, col. 10, lines 37-39.

178.

Claim 6 also depends from claim 1 and is directed to the method of claim 1 “hrther

compi’ising the step of removing the second antireflective coating after the deposition of a
dielectric material within the gaps.” RX-40, claim 6, col. 10, lines 41-43.
179.

Claim 7 also depends from claim 1and further defines that ‘‘part of the second
antireflective coating is removed and remaining portions of the second antireflective
coating act as a mask during the etching of the first antireflective coating and the wiring
line layer.” RX-40, claim 7, col. 10, lines 44-48.

180.

Claim 8 also depends from claim 1 and further defines that “after etching each wiring line
has a portion of the second antireflective coating on each wiring line having a crosssectional shape selected from the group consisting of a rectangle, a triangle, a trapezoid,
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and a rectangle having its upper corners etched away.” RX-40, claim 8, col. 10, lines 4854.
18 1 ,

Claim 9 does not require that the cap layer protect the comers of the metal wiring line
during HDPCVD Peltzer Tr. 808:2 1-24.

182.

Claim 10 also depends fi-om claim 9 and further defines “the cap layer is used as a hard
mask during etching of the wiring line layer.” RX-40, claim 10, col. 1 1 , lines 3-5.

183.

Claim 11 also depends from claim 9 and further defines “the cap layers is an
antireflective coating.” RX-40, claim 11, col. 1 1, lines 6-7.

184.

Claim 12 also depends fiom claim 9 and fiuther defines “the remaining portion of the cap
layer is partially etched during the deposition of the dielectric material using high density
plasma chemical vapor deposition.” RX-40, claim 12, col. 1 1, lines 8- 10.

185.

Claim 13 also depends from claim 9 and further defines “the cap layer comprises a
material selected from the group consisting of a silicon nitride material and an oxynitride
material.” RX-40, claim 13, col. 11, lines 11-12.

186.

Claim 14 also depends from claim 9 and further defines “the remaining portion of the cap
layer on a least one wiring line has a rectangular shape in cross section.” RX-40, claim
14, col. 11, lines 14-17.

187.

Claim 15 also depends fiom claim 9 and further defines “the remaining portion of the cap

layer on at least one wiring line has a trapezoidal shape in cross section.” RX-40, claim
15, col. 11, lines 18-20.
188.

Claim 16 depends fromclaims 9 and 15 and further defines “the trapezoidal shape [to]
include[] top and bottom surfaces paralIel to one another and side surfaces that extend
I84

inwardly fi-om the bottom surface to the top surface.” RX-40, claim 16, col. 1 I , lines 2024.
189.

Claim 19 depends from claim 9 and further defines “the remaining portion of the cap
layer [to be] partially etched and redeposited into the gaps during the high density plasma
chemical vapor deposition process.” RX-40, claim 19, col. 11, lines 32-35.

190.

Claim 20 depends fiom claim 9 and further defines “the mask layer [to be] a patterned
photoresist layer.” RX-40, claim 20, col. 12, lines 1-2.

191.

Claim 2 1 is similar to claims 1 and 9, except that a protective layer comprising at least
one material selected from the group consisting of titanium nitride, titanium silicide and a
titanium-tungsten alloy is disposed on the upper surface of the metal wiring layer and a
cap layer comprising at least one material selected from the group consisting of an oxide,
a nitride, and an oxynitride, is disposed on the top surface o f the protective layer. Peltzer
Tr. 809: 18-24; RPX-34.

192.

The specification of the ‘345 patent discloses that a “cap layer may serve a number of
functions, acting as an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal line etching, and a
protector for the top corners of metal wiring lines during the HDP CVD process.” RX40, col. 4, lines 57-60.

193.

According to co-inventor Liu, the “cap layer” in the ‘345 patent has three functions,
including serving as an antireflective layer, cap layer and protector of metal line comers.
Liu Tr.539: 1-6.

194.

According to co-inventor Liu, the cap layer provides the same benefits for the litho
process when using PECVD for gap-filling as when using HDP-CVD for gap-filling. JX185

24C 8/22 Liu Dep. Tr. 87:20-25.
195.

According to Mr. Peltzer, a cap layer is an insulating layer that has the property of
reducing the amount o f reflected light, has the property of being a hard mask, and is a
protector for the top corners, against a feature that is described as coiner clipping. Peltzer
Tr. 800:25-801:5.

196.

Two antireflective coatings are identified in the ‘345 patent as features “26” and “28.”
RX-40, RPX-28, RPX-29, Fair Tr. 792:9-10.

197.

The specification o f the ‘345 patent discloses that “an anti-reflective coating over the
wiring line layer and below the layer o f photoresist [works] by absorbing light transmitted
during the exposure of the photoresist to light.” RX-40, col. 7, lines 10-17.

198.

The specification of the ‘345 patent also discloses that “that the cap layer may be used as
a quarter wave plate in order to prevent light fiom passing through the cap layer and
reflecting back up to the photoresist layer to become exposed in regions that are supposed
to remain unexposed.” RX-40, col. 7, lines 58-63.

199.

The cap layer must have at least one of the following characteristics: 1) an antireflective
h c t i o n , 2) a hard mask fbnction, andor 3) a corner clipping protection fbnction. RX-40,
col. 4, lines 57-60; col. 7, line 58-col. 9, line 5.

200.

The specification of the ‘345 patent discloses that “a layer of photoresist is provided over
the cap layer and the photoresist is shaped to foim an etching mask[.]” RX-40, col. 7,
lines 37-40.

201.

The ‘’wiring line layer” can be etched into “wiring lines.” Peltzer TI-.803:3-6.

202.

The wiring line is identified in the ‘345 patent as “24.” RX-40; RPX-29; Fair Tr.792:7-8.
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203.

The specification of the ‘345 patent discloses that an antireflective coating may be
“absorptive at the wavelength used to expose the photoresist layer during formation of the
etch mask.” RX-40, col. 7, lines 1 1-22 and 63-66.

204.

There are generally two types of antireflective coatings. In one type, light is absorbed as
it enters the coating. Peltzer Hr.Tr. 799:8-1 4.

205.

The specification of the ‘345 patent discloses that “a quarter wave plate creates
destructive interference to prevent light from reflecting up to the photoresist layer.” RX40, col. 7 , lines 64-66.

206.

The specification o f the ‘345 patent discloses “[a] cap layer, which is preferably foimed
from silicon oxide, silicon nitride or oxynitride” that is deposited over the protective
layer. RX-40, col. 7 , lines 30-32. Further, “if the silicon oxide is used for cap layer[],
then it is preferred that a silicon rich oxide (SRO, SiO2-x), i.e., a silicon oxide have a
greater concentration of silicon than is stoichiometric for silicon dioxides[.I7’ RX-40, col.
7, lines 33-36.

207.

Silicon oxide, silicon nitride and silicon oxynitride are all dielectrics. Peltzer Tr. 802:1012; RPX-44.

208.

The specification of the ‘345 patent discloses a “protective layer [serving] several
hctions, including protecting the wiring line layer, limiting electromigration, providing
more reproduceable contacts and acting a an antireflective coating over the wiring line
layer[.]” RX-40, col. 7 , lines 8-17.

209.

The ‘345 patent relates to a method for forming interconnect wiring patterns on the

surface of integrated circuits and for filling the gaps between conductive regions in the
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wiring pattern, with a dielectric material, using HDP chemical vapor deposition. Peltzer
Tr. 791:17-21.
At the time of the invention disclosure on which the ‘345 patent is based, it was known to

fill the spaces or gaps between the wiring lines using high density plasma chemical vapor
deposition (HDP CVD). Liu Tr. 536:5-9; Liu Tr. 105:15-22.
The ‘345 patent repeatedly discloses that the application of an antireflective layer reduces
the reflection of light up into the photoresist as compared to the reflection that would
exist up fkom the titanium nitride layer alone. Peltzer Tr. 1738:21-1741:14.
An antireflective coating cannot increase the amount of reflected light that would reflect

from the wiring line surface in the absence of that coating. Peltzer Tr. 1701: 12-14;
1703:15-1704:3.
The purpose of an antireflective coating is to reduce the amount of reflected light in order
to make it easier to define the photoresist patterns in the photoresist. Peltzer Tr. 1701: 1418.
Increasing the amount of reflected light coming up from the layer below the photoresist
would make it harder to define the photoresist pattems in the photoresist. Peltzer Tr.
1701:14-18; 1704:6-9.
The reference Ogawa, ExhLbit Rx-180, pertains to the optimization of the performance of
antireflective coatings. Peltzer Tr. 1755:8-1756:4.
Ogawa, Exhibit RX-180, discloses a method for optimizing optical conditions, namely,
minimizing the reflection of light back into the photoresist for any given material and
coating thicknesses below the photoresist. Peltzer Tr. 1756:9-23; 1757:6; 1758:2.
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2 17.

According to Ogawa, Exhibit RX-180, if the layer at issue would increase the amount of
reflected light going back -intothe photoresist as compared to the amount of reflected
light in the absence of the layer, then m order to optimize the performance of that layer,
its thickness should be zero and thus the layer should be removed. Peltzer Tr. 1758:3-14.

2 18.

An antireflective coating reduces the amount of reflected light from the surface below the
photoresist as compared to the amount of reflected light in the absence of that coating,
Peltzer Tr. 1706:10-1707:11.

2 19.

The ‘345 patent, in describing different materials for use as antireflective coatings,
identifies a group o f materials containing titanium for one layer and a separate group of
materials containing silicon, but not titanium, for the other layer. Peltzer Tr. 1778:19-6.

220.

Nowhere in the specification of the ‘345 patent is any special definition given to the word
“on.” RX-40.

22 1.

The following excerpts from the ‘345 patent confirmthat the applicants distinguished
between “in” and “on”:

. . . device structures in or on the substrate . . . [Col. 1, lines
26-27][Emphasis added];
. . . devices such as FETs, diodes or transistors are formed in
and on the substrate . . . [Col. 1, lines 37-38][Emphasis added];

. . . deposited in the gaps between wiring lines or on the wiring
lines . . . [Col. 2, lines 27-28][Emphasis added];

. . . voids in the intermetal dielectric . . . [Col.5, line
25][Emphasis added]; and
. . . material in the layer 28 . . . [Col.8,line7][Emphasis
added].
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222.

The ‘345 patent states:
Cap layer 28, which is preferably formed from silicon oxide,
silicon nitiide or bxynitride, is deposited over the protective layer
26.
Col.8, lines 31-33 (emphasis added).

223.

The specification of the ‘345 patent discloses that a “cap layer may serve a number of
functions, acting as an antireflective coating, a hard mask for metal line etching, and a
protector for the top corners of metal wiring lines during the HDP CVD process.” RX40, col. 4, lines 57-60.

224.

According to Mr. Peltzer, a cap layer is an insulating layer that has the property of
reducing the amount of reflected light, has the property of being a hard mask,and is a
protector for the top corners, against a feature that is described as corner clipping. Peltzer
Tr. 800:25-801 :5.

225.

A hard mask is a layer which is etched using the photoresist as a mask, followed by
removal of the photoresist to leave the patterned hard mask layer which then serves as a

mask for subsequent etching of underlying layers. Yang Tr. 16 13:5- 18; Lee Tr. 1661: 1418; Peltzer Tr. 1808:22 to 1809:22.

226.

The ‘345 patent discloses that the cap layer “may not be a conductive material.” RX-40,
col. 9, lines 60-64.

227.

According to co-inventor Liu, the “cap layer” must be a dielectric material. JX-24C 7/5

Liu Dep. Tr. 77: 14-21.
228.

According to co-inventor Wu, the protective layer must be a dielectric material, such as
silicon oxynitride, Si02, SSJ, or silicon rich oxide. JX-44C 7/11 Wu Dep. Tr. 21: 19-21;
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19:13-25.
According to co-inventor-Lur,the secondary ARC layer will be a dielectric material, such

229.

as silicon dioxide, and if the etched-away materials are silicon dioxide and other
dielectric materials, then the gap to be filled will not have the problem of metals in
between the wiring lines encountered when the inventors developed this technology in the
very beginning. JX-27C 7/17 Lur Dep. Tr. 116:14-25.
230.

According to co-inventor Shieh, the cap layer cannot be a conductive material. JX-33C
7/9 Shieh Dep. Tr. 65:6-8.

231.

According to co-inventor Liu, titanium nitride is not a dielectric material and titanium
nitride cannot be used for the cap layer. JX-24C 7/5 Liu Dep. Tr. 78:9-12.

232.

According to co-inventor Liu, back when he first had the idea of using a cap layer on top
of the metal line as a sacrificial layer, he had silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, silicon
oxynitride and silicon-rich dioxide materials in mind to use for the cap layer. JX-24C 7/5

Liu Dep. Tr. 83:l-8.
233.

According to co-inventor Shieh, silicon oxide and silicon nitride are both acceptable as
the cap layer, but not as good as silicon oxynitride. JX-33C 7/9 Shieh Dep. Tr. 60:6-25.

234.

According to co-inventor Liu, “titanium oxide” does not fit his definition of “cap layer.”
JX-24C 8/22 Liu Dep. Tr. 33:6-18.

235.

Accordmg to co-mventor Liu, the cap layer as a top ARC is an ARC layer on top of the
titanium nitride layer. JX-24C 8/22 Liu Dep. Tr. 88:1-4.
B.

236.
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246.

[

1
Exhibit RX-230C, Bates Nos. SiS 032449-032460, is SiS’s operation instruction (01)

247.

process recipes. Lee Tr. 1638: 12-16; RX-230C, SiS 032449-032460.
248.

[

1
249.

[

1
250.

The date of the operation insti-uction (01)in ExhLbit RX-230C is July 18, 2001. Lee Tr.
1639:3-8; RX-230C, SiS 032449.

25 1 .

In Exhibit RX-230C, SiS 032450 five recipes are set forth at the top of the page in a table.
Lee Tr. 1639: 14-1 6; RX-230C, SiS 032450.
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271.

272.

[

I
273.

The TEM photomicrograph shown in Exhibit RX-l39C, SiS 2653 18, was prepared for

Dr.Lee. Lee Tr. 1653:21-23; RX-139CYSiS 265318.
274.

[

1
275.

Dr.Lee and K.H. Wang, who works for Dr. Lee, made the measurement shown in RX139C, SiS 165318. Lee Tr. 1654:3-7; RX-l39C, SiS 265318.

276.

The thicknesses shown in Exhibit RX-139C are estimated. Dr. Lee testified that the TEM
photomicrographs show the same materials with different concentrations as different
shades of color. The measurement made fiom such PEM photomicrographs is an
estimate of the thickness. Lee Tr. 1654:12 to 1655:5; RX-139C.
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282.

Dr. Shyh-Dar Lee joined SiS at the end of September, 2000. Lee Tr. 1635:2-4.

283.

When Dr. Lee joined SiS, his position was Technical Manager. Lee Tr. 16355-8.

284.

Dr. Lee’s current position at SiS is Advanced Module Technology Development
Manager. Lee Tr. 1635:9-11.

285.

Dr. Lee became the Advanced Module Technology Development Manager in February,
2001. Lee Tr. 1635:12-14.

286.

Dr.Lee’s responsibilities as Advanced Module Technology Development Manager
include: (1) development of advanced technology; (2) yield improvement; and (3)
development of cost reduction process. Lee Tr. 1635: 15-24.
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1
435.

Claim 3 of the '345 patent depends fi-om claim I and further recites that "the mask layer

is a patterned photoresist layer." RX-40, col. 10, lines 32-33.
436.

Claim 3 of the '345 patent includes all of the elements of claim 1 . Rx-40, col. 10, lines
32-33.

437.

Claim 4 of the '345 patent includes all of the elements of claim I , [

3.
to 1793:19; Rx-40, col. 10, lines 33-36.
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Peltzer Tr. 173511 to 1736:15; 1792119

438.

Claim 5 of the ‘345 patent depends fiom claim 1and fin-ther recites “the foimation of a
surface layer between the substrate and the wiring line layer, the surface layer being a
barrier between the substrate and wiring line layer.” RX-40, col. 10, lines 37-39.
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The wiling lines of the ‘345 patent may include the cap layer, a protective coating layer, a
metal layer and a glue layer. RX-40, col.4, lines 45-GO.
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VI.

VALIDITY OF THE ‘345 PATENT

460.

With respect to the ‘345 patent, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have at least a
master’s degree in electrical engineering, physics, chemistry, chemical engineering or
metallurgy, with substantial experience in semiconductor device processes. Fair Tr. 138139.
Invnlidi@ Based on Prior Art

461.

Dr. Wright is acting as U M C trial counsel in this Investigation.

462.

Dr.Wright worked for Law+ from 1995 to 1997. Wright Tr. 265:24-266:2.

463.

Duringhis tenure at Law+, Wright was involved in the preparation and prosecution of

patent applications on behalf of UMC. Wright Tr. 266:6-10.
464.

While at Law+, Wright traveled to Taiwan every two to three months and prepared about
100 patent applications. Wright Tr. 266:20-267:2.

465.

On certain trips to Taiwan, Wright did not bring any invention disclosure forms back to
the U.S. Wright Tr. 279:23-280: 1 .

466.

Upon return trips form Taiwan, Wright did not open up any new client matters or other
indicia in the Law+ accounting record to reflect when the invention disclosures were
brought back. Wright Tr. 28 1:19-23.

467.

Wright does not have any copies of the ‘345 invention disclosure statement indicating
that it was received in the Law+ offices. Wright Tr. 282:7-11.

468.

All the work done in connection with the invention disclosure statement which was used
to prepare the ‘345 patent was made in Taiwan. Wright Tr. 275:25-276:3.

469.

Wright does not have a precise recollection of the time or date when he received the
219

invention disclosure statement (i.e.7CX-637C) which the ‘345 patent is based on. Wright
Tr. 282:7- 1 1.
470.

The Tobben patent is not a cited reference of the ‘345 patent. R x - I 55.

471.

The method disclosed in the Tobben patent “includes forming a . . . metal layer over a
surface of the substrate.” RX-155, col, 1 , lines 43-44. The foilnation of the metal layer
over the substrate disclosed in the Tobben patent is the same disclosure as the “substrate
and . . . wiring line layer above the substrate” disclosed in claim 1 of the ‘345 patent.
Peltzer Tr. 812:23-813:4;RX-40, col. 10, lines 8-10.

472.

The Tobben patent further discloses a ‘‘metal
layer [that] is a composite layer made up of
a lower relatively thin layer of titaniudtitanium nitride, and intermediate, relatively thick
layer of sputtered aluminum; and an upper, thin antireflective coating (ARC) layer of
titaniudtitanium nitride.’’ RX-155, col2, lines 36-40; Peltzer Tr. 81 1:10-12; RPX-34.

473.

The composite layer disclosed in the Tobben patent is the same disclosure as the “first
antireflective coating on the wuing line layer” disclosed in claim 1 of the ‘345 patent.
Peltzer 8 13:5- 12; RX-40, col. 10, lines 1 1- 12.

474.

The Tobben patent further discloses a “planarization layer . . . formed over the surface of
the [thin antireflective coating (ARC)layer of titaniudtitanium nitride].” RX-155, col. 2,
lines 36-40,47-48. “The . . . planarization layer . . . includes a spun-on silicon dioxide
glass as a bottom portion . . . and a cap or upper layer . . . formed thereon.” RX-155, col.
3, lines 8-10; Peltzer 81 1:21-22; RPX-34.

475.

The Tobben patent continues in column 3 to state that “[tlypically, the thickness of the

planarization layer is ofno more than 300A to 2OOOA.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 8-10.
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According to Dr.Peltzer, the thickness for the Si02 layer of 300 A to 2000A clearly
encompasses ranges where cancellation of reflected light from the surface of this coating
such as to be a quarter wave plate making the Si02 layer in Tobben a second antireflective
coating. Peltzer Tr. 814: 3-8153.
476.

Dr. Peltzer’s opinion was supported by a mathematical calculation of reflectivity of the
type upon which engineers ordinarily rely in the course of work conceiming the subject
matter ofthe ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 856: 21-1 1; RPX-46.

477.

The Tobben patent hrther discloses a “photoresist layer [that] is spun on the planar
surface . . . of the planarization layer[.]” RX-155, col. 3, lines 21-22. “The mask
[photoresist layer] is used to pattein exposed portions of the underlying planarization
layer[.]” RX-155, col. 3, lines 32-34.

478.

The Tobben patent further discloses use of the photoresist mask “to etch the exposed
portions of the planarization layer within the grooves of the photoresist layer.” RX-155,
col. 3, lines 40-42. Further, “the exposed portions of the metal layer . . . are etched away
using REI to foim the plurality of electrically conducive wires . . .over the dielectric
layer.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 56-58; see also RX-155, col. 3, lines 62-66.

479.

The use of the photoresist mask to etch the exposed portions of the planarization layer
within the grooves of the photoresist layer and metal layer is the same disclosure as the
“etching of the first antireflective coating, the second antireflective coating, and the
wiring line layer, at the location where the second antireflective coating is exposed by the
mask layer, to form wiring lines separated by gaps” disclosed in claim 1 of the ‘345
patent. Peltzer Hrg Tr. 815:6-15; Rx-168; RX-40, col. 10, lines 21-24.
22 I

480.

The Tobben patent also discloses HDP CVD processing as a method for filling the spaces
between wiring lines with dielectric material. RX-155.

48 1.

The Tobben patent discloses the deposition of silicon dioxide “over the surface of the
grooved structure ... [and into the grooves] . . . using . . . high density plasma deposition

(HDP[)] techniques.” RX-155, col. 4, lines 11-18.
482.

The use of HDPCVD disclosed in the Tobben patent is the same disclosure

the

“depositing [ofl a dielectric material within the gaps to fill the gaps, using high density
plasma chemical vapor deposition” disclosed in claim 1 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr.
81516-23; RX-168; RX-40, col. 10, lines 25-28.
483.

Claim 1 of the ‘345 patent is therefore hlly disclosed by the Tobben patent.

484.

The Tobben patent discloses “a photoresist layer [that] is spun on the planar surface of the
planarization layer.” RX-155, col. 4, lines 21-22. “The photoresist layer is then
developed to remove the exposed or polymerized portions, creating grooves or slots.”
RX-155, col. 3, lines 28-30.

485. . The use of a photoresist layer on the planar surface of the planarization layer that is
developed to remove exposed portions, creating grooves or slots is the same disclosure as
the ‘bask layer [being] a patterned photoresist” is disclosed in claim 3 the ‘345 patent.
Peltzer Tr. 815:24-8167; RX-168; RX-40, col. 10, lines 32-33.
486.

Everything disclosed in claim 3 of the ‘345 patent was disclosed in the Tobben patent.
Peltzer Tr. 81524-815:25; RX-168.

487.

The Tobhn patent discloses the stripping away of the photoresist layer. RX-155, col. 4,
lines 5-7. “Then,the planarization layer . . . is removed using, for example, a wet
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chemistiy.” RX-155, col. 4, lines 5-7. Also, “a layer of silicon dioxide may be deposited
over the surface of the grooved structure using . . . high density plasma deposition (HDP
techniques.” Rx-155, col. 4, lines 15-18.
488.

Because HDP deposition involves sputter etching during deposition that would remove,
or partially remove, the planarization level, the disclosures of the Tobben patent is the
same as the disclosure of “[tlhe method of claim 1, wherein a portion of the second

antireflectivecoating is etched during the high density plasma chemical vapor deposition”
disclosed in claim4 ofthe ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 816:23-817:2; RX-168; RX-40, col.
10, lines 3-35.

489.

The Tobben patent discloses a ‘‘metal layer ... [that] is a composite layer made up of a
lower relatively thin layer of titaniudtitanium nitiide . . . .” RX-155, col. 2, lines 36-40.
The composite layer disclosed in the Tobben patent is the same as the disclosure of “[tlhe
method of claim 1, further comprising the foinxition of a surface layer between the
substrate and the wiring line layer, the surface layer being a bmier between the substrate
and the wiring line layer” disclosed in claim 5 of the ‘345 patent. RX-40, col. 10, lines
37-40.

490.

The Tobben patent discloses “a layer of silicon dioxide . . . deposited over the surface of
the grooved structure using . . . high density plasma deposition (HDP techniques.” RX155, col. 4, lines 15-18. Tobben also discloses “planarizing the underlying surface upon
which the metal layer is deposited using chemical mechanical polishing (CMP)
techniques.” Rx-155, col. 1, lines 33-37. “Next, the second metalization layer is
deposited over the patterned planai-ization layer.” Rx-155, col. 4, lines 18-20.
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491,

The Tobben disclosure is the same as “the step of removing the seeond antireflective
coating after the deposition of a dielectric material within the gaps” disclosed in claim 6
of the ‘345 patent because CMP would remove at least portions of the planarization layer
when HDP processing is used and portions of the planarization layer remain after
dielectric deposition.” RX-40, col. 10, lines 40-43.

492.

The Tobben patent discloses “using remaining portion of the photoresist masking layer. . .

,and the second mask . . . formed within the planarkation layer . . . i.e., with the second
mask . . . exposing underlying non-planar surface portions of the metal layer . . ., the
exposed portions of the metal layer . . . are etched away.,, RX-155, col. 3, lines 51-56.
Peltzer Tr. 818:8-22; RX-168.
493.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same as the disclosure of claim 7 of “[tlhe
method of claim 1, wherein part of the second antireflective coating is removed and
remaining portions of the second antireflective coating act as a mask during the etching of
the first antireflective coating and the wiring line layer.” RX-40, col. 10, lines 43-48.

494.

The Tobben patent discloses the patterned planarization layer remaining with a
“rectangular cross section on the left and right.” RX-155, figures 4 and 5.

495.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same
as the disclosure of “the method of claim
\
I, wherein after. etching each wiring line has a portion of the second antireflection coating

thereon, the portion of second antireflection coating on each wiring line have a crosssectional shape selected fiom the group consisting of a rectangle, a triangle, and a
rectangle having its upper coiners etched away,’ disclosed in claim 8 of the ‘345 patent.
Peltzer Tr. 818:23-819:12; RX-168; RX-40, col. 110, lines 48-54.
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496.

Claim 9 does not mention use of an antireflective coating. RX-40.

497.

The Tobben patent discloses “a method . . . for forming a plurality of electiically
conductive wires on a substrate.” RX-155, col. 1, lines 41-43.

498.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same disclosure as “[a] method for forming
conducting structures separated by gaps on a substrate” disclosed in claim 9 of the ‘345
patent because “both are talking about conductive structures.” Peltzer Tr. 8 19:22-820:1;
RX-168; RX-40, col. 10, lines 53-56.

499.

The Tobben patent discloses a “method including forming a . . . metal layer over a surface
of the substrate.” RX-155, col. 1, lines 43-44.

500.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same disclosure as “providing a substrate and a
wiring line layer above the substrate” disclosed in cl&m 9 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr.
820:2-6; RX-168; RX-40, col. 10, lines 57-58.

501.

The Tobben patent discloses a “cap layer compris[ingJ of dielectric material.” RX-155,
col. 3, lines 8- 10.

502.

The Tobben patent expressly recites a cap layer comprising a dielectric material which is
the same disclosure as “forming a cap layer above the wiring line layer” disclosed in
claim 9 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 820: 7-15; RX-168; Rx-40, col. 10, line 58.

503.

The Tobben patent discloses that “the photoresist layer is then developed to remove the
exposed or polymerized portions, creating grooves or slots [I. The unremoved portions of
the photoresist layers serves as a mask for patterning the underlying layers.” RX-155,
col.3, lines 28-34.

504.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same disclosure as “forming a mask layer
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above the cap layer, wherein the mark[sic] layer covers selected portions of the cap layer
and exposes other portions ofthe cap layer.” Peltzer Tr. 820: 17-23; RX-168; RX-40, col.
10, lines 60-63)

505.

The Tobben patent further discloses “[a] mask . . . used to pattern exposed portions of the
underlying planarization layer [.I” RX-155, col. 3, lines 32-34. The “photoresist mask [I
is used to etch the exposed portions of the planarization layer within the grooves of the
photoresist layer.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 40-42.

506.

The Tobben patent hrther discloses that “[tlhe exposed portions of the metal layer . . . are
etched away . . . to foim the plurality of electrically conductive wires over the dielectric
layer.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 56-58. “Here, the metal layer [I is a composite layer made
up of. . . an upper, thin antireflective coating (ARC)layer of titaniudtitanium nitride.”
RX-155, col. 2, lines 36-40. “Grooves [I are etched into the . . . conductive metal layer . .

. to form the plurality of electrically conductive wires[,]

. . . separated by the grooves”

RX-155, col. 3, lines 62-66.
507.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same disclosure as the “etching the cap layer,
and the wiring line layer, at the locations where the cap layer is exposed by the mask

layer, to form wiring lines separated by gaps, the wiring lines having a remaining portion
of the cap layer thereon[.]” disclosed in claim 9 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 820:20-24;

RX-168; RX-40, col. 10, lines 63-68.
508.

The Tobben patent discloses the use o f “a layer of silicon dioxide . . . deposited over the
surface of the grooved structure using . . . high density plasma deposition (HDP
techniques.” RX-155, col. 4, lines 15- 18. Specifically, “a planarized dielectric surface is
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deposited over the structure and into the grooves.” Rx-155, col. 4, lines 1 1 - 13.
509.

The Tobben disclosure is the same as the disclosure of “depositing a dielectric material
within the gaps at a sputtering rate sufficient to fill the gaps, using high density plasma
chemical vapor deposition” disclosed in claim 9 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 82 1:2 1 822:4; RX-168; RX-40, col. 1 1 , lines 1-3 .

510.

The Tobben patent discloses the use of a cap layer comprised of a dielectric material. RX155, col. 3, lines 8- 10. Further, “using the remainingportion of the photoresist masking

layer and second mask formed within the planarization layer, . . . the exposed portions of
the metal layer are etched away . . . to form the plurality of electrically conducive wires . .
. over the dielectric layer.y7RX-155, col. 3, lines 52-58.
51 1 .

The disclosure of the Tobben patent is the same as the disclosure of “[tlhe method of
claim 9, wherein the cap layer is used as a hard mask during etching of the wiring line
layer” disclosed in claim 10 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 822:9-823:1; RX-168; RX-40,
col. 11 lines 4-5.

512.

The Tobben patent discloses that “the thickness of the planarization layer is of no more
than 300 A to 2OOOA,” which encompasses the thickness of antireflective coatings based
on interference effects. RX-155, col. 3, lines 3-5; Peltzer Tr.8 2 3 6 8 .

513.

The disclosure o f Tobben is the same as the disclosure of “[tlhe method of claim 9,
wherein the cap layer is an antireflective coating” disclosed in claim 11 of the ‘345
patent. Peltzer Tr. 823:2-11; RX-168; RX-40, col. 1 1 , lines 6-7.

514.

The Tobben patent discloses the stripping away of the photoresist and removal of the
planarization layer. Rx-155, col. 4, lines 5-7. The Tobben patent further discloses the
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deposition of silicon dioxide over the grooved structure using HDP techniques, which
involves sputter etching dwing deposition that would remove, or partially remove, the
planarization layer. Rx-155, col. 4, lines 15-18.
515.

The disclosure of the Tobben patent is the same as “[tlhe method of claim 9, wherein the
remaining portion of the cap layer is partially etched during the deposition of a dielectric
material using high density plasma chemical vapor deposition.” Peltzer Tr. 823:12824:2; RX-168; RX-40, col. 11, lines 8-1 1.

5 16.

The Tobben patent discloses the use of dielectic material for the cap layer. RX-155, col.
3, lines 10-1 1.

517.

Because silicon nitride and oxynitride are dielectric materials, the Tobben disclosures are
the same as the disclosure of “[t]he method of claim 9, wherein the cap layer comprises a
material selected fiom the group consisting of silicon nitride mateiial and oxynitride
material. Peltzer 824:3-8; RX-168; RX-40,col. 11, line 12-14.

518.

The Tobben patent discloses at figure 4 and 5 that the planarization layer has a
rectangular cross section on the left and right of the figures. RX-155, figures 4 and 5.

519.

The disclosures in figures 4 and 5 are the same as the disclosure of the “method of claim
9, wherein the remaining portion of the cap layer on at least one wiring line has a

rectangular shape in cross section” disclosed m claim 14 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr.
824:9-14; RX-168;RX-40, col. 11, lines 15-17.
520.

The Tobben patent discloses in figures 4 and 5 trapezoidal cross sections. RX- 155,
figures 4 and 5. Exact rectangular shapes are virtually unattainable.

521.

The disclosure of figures 4 and 5 are the same as the disclosure of the “the method of
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claim 9, wherein the remaining portion of the cap layer on at least one wiring line has a
trapezoidal shape in cross section” disclosed in claim 15 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr.
824: 15-21; RX-168; RX-40, col. 1 1, lines 18-20.
522.

The Tobben patent discloses in figures 4 and 5 trapezoidal cross sections. Rx-155,
figures 4 and 5. Exact rectangular shapes are virtually unattainable; they are generally
tilted in with the top narrower than the bottom Peltzer Tr. 8255-6.

523.

The disclosure of figures 4 and 5 are the same as the disclosure of the “method of claim
15, wherein the trapezoidal shape includes top and bottom surfaces parallel to one another

and side surfaces that extend inwardly from the bottom surface to the top surface.”
Peltzer Tr. 824:22-825:6; RX-40, col. 1 1 , lines 21-24.
524.

The Tobben patent discloses the stripping away of the photoresist layer and the removal
of the planarization layer. RX-155, col. 4, lines 5-7. The Tobben patent further discloses

that “a layer of silicon dioxide may be deposited over the surface of the grooved structure
\

using . . . high density plasma deposition (HDP[)] techniques.” RX- 155, col. 4, lines 1516.
525.

The disclosures of the Tobben patent are the same as the disclosure of the “method of
claim 9, wherein the remaining poition of the cap layer is partially etched and redeposited
into gaps during the high density plasma chemical vapor deposition process.” Peltzer Tr.
825:7-22; RX-168; RX-40, col. 1 1 , lines 32-36.

526.

The Tobben patent discloses the placement of the photoresist layer on the surface of the
planarization layer, the development of the photoresist layer to remove the exposed or
polymerized portions, creating grooves or slots. RX-155, col. 3, lines 21-21 and 28-30.
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527.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same as the disclosure o f the “method of claim
9, wherein the mask layer is a pattemeu photoresist layer” disclosed in claim 20 of the

‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 825:23-826:3; RX-168; RX-40, col. 12, lines 1-3.
528.

The Tobben patent discloses a method for “forming a plurality of electrically conductive
wires on substrate.” RX-155, col. 1 , lines 41-43. Further,“a layer o f silicon dioxide [a
dielectric material] may be deposited over the surface of the grooved sti-ucture using . . .
high density plasma deposition (HDP techniques.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 28-30.

529.

The disclosures in Tobben are the same as a “method for forming conducting structures
separated by gaps filled with dielectric material” disclosed in claim 21 of the ‘345 patent.
Peltzer Tr. 826:8-18; RX-168; RX-40, col.12, lines 3-5.

530.

The Tobben patent discloses “a semiconductor substrate [ 3 comprising, for example,
silicon is provided. It is noted that the upper surface [ ] of the substrate [ 3 is relatively
non-planar.” RX-155, col. 2, lines 23-26.

53 1.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same disclosure as “providing a substrate
containing silicon, the substrate having a surface” disclosed in claim 2 1 of the ‘345
patent. Peltzer Tr. 826: 19-23; RX-168;RX-40, col. 12, lines 5-7.

532.

The Tobben patent discloses a “metal layer [that is] a composite layer made up of a
lower, relatively thin layer of titanium/titaniumnitride, and intermediate, relative thick
layer of sputtered aluminum; and an upper, thin antireflective coating (ARC)layer of
titaniudtitanium nitride.” RX-355, col. 2, lines 36-40.

533.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same as the disclosure of “forming a surface
layer comprising at least one material selected from the group consisting o f titanium
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nitride, titanium silicide and a titanium tungsten alloy, the surface layer disposed on the
substrate surface” disclosed in claim 2 1 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 826:24-827: 17;
RX-168; RX-40, c01.12, lines 7-10.
534.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is also the same as the disclosure of “forming a metal
wiring line layer on the surface layer, the metal wiring line layer having an upper surface”
also &closed in claim 21 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 827: 18-828:5; RX-185; RX-40,

col. 12, lines 12-13.
535.

The Tobben patent discloses a metal layer that is a composite metal layer “made up of a
lower, relatively thin layer of titaniudtitanium nitride, and intermediate, relative thick
layer of sputtered aluminum; and an upper, thin antireflective coating (ARC) layer of
titaniudtitanium nitride.” RX-155, col. 2, lines 36-40.

536.

The disclosure in Tobben is the same as the disclosure of “forrning a protective layer
comprising at least one material selected from the group consisting of titanium nitride,
titanium silicide and titanium-tugsten alloy, the protective layer disposed on the upper
surface of the metal wiring line layer, the protective layer having a top surface” disclosed

in claim 21 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr.; 827: 18-828: 5; RX-168 RX-40, col. 12, lines
13-19.
537.

The Tobben patent discloses a “composite planarization layer [that] includes a spun-on
silicon dioxide glass as a bottom portion [of the composite planarization layer] and a cap
or upper layer [of the composite planarization layer] formed thereon, [with] . . . the cap

layer compris[ing] a dielectric layer.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 8-10. Further, “in one
embodiment, the cap layer [I comprises silicon dioxide formed by, for example, plasma
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enhanced chemically vapor deposited (PE CVD).” RX-155, col. 3, lines 12-13.
538.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same as the disclosure of “forming a cap layer
comprising at least one material selected from the group consisting of an oxide, a nitride,
and an oxynitride, the cap layer disposed on the top surface of the protective layer’’
disclosed in claim 21 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 828:6-16; Rx-168;RX-40, col. 12,
lines 19-23.

539.

The Tobben patent M h e r discloses that “[tlhe photoresist layer is then developed to
remove the exposed or polymerized portions, creating grooves or slots[]. The unremoved
portions o f the photoresist layer serve as a mask for patterning the underlying layers. As
shown, the mask is used to pattein exposed portions [I o f the underlying planarization
layer.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 28-34.

540.

The disclosure o f the Tobben patent is the same as the disclosure of “forming a patterned
photoresist layer above the cap layer, said patterned photoresist layer covering selected
portions o f the cap layer and exposing other portions of the cap layer” disclosed in claim
21 o f the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 828: 17-829:2; RX-168; RX-40, col. 12, lines 23-27.

54 1.

The Tobben patent discloses that “the mask is used to pattern exposed portions of the
underlying planarizationlevel.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 32-34. The mask is “used to etch
the exposed portions o f the planarization layer within the grooves o f the photoresist
layer.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 40-42. “[Tlhe exposed portion o f the metal layer [I are
etched away . . . to form the plurality of electrically conducive wires [I over the dielectric
layer.” RX-155, col. 3, lines 56-58.

542.

Here, the metal layer [I is a composite layer made up o f . . . an upper, thin antireflective
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coating (ARC)layer of titaniudtitanium nitride.” RX-155, col. 2, lines 36-40.
-

-

“[G]rooves [I are etched into the . . . conductive metal layer [] to form the plurality of
electrically conductive wires[,]” which are separated by grooves.” RX-155, col. 3, lines
62-66.

543

The disclosure of Tobben is the same as the disclosure of “etching the exposed portions
of the cap layer, the protective layer and the metal layer to form wiring lines separated by
gaps” disclosed in claim 21 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 829:3-25; RX-168; RX-40,
col. 12, lines 25-30.

544.

The disclosure in the Tobben patent is the same as the disclosure of “forming a layer of
high density plasma chemical vapor deposition dielectric material within the gaps to fill
the gaps” disclosed in claim 21 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 830: 1-14; RX-168; Rx-40,
col. 12, lines 31-35.

545.

Dr.Ronald Schutz was designated as the 30(b)(6) witness for Infineon Technologies
North America Corporation for the categories in the subpoena. JX-3 1C, Schutz Dep. Tr.
6:10-18.

546.

Dr.Schutz worked for Infineon since August 1996. JX-3lC,Schutz Dep. Tr. 7:7-1 I .

547.

Dr.Schutz met Dirk Tobben m August 1996 and Dirk Tobben worked for Dr. Schutz.
JX-31C, SchutzDep. Tr. 9:21-10:line 4.

548.

When Dr.Schutz started work for Siemans Infineon in August of 1996, Mr. Tobben was
living and working in the United States. JX-31C, Schutz Dep. Tr. 24: 19-24.

549.

The other inventors of the Tobben patent, Bruno Spuler, Marin Gutsche, Peter Weigand
were all living and working in the United States in August of 1996. JX-31C7 Schutz Dep.
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Tr. 24:25-25: 12.
550.

Dirk Tobben, Bruno Spuler, Marin Gutsche, and Peter Weigand were all working for
Siemans or for some organization under Siemans in August of 1996. JX-31C,Schutz
Dep. Tr. 25: 13-26: 14.

551.

Mr. Tobben was working on dielectric deposition processes in August of 1996. JX-3 1C,
Schutz Dep.Tr. 26: 15-24.

552.

MI-.
Tobben was working on HDP-CVD for Dr. Schutz as one of the dielectric deposition
processes in August of 1996. JX-31C, Schutz Dep. Tr. 27:4-10.

553.

Mr. Tobben was working on projects where the planarization layer was made from spun-

on silicon oxide glass in August of 1996. JX-31C7Schutz Dep. Tr. 39:ll-16.
554.

Mr. Tobben would occasionally use a two-layer cap layer in his spin-on glass work in
August of 1996. IX-3lC, Schutz Dep. Tr. 46: 15-22.

555.

U.S. Patent No. 5,219,788 (“the ‘788 patent” or “Abernathey patent”) is entitled “Bilayer
Metallization Cap for Photolithography.” RX-156.

556.

The Abernathey patent was filed February 25, 1991,which is well before the April 2,
1997 piiority date claimed by the ‘345 patent fi-om provisional application 60/041,790.
RX-156.

557.

The Abernathey patent shows an aluminumlcopper layer under which is titanium and the
substrate. On top of the aluminudcopper layer is the titanium nitride and Si02. Peltzer
Tr. 832:20-833:3; RPX-35.

558.

The Abernathey patent describes forming conductive lines. RX-169. It discloses a
bilayer cap for patterning the Metallization layer, using deep W photoresist. RX-169.
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559.

According to co-inventor Liu, the conventional wiring line stack comprised of titanium
nitride at the bottom, aluminum on top of the titanium nitride, and titanium and titanium
nitride on top of the aluminum existed prior to the invention of the ‘345 patent. Liu Hr.
Tr. 535:6-536:4.

560.

Co-inventor of the ‘345 patent Lur is also a named inventor on U.S. Patent 5,580,701
patent. RX-46.

561.

The ‘701 patent issued on December 3, 1996. RX-46.

562.

The ‘701 patent discloses the use of two antireflective coatings. Peltzer Tr. 796: 1-7; RX46.

563.

Specifically, the ‘701 patent discloses that the two antireflective coatings may be used on
the surface of a poly line, as well as on other materials, including metal. Peltzer Tr.
79719-14; RX-46.

564.

Calculations of reflectivity of the type that an engineer would rely on concerning work
related to the subject matter of the ‘345 patent demonstrate that the titanium nitride layer
and the Si02 on top in the Abernathey patent is the same as the first and second
antireflective coatings formed on the metal wiring line in claim 1 of the ‘345 patent.
Peltzer Tr. 833: 13-17; 857: 12-23; RPX-35; RPX-46.

565.

The Si02 layer on top &the Abernathey patent would serve as a cap layer to protect and
possibly serve as a hard mask during etching if HDPCVD were deposited as in claim 9 of
the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr. 833: 18-834:l; kPX-35.

566.

The titanium nitride layer between the silicon oxide layer and metal wmng line in
Abemathey is the same as the protective layer in claim 21 of the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr.
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834:2-6; WX-35.
567.

Abemathey does not disclose any process to fill the gaps. Peltzer Tr.835: 1-6.

568.

The Abernathey patent does not disclose filling the gaps between metal lines with
dielectric, but that is the next step in the manufacturing of integrated circuits and it would
have been obvious to one with ordinary skill in the art to use HDP CVD to fill gaps
between the metal Wiring line layers of the ‘788 patent. Peltzer Tr. 833:4-12; RPX-35.

569.

Filling the gaps between the metal wiring lines with high-density plasma chemical vapor
deposition (HDPCVD) dielectrics appears in many references. Peltzer 837:7-9.

570.

One skilled in the art would understand that one could use a variety of processes,
including HDP-CVD which was popular and a well-published “in play” technology.
Peltzer Tr. 835: 12-18.

571.

According to co-inventor Liu, HDPCVD was a known before the invention of the ‘345
patent. Liu Hr. Tr.536:5-9.

572.

According to co-inventor Lur, the inventors identified in the ‘345 patent did not invent
the idea of using HDPCVD to fill gaps in wiring lines. Lur Tr.105:15-22.

573.

According to co-inventor Lur, Novellus advocated using HDPCVD for -35 urn gap filling.
Lur f i g Tr. 106:13-107:3; CX 653.

574.

According to co-inventor Liu, at least as o f December 1995, HDPCVD was known to
people for intermetal dielectric processing in integrated circuit fabrication. Liu Tr.
536:14-537:5.

575.

J.T.Pan, D. Ma, T. Sahin, R. Tolles and S. Broydo (of Applied Materials) and H
Miyamoto, K, Kishimoto, M. Suzuki, To. Homma and M. 33kuchi (of NEC Corporation)
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presented an article at the June 18-20, 1996 VMIC Conference entitled ‘‘lntegmted
Interconnect Module Development (the “Pan publication.”) RX-82; RPX-3 8.
576.

The Pan publication discloses a substrate with titanidtitanium nitride underlaying an
aluminum/copper/silicon Metallization layer with a titanium nitride layer on top. Peltzer
Tr. 835:19-836:3; RX-82; RPX-38.

577.

The Pan publication also discloses HDP CVD as a method of filling gaps in wirmg line
layers. RX-82; RPX-38, Peltzer Tr. 836:7-9.

578.

One skilled in the art would combine the wire line stack fiom Abernathey with the
teachings of the Pan publication to have the embodiment o f the ‘345 patent. Peltzer Tr.
836:10-21; RPX-38.

579.

One skilled in the art would combine the disclosures of the Pan publication and
Abernathey patent because Abernathey does not disclose any particular process for gap
fill, yet it is obviously required, and Figure 4(b) in the Pan publication shows excellent
gap fill achieved with HDP CVD. RX-82; Peltzer Tr.837:4-9.

580.

One skilled in the art would be motivated to combine the Pan publication and the

Abernathey patent based on the well-known difficulties of putting down the dielectric
oxide and because HDP-CVD was well-known in publications as being superior to
PECVD. Peltzer Tr. 837:4-9.
58 1.

Further, one skilled in the art would be motivated to combine the Pan publication and the
Abernathey patent because, if one were forming the metal wiring lines according to
Abernathey, one would look to HDPCVD as being an improved method of forming the
dielectric. Peltzer Tr. 837: 10-12.
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582.

Moreover, if one used the dual antireflective coating approach of Abemathey, the
resolution with which one could form the wiring lines is improved by removing the
reflections, so one should be able to make smaller gaps between the wiring lines. Peltzer
TI. 837: 10-1 8.

583.

The dual layer antireflective coating in Abernathey with added resolution and therefore
smaller gaps would lead someone with ordinary skill in the art to use HDPCVD instead
of PECVD to fill smaller gaps, particularly because it was known that HDPCVD could

fill gaps with small spaces. Peltzer Tr. 837:10-25.
584.

Since the smaller gaps are harder to fill and PECVD would have trouble filling these
gaps, one skilled in the art would be motivated to look for a technology that could fill the
closer spacing and smaller gaps available by employing Abemathey because there would
be a large monetary incentive to create smaller and faster integrated circuits. Peltzer Tr.
837: 18-25.

585.

In April 1996, Haruyoshi Yagi published an article entitled “Multilevel Interconnection
Technology in System LSI” (the “Yagi publication”). RX-85.

586.

The Yagi publication discloses a substrate with a titaniurdtitanium nitride layer
underneath, an alumindcopper wiring line with titanium on top of the wiring line and
titanium nitride on top of the titanium. Peltzer Tr. 838:20-23; RX-85; RPX-37. On top
and on the side is HDPCVD. Peltzer Tr. 838:23-25; RX-85; RPX-37.

587.

Because the titanium layer is much rougher with a lower reflectivity than aluminum, it is
an antireflective coating. Peltzer Tr. 840:7-13.

588.

.

One skilled in the art would combine the disclosures of the Abemathey patent and the
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Yagi publication because Abernathey does not disclose any particular process for gap-fill,
yet it is obviously required, and Yagi specifically discloses that HDPCVD has been
shown to result in void-fiee gap fill and in a significant reduction in complexity of the
gap fill process. RX-85, p. 265.
589.

The Yota publication disclosed titanium nitride under the a l d n d c o p p e r wiring layer
with titanium nitride on top. Peltzer Tr. 842:23-24;Rx-86; RPX-36. On the top and on
the side is HDPCVD. Peltzer Tr. 842:24-25:RX-86; RPX-36.

590.

One skilled in the art could be lead to combine the disclosures of the Abernathey patent
and the Yota publication because the Abernathey patent does not disclose a particular
process for gap-fill and the Yota publication disclosed HDPCVD. Peltzer Tr. 843:9-17;
RX-86; FWX-36.

591.

Yota et at, “Integration of ICP High-Density Plasma CVD with CMY and its Effects on
Planarity for Sub-o.Sum CMOS technology” (“the Yota publication”) disclosed in August
1996 that “HDP CVD is a technology that utilizes simultaneous sputter etching and

chemical vapor deposition of silicon dioxide using SiH4/)2Ar gases.” RX-86; RPX-36.
592.

The Yagi publication, Pan publication, and Yota reference, as well as the numerous other
references, demonstrate that the use of HDP CVD that would have been combined with
the Abernathey patent wiring line was obvious to ooe of ordinary skill in the art at the
time of the ‘345 hvention. Peltzer Tr. 858:8-24; RPX-32.

593.

“NE”stands for reactive ion etching. RX-70, col. 3, lines 43-44; Fair Tr. 1404:24-25.

594.

According to Dr. Fair, the photoresist is developed and then the photoresist is used to etch
the planarization layer. Fair Tr. 1405:14- 17.
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595.

According to Dr. Fair, the mask layer in claim 9 above the cap layer can be photoresist.
Fair Tr. 1407:14-15.

596.

According to Dr. Fair, claim 9 is not limited to a photoresist mask and claim 9 is broad
enough that it can cover other types of masking layers. Fair Tr. 1405:20-22.

597.

According to Dr.Fair,in late 1996, at the time of the Tobben patent, HDP-CVD was
already known by one skilled in the art as a technique for filling gaps in metal wiring
lines. Fair Tr. 1409:14-18.

598.

According to Dr. Fair, a wafa has no commercial utility after the metal wiring lines have
been patterned without all of the subsequent steps in the wafer fabrication process , like
gap-filling. Fair Tr. 1424:1 5- 19, 1425:1 4- 19.

599.

The process of filling the gaps between wiring lines with a dielectric to prevent
capacitance problems and to improve IC performance when electrical charges are moving
through the wiring lines is referred to as the inter-metal dielectric (“IMD’) process. Lur
Tr. 27:11 -27:21.
Best Mode

600.

As one part of its invention, the ‘345 patent teaches the use of HDPCVD as an IMD
process in manufacturing ICs with wiring lines that have relatively high aspect ratios, in
place of PECVD or other more conventional IMD processes. CX-1 Col. 2:3 1-54.

60 1.

The HDPCVD process can be performed using high density plasma that is attracted to a
“biased” wafer in such a way that it deposits a dielectric material onto and into the gaps
between wiring lines while at the same time “sputtering” or etching some of that
dielectric material off of the top corners or sidewalls of the wiring lines, so that the gaps
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are filled, substantially void-free, with dielectric material. Lur Tr. 48:7 - 50: 18.
602.

The “etch-to-deposition’: ratio - refened to sometimes simply as the E D ratio -- is a
“reference index” that is used by some manufacturers of HDPCVD machines to descriie
the extent to which an HDPCVD process deposits dielectric material, on the one hand,
versus the extent to which it simultaneously etches that material from the tops and
sidewalls of wiring lines, on the other. Lur Tr. 115:8 - 1 15:12; Liu Tr. 5 11:5 - 5 11: 17.

603.

The ‘345 patent does not claim use of HDPCVD as an IMD process itself; nor could it, as
use of HDPCVD as an IMD process was discussed in a number o f published sources prior
to the conception of the ‘345 invention by UMC engineers in 1996. Lur Tr. 105:15 106:8 ; see, e.g., CX-3 at UMC 044456 (Pye article submitted with application for ‘345
patent, which discusses potential use of HDPCVD to fill gaps between wiring lines with
high ratios of wiring line height to spacing between wiring lines.

604.

The ‘345 specification discloses the fact that fully operational HDPCVD systems
adequate for use in the invention of the ‘345 patent already exist and can be obtained
from commercial vendors:
High density plasma chemical vapor deposition (HDPCVD) systems have
been developed which are capable of providing high quality dielectric
layers at deposition temperatures significantlyreduced from conventional
CVD of dielectric layers. HDPCVD systems are commercially available
(for example, tiom Novellus Systems, Inc.), which deposit a dielectric
layer having superior density, moisture, resistance and planarization
properties as compared to conventional CVD dielectric layers.

CX-1 Col. 4161- Col. 5:6.
605.

The inventors of the ‘345 had significant experience with Novellus Systems as well as
with other commercial vendors of HDPCVD systems, in connection with their work at
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UMC and their invention of the methods claimed in the ‘345 patent, and they knew fiom
that experience that those vendors routinely provided detailed information regarding the
proper operation of HDPCVD machines to persons interested in using such systems. Liu
Tr. 512:ll -515:9, 530:21 -531:13; CX-41C; CX-653.
606.

The ‘345 specification discusses the “bias sputter component” in HDPCVD systems,
whereby a bias can be introduced to the substrate to alter the deposition conditions, by
“altering the energy of the CVD precursor gases and the extent to which etching and
sputtering processes occur during deposition.” CX-1 Col. 5:6-12.

607.

The ‘345 specification provides much additional information on specific considerations
relating to the bias sputter component of HDPCVD in filling gaps between metal lines,
including discussion of the “dc self-bias effect,” the use of “independently variable rf
bias,” the types of ions that may be used for purposes of the bias sputter component of
HDPCVD, and the “angle of incidence of etching ions” and how that may effect the etch
rate in HDPCVD. CX-1 Col. 5:23 - Col. 6:4.

608.

The ‘345 specification discloses the need for attention to the relationship between the
deposition component of HDPCVD and the sputter or etch component of the process.
See, e.g., CX-1 Col. 6:14-28.

009.

Notwithstanding that the specification for the ‘345 patent contains substantial disclosure
regarding the sputter-etch and deposition components of HDPCVD, the claims of the
patent do not attempt to cover use of HDPCVD for filling gaps between wiring lines,
either generally or with respect to any particular “optimum” or other level of gap filling
that would require use of a particular E/D ratio. Fair Tr. 164:12 - 165:3.

6 10.

In depositing a film using HDPCVD for purposes of filling gaps between wiring lines as
part of the process of manufacturing ICs, a manufacturer can adjust certain parameters of
the process, including the bias applied to the wafer, the temperature and pressure used in
the process, the rates at which various materials are introduced into the process, and the
position of the wafer within the HDPCVD machine during the process. Lur Tr. 76: 18
-78: 17, 79:6 - 79: 16; CX-41C Listing parameters identified by Novellus for use in

connection with its HDPCVD machine for manufacturing ICs with 0.25 micron minimum
feature size.
6 11.

The particular combination of parameters used by a manufacturer with respect to the use
of HDPCVD to fill gaps between wiring lines in a particular manufacturing process is
sometimes referred to as the “recipe” for that HDPCVD process. Lur Tr. 77: 16 - 77:20.

612.

The E/Dratio is a “reference index” that can be calculated for a particular HDPCVD
recipe to express the extent to which that particula! mix of parameters will produce
sputter-etching as part of the HDPCVD process as compared with the extent to which that
recipe will produce deposition of the material being deposited as part of the process. Lur
Tr. 76:18-78:17, 1 1 5 2 - 11512, 116.16- 117:23.

613.

During the 1996 to 1997 period, when UMC engineers were developing and refining the
invention of the ‘345 patent, those same engineers and others at UMC worked with a
number of manufacturers of HDPCVD machines, including Novellus, which ultimately
sold UMC its first HDPCVD machines. Lur Tr. 55:20 - 57: 12.

614.

As part of its sale of HDPCVD equipment to UMC, Novellus provided UMC with

information and training relating to E/D ratio and the equipment parameters that could
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effect E/D ratio. Liu Tr. 512: 11 - 515:9; CX-41C; CX-653.
615.

The information that Novellus provided to UMC regarding E/Dratio and the related
parameters for Novellus HDPCVD machines was the type of information that Novellus
and other manufacturers of HDPCVD machines routinely make available to customers
and potential customers who purchase or are interested in purchasing HDPCVD
equipment for useinmanufacturing ICs. Liu Tr. 530:21 - 531:14; Peltzer 1011:3 101 1:8.

616.

Any manufacturer that is provided with the type of basic infomation regarding

parameters for the HDPCVD process that Novellus provided to UMC would be able to
determine, with reasonable investigation, a recipe - and thereby an E/D ratio - to provide
a satisfactory IMD process for its particular manufacturing context. Lur Tr. 124:25 126:ll;LiuTr. 515:ll -515:23, 530:21 -531:14, 548:5-548:11,550:19-551:lO;
Peltzer Tr. 975: 18 - 975:22 (the need for experimentation by each manufacturer to arrive
at satisfactory HDPCVD parameters for its processes is inevitable. That is how UMC
determined to use a [

3 E/Dratio (rather than the [

3 E/D ratio initially suggested by

Novellus) for its particular wiring line configuration when it first began using HDPCVD
to fill gaps between wiring lines in connection with the production of 0.25 minimum
feature size ICs in UMC foundries, and it further is how UMC has determined an
appropriate E/D ratio for subsequent generations of IC technologies. Lur Tr. 82: 15 83:6,LurTr. 116:16- 117:23, 124:25- 12517; 515:11 -51523, 520:13-521:4, 545:6
- 545: 12,559:23 - 560:lO; CX-41C; CX-654C at UMC 105046

617.

Before the installation of the first HDPCVD machine at UMC, Novellus provided UMC
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with a recipe of proposed HDPCVD parameters and a recommended E/Dratio of [

3 for

use in manufacturing ICs with minimum feature sizes of 0.25 microns using Novellus’
SPEED HDPCVD machine. Lur Tr. 116:16 - 117:23, 124:25- 125:17; Liu Tr. 515:11 51523, 520:13 - 521:4, 5456 - 545:12, 559:23 - 560: 10; CX-41C; CX-654C at UMC
105046.

6 18.

In a patent application that was cited in the prosecution history and considered by the
examiner for the ‘345 patent, another manufacturer of HDPCVD equipment, Lam
Research, similarly recommended certain HDPCVD parameters and a 0.32 E/D ratio for
use in connection with its machines m manufacturing 0.25 micron ICs. Peltzer Tr.
969:21 - 972:14.

6 19.

Another cited reference in the prosecution history of the ‘345 patent - a December 1995
journal article from Solid State Technology by Pye et al. - similarly recommended that a
0.35 EID ratio was “representative of 0.25-micron gap fill with a 4: 1 aspect ratio and

vertical side wall structures.” CX-3 at UMC 044459.
620.

Although the ‘345 patent specificallyprovides for use of HDPCVD as part of the IMD
process, HDPCVD is not limited to use in connection with filling gaps between wiring
lines in ICs of a particular minimum feature size, with wiring lines o f a particular aspect
ratio or metal profile, or with any particular machine or other manufacturing equipment or
material. CX-1; Liu Tr. 534: 14 - 534:20.

621.

In the training materials that Novellus provided to UMC, Novellus indicated that an
appropriate E/D ratio could vary from as low as 0.05 to as high as 0.50. CX-653 at UMC
1 05043.
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622.

An appropriate recipe of parameters for use in HDPCVD for filling gaps between wiring
line - and thus the appropriate E/D ratio -would be different, for example, depending on
the minimum feature size of the IC being manufactured. Lur Tr. 83:1 - 83: 14; Lur Tr.
124:5 - 124:17; Peltzer Tr. 974:9 - 974:19.

623.

The appropriate parameters for use in HDPCVD for filling gaps between wiring lines and thus the appropriate E/Dratio -would be dif€erent depending on the aspect ratio for
wiring lines in the IC being manufactured, which will change as the minimum feature size
ofthe IC changes. Lur Tr. 120:ll- 121:14, 124:25 - 12517; Liu Tr. 517:19 - 519:15.

624.

Different IC manufacturers may elect to have different aspect ratios for wiring lines in
ICs, even of a single minimum feature size; e.g., the aspect ratio used by UMC in
manufacturing ICs with minimum 0.18 micron feature size will not necessarily be the
same as the aspect ratio used by other IC manufacturers for 0.18 micron ICs. Liu Tr.
559: 14 - 559:22.

625.

The appropriate parameters for use in HDPCVD for filling gaps between wiring lines and thus the appropriate E/D ratio - would be different depending on the metal pattern or
metal profile; (ie., the precise shape and pitch) of the wiring lines in the IC being
manufactured. Lur Tr. 120: 1 1 - 121: 14; Liu Tr. 516: 17 - 517: 13.

626.

Diffaent IC manufacturers may elect to use different metal profiles in manufacturing ICs
and thus will need to use different HDPCVD recipes and different E/D ratios if they use
HDPCVD to fill gaps between wiring lines. Liu Tr. 517: 14 - 517: 18, 559: 14 - 559:22.

627.

The prosecution history for that patent includes a published article that comments on the
relationship between aspect ratios, metal profiles, and E/D ratios. Liu Tr. 519:16 246

520: 12; CX-3 at UMC 044459.
628.

The recipe or parameters used in connection with HDPCVD also can vaiy depending on a
manufacturer’s selection of materials to be used in connection with the HDPCVD process
and how those materials are introduced into the process. Lur Tr. 80: 14 - 80:25, 127:1127:10; Liu Tr. 520:13 - 522:9, 559:14 - 559:22.

629.

The recipe or parameters to be used when HDPCVD is used as an IMD process will vary
depending on which particular HDPCVD machine is used. Peltzer Tr. 975:8 - 975: 17.

630.

Different manufacturers may use different parameters to control and describe the

HDPCVD process within their machines. Lur Tr.81: 1 - 82: 14; Liu Tr. 522:10 - 523:18;

cx-4oc.
631.

The appropriate E/D ratio may vary depending on the depth and material of the cap layer
that a manufacturer elects to use to protect against comer clipping of the wiring lines. Liu
Tr. 551:15 - 552:5, 559:14 - 559:22.

632.

In establishing the E/D ratio to be used in connection with an HDPCVD gap-filling step,

a manufacturer must balance its desire for substantially complete filling of gaps between
wiring lines with its desire for reasonable “throughput,” which reflects the amount of time
and resources it takes to complete the process step. Lur Tr. 78:7 - 78: 17, 126:12 126:25.

VII.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

633.

As Dr.Water Lur,the Research Director for Complainant UMC, explained, the

development of technologies relating to the manufacture of ICs is often described with
reference to the minimum feature size contained within an IC.Lur Tr. 6:19 - 620.
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634.

Currently, most of the ICs being manufactured by UMC for commercial sale have
minimum feature sizes of 0.25,O.18, and 0.15 microns. Lur Tr. 9:9 - 9:2 1.

635.

A principal role played by-UMC-US with respect to UMC customers in the United States

is “to make sure our customer understands what our new technology road map is and [to]
explain to them the benefits of that technology” and to ensure that customer designs take
advantage of it. Wan Tr. 483: 10 - 684: 1.
636.

In recent years, UMC has begun to require its customers to incorporate ESD protection
devices that use the ‘352 patented structure (including a PESD implant) in some
circumstances and to recommend the use of that structure in other circumstances to
ensure an appropriate level of ESD protection in ICs with advanced minimum feature
sizes, because heightened protection fiom ESD events is particularly important for ICs
with minimum feature sizes of 0.25 and smaller. Tang Tr. 412:2 - 412: 15, 426:9 427:23.

637.

Currently, approximately [

] of UMC’s United States-based customers use ESD

protection devices that practice the ‘352 patent, with its distinctive PESD implant. Yang
Tr. 563:25 - 564:2.
638.

In order for a foundry, such as UMC, effectively to manufacture a new generation of ICs
with a new, smaller feature size, the designs for the ICs prepared by its customers must
take account of and be consistent with the manufacturing processes and tools used in

UMC’sfoundries. As Complainants’ Vice President for Field Engineering explained:
When the customer design is brought into an UMC technology,
for example the -18 micron process, it is designed specifically
for that process. Typically, it will not work in any other
semiconductor manufacturer’s factoiy. Therefore, it’s very
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important for us to work with that customer to ensure that all of
the rules that we have provided [the customer] for designing
into that process are followed so that the parts can be
manufacturable, which is very important in our business and in
our customer’s business, because that impact the yield of the
product. So in a way, I guess this could be thought of as
manufacturing and design are integrated into one step here.

Wan Tr. 651: 14 - 652:2.
639.

Among Complainants’ investments and activities in the United States relating to the
articles of commerce at issue in this investigation (i.e. ICs manufactured by UMC with
minimum feature sizes of 0.25 microns or smaller) are the following:
UMC-US’S establishment and maintenance of a [
3 facility in Sunnyvale, California, at a cost in excess of [
3 over the past [ J years for rent, leasehold
improvements, equipment, and software, much ofwhich is used
for Design Rule checks and related engineering and technical
‘663:3 - 665:5;
activities. Chen Tr. 453:9 - 455: 11; Wan TI..
CX-237 at UMC 029510 & UMC 0295 12;
UMC-US’S employment at its Sunnyvale facility of between [
3 employees - to whom UMC-USpays compensation in
3 field
] per yeas - including [
excess of [
engineers and customer engineers who spend all or much of
their work time providing engineering and technical support to
UMC customers and Library Vendors in the United States to
ensure compliance with UMC Design Rules. Chen Tr. 458:5 459: 10; CX-250; CX-687 at UMC 105080; CX-691 at UMC
105090; and
UMC and UMC-US’S investment of over [
3 as well
as support fiom UMC-US field and customer engineers for
engineering work by Library Vendors and other I/P Providers to
develop IC ‘%buildingblocks” that comply with UMC Design
Rules Chen Tr. 463:3 - 463:23; Lee Tr. 487:16 - 488:10,
491:25 - 492:4; Lam Tr. 623:18 - 624:lO; CX-I75C; CX177C; CX-18OC; CX-191C at 8, fi 6.5; CX-193C at 7, 16.5;
CX-198C at 7,16.5.
2
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640.

Design rules are established by each IC manufacturer as a way of ensuring that IC designs
prepared for production at its foundry take account of and are consistent with the
technologies used by the manufacturer at the foundry. Fair Tr.131:8 - 131:22.

641.

As Complainants’ expert on ICs testified: “Design iules capture the ability of a
[manufacturing] process to have a design made in that particular process. Basically, the
design rules are the measures and rules that an integrated circuit designer would use to
design a circuit for manufacture in a particular process. . . . [IJn developing those design
rules, it takes a huge amount of activity, because you have to know how far apart features
are spaced, what the pitch of various lines might be, what the minimum dimensions are,
all of which give a designer some confidence that if he designs - he or she designs - in

that process, that the circuits are going to work and you’re not going to have failures or
reliability problems.” Fail- Tr. 131:8 - 131:22.
642.

Respondents’ I C expert’similarlytestified that a manufacturer’s “design rules are a
critical part of the design and manufacturing process” and that it is essential that steps be
taken to “check” compliance with each rule - to ensure that IC designs correspond
precisely to the particular manufacturing processes and technologies to be used in their
manufacture - in order to allow for the effective production of ICs from those designs.
Peltzer Tr. 741:13 - 742:3, 8652 - 866:15.

643.

Respondent’s IC expert further testified that a manufacturer’s design rules are “very

serious” parts of the IC production process and that each of the millions of internal
components and wiring lines within an IC design must be checked to ensure that they
follow those rules closely and carehlly. Peltzer Tr. 741: 17 - 742:3, 865: 13 - 865: 17.
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644.

A customer’s compliance with a manufacturer’s design rules is “closely related” to the

performance that the customer’s ICs will have after they are manufactured, and thus
design rule compliance is of critical importance to customers as well as to manufacturers.
Yang Tr. 594:4 - 594: 15.
645.

UMC provides each of its customers with a Design Rule Manual that contains UMC’s

3 (collectively “Design Rules”) for
the minimum feature size or sizes in which the customer intends to design ICs. Yang Tr.
564:3 - 567:22.
646.

In developing IC designs for manufacture at UMC foundries, UMC customers are
required to comply with all UMC Design Rules that apply to their designs, so that those
designs can be manufactured using UMC’s manufacturing processes and technologies.
Yang Tr. 56723 - 569: 1 , 588: 14 - 589:4; LamTr. 598:22 - 599:5 (“and ifyou do not

comply with the rules, you may run [the] risk of either the chip will not [work] totally or
you will have a yield problem, meaning . . . you will not get as good finished product as
you can have”.
647.

To assist customers in ensuring that the millions of components and wiring lines in their
IC designs comply with all applicable UMC Design Rules, UMC has developed a Design

Rule Check (“DRC”) process that may be used at various stages of a customer’s
development of IC designs and that is mandatoiy before the final “tape out” stage,
immediately before the customer’s design database is sent to the mask maker so that
masks can be made to use in the manufacturing of ICs by UMC for the customer. Yang
25 1

Tr. 569:8 - 572:2; Lam Tr. 598.12 - 598:21
648.

UMC-US field engineers and customer engineers serve as “the fiont line” in dealing with
UMC customers in the United States with respect to DRCs and other engineering or
technical issues; if unusually complex customer issues arise the Design Support Division
of UMC or other technical or process experts in Taiwan become involved. Tang Tr.

415:3-415:19, 446:ll -447:5; ChenTr. 471:18-472:8;Yang570:8-570:19; WanTr.
682:9 - 682: 15 (UMC-US field engineers are the “design experts” and UMC-US
customer engineers are “process experts” for purposes of providing support to UMC
customers in the United States.
649.

The [

3 employees of UMC-US are organized into four divisions: (1)
3.

650.

CX-250; CX-251.

In the last two of those divisions, UMC-US employs [ ] field engineers and
approximately [

3 customer engineers.

Chen Tr. 457: 13 - 457: 19; Wan Tr. 653: 8 -

654: 17; CX-250; CX-251.
651.

UMC-US field engineers spend approximately [

) of their work time on

engineering and technical issues relating to DRCs and other “postsale” technical support
for existing UMC customers and/or for Libraiy Vendors already under contract to UMC.
All of th,at work is done in the United States. Lam Tr. 597:19 - 597:25,602:5 - 602:10;
Wan Tr.653: 19 - 655: 14,656: 16 - 657:4.
652.

The remaining [

3 of the work time of UMC-US field engineers is devoted to

“presale activities,” which involve meeting with UMC customers and potential customers
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to “assess what their technical requirements are so we can match that to the technology
offerings that we have.” Wan Tr. 655: 15 - 655.21, 656: 16 - 657:4
653.

UMC-US’Sdirector of worldwide field engineering summarized the role o f UMC-US

field engineers as follows: “Our main goal is basically to solve customer problems, on
design issues,” including “running” DRCs for customers, “presale and postsale” support
on “technical problems,” and work with Libraty Vendors and UP Providers to “find
solutions for customers.” Lam Tr. 596:23 - 597:25.
654.

As discussed further below, UMC-US engineers have assisted customers with design

issues specifically related to the layout o f ESD and PESD layers, the spacing between
metal lines, and the number of metal Iines to use in a particular design. CX-548C at
UMC 63046 (ESDand PESD layers) and at UMC 63048 (noting concern as to whether

design [

I); CX-586C (advice to customer regarding number of metal lines to use in a
design.
655.

The types of engineering and technical assistance that UMC-US field engineers provide
to UMC customers in the United States is “essential” to the successful operation of
UMC’s foundry business. As the Vice President for Field Engineering testified “[llook

across any semiconductor company, they typically have a group called [the] field
engineering group or field application engineering group, whose job it is to work with the
customers to design the customer’s product into that company’s [processes] and/or
technologies.” Wan Tr. 655:22 - 656:8.
656.

UMC-US customer engineers have “dual roles.” They act in part as “account managers”
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with responsibility for “securing the business from the customer,’?and they “also have the
role of technical support fiom the process side,” providing “the process knowledge that
our customers need to integrate their chip into our [UMC’s] process and technology.”

Wan Tr. 654: 17 - 655:4.
657.

UMC-US’S[ ] customer engineers spend approximately [

“account manager” hnctions and the other [

3 of their work time on

J of their work time assisting UMC

customers in the United States with technical or “process knowledge” issues. Wan Tr.
655:5 - 655: 10.
658.

UMC-US’Scustomer engineers not only have engineering backgrounds in terms of their
formal education and work experience (as do UMC-USfield engineers), but they also

have specific experience and knowledge working m a “semiconductor manufacturing
environment,” so that they are familiar with the types of manufacturing processes and
technologies that are used in producing ICs. Wan Tr. 657:5 - 19.
659.

UMC-US also provides training and materials to its customer engineers regarding the

manufacturing processes and technologies used in UMC’s foundries, including visits to
UMC’s foundries, so that they will have current and detailed information to provide to

UMC customers and to use m assisting those customers with technical issues. Wan Tr.

657:20 - 658122;CX-498C.
660.

UMC-US’Scustomer engineers receive a users guide that includes process flow

information and an SEM that shows the formation of metal lines M1 through M6 after the
process disclosed in the ‘345 patent has been performed and that kither indicates that
UMC uses HDP for filling the gaps between metal lines. CX-498C at UMC 572 15,
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57220,57225.
66 1,

Each UMC customer in the United States is assigned at least one UMC-UScustomer
engineer who is responsible for providing technical support to the customer, including
information and assistance relating to UMC’s manufacturing processes and Design Rules.
Wan Tr. 658:23 -659: 18.

662.

UMC-US customer engineers provide technical support even after a customer’s IC design
has cleared the DRC process and is in production or test production in one of UMC’s
foundries: “Many times when a design is already in production at UMC,there might be
some manufacturing issues. So our CEs have to be very knowledgeable in the
manufacturing side and work with the customers on potentially debugging a part” to
determine whether the issue is “design related,” “manufacturing related,” “test related,” or
related to some other factor. Wan Tr. 659:23 - 660:20.

663.

The type of process-related engineering and technical support provided by UMC-US
customer engineers is a “commonly expected service” in the semiconductor foundry
business that is essential to the successful operation of such a business. Wan Tr. 660:21 661:l.

664.

The process of performing a DRC and generating a DRC report often occurs multiple
times during the process of a customer’s development o f an IC design. Wan Tr. 665:6 66522.

665.

In addition to DRCs conducted at interim stages of the design process, before an IC
design developed by a UMC customer in the United States is sent to UMC in Taiwan for
“tapeout” and creation of a set of masks for use in manufacturing, it is subjected to a ‘?ob
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deck view” DRC at UMC-US,which is “one final check” in the United States. Wan Tr.
661 :23 - 662: 10.
666.

The performance of such a “job deck View” DRC in advance of the initiation of IC
manufacturing at UMC’s foundries is a “critical standard industry practice,” because the
cost of creating production masks can be very expensive -- [
] -- and thus waiting until after manufacturing begins to discover a Design

Rule violation could result in a loss of [

] of dollars. Wan Tr. 662: 11

- 663:2; Lam Tr. 620:21 - 620:24.

667.

Both interim and “job deck view” DRCs are carried out at UMC-USby use of a “DRC
deck,” which is a software package that can be used to check every component of a
customer’s design database for compliance with every applicable UMC Design Rule.
Yang Tr. 569:20 - 570:7.

668.

UMC maintains a license for [

3 types of DRC decks that are manufactured by

independent software vendors; those DRC decks are referred to by the trade names

c
669.

3. Yang Tr. 569:20 - 570:7; Lam Tr. 599:6 - 599: 16.

In addition to the licensed portion of the DRC deck, to perform a DRC, one must have a
set of ‘‘command files” that include the UMC Design Rules. Yang Tr. 582:22 - 583: 11;
Lam Tr. 599: 17 - 600:3.

670.

Field engineers at UMC-US have Written command files that correspond to the UMC
Design Rules for each of the technologies in which UMC manufactures ICs for use in
DRCs of UMC customer designs. Lam Tr. 600:11 - 601 : 16.

67 1. UMC-USfield engineers also have done “design rule coding” to improve the DRC deck
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software and command files used as part of the DRC process. Lam Tr. 606: 18 - 608: 13.
672.

If a customer itself has a license for the [

3 DRC deck software,

then it may download the command files for UMC Design Rules fkom a secure portion of
the UMC website and perform a DRC itself for its partial or completed IC designs. Yang
Tr. 569:23 - 572:2.
673.

If a UMC customer in the United States does not have a license for DRC deck software,
or if the customer simply wants or needs assistance in performing a DRC, then UMC-US
field or customer engineers will assist in carrying out the DRC. Yang Tr.569:23 - 572:2;

Lam Tr. 602: 1 - 602: 10.
674.

] DRC deck software packages and has

UMC-US maintains [

[ ] workstations at its Sunnyvale, California facility at which UMC-US field and

customer engineers perfom DRCs for UMC customers and work with UMC customers to
resolve any issues that come up as part of the DRC process. Yang Tr. 572:3 - 573: 11,
583: 12- 583: 19; Wan Tr. 661: 10 - 664:6.
675.

After a DRC has been performed on a customer’s IC design database, the DRC deck
provides a DRC report of any violations of UMC Design Rules identified in the design
database. Lam Tr. 604: 1 - 606: 17; CX-591.

676.

UMC field engineers or customer engineers will then work with the UMC customer to
determine whether the violations contained in a DRC are “true” or “false” violations i.e., whether the reported violations in fact reflect a lack of consistency between the

customer’s IC design and UMC Design Rules - and, if a true violation exists, how best to
correct that violation, a process that requires considerable technical expertise and
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experience. Lam TI-.
604: 1 - 606: 17,608:14 - 61 1 : 19, 6 14:7 - 61 6: 8; Wan Tr. 665:23 665125; CX-605.
677.

To permit use of the ‘345 patent’s manufacturing processes and technologies - including
filling of gaps between wiring lines using UMC’s particular HDPCVD recipes and cap
layer - the wiring lines provided for in a customer’s design must adhere to UMC Design
Rules that limit the maximum aspect ratios for those wiring lines. Liu Tr. 518:4 518116,523:19 - 526121.

678.

The aspect ratio for wiring lines is the ratio of the height of the wiring lines to the space
between the wiring lines. Liu Tr. 517: 19 - 518:3.

679.

In general, the greater the aspect ratio, the more difficult it is to fill gaps between wiring
lines, and where aspect ratios are increased, adjustments must be made in the HDPCVD
recipes used by a manufacturer so as to increase the E/D ratio, and corresponding changes
may be needed in the cap layer used to protect the wiring lines fiom corner clipping
during the HDPCVD process. Liu Tr. 518:4 - 519: 15, 526: 12 - 526:21.

680.

In order to ensure the proper minimum spacing between wiring lines, UMC’s [

3 for each generation of technologies include minimum wiring line spacing
rules for each metal level within a customer’s IC design. Liu Tr.524:22 - 525: 17; Yang
Tr. 56521 - 566:13; LamTr. 602:ll -602:23; CX-162C at 1 8 , 2 0 , 2 2 , 2 4 and26; CX163C at 1 6 , 1 8 , 2 0 , 2 2 , 2 4and 26; CX-161C at 10,12,14, 16 and 18.
68 1 .

For each generation of technology, UMC has an [

3 that

specifies the height of wiring lines for each metal level within an IC. Liu Tr. 525: 18 526: 1 1 ; CX-167C at UMC 100334.
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682:

3 provide

TheUMC[

Design Rules that establish the aspect ratios to be used in customer designs, and the steps
taken by Complainants to ensure compliance with those rules ensure that production of
customer designs at UMC’s foundries can be accomplished effectively using the
manufacturing processes and technologies of the ‘345 patent. Liu Tr. 526:3 - 526:21.
683.

The minimum spacing requirements of the UMC Design Rules have been incorporated
into the DRC cormnand files written by UMC-US engineers and used in the DRC
process, thus ensuring that customer designs comply with those requirements. Lam Tr.
602:24 - 603:25; CX-557 at UMC 63662 - 63667 (UMC command file for checking

minimum width of metal lines 1-6 and minimum spacing between metal lines 1-6).
684.

If a DRC identifies a violation in a UMC customer’s IC design with respect to the
minimum spacing between metal lines, then a UMC-US customer engineer or field
engineer will work with the customer to resolve the violation, so that the customer’s IC
design can be put into production in UMC’s foundy and make use o f the manufacturing

processes of the ‘345 patent. Yang Tr. 572:9 - 573:22; Lam Tr.604: 1 - 606: 17, 608: 14 6 1 1 :19; CX-591 at UMC 739 15 (UMC-US engineers identi& violations [

I); CX-605(UMC-US engineers identi@ [
1).
685.

UMC-US engineers also developed a special “two-pass” DRC method that reduced the

level of reported “false” errors that arose because of differences between the general
topological rules and the rules for memory, including differences in the spacing between
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metal lines. Lam Tr. 606: 18 - 608: 13.
686.

This new method of performing DRCs enabled UMC-US to eliminate [

3 “false”

errors and thereby to improve the quality of DRC reports. Lam Tr. 608:4 - 608:9.
687.

An example of UMC-US identifjmg a “false error” through its inventive new DRC

approach is shown on CX-60%. Lam Tr. 6 10:16 - 61 1: 19; CX-605C at UMC 76497

I-

(finding false violation [
688.

Strict compliance with Design Rules relating to the aspect ratios for wiring lines is
particularly important in light of the significant role played by wiring line structures in the
overall performance of ICs, especially with respect to ICs that use advanced technologies
with minimum feature sizes of 0.25,O. 18 and 0.15 microns. Wan Tr. 666: 10 - 667:4.

689.

3 for

1 and [

In addition, the UMC [

each size technology specify the spacing required for the sourceldrain regions of ESD
protection devices to pennit the effective use of the PESD implant and other structures of
the ‘352 patent. Yang Tr. 566: 14 - 568: 1, 590:6 - 591: 14; CX-39C; CX-162C through
CX-166C; Fair Tr. 384: 16 - 385:7.
690.

] include provisions

UMC’S [

that specify the structures that must be included in ESD protection devices to be
manufactured by UMC, among which are provisions that specifically address the spacing
between structures that must be used in order to allow for a PESD implant as part of ESD
protection devices that practice the ‘352 patent. CX-163C; CX-164C to CX-I66C; Tang
Tr. 409:ll -410:l.
691.

3 specify that

UMC’s [
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.

customers who wish to use cascode-type ESD protection devices [

3.

Tang Tr. 412:2 - 412: 15,426:9- 427:23; CX-162C at 29; CX-

163C at 29.
692.

O f UMC’s [

3 United States-based customers, [

] customers currently make use of ESD

protection devices that use the PESD implant and the other structural features of the ‘352
patent. Yang Tr. 563:24 - 564:2,569:2 - 569:7.
693.

UMC-US has a special DRC command file to allow its engineers to perform DRCs for

ESD protection devices in IC designs with minimum feature sizes of 0.18 microns, which
includes commands that pertain to the PESD implant of the ‘352 patent. Lam Tr. 61 1 :20
- 613: 13,647: 13 - 648:4; CX-603C; CX-604C, CX-609C.

694.

The fact that UMC’sdesign rule documents do not mention the ‘345 patent or the ‘352
patent and do not specifically refer to the inventions, processes or technologies embodied
in those patents is neither surprising nor relevant. Fair Tr. 294:5 - 294:20.

695.

Design rules are intended to convey information needed by IC designers to ensure that
their designs can be effectively manufactured using the manufacturing processes and
technologies employed in the foundry where IC production will take place; to do so,
design i-ules need not actually discuss the manufacturing processes and technologies, they
need only communicate what design parameters and features must be maintained so that
the designs can be “enabled” by manufacturing processes and technologies. Fair Tr.
294:5 - 294:20; Wan Tr. 684:2 - 684: 16.
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696.

Since July or August of 1999, UMC-US has maintained a [

] square foot facility in

Sunnyvale, California, approximately [ ] percent of which is used for the work of the [ ]
field engineers and [ J customer engineers employed by UMC-USto provide engineering
and technical assistance to UMC customers in the United States. Chen Tr. 452:9 -

452:17,453:6 -453:8; Wan Tr. 661:2 - 661:9.
697.

In theyears [

3, UMC-US has invested approximately [

3 in

lease payments for its Sunnyvale facility. Chen Tr. 4554 - 455: 1 1 ; CX-237 at UMC
029512.
698.

Within UMC-US’SSunnyvale facility, there is an “incubator room’’ and other smaller
work rooms that are equipped and maintained so that UMC customers can work with
UMC-US field and customer engineers to perform DRCs and other design-related
engineering and technical work. Chen Tr. 452: 18 - 453:5; Wan Tr. 661:22, 662:18 663:2.

699.

J for leasehold improvements and

UMC-US invested approximately [

equipment to permit use of its Sunnyvale facility to perform DRCs and provide other
assistance to UMC customers, including workstations that are used for DRCs and related
work. Chen Tr. 453:9 - 453; Wan Tr. 663:3 - 663:8; CX-237 at UMC 029510.
700.

UMC-US also has invested approximately [

] in DRC deck software and other

software used in its Sunnyvale facility to perfoiln DRCs and other design-related work
with or for UMC customers, so that their IC designs will take account of and be
consistent with UMC manufacturing processes and technologies. Wan Tr. 663:9 - 665:5.
701.

In [

1,UMC-USpaid [

3 in employee salaries and bonuses to its [
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employees, and it paid another [

] dollars in employee salaries and bonuses during

the first six months of [ -1.Chen Tr. 458:5 - 459: 10; CX-687 at UMC 105080; CX-691
at UMC 105090.
702.

Focusing solely on UMC-US field engineers and customer engineers, UMC pays
approximately [

] in salaries and approximately [

3 in benefits per year

to those employees. Chen Tr. 458:5 - 459: 13.
703.

The DRCs and related work performed by UMC-USfield and customer engineers adds
value to the ICs that UMC manufactures for its customers by ensuring that the IC designs

- and thus the ICs manufactured by UMC - take account of and are consistent with UMC
manufacturing processes and technologies, including the processes and technologies of
the ‘345 patent and ‘352 patent. Chen Tr.466: 19 - 466:22.
704.

In addition to the investment and activities of UMC-US designed to support customer
compliance with UMC Design Rules, UMC’s senior ESD engineer, Mr.Tang, met with
one of UMC’s largest customers in the United States and provided that customer with
engineering and technical advice that led that customer to incorporate into all o f its IC
413: 10 - 415:2.
designs ESD protection devices that practice the ‘352 patent. Tang TI..

705.

Another way in which UMC has sought to support customer compliance with UMC
Design Rules - and thereby to ensure that customer IC designs will take account of and
be consistent with UMC manufacturing processes and technologies, including those of
the ‘345 and ‘352 patents - is through the development of “fi-ee libraries” and “non-free
libraries” developed and made available by Library Vendors and other UP Providers. Lee
Tr. 479:24 - 480:6; Wan Tr. 667: 15 - 668:25.
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706.

Libray Vendors develop designs for functional “building blocks” or standard cells that
can be incorporated as components in IC designs. Tang Tr. 405: 17 - 40523; Lee Tr.
481 :23 - 482: 11; Wan Tr. 669:24 - 670:9 (“Mor example, a typical [IC] today will have
a million gates, what they call a million gates, which is a million of these standard cells
connected together in various ways to perform the function that [designers] want”).

707.

UMC has entered into contracts with two California-based Library Vendors, Virtual
Silicon Technologies (“VST”) and Artisan Components, Inc. (“Artisan”), to develop
libraries of standard cells that are specifically “ported” to UMC’s manufacturing
processes and technologies and that are then made available to UMC customers free-ofcharge. Tang Tr. 405:24 -407:9; Lee Tr. 481:2 -481:7; LamTr. 616:14- 617:18.

708.

Under its contracts with VST and Artisan, UMC has [
approximately [

3 those Library Vendors
3 for the development of

1 in

standard-cell libraries that can be used by UMC customers without charge. Chen Tr.
463:3 -463:23; Lee Tr. 48216 -483:10,484:7 -492: 16; CX-168C; CX-179C; CX180C; CX-181C; CX-182C; CX-169C; CX-17OC; CX-173C; CX-177C; CX-175C; CX193C; CX191C; CX-196C; CX-198C; CX-189C; and CX-194C.
709.

UMC has [

3 for UMC customers for 0.25,O. 18, and

] VST to develop [

0.15, and 0.13 technologies, and it has [

3 Artisan to develop [

] for UMC

customers for 0.25 and 0.18 technologies. Tang Tr. 409:5 - 409: 10; Lee Tr. 482: 16 492:16; Tr. 5751 - 575:lZ; see, e.g., CX-191C at 17 ([

I); CX- 193C at 16
([
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1); CX- 198C at 18 ([

3); CX-168C at 22 ([

3); CX-179C at 4
([

3); CX-229.
710.

There are over [ ] engineers working at VST on UMC [

3.

YangTr. 578:25

- 579:5, 593: 1 - 593: 11.
7 11.

In order to ensure that VST and Artisan design their libraries specifically for use with
UMC’s processes for each size technology, the contracts require that UMC provide these
vendors with all of UMC’s design rules. CX-179C at 3; CX-168C at 21; CX-I 93C at 20;
CX-191C at 22; CX-198C at 22.

712.

UMC has entered into a number of additional agreements with VST and Artisan for these
vendors to develop new cells for their respective libraries or to recharacterize existing
cells based on a change in UMC’s process technology. [
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1
7 13.

VST currently is designing a 0.10 [

] for UMC customers, and Ed Wan of UMC-

US currently is negotiating with Artisan for development of a [

3 for UMC customers.
714.

Yang Tr. 575:4 - 575: 15.

Engineers at UMC-US and UMC-Taiwan have worked together to develop the
specifications for the standard cells to be developed by VST and Artisan, which include
requirements that the cells developed by those Library Vendors for U M C be consistent
with UMC Design Rules. Yang Tr. 574: 1 - 574: 11; Lam Tr. 616:20 - 617: 18.

71 5.

Most UMC customers make use of the Libraiy Vendors’ “building block c~mponents’~
or
standard cells in preparing their IC designs for manufacture by UMC. Lee Tr. 481:23 482: 1 1 .

716.

From[

1,there were over [ ] customer downloads of VST design

kits from VST’s website and over [
717.

3 customer downloads of tape-out kits.

CX-3 13C.

There are also many customers m the United States that utilize the library Artisan
developed to be used with UMC’s process technology. CX-578C.

718.

UMC customers are permitted to use the VST and Artisan [

3 only in

connection with IC designs that will be manufactured by UMC; indeed, because those
libraries are “foundry-specific” and designed for the manufacturing processes and
technologies used in UMC’s foundries, they would not be appropriate for use in IC
designs prepared for manufacture in other foundries. Lee Tr. 482: 12 - 482: 15; Yang Tr.
581~15- 581:22.
7 19.

The standard cells developed by VST and Artisan for fiee libraries for UMC customers
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must comply with all applicable UMC Design Rules; this ensures that, if UMC customers
incorporate one or more standard cells into their IC designs, then those portions of the
customer’s IC designs necessarily will take account of and be consistent with UMC’s
Design Rules. Tang Tr. 408:lO -409:4,410:2 -410:25; Lee Tr. 481:8 -481:16,486:9 486:24; Yang Tr. 574: 12 - 574:25, 578: 16 - 578:22.
720.

In fact, UMC’s [

] to VST and Artisan under contracts with UMC are [

1

upon the standard cells developed pursuant to those contracts passing a DRC; [

3 a UMC-USfield engineer reviews the Library Vendor’s work
and approves the engineering work done by the Library Vendor. Yang Tr. 581:23 - 582:
21.
72 1.

Library Vendors subject the “building blocks” or standard cells that they develop for

UMC fi-ee libraries to the same type of DRC process that UMC customers use to check
their IC designs. Tang Tr. 41 1:1 - 412: 1 ; Yang Tr. 577:9 - 577: 16; Lam Tr. 598:12 598:21.
722.

As part of the development process by which VST and Artisan have developed fi-ee
libraries for UMC customers, UMC-US field engineers and customer engineers provide
engineering and technical support in the United States to answer questions fiom the
Library Vendors, assist with DRCs, and provide advice in resolving reported Design Rule
violations with respect to standard cells in the libraries. TAng Tr. 406: 11 - 408: 1; Yang
Tr. 577: 17 - 578;24.

723.

For example, [

1, a field engineer at UMC-US,performed a DRC on [

3.
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Thereafter, on [

1
cx-343c.
724.

Thus, UMC-US engineers “check the work [of Libraty Vendors] to make sure the
libraries are clean so when the customers use them, they don’t have to worry about having
library elements that are violating DRC rules.” Wan Tr. 668:5 - 66825.

725.

During the development of a [

3 by VST or Artisan, UMC-Taiwan and UMC-US

engineers have worked with Library Vendor engineers, including by participating in
weekly telephone or video conferences, to ensure that the standard cells being developed
for the libraries are consistent with UMC Design Rules and are otherwise responsive to
the needs of UMC customers. Yang Tr. 574: 12- 576:23; Lam Tr. 604: 1- 606: 17,
617: 19 - 619120; CX-325C; CX-591C.
726.

UMC-US engineers have arranged for video conferences so that UMC, UMC-US and
VST could discuss technical issues, including issues related to PESD implants. CX622C.

727.

In addition to Design Rules, UMC also provides library vendors - as well as customers

3, which is “created for

and IP vendors - with the UMC [

improving the integration environment with mifoim gdsii layer sequences. It is believed
that a standard interface should be delivered to align databases fi-omdifferent sites
(customers/UMC/libraryand IP vendors).” CX-3 1C at UMC 100125.
728.

The[

] is “rnandatory for a IibraryfiP vendor to adopt it in

your products provided to UMC customers in order to reduce the trouble they might
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encounter during the database merging.” CX-3 IC at UMC 100125.
729.

] defines layers for Logic and Mixed Mode processes

The [

for 0.18, 0.15 and 0.13 micron technology, and [

J in the Official Layer Mapping

Table provides for aPESD implant. CX-31Cat 100125 and 100128.
730.

UMC-US engineers also have worked with Libraiy Vendors in the United States, as well
as with UMC engineers in Taiwan, to evaluate test chips for standard cells to be included

in free libraries, to subject the designs for those cells to DRCs, and to refine or “fine
tune” the designs ofthose standard cells. Lee Tr. 485:2 - 48523; Lam Tr. 619:21 622:9; CX-508.
73 1. For example, if a DRC performed on a standard cell developed by VST or Artisan
indicates that one or more violations exist with respect to the standard cell, then “UMC
USA field engineers or customer engineers will do a further check to see if this error is
genuine or is a false alarm” and then wiIl work with the Libray Vendor (as well as the
UMC Design Support Division and other technical experts in Taiwan, if necessary) to
determine what steps should be taken to correct the violation or to obtain a “waiver” from
UMC process engneers for the apparent violation. Tang Tr. 41 1: 11 - 412: 1; Lam Tr.
604: 1- 606: 17,614~7- 616:s; CX-508C; CX-563C; CX-591C; CX-606C.
732.

All of the standard cells in the VST and Artisan “fi-ee libraries” include wiring lines that
must comply with the applicable UMC [

3, including the rules relating to the height of wiring lines and the spacing between
wiring lines, which establish the aspect ratio for those wiring lines. Yang Tr. 581:5 581:lO.
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733.

Input/output or UO cells are one of the three principal types of “building block” cells
developed by VST and &isan for the [

] made available to UMC customers.

Lee Tr. 480:9 - 480:23,483:20- 484:3; CX-229.
734.

Because of their complexity, I/O cells are the most [
developed by VST and Artisan, in terms of [

] of the standard cells
] by UMC.

Lee Tr. 490:23 -491:7; CX-168C at 22 ([

1).
735.

YO cells must be designed to include ESD protection devices adequate to protect the
internal components of the IC. Tang Tr. 406:4 - 406: 10.

736.

The UO cells developed by VST and Artisan in the United States for inclusion in the
UMC

3 incorporate ESD protection devices with the PESD implant and other

structural features of the ‘352 patent, consistent with Complainants’ claim construction
for that patent. Tang Tr. 412:17 - 413:9; Yang Tr. 579:6 - 581 :4; CX-229C; CX-26C
through CX-29C ([

3); CX-618C and CX-619C ([

3);

cx-342c ([

I); CX-345C at UMC 9 1982 ([
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737.

Nimcho Lam,the Director of Worldwide Field Engineering at UMC-US, communicates
with library vendors and UMC employees regarding ESD issues, including the use of

PESD implants disclosed in the ‘352 patent. CX-415C; CX-416C; CX-422C; CX-465C,
CX-466C; CX-468C; CX-469C; CX-47OC; CX-476C; CX-481 C;CX-485C; CX-49OC;
CX-617C; CX-618C; CX-619C.
738.

Mr.Lam was involved, for example, in identifylng and trying to resolve the ESD

3.

problems [

CX-438C; CX-

450C; CX-452C; CX-454C.

739.

UMC-US field engineers also have perfoimed DRCs on J/O cells developed by VST and

Artisan and have worked with those Library Vendors [

3. Lam Tr. 61 1:20 - 614:22; CX-549C; CX603; CX-604; CX-606C.

740.

In addition to using specialized ESD DRCs, UMC also has used [

1. CXY6O9Cat UMC 89810;
Lam Tr. 647:13 - 648:4.
741.

[
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1
742.

[

1
743.

To date, UMC has paid approximately [

1. Chen Tr.463:3 - 463:23.
744.

UMCpaysC

3.

Lee

Tr. 487: 16 - 488: 10,491:25 - 492:4; Lam Tr..623: 18 - 624:7; CX-191C at 8,16.5;CX-
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193C at 7, 16.5; CX-198C at 7, 16.5.
745.

The customer support that VST has provided to UMC customers in the United Statesahas
included technical advice relating to ESD protection devices and the use o f PESD

implants in such devices. Lam Tr. 624:11 - 625: 15; CX-588C ([

3);

cx-347c ([

1);.CX-348C([
1); CX-311C ([
1).
746.

[

3, the ESD engineer at VST in the Unit-3 States, fiequ

tly communi ates with

UMC regarding ESD issues, including issues relating to the use of the PESD implants
disclosed in the ‘352 patent. Lam Tr. 625:5 - 625: 15; CX-328C; CX-329C; CX-33OC;

CX-332C; CX-333C; CX-334C, CX-338C; CX-344C; CX-346C.
747.

VST has also provided U M C customers with an updated [

1. CX-316C.
748.

UMC also pays [

1. Lee Tr. 487:16 488:10,491:25-492:4; Lam Tt. 624:19-624:lO; CX-18OC; CX-177C; CX-175C.
749.

[

3, the ESD engineer at Artisan in the United States, frequently communicates
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with UMC regarding ESD issues, including issues related to the use of the PESD
implants disclosed in the !352 patent. Lam Tr. 625:5 - 625: 13; CX-425C; CX-427C;
CX-464C; CX-466C; CX-468C; CX-469C; CX-476C; CX-627C; CX-632C.
750.

The investment made by Complainants in the United States of both money and time (on
the part of UMC-US field and customer engineers) in engineering work by VST and
Artisan has been augmented by related investment and activities with respect to I/P

Providers. Wan Tr. 670: 10 - 674: 16.
751.

Whereas Library Vendors develop libraries of standard “building blocks” or cells
commonly used in IC designs, UP Providers develop more c . mplex or specialized cells
for sale to one or more IC designers. Lam Tr. 625: 16 - 626.1, Wan Tr. 670: 10 - 671:5.

752.

UMC has identified l/P Providers in the United States and has provided support to them
to ensure that the cells they develop for UMC customers are ported to UMC
manufacturing processes and technologies. CX-229.

753.

That support has come in part in the form of engineering and technical advice and
assistance from UMC-US field and customer engineers, to ensure that I/P Providers who
are designated to develop cells for sale to UMC customers have access to and understand
the UMC Design Rules. Lam Tr. 626: 10 -627: 1; Wan Tr. 670: 10 - 672:6 (“we work
closely with [designated UP Providers] to make sure that [theii.] IPSare also DRC clean
and meet all the latest UMC rules, so that when they sell it to an end customer, . , , we
know that the IP is DRC clean and meets all our rules”).

754.

UMC-US also has worked with L/p Providers to develop test chips for cells that are
ported to UMC technologies and to manufacture those test chips as part of the UMC
274

“silicon shuttle” program. [

3

LamTr.

627:2 - 627:15; Wan Tr. 672:7 - 673:12.
755.

UMC-USengineers also wilI run DRCs for the designated I/P Providers to ensure that the
cells they develop for UMC customers are consistent with UMC Design Rules, using

UMC-US’S
facilities, equipment, and software. Larn Tr. 627:16 - 627:25; Wan Tr.

I); cx-494c ([

670:10-671:11; CX-563C ([

3).
756.

Complainants support designated I/P Providers to provide UMC customers in the United
States access to various cells needed for cost-effective IC design that are consistent with
UMC’s Design Rules and that can be manufactured in UMC’sfoundries using UMC’s

manufacturhg processes and technologies. Lam Tr. 626:3 - 6269; Wan Tr.673:13 674:16.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1, The Commission has personaljurisdiction over the parties and subject matter

jurisdiction over this investigation. See Op. at 1; FF 6, Section 11.
2. The importation or sale requirement o f section 337 has been established for purposes

of this Initial Determination. See Op. Section 11,at 4; FF, Sections I and 11.
3. None of the accused devices practices any asserted claim of the ‘352 patent literally or
under the doctrine of equivalents. See Op.at 31,35.
4. It has not been demonstratedthat Respondents are prohibited ftom challenging the

validity of the ‘352 patent due to assignor estoppel. See Op. at 42.
5. It is found by clear and convincing evidence that claims 1 and 2 of the ‘352 patent are

invalid pursuant to 35 U.S.C.0 102 due to anticipation by the Umemoto publication. See Op.
at 51.
6. It is found by clear and convincing evidence that claim 8 o f the ‘352 patent is invalid

pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
9 103 for obviousness due to the Umemoto publication in view of the

Soeda publication, and due to the Umemoto publication in view o f the Kamioka publication. See
Op. at 63,67.
7. If it were found that the asserted ‘345 patent claims were valid, it would be found that

Respondents’ old process infinges those claims. See Op. at 99.
8. Respondents’ new process does not practice any asserted claim ofthe ‘345 patent. See

Op. at 120.
9. It is found by clear and convincing evidence that each element of the asserted patent
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claims is disclosed in Tobben, or in the case of claim 13 is obvious in view o f Tobben and the
knowledge o f a person of ordinslly skill in the ai?. Thus, the asserted claims o f the ‘345 patent
are anticipated, or made obvious, by the Tobben patent. See Op. at 134.
10. It is found by clear and convincing evidence that the Abeinathey patent in

combination with other art renders obvious each asserted claim of the ‘345 patent. See Op. at
138- 140.
11. It has not been shown by clear and convincing evidence that any claim o f the ‘345

patent is invalidpursuant to 35 U.S.C.
0 102(g). See Op. at 140-41.
12. It has not been shown by clear and convincing evidence that any claim o f the ‘345 is

invalid pursuant to 35 U.S.C.0 112 due to a failure to disclose the best mode. See Op. at 146.
13. It has been demonstratedthat with respect to the ‘345 patent, a domestic industiy
exists in satisfaction o f the requirements o f section 337(a)(2). See Op. at 155-56.
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INITIAL DETERMINATION AND ORDER

Based on the foregoing opinion, findings of fact, conclusions of law, the evidence, and
the record as a whole, and having considered all pleadings and arguments, including the proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law, it is the Administrative Law Judge’s INITIAL
DETERMINATION (“ID’) that no violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
mended, exists in the importation into the United States, sale for importation, or the sale within
the United States after importation of certain integrated circuits or products containing same by
reason of infringement of claims 1,2 or 8 of U.S. Letters Patent 5,559,352, or claims 1,3-16 or
19-21 0fU.S. Letters Patent 6,117,345.
The Administrative Law Judge hereby CERTIFIES to the Commission this ID, together
with the record of the hearing in this investigation consisting of the following:
1.

The transcript of the hearing, with appropriate comections as may hereafter be

ordered by the Administrative Law Judge; and hither,
2.

The exhibits accepted into evidence in this investigation as listed in the

attached exhibit lists.
In accordance with 19 C.F.R. 9 210.39(c), all mateiial found to be confidential by the
Administrative Law Judge under 19 C.F.R. 5 210.5 is to be given in camera treatment.
The Secretary shall serve a public version of this ID upon all parties of record and the
confidential version upon counsel who are signatories to the Protective Order (Order No. 1)
issued by the Administrative Law Judge in this investigation, and upon the Commission
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investigative attorney.

To expedite service of the public version, counsel are hereby ORDERED to serve on the
Administrative Law Judge by no later than May 14,2002, a copy of this ID with those sections
considered by the party to be confidential bracketed in red, accompanied by a list indicating each
page on which such a bracket is found.
Pursuant to 19 C.F.R.
$ 210.42(h), this ID shall become the determination ofthe
Commission unless a party files a petition for review pursuant to 9 210.43(a) or the Commission,
pursuant to $210.44, orders on its own motion a review of the ID or certain issues herein.

,LA /Aq
-/Sidney ~ i t f f i s
\
AdministrativeLaw Judge
Issued May 6,2002

. .
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